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FOREWORD 

1'he Nuclear Wast. Poli.cy Act of 1982 (the Act) established a process for 
the selection of sites for the disposal of spent nuclear f .:!1 and high-level 
radioactive waste in geologic repositories. The first st.( i'l in thia process 
were the identifict<~tion of potentially acceptable s:l.tes AOII the development of 
general guidelines for siting repositories. In February ~\-'~·3 1 the DOE 
identified nine sites in six States as potentially accepL.i)· le for the first 
re~ository. The Yucca l1ountain site in Nye County, Nevadn, W"as icientified as 
one of those sites. The general guidelines were l.ssued in November 1984 as 
Title 10 of the Code of Federal Regulations, Part 960. Tbe DOE is now 
proceeding with the next step in the site-selection process for the first 
repository: the nomination of at least five of the nine pr)tentially 
acceptable sites as suitable for site characterization, which ia a program of 
detailed studies, 

The Act requires that site nomination be accompanied by an environmental 
assessment (EA). The DOE has prepared EAs for the nominated sites through a 
process that provided opportunity for public input, Public hearings were held 
during March, April, and May 1983 to obtain recommendations OtJ the issues to 
be addressed in an EA. All such recommendations were considered in preparing 
the EAs. The DOE issued draft EAs for publi~ review and comment in December 
1984 and conducted a series of public hearings in February and March 1985. 
The issues raised in the comment letters and hear:lngs were considered in 
preparing the final EAs. These issues are addressed in a comment-response 
doc~nt appended to the final EAs (Appendix C). 

The information presented in the EAs is derived from hundreds of 
technical reports contain:l.ng more-detailed data and analyses, All of these 
reference documents are available to the public in various libraries and 
reading rooms; a listing of their locations is given in Appendix 8,. 

After the nomination, the Secretary is required by the Act to recommend 
to the President nJt feW"er than three of the nominated sites for 
characterization as candidate sites for the first repository. This 
recommendation will be submitted and documented in a separate report that is 
being issued separately from this environmental assessment. After submittal, 
the Act provides the PrP.sident 60 days to approve or disapprove the candidate 
sites. The President may delay his decision fo~ up to six months if he 
determines that the information supplied with the recommendation of the 
Secretary is insufficient to permit a decision within the 60-day period. If 
the President does not approve, disapprove, or delay the decision, the 
candidate sites shall be considered approved. After the President approves 
the candidate sites, the DOE will start site characterization. 
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ABSTRACT 

In February 198.',, the U.S. Departme:1t of Energy (DO!:! ideritified the 
Yucca Mountain site .. n Nevada as one of nine potentially <1c.::eptable sites fur 
a mined geologic rer<Jsitory for spent nuclear fuel and t1 )b-level radioactive 
waste, The site is in the Great Basin, ~hich is one of tlve distinct 
ge.Jhydrologic settings considered for the first reposit ·ry. To determine 
their suitability, the Yucca Mountain site and the eigh, )ther potentially 
acceptable sites have )een evaluated in accordance with t e DOE's General 
Guidelines for t~e Recommendation of Sites for the Nucleac Waste 
Repositories. These evaluations were reported in draft €nvironmental 
assessments (EAs), which were issued for public review and comrnent. After 
considering the comments received on the deaft ~As, thP. j)QE prepared the final 
EAs. 

On the basis of the evaluations reported in this EA. the DOE h~s found 
that the Yucca Mountain site is not disqualified under the guidelines. The 
DOE has also found that it is suilable foe site chaeacterization because the 
evidence does not support a conclusion that the site will not be able to meet 
each of the qualifying conditions specified in the guidelines. On the basis 
of these findings, the DOE is nominating the Yucca Mountain site as one of 
five sites suitable foe charactedzation. 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

l. INTRODUCTION 

By the end of this century, the United States pla1 to begin operating 
the first geologic repository for the permanent dispo~a< of commercial spent 
nuclear fuel ani: high-level radioactive Wi:!.Ste. Public L'W 97-l,zS, the Nuclear 
\,'aste Policy Act of 1982 (the Act), specifies the procd·~ for selecting a 
repository site, and constructing, operating, closing, tl ·d decommissioning the 
repository. Congress approved geologic disposal by decluring that one of the 
key purposes of the Act is "to establish a schedule for the siting, 
construction, and operation of repositories that will provide reasonable 
assurance ti"1at the public and the environment will be adequately protected 
from the hazards posed by high-level radioactive waste and such spent nuclear 
fuel as may be disposed of in a repository" [Section lll(b)(l)J. 

A geologic repository can be viewed as a large underground mine with a 
complex of tunnels occupying roughly 2,000 acres at a depth between 1,000 and 
4,000 feet, To handle the waste received for disposal, surface facilities 
will be developed which will occupy about 400 acres, The repository will be 
operational for about 25 to 30 years. After the repository is closed and 
sealed, waste isolation will be achieved by a system of multiple barriers, 
both natural and engineered, that will act together to contain and isolate the 
~aste as required by regulations. The natural barriers include the geologic. 
hydrologic, and geochemical environment of the site. The engineered barriers 
consist of the waste package and the underground facility. The waste package 
includes the waste form, the waste disposal container, and materials placed 
over and around the containers. The underground facility consists of 
underground openings and backfill materials, not associated with the waste 
package, that are used tu further limit ground-water circulation around the 
'lo'aste packages and to impede the subsequent transport of radionuclides into 
the environment, 

In February 1983, the DOE carried out the first requirement of the Act by 
formally identify:.ng nine sites in the following locations as potentially 
acceptable sites for the first repository (the host rock of each site is noted 
in parentheses): 

1. Vacherie dome, Louisiana (domal salt) 
2. Cypress Creek dome. Mississippi (domal salt) 
3. Richton dome. Mississippi (domal salt) 
4. Yuc~a Moun::ain. Nevada (welded tuft') 
5. Deaf Smith County. Texas (bedded salt) 
6. Swisher County, Texas (bedded salt) 
7. Davis Canyon, Utah (bedded salt) 
8. Lavender Canyon, Utah (bedded salt) 
9. Ref.-=l<ence repository location', Hanford Site, Wash:.ngton ~basa,lt 

flows). 

The locations of these sites are shown in Figure 1. 
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After identifyio.tg these potentially acceptable sites, the DOE ?Ublished 
draft General Guidel i .es for the Recommendation of Sites for Nucleitr Waste 
Repositodes (the guj'.~elines) in accordance with the Act The draft 
guidelines were revis,~d in 1:esponse to extensive comments and recei·1ed the 
concurrence of the NL<r, lear Regulatory Commission (NRC) ir. June 1984. Final 
guidelines were pt!bU'-Ihed in December 1981~ as 10 CFR Par.t 960. 

The Act require!; the DOE to nominate at least five :tes as suitable for 
site characterization--a formal information-gathering pr~ ·~ss that will 
include the sinking of one or more shafts at the site a'd a series of 
experiments and studies underground. The DOE must then r·~corrunend not fe\~er 
than three of those sLes for characterization as candiliE.. e sit6S for the 
first repository. After site characterization is completo,.:l, one of the 
characterized sites will be recommended for developrnent as a repository. 

The Act also requires the DOE to prepare environmental assessments (EAs) 
to serve as the basis for site-nomination decisions. Th\3.Bfi EAs contain the 
following information and evaluations consistent with th~ requirements of 
Section 112 of the Act I 

• A description of the decision process by which the site is being 
considered for nomination (&:A chapters 1 and 2). 

' "' 
• A description of the site and its surroundings (EA Ctlapt(lr 3). 

• An evaluation of the effects of site characterization activities on 
puhlic health and safety and the environment e.nd a discussion of 
alternative activities that may be tak6n to,avoid -such effects 
(EA Chapter 4)1, 

• An assessrnent of the regional and loca1 effects of locating the 
proposed repository at the site (EA Ohapter 5.). 

• An evaluation as to.whether the site is suitable fo~, site 
characterization (EA Chapter 6). 

• An eval'.lation as to whether the site is suitable for developrnent as a 
repository (KA Chapter 6), 

• A reasonable cotnparlitive evaluation of tb·a site with other sitea that 
have been considered (EA Chaptet· 7). 

This executive summary highlights the important information and 
evaluations found in the .accompanying EA. SeGtiOn 2,of 1this executive summary 
presents a summary of the decision process .and findings. leading to the 
nomination of the Yucca Mountain· site. Sections 3 through '1 swmna.rize the 
results of evaluations contained in corresponding chapters' in !the EA.· 

. '' . ,,,. 
,, 
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2. DECISION PROCESS AND PRELIMINARY CUNCLUS·lONEi 

2.1 DECISION PROCESS 

The guidelin8,; require the DOE to implement the f \lowing seven-part 
evaluation and decision process for nominating and rec ~~:.nending sites for 
characterization! 

1. Evaluate th~ potentially acceptable sites agtli ·st the disqualifying 
conditiona specified in the guidelines. 

2. Group e.ll potentially accept~:~.ble sites accord:'ng to their 
g~ohydrologic settings. 

3. For those geohydrologic settings that contain more than one 
potentiaL.y acceptable site, select the pnfei red site .on the bas ill 
of a comparative evaluation of all potentially acceptable sites in 
the setting. 

4. Evaluate each preferred site within a geohydrologic setting and 
decide whether such site is suitable for the development of a 
repository under the q~alifying condition of each applicable 
guideline, 

5, Evaluate each preferred site within a geohydrologic setting and 
decide whether such site is suitable for site characterization under 
the qualifying condition of each applicable guideline, 

6. Perform a reasonable comparative evaluation under each guideline of 
the sites proposed for nomination. 

7. Consider an order of preference of the nominated sites as recommended 
sites and, on the basis of this order of preference, recommend not 
fewer than three sites for characterization to the President. 

The DOE prepared a draft EA for 
sites to give all interested parties 
evaluation of all·sites considered. 
nominated sites, the DOE considered 
documented in Appendix C. 

each of the nine potentiaHy acceptable 
an opportunity to review the full 
In preparing the Hnal EAs for the five 

all comments that were received, as 

With the issuance of the final EAs 1 the DOF. will formally nominate five 
sites as suitable for characterization. The Secretary of Energy will then 
recommend not fewer than three of these sites to the President as candidate 
sites for characterization. After the President approves the Secretary's 
recommendation, characterization activities will begin at thoee sites. After 
characterization is completed, the DOE will again evaluate each site against 
the guidelines and, after completing an environmental impact statement, will 
recommend one site to the President for the first repository. The President 
may then recommend the site to Congress. At this point, the host State may 
issue a notice of disapproval that can be overridden only by a jcint 
resolution of both Houses of the U.S. Congress. If the notice of disapproval 
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is not overridden, t.r·e President must submit another repository site 
recommendation with '2 months. If no noti.ce of disappro·:.ral is submitted, or 
if Congress override/. the notice of disapproval, then the site designation is 
effective, and the DOE will file an application with the ~lRC to obt,ain a 
construction authoriz~tion for a repository at that site, 

2. 2 PRELIMINARY FINDINGS AND DETERMn'i J.'IONS 

Summarized below are Che DOE's preliminary finding!i nd determinations 
that apply to the Yuccu Mountain site, 

2.2.1 EVALUATION AGAINST THE DISQUALIFYING CONDITIONS 

The evidence dof..·S not support the disqualification of the Yucca Mount&in 
site under the guid~lines; nor are any of the other eight potentially 
acceptable sites found to be disqualified. 

2.2.2 GROUPING OF SITES .BY GEOHYDROLOGIC SETTING 

The nine potentially acceptable sites are contained within tiv' diatinct 
geohydrologic settings as.defined by the u.s. Geological.Survey., ,The sites 
are grouped by the DOE's geohydrologic designations as fo,llows; 

Geohydrologic setting 

Columbia Plateau 

Great Basin 

Permian Basin 

Paradox Basin 

Gulf Interior Region of 
the Gulf Coastal Plai.n 

Reference repository location, 
Hanford Site 1 Washington 

Yucca Mountain, Nevada 

Deaf Smith County and Swisher 
County, Texas 

Laveqder C$nyon.and Davis 
Canyon, \,Ita~ 

Vacherie Dome, Louis~~n•; 
Cypress Creek Dome and ~ichton 
Dome, Mississippi 

The Yucca Mountain site is hydrologically distinct from the other sites. 
The proposed repository horizon at the site is in the unsaturated zone about 
200 to 400 meters (656 to 1,300 feet) above the water table. The proposad 
horizons at the other eight sites are all situated well below the water table. 

-I-
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2.2.3 SELECTION 01: THE PREFERRED SITE IN THE GREAT DASIN 

The Yucca Mou~.tain site is the only potentially ar.ceptable site 
identified in the '"!reat Bllsin, The process by which :1.~. was identified aa the 
preferred site in that setting is described in Ohapter 2 of the Yucca Mountain 
EA. 

2.2,4 SUITABILITY OF THE YUCCA MOUNTAIN SITE FOR DE\.:\:l.0PMENT AS A REPOSITORY 

Section ll2(b) of the Act requires the DOE to evaluate the suitability of 
a site for development as a reposito~y under each guideline that does not 
require 8ite characterization as a prerequisite for the application of such 
guideline. The intent is to preclude the investment of money and effort in 
sites that could be disqualified under those guideline§ for which substantial 
information is av~ilable for site evaluations. The guidelines that do not 
require characterization address mainly those characte··istics of a site that 
are related to tt.e effects of a repository on public health and safety, the 
quality of the environment, and socioeconomic conditions during the operating 
period, before the repository is closed and sealed, 

For a site to be suitable for repository development ,,uder each of those 
guidelines that do not require site characteri.2ation, no df.squalifying 
conditions can be present, and each of the qualifying cond).tions must be met. 
A final determination of suitability for repositvry development cannot be made 
until site characterization is complete. However, at this stage, the evidence 
does not support a findirig that the Yucca Mountain site is disqu8lified. 
Furthermore, the evidence does not Bupport a finding that the Yucca Mountain 
site is not likely to meet all the qualifying conditions under those 
guidelines that do not require site characterization. 

2.2.5 SUITABILITY OF THE YUCCA MOUNTAIN SITE FOR CHARACTERIZATION 

To determine whether a site is suitable for characterization, ··the DOE 
must evaluate the site against all the guidelines, including those that 
require site characterization. To judge that a site is suitable, the DOE must 
conclude that the evidence does 'not aupport a finding that the site is not· 
likely to meet all of the gUideline~. The evaluations ~gainst the guidelines 
have led to a preliminary conclusion that the Yucca Mountain site is suitable 
for: characterization. ! ., ' 

'· '' 

2.2,6 DECISION ON NOMINATION 

Having made 'the aboVtt Htidinga:, the DOE has decided' to n'dmin'ate the Yucca 
Mount8irt site aa ·suitable ito·r CtiarBcterization. The other po'ee'ntiallyi 
acceptable sites selected for nomination are Davis Canyon, Utah; Deaf Smith, 
Texaa; the reference repository location at the Hanford site, Washington; and 
the Richton dome, Mississippi. 
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3. THE SITE 

The Yucca Mot;;r·tain site is in Ny'=! County, Nevada, on and adjacent lo the 
southwest port:l.on ,..,f the Nevada Teat Site, about 137 k:l.ometers (85 rnllea) by 
air northW"est of L~.~s Vega1:1 (Figure 2). The Yucca f<loun:ain site iB on three 
adjacent parcela oi: Federal land, each under the sepa.r1te control of the DOE, 
the U.S. Air Fore.~,. and the Bureau of Land Management. 

Yucca Mour1tain is in the southern part of the G1 u.t Basin, a part of the 
Basin and Range I.Jbyl!liographic Province in which all s; rface waters drain into 
closed basins rather than flowing !nto the ocean, As to .olm in Figure 3, the 
rocks in this province can be divided into four groups in order of decreasing 
geologic age: (1) Precambrian crystalline basement rodc.s; (2) Upper 
Precambrian and Paleozoic sedimentary rocks that have b~en folded, faulted, 
and uplifed to form large mountain ranges that eventua!ly eroded to a gentle 
plain; (3) 'fertiary tuffaceous volcani·c ma.terial such a·.s that which forlns 
Yucca Mountain; and (4) alluvium derived from the erosion of the surrounding 
mountains. The tuffaceous rocks occur ln layers at lef.!lt 2,000 meters 
(6,500 feet) thick. 

Faulting and volcaf"lism-. that produced the early features of the Basin and 
Rang~ Province took plaCe concurrently approximately 10 to 40 million years 
ago. In the vicinity of Yucca Mountatn, tectonic activity has steadily 
decreased over the last 10 million years. Minor volc~nic activity has 
continued during basin filling and, most recently, prOduced thin, areally 
restricted flows and cones of basalt!~ material on Crater Flat, west of Yucca 
Mountain. Some faults in the vicinity of Yucca Mountain shoW" evidence of 
continued movement during the last 2 ~illion years. Investigations to date 
covering an 1,100 square-kilometer (425 square-mile) area around the site have 
found thirty-two faults that offset or fracture Quaternary deposits, 
Quaternary faults have been divided into three broad age groupS: 5 faults 
last moved between 270,000 and 40,000 years ago; 4 other faults last moved 
about l million years ago; and 23 faults last moved probably between 2 million 
and 1.2 million years ago, Recently available but unevaluated thermo
luminescence dates may indicate on the order of 1 to 10 centimeters (2.54 to 
25.4 inches) of fault displacemen-t in eastern Crater Flat lese than 6,000 
years ago. Yucca Mountain and areas to the west and south have had ~ rela
tively low level of seismicity throughout the historical record. 

The hydrologic system of the southern part of the Great Basin is 
characterized by low precipitation, deep water tables, and closed topographic 
and ground-water basins that contain all surface-water flow within the 
region. Ground water is recharged by the slow infiltration and percolation of 
rain and surface water through intergranular pores and pe1·haps through 
fractures in the rocks overlying the water table. At YUcca Moun-taln·~···most of 
the annual precipitation of 150 millimeters (5.91 inches) is returned to the 
atmosphere through evaporation and plant transpiration before it can infil
trate deep enough to become percolation and finally ground-water recharge. 
Only a small fraction (3 percent. or less) of the annual precipitation reaches 
the depth proposed for the repository. 

At Yucca Mountain, a r~podtory would be constructe<(~ i~. ~h.e unsaturated 
zone 200 to 400 meters (656 tO 1,300 feet) above the water table. The 
movement of ground water in the unsaturated zone is typified by a very low 
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flux of water mo~tir·g downward primarily through the inte.rgranul,u· pons of the 
tuff layers. In t!',e saturated zone below, water movet; laterally through 
fractures and par~.- in both the tuffs and in the underlying carbonate-rock 
aquifers. 

Thera is no cddence that the Yucca Mountain site •;ontains any convnercial
ly attractive gGoU C!rmal, uranium, hydrocarbon, oil shnt•fl, or coal resources, 
although low-grad~ uranium ll.nd geothermal resources al· found in the general 
area of the site. Under foreseeabla economic conditic;J,I ~nd in epite of the 
many small mi.ning operations in the area, there is no p.,tential at the site 
~or extracting the limited mineral resources. 

No perennial st.t:eams occur at or near Yucca Mountain. The only reliable 
sources of surL1ce water are springs in Oasis Valley, Amargosa Desert, and 
Dea-th Valley. Rapid run-off -during heavy precipitation fills the nornially' dry 
washes for brief periods of time. Local flooding can Qccur where the water 
exceeds the capacity of the channels, The terminal pla.vas rti6.Y contain stand
ing water for days or weeks after severe storms. 

The climate at Yucca Mountain is characterized by high solar insolation, 
limited precipitation, low relative humidity, and large diurrtal temperatur~ 

ranges. Meteorological data have been collected at the Nevada Test Site slnce 
1956. Average monthly temperatures at Yucca Flat vary from 1.8°C (35.3 9 F) to 
24.8°C {76.6°F); Yucca Mountain is expected to have slightly lower tempera~ 
tures. 

No site-sp~cif~c Jpfp.J.'fnatlon about air quality is available for the Yucca 
Mountain site. HoWever~ data from similar remote desert areas suggest that 
the ambient air quality at Yucca Mountain probably surpasses the Nat·:lonal 
Ambient Air Quality Standards. Suspended particulates are probably the most 
.tmportant source of air pollution at Yucca Mountain. 

No plant o~ animal on the Nevada Test Site or in the proposed repository 
area is currently listed, nor is one an official candidate for listing, under 
the Endangered Species Act of 1973. Therefore, the1·e are no areas designated 
as critical habitats in the repository area. The Mojave fishhook cactus 
(Sclerocactus polyancistrus) and the desert tortoise (Gopherus agasaizii)t 
both of which occur in the repository area, are under consideration for 
Federal protection as endangered species. The desert tortoise is a State
protected species. 

Literature reviews and field surveys of the archaeological, cultu~a~.• :and 
historical resoUrces of Yucca Mountain and its vicinity hb.ve led to the ide'nti
fication of 178 prehistoric aboriginal sites. These sites are evidence that 
the urea of Yucca Mountain was used by small and highly mobile group£ or bands 
of aboriginal hunter-ga~herftrs. 

Social and economic impacts are expected to occur in areas where reposi
tory·-related expenditures would be made and where the inmigrating repository
related work force would reside. Historical settlement patterns of workers at 
the Nevada Test Site (NTS), located in Nye County, provide a reasonable indica
tion of where repository workers and their families would settle. Data on 
recent settlement patterns of theBe workers indicate that most (96 percent) of 
the repository-related population would likely settle in Nye and Clark 
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counties. 
consist of 

Theref.')re, the areas expected 
Nye Coqnty, where the site is 

to experience sociOcllc.onomic effects 
locnted, and neighboring Clark County. 

Nye County ~" largely rural, with a population drnsity of 0.5 person per 
square mile. Thf\ three unincorporated towns in southtn:·n Nye County closest to 
the proposetl s.i.te are Amargosa Valley, Beatty, and Pahrump. The·total popula
tion of Nye Count! in 1980 was 9,048. 

The 1980 population of Clark County was 463,087, ~ith a density of 58.8 
persons per tH:il.uare mile. · Approximately 96 percent c ,: I: his population resides 
in the Las Vegas valley. Incorporated cities in the T~s Vegas valley include 
Henderson, Las Vege.s, and North Las Vegas. Unincorpot•. ted towns and 
communities in the Las Vegas valley are East ·Las Vegas~ Enterprise, Grandviewt 
Lone Mountain, Paradise, Spring Valley, Sunrise Manor, and Winchester~ 

4. EFFECTS OF SITE CHARACTERIZA'TION 

To obtain the information neces~ary for evaluating the suitability of the 
Yucca Mountain site for e repository, the DOE will conduct a site character
ization program of underground testing. To carry out this program, the DOE 
will construct two shaf·ts (one shaft for exploration and one for emergency 
egress), excavate drifts at the proposed repository depth, and construCt 
support structures on the surface. In addition to the tests perf'orr.M!d' under
ground and in the exploratory shaft, geologic field studies will be conducted 
to characterize underground conditions. This site characteriZation program 
will require the clearing of about 285 hectares (705 acres.) of .land. 

Concurrent with geologic site characterization activities, the DOE will 
study the environment of the site and its vicinity, including ·weather condi
tions, air quality, noise, plant and animal communities, and archaeological 
and cultural resources. Social and economic conditions will also be investi
gated in the area expected-·to be affected by the repository. 

The site characterization program will last several years. At the end of 
this period, if the site is found to be unsuitable for a repository, the 
exploratory shaft facility would be either decommissioned or preserved for 
other uses. Decommissioning eoulcl include the baekfilHng and sealing of the 
underground openings and shafts, and restoration of the surface area. 

Site characterization activities are expected to result in minimal local
ized environmental effects on geologic and hydrologic conditions; lend use; 
surf ace soils; ecosys terns; air quality; noise levels; aesthetic quality; and 
cultui"al, historical 1 end archaeological resources. HoweVer, some pot<l!;ntially 
adverse effects that would result from site characterizatiort have been identi
fied. 

One adverse impact of site characterization would be the effects on 
wildlife populations resulting from the removal of wildlife habitat. Approxi
mately 285 hectares (705 acres) of habitat would be disturbed by drill pads, 
roads, utility lines, trenches, seismic lines, off-road driving, and construc
tion. Wildlife in the surrounding areas could alae be disturbed by human 
presenc~ and activity. In addition, some roadkills are expected. Measures 
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will be taken to ~titigate adverse effects. For example, sensitive areas, such 
aa habitats fo-: t:h' Mojave fishhook cactu11, could be avoided. Reclamation of 
the disturbed latKS would be undertaken. Howevert bn:ause the site and its 
immediti.Le surrounc.tngs do not support any ecologically unique communities and 
because the area t·o be c.leared is small compa.t'ed to to,\'l tens oC thousands of 
acrl}a of ula.tively undisturbed des9rt surrounding 'iw:•~B Mountain, the eco
logical effect~ or·. a regional level will be minimal. 

Adverse effects on tdr quality may result from tr.,) particulate and 
gaseous emissions from construction and oper-ation of t,,@. exploratory shaft and 
concomitant aitt1 characterization activities. Becau~e Yucca Mountain is in an 
area where the exis':ing air quality is considered to b• better than Stal:e and 
Federal ambient air-quality standards, site characterization would be subject 
to regulations designed to prevent a significant dcHer.ioration of th~ ambient 
air qualit_v. 

The effect of noise is ell'.pected to he insignificant on a regional level. 
Analyses indicate that wildlife may be affected With.tn 0.6 kilometer 
(0.4 mile) of the exploratory shaft construction site ·md within 1.5 kilo
meters (1 mile) of a surface blast site. No wildlife impacts are expected 
from underground blasting or from operation of the ~xplorctory sh~ft facil
ity. The potential effects of noise on wildlife is sp@culative and based on 
laboratory experiments. Residents of the nearest town (Amargosa Valley) are 
not expected to be adversely affected by noise produced by site characteri
zation activities. 

because of site-characterization activities and increased human activi
ties in the area, thare is a potential for unauthorized nonscientific exca
vation of archaeologicaL sites or the collection of artifacts. To mitigate 
this effect, aenaitive sites will be identifi.ed in cultural-resource surveys 
and avoided or protec..ted where possible. Ao archaeologist will supervise the 
collection of artifacts in the areas directly affected by site-characteri
zation activities and where sites cannot be avoided or adequately protected. 
Four significant sites have been identified. Systematic collections of the 
cultural remains at tile sHes have been completed to mitigate the potential 
adverse impact of site characterization. 

The social and economic impacts of sit~ characterization are expected to 
be sn~ll and insignificant. Some social effects may result from an increase 
in public awareness of the repository project. Selection of Yucca Mountain 
for site characterization could induce changes in social organization 
associated with. the formAtion o{ support and opposition groups, disputes 
within exi~ting groups, and focusing of attention on repository-related issues. 

A potentiaHy dgnificant fiscal effect of reco[(JI'lending Yucr.a Mountain 
for site characterization would be an increase in the State and local 
participation in planning activities. However, the Act explicitly recognizes 
the fiscal implicatlons of State participation and provides a mechanism for 
financial assistance. 
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5. R£,;JONAL AND LOCAL EFFECTS OF REPOSITORY DE'.VELOPMENT 

To determine tl.\i effects of developing a two-st~ge repository at Yu~ca 
Mountain~ three perhds of 1·epository development w·ere e~"~:amined: (1) con
struction, (2) oper,r,tions, and (3) decommissioning and r'!osunt. 

All of the Sta~ ~ 1 and a portion of the Stage 2 fac, lities would be 
constructed and som1 of the subsurface facilities wouJ.d Ht excavated during 
the first 4.3 years of the 7-year construction period. lhe Stage 2 facilities 
would be compleLld i.n the last 3 years of the construe· i"n period, which would 
o·;erl.ap with the first 3 years of the operations perioc,, The oparations 
period, which would l;·st for 50 years, would consist of 1-10 pha~;es. R.,dio
active waste would be received and emplaced during the 28-year emplacement 
phase. The undetground facilities and surrounding envinmment would be 
monitored during this phase. The 22-yelir caretaker phas~ would follow 
completion c! waste-emplacement operationsj the far.iliti~.s. a.s well as the 
surrounaing environment. would continue to be monitored, and the retrieva
bility option wouln be n~intained in compliance with NRC requirements (10 CFR 
Part bO, 19SJ) for ensuring retrievability at any time uj. to SO years after 
~aste emplacement begins. If a decision to retrieve the waste were made 
during the caretaker pha!>e, the lifetime of the project would be extended 
approximately 30 years during which actual waste retrieval would be accom
plished. A decision to close and decommission the repository could be made at 
any time during the caretaker phase. The decommissioning and closing of the 
repository would last for an 8-year period under the vertical-emplacement 
.~;~ltemative or a. 3-year period under the horizontal-emi)lacement alternative. 
During closure and decommissioning, shafts and boreholes would be closed and 
sealed, land-use concrols would be instituted, the surface facili-ties would be 
decontaminated and deqommisaioned 1 and permanent markers or monuments would be 
erected at the site to w"'rn .future generations about the prelJen~e of the 
underground repository. 

Both beneficial and adverse effects could result from development of a 
repository at Yucca Mountain. Locating e. repository· at Yucca Mountain is 
expected to have minimal impact on the geologic environment, the hydrologic 
environment, and land use. 

Possible adve::se effects on ecosystems are greatest for the construction 
period, and are a result of removing vegetation and increasing transportation 
in the vicinity of the site. The primary ecological effect would ba tha 
removal of ~pproximately 680 hectares (1,680 acres) of vegetation. Clearing 
this laP.d is not expected to be ecologically significant because the affected 
areas are ~ery small compared to the surrounding undisturbed areas of similar 
vegetation. 

Indirect ecological effects of construction may also be caus~d by 
combustion emissions, fugitive dust, sedimentation, and noise. 

The potentially adverse effocts on ambient air quality would be due 
largely to the particulates gene~ated by site clearing, construction 
activities, traffic, and wind erosion. The projected conc.entratio~s of the 
combustion emissions are not considered high enough to cause any significant 
adverse effects to the plants ~nd ~nimals in th~ ~eglon. Howeve~, fugitive 
dust deposition on the leaves of des~rt shrubs ~an increase the loss of le~ves 

,~·"'" 
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and the death of shru,/lby vegetation near disturbed areas. Mitigative 
measures, such as wet .:J.ng the surfaces of disturbed arearo, can be used to 
minimize fugitive du!:.", Ambient levels of regulated polll'tants are expected 
to be below State and Federal standards for ambient air qtality; however, a 
more precise determir:~.tlon of air-quality effects and the ,nf!asures that can be 
taken to reduce them .,ill be made during site characteri2: l~·on. 

Repository work,.:rs, who are protected by worker sa£1 y regulations, and 
wildlife are the only sensitive noise receptors in the ·•ir· [nity of Yucca 
MoLntain. The effects of noise on wildlife are specula! i•·~·. No significant 
noise effects are exper:ted, but auy impacts to wildlife .<;I 0uld be limited to 
the immediate vicinity of the site during construction, u.·:. Highway 95 during 
transportation of men and materials to the site, and in the vicinity of the 
repository during operations. Noise from rail transport ':auld affect humans 
at Indian Springs, Floyd R. Lamb State Park, and Mercury. No significant 
impacts are expected in Amargosa Vnlley or Indian Springs from rerad traffic. 

The construction and operation of the repository may lead to the physical 
disturbance of archaeological sites and possibly the loss of data that are 
crucial for interpreting these sites. Several mitigating measures woulcl be 
used to protect known s:l.tes where such impacts could occur; for example, 
fences could be erected around significant sites and a professional archae
ologist could be employed to monitor construction within sensitive locations. 

Transportation effects would result from increased commuter t<affic and 
the hauling of supplies and radioactive waste. Radiological ri.aks would 
result from the direct extarnal radiation emitted by the radioactive waste as 
a shipment is transported. Nonradiological risks are traffic accidents and 
tl1c health effects that result from the pollutants emitted by combustion 
engines; they would occur regardless of the cargo carried by the railcar or 
truck. In general, both types of risk will vary with the distance traveled 
and with the mode of trRnsportation (road or rail). 

Transportation accidents severe enough to release radioactive materials 
from a shipping container are extremely unlikely. On a national basis, the 
radiological impacts associated with truck shipment are much greater than 
those for rail, and the use of a monitored retrievable storage (MRS) facility 
would reduce the total radiological impaet of transporting nuclear wastes, 
especially if rail is used as a ahipping mode between the vaste generation 
point and the MRS. As in the case of national impacts, the radiological risk 
on a regional basis from truck shipment ia significantly greater than for rail 
shipment, but the risk of transporting nuclear waste within the State of 
Nevada is very low regardless of the mode of shipment or the use of an MRS 
faciU ty. 

Certain nonradiological riaks are inherent in any large-scale transporta
tion program, regardless of whether nuclear materia.ls are involved or not. 
Nonradiological effects include the potential induction of cancer by nonradio
active pollutants emitted by the truck or train and the fatalities or injuries 
.resulting from railcar or truck accidents. On a national scale the results 
follow the same general pattern as that of radi~logical impacts when waste is 
shipped directly to the repository in that truck shipments represent a greater 
risk than do rail shipments. The difference in nonradiological risk between 
shipping modes is significantly reduced if an MRS facility is assumed. For 
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the regional case in•nlving no MRS 1 the total nonradiological risk is low; the 
risk a6sociated with ':ruck shipmf!nts i.s grenter than that for train shipments; 
and the largest frac L ton of the risk for tl"uck shipments is incurred along the 
Interstate 15 southbo:1nd route. If an MRS facility is asnumed, the total 
nonradiological d&k •tlso is low and the risk associated ,.·fth train shipment 
is greater than that i'ot· truck shipment. 

Total national 1. isk is a function of the number of , .Jpments made and 
whether an MRS facility is used in the waste-management s·r-stem. In all cases 
nonradiologica.l futalities and injuries far exceed thos~ (\1.<e to the 
rauiological nature of the cargo, The four scenarios ai• .. < i.·a11ked according to 
dsk in the following rmnner, with th~ highest risk first; 

l. Truck transport of spent fuel to an MRS facility with a dedicated 
train from the MRS facility to Yucca Mountain, 

2. Direct truck transport to Yucca Mountain. 

3. Rail tronsp01ct of spent fuel to an MRS facility \O.ith a dedicated 
train from the MRS facility to Yucca Mountain, 

4. Direct rail transport to Yucca Mountain. 

From a regional standpoint the safest scenario is direct transport from 
origin to Yucca Mountain by rail. The highest risk is asaoctated with direct 
transport of western fuel from origin to Yucca Mountain by truck with. eastern· 
fuel being transported from the MRS facility by dedicated rHil. However, as 
previously noted, all scenarios produce extremely low risk within th€ State of 
Nevada. 

Access routes would be relatively easy to construct at the Yucca Mountain 
site and would traverse flat terrain, thereby reducing the risk of accidents. 
Tht!Se routes would also bypass local towns and coxmnun1.ties, providing direct 
ac,·ess to regional ard national transportation networks. 

Total employment (direct plus indirect) induced by the project would 
increase and decrease over time in relAtion to the size of the direct project 
work force. Total dnnual employment would reach a peak of about 4,800 jobs in 
1998. Near the end of the construction period in 1999, this number would 
decline to about 4,150. The average level of total employment would be about 
4,260 for the 25-year emplacement phase through 2024. Labor market impacts 
would depend upon the local and regional availability of workers at various 
phases of the project, particularly during the construction period (from 1993 
through 2000) when direct work force I'equirements would reach their pealt. 
Labor market impacts could include inmigration of workers having mining and 
construction ski.lls and an increase in wages and salaries to induce these 
workers to relocate to the area. Peak annual direct and indirect wage 
expenditures are expected to be between $95.37 and $110.04 million dollars 
during the overlap of the construction and operations periods. Additional 
revenues would re.::ult from local repository-related purchases. 

During peak employment in 1998. the project could cause a worst-case 
population increase of about 16,100 over baseline projections for the bicounty 
area, which is about 2 percent of the baseline bicounty population. If direct 
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and indirect "'orker5; ~allow the settlement patterns of wnrkers recently employ
ed by the DOE and itt contractors at the Nevada Test SHe, Cladt County would 
receive 83 percent of the maximum annual project-relateO. population increase 
or a maximum of nbou!- 13,940 people. Nye County, which w~uld nc.eive about 13 
percent of the total, would experience a maximum influx~-~-· about 2,180 people. 

Potential conun:~·lity-service impacts would be mainly :m county-wide 
E:ervice providers that ate more likely to have the reGot ces for managing 
grm1th than are the unincorporated to-,.ms of Nye and Clr.rl. counties. However, 
available information on the current adequacy of conunur \.t y services indicates 
that repository-relati.·d population growth in the spnrse1 .. ; populated areas of 
Nye and Clark counties could contribute to existing commr. tity service supply 
problems in some communities. These problems would be small in urban areas of 
Clark County. The specific details of the effects on cNrununity services and 
net government revenues are not certain at this time; however, the Act pro
vides for mitigation assistance where needed. 

In Nye County, the maximwo servic~ requirements increase over those pro
jected for the future baseline would be about 5 percent .in 1998. During most 
of the project, service requirements would be less than i• percent higher than 
the projected baseline. In Clark County, it is not expected that the require
ments for increased services would exceed forecast baseline service levels by 
more than 1.7 percent during the period of greatest impact, whi~h is the com
bined construction-operations period from 1998 to 2000. In other periods; the 
incremental service requirements associated with the repository in Clark 
County would range from about 0,1 to 1.4 percent over those expected due ~0-
projected baseline growth. 

6. EVALUATIONS OF SITE SUITABILITY 

The DOE has evaluated the Yucca Mountain site to determine its suit
ability as a candidate for site characterization. This evaluation was based 
mainly on the siting guidelines, but it was also baoed in part on the expected 
effects of site characterization and of repository development, ac summarized 
in the preceding sections. 

6.1 THE STRUCTURE OF THE GUIDELINES 

The guidelines are divided into two .sets: post closure (.~he period after 
the repository is permanently closed) and preclosure (the period of repository 
siting, construction, operation, closure, and decommissioning), The pos.t
closure and preclosure guidelines contain both technical and system guide
lines. The technical guidelines address the specific characteristics of the 
site that are considered to have a bearing on preclosure and postclosure 
performance of the repository, The system guidelines address the expected 
performance of the total system, including its engineered components; their 
objective is to protect public health and safety and to preserve the quality 
of the environment. 
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The postclosure t·:chnical ~uidelines address the chara.cteristics that 
could affect the lont· .. :erm ability of the site to isolate WBste frcm the 
accessible environment. In particular they cover geohydr<.1logic conditiona, 
geochemical condition.: rock characteristics, climatic chll'1.ges, erosion, 
dissolution, tectonic1:, and human interference. The post(; osure system 
guideline requires th· sit~ to contain and isolate waste ·.'·com the accessible 
environment in accord:~nce with the atandar.ds and regulati·11B speci'fically 
promulgated for repoaitories by the Environmental Protec1 on Ag~ncy (EPA) and 
thl. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC). In order to ar:h:.~ve the specified 
level of containment and i-solation, the site must allow ~<'r the use of engi
neered barriers. 

The preclosure guidelines are di.vided into three gro•Jps! (1) preclosure 
radiological dafelyi (2) environment, socioeconomics, and transportation' and 
(3) the ease and cost of siting, construction, operation. and closure. A pre
closure system guideline is specified for each of these ~roups. The associ
ated technical guidelines address site suitability in terms of population 
density and distribuLion, site ownership and control, meteorology, offsite 
installations and operations, environmental quality, soc:~oeconomics, trans·~ 

portation, surface characteristics, rock characteristios~ hydrology, and 
tee tonics. 

6,2 SUMMARY OF SITE EVALUATIONS AGAINST THE P05TCLOSURE GUIDELINES 

Features of the Yucca Mountain site that contribute to its long-term. 
ability to isolate waste from the accessible environment inolud~ (1) an unsat
urated environment, (2) the probable occurrence of zeolite minerals along the 
paths of ground-water flow to the accessible environment, and (3) a low poten
tial for human intrusion. 

Ground-water flow is a mechanism by which radionuclides could travel from 
the repository to the accessible environment after closure. The unsaturated 
zone at Yucca Mountain is the most significant barrier to waste migration 
because the amount of water available for corrosion of waste disposal con
tainers and radionuclide transport is very limited in this zone. Furthermore, 
the climate of the region is very arid. The present low flux of water through 
the unsaturated ~one is not expected to change sufficiently to compromise 
isolation over the next 10,000 years--the time required for waste isolation. 

The occurrence of zeolite minerals along probable flow paths to the 
accessible environment provides a barrier to radionuclide migration because of 
the radionuclide-sorption capacity of zeolites. The characteristics of the 
probable flow paths, coupled with the cha.racteristics of the unsaturated ~one, 
would substantially limit the movement of radionuclides, 

No economic deposits of oil, gas, or mineral resources have been found at 
the site, and none are expected to be found. Thus, there is very little 
potential for inadvertent human interference to disrupt the isolation 
capabilities of the Yucca Mountain site. 

A condition that may adversely affect the abillly of the natural barriers 
at the site to isolate waste is the presence of oxidizing ground water. At 
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Yucca Mountain, oxidbing ground water is present in the ~aturated zone and is 
expected in the unsab.rated zone. The presence of oxidi:dng waters is of 
concern mainly becau~<'·· it may increase corrosion rates of waste disposal 
containers and the soi.ubility and mobilization of radionu~.lides. Howaver 1 

because the repositor~· would be in the unsaturated zone ad thus have little 
exposure to ground wn···ei." 1 the presence of oxidizing grov.n,' \later may not 
significantly affect .;he lifetime of the container or th''· .'lmVttment of radio
nuclides. In additi(ll.l many container materials, when exx·, iad to oxidizing 
conditions, form protective coatings that would prolong t\. e lifetime of the 
cor.tainer, 

With respect to U.~ poRsibility of disruptive events ~~at would affect 
repository perforldmce, the Yucca Mountain site is in a ge·:>logic setting where 
earthquakes of greater magnitude than those recorded in t;c •. ~ geologic sett:tng 
could occur. However, if these eventa do occur, they are ·;lot expected to 
affect the waste-isolation capabilities of the site, because such events are 
not likely to alter the natural characteristics of the ungBturated zone, which 
is the primary mechan.J.sm for controlling radionuclide migntion. 

In order to meet the EPA standard for long-term waste containment and 
isolation, the NRC requires that the waste package provide substantially 
complete containment of waste for a minimwn of 300 years and that, after this 
period of containment, the radionuclidc-release rate not exceed one part in 
100,000 per year of the inventory calculated to be present after 1,000 years. 
Tbe lifetime of waste packages at the Yucca Mountain site is expected to be 
more than 3,000 years. After the period of containment, the fractional rate 
of radionuclide release from the engineered-barrier system i..s estimated to be 
within the NRC regulatory limits. The average time of ground-water travel 
from the disturbed zone to the accessible environment is conservatively 
estimated to be 43,270 years. Preliminary assessments of engineered-barrier 
performance based on realistic but conservative asawnptions indicate that r.he 
EPA limit on the release rate to the accessible environment would be met at 
th1~ Yucca Mountain site. 

6.3 SUMMARY· OF SITE ~VALUATIONS AGAINST THE PRECLOSURE GUIDELINES 

The evaluations :of ,the 'Yucca Mountain site against' the th·ree groups of 
preclosure guidelines Or~ sUmmarized below, 

6. 3.1 -RADIOLOGICAL SAFETY, 

Preliminary preclosure assessments for the Yucca Mountain site· indicate 
that r&dioactivity releases would not exceed any of the applicable radiation 
standards during repository operation and closure. In addition the site was 
evaluated against the four ·technical guidelines that address the radiological 
impacts of repository operation: population density and diatr,ibution, site 
ownership and control, meteorology, and the effects of operations' and 
accidents at nearby installations. 
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The Yucca Mountai.n site is on Federal lands remote from populated areas. 
It is about 137 kilOL.eters (85 miles) by air from the Las Vegas ut·ban area, 
which is the nearest ()Opulation center. The population density of Nye County 
is only 0.5 person pflr square mile. As a result, it is Utllikely that 
radioactive releaseo from the repository could affect laqre nwnbers of people. 

The weather co1·.,1itions at the site are such that an .'itmospheric release 
of radioactive mate1:'lal, should a release occur, is not ·lCpected to be 
preferentially t1·ansported toward population centers. f.J 10 1 there is little 
probability of operational accidents from weather and r. ~L:"r natural phenomena.. 

There is little 1;otential for the disruption of rept ,!tory operations as 
a result of accidents at the Nevada Test Site. However, routine weapons 
testing at the test site would temporarily disrupt operations at the 
repository, because during such testing the repository workers would not be 
allowed to enter the underground ares for safety reasons. 

6.3.2 ENVIRONM~NT, SOCIOECONOMICS, AND TRANSPORTATION 

Three technical guidelines address the env~ronmental, aocioeconomic, and 
transportation effects of repository siting, construction, operation, closure, 
and decommissioning. Thase effects, which would be both beneficial aud 
adverse, are summarized irt sections 4 and 5 above. Preliminary analyses 
indicate that there ara no Ri8nificsnt adverse envirOnmental impacts that 
cannot be mitigated; the socioeconomic welfare of the public can lie preserved; 
transport of wastes can be conducted in compliar1ce with regulations; the 
public and the environment will be adequately protected from the hazards posed 
by radioactive waste disposal. 

With respect to the system guideline on the environment, socioeconomics, 
and transportation, the evidence does not support a finding that the Yucca 
Mountain site is not likely; to meet the qualifying condition of prOtecting the 
public and the environment from the potential hazards of waste disposal. 

6.3.3 EASE AND COST OF SI-TING, CONSTRUCTION, OPERATION, ANI!> CLOSURE 

Four technical guidelines address the ease and cost of siting, construc
tion, operation, and closure: surface characteristics,· rock characteriStics, 
hydrology, and tectonics. The characteristics of the tuff at Yucca Mountain 
are favorable. For example, underground openings are expected· to· require 
minimal support, such as light rock-bolting and wire mesh. There appears to 
be no requirement for extensive maintenance to keep passageways open to the 
required dimensions. It is expected that excavated openings would remain 
stable enough to allow the retrieval of the waste, if necessary. 

Information indicates that the current usable primary repository area at 
the Yucca Mountain site offers limited lateral flexibility and adequate 
vertical flexibility for desi'gn:ing and constructing the repository. 
Additional area is available and can be added to the usable area during site 
characterization, The predicted peak seismicity of the site iS within the· 
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range that allows tim use of reasonably avaib.ble technology for dt~sign of 
surface and undergrom d repository facilities. 

These preliminary evaluations indicate that the repof;itory can be 
constructed and opera~~d with reasonably available techno,_ngy and that the 
costs would be compar;_;ble to the costs of construction a :·•:~pository at the 
other potentially acco:ptable sites. Therefore, there is n.J evidence to 
support a finding tbv.r; the site is not likely to meet th~,· '.Jllalifying condition 
of the system guideline on the ease and cost of siting, ~o.lstruction, 
operation, and closure, 

7, COMPARATIVb EVALUATION OF NOMINATED SITES 

7.1 PURPOSE AND REQUIREMENTS 

Chapter 7 presents a comparative evaluation of the five sites nominated 
as suitable for site characterization: Davis Canyon, Deaf Smith County, 
Hanford, Richton Dome, and Yucca Mountain. Each site is a preferred site 
within a geohydrologic setting: Davis Canyon is in the bedded salt of the 
Paradox Basin in Utah; Deaf Smith County is in the bedded salt of the Permian 
Basin in Texas; Hanford is in basalt in the Columbia Plateau in Washington; 
Richton is a salt dome in Mississippi; and Yucca Mountain is in tuff in the 
Southern Great Basin in Nevada. 

The purpose of this chapter is to preaent a comparative evaluation of the 
nominated sites in order to satisfy the following: 

1, Section 112(b}(l)(E)(iv) of the Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982, 
which requires that a "re~sonable comparative evaluation" be included 
in the environmental assessments that accompany site nomination, and 

2. Sec lion 960. 3-2-2-3 of the DOE's siting guidelines (10 CFR Part 960) • 
which requires that a reasonable comparative evaluation be made and 
that a summary of evaluations with respect to the qualifying 
condition for eac.tt guideline be provided to "allow comparisons to be 
made among sites on the basis of each guideline." 

This comparative evaluation is intended to allow the reader to compare 
the more detailed suitability evaluations of the individual sites t.tlat are 
presented in Chapter 6 of each environmental assessment. The comparison 
should assist the reader in understanding the basis for the nomination of five 
sites as suitable for characterization [112(b)(l)(A)]; it is not intended to 
directly support the subsequent recommendation of three sites for 
characterization as candidate sites. 

7.2 APPROACH AVO ORGANIZATION 

This comparative evaluation of .the five nominated sites is based on. the 
postclosure and preclosure guidelines (10 CFR Part 960, Subparts B and C, 
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respectively). The evEJluution presented in this chapter i.ncludes the system 
guidelines and the tec·.nical guidelines. The approach us.~d to compare the 
sites with respect to each system and technical guideline in swnmarized below. 

7. 2.1 TECHNICAL GUIDI' i.INES 

Major consider·ations that could be used to compare th' sites on the basis 
of tne qualifying condition of each technical guideline ' ~F-.:! derived by 
identifying the favorab:.e, potentially adverse, and disqltii. ifying conditions 
that deal with the same general topic. Contrib,Jting fact<n ~ that represent 
the characteristict< of the site that are potentially important in evaluating 
the sites with respect to each major conBideration were a1~.'0 identified. The 
relative impoL·tance of the major considerations was determined primarily by 
the degree to which they contribute to the qualifying condi.tion; that is 1 the 
stronger the tie between the consideration and the qualifying condition, the 
greater the importancE of the consideration. 

The purpose of identifying major considerations for e1:1ch guidelines is to 
combine closely related site conditions eo that the balance of the favorable 
and potentially adverse conditions can be considered directly. Most 
guidelines that contain a disqualifying condition have one or more potentially 
adverse conditions that relate to the disqualifying <:ondition. Since these 
potentially adverse conditions are considered in the formulation of a major 
consideration, the important aspects of the disqualifying conditions 
indirectly enter the comparative evaluation, Where a major consideration that 
is needed to evaluate the qualifying condition does not have a related 
favorable or potentially adverse condition, the consideration is derived 
directly from the qualifying or disqualifying condition. 

The comparative evaluation of the sites with respect to each guideline, 
usins the approach described above, is summarized in Sections 7.2 and 7.3 for 
the postclosure and preclosure guidelines, respectively.* These sections are 
organized in the following manner: 

1. For each cuideline 1 the major consideration(s) and associated 
contributing factors are identified. 

2. lbe evaluation of each site on the basis of each major consideration 
is then summarized. The evaluation of each site with respect to each 
major consideration is presented in alphabetical order, by site. 

3. The •ite• are then compared on the ba•i• of the qualifying 
condition. This comparative evaluation describes the sites with the 

*Since the comparative evaluations in Section 7.2 and 7.3 are already a 
summary of information in Chapter 6, thie executive summary does not attempt 
to further abstract the substance of the comparative evaluation. The DOE 
believes that a further synopsis of Section 7.2 and 7.3 for the purpose of 
this executive swnmary would distort the information and possibly mislead the 
reader. 
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most favorable combinndon of characteristics first and those with a less 
favorable combination f characteristics last in order to allow eas:'er 
comparison of the suitt:.bility evaluation o[ the site prese-r<ted in Chapter 6 
with sites having oth~L· combl.nations of characterist:--ics. 

7.2.2 SYSTEM GLiiDELr:~ES 

The comparison of sites on the basis of the individl·'l .. technical 
guidellnes uses the majCJr considerations to incorporate t ·w favorable and 
potentially adverse con~itions in an evaluation of a site'. standing on the 
qualifying conditiJns for each technical guideline, It is ,:.ot appropriate, 
however, to use t!1is approach for a comparative evaluntion of sites on the 
basis of the dyE tern guidelines, The qualifying conditiono for the system 
guidelines do not lend themselves to the identification of major 
considerations in the way that the qualifying conditions for the technical 
guidelines do. The s:rstem guidelines for postciosure repoBitory performance 
and preclosure radiological safety are stated in terms of regulatory 
requirements of the NRC and EPA. The evaluations of these two system 
guidelines are based on preliminary performance Assessments that consider the 
associated technical guidelines aa the elements of the system. These 
evaluations are summarized directly from Sections 6.3.2 and 6.2.2.1 of each 
environmental assessment, 

The system guidelines for environment, socioeconomics, and 
transportation, and for ease and cost of reposito~y construction, operation, 
and closure are not stated as regulatory standards, and they .cannot be 
evaluated by a performance assessment as are the other two -system guidelines. 
Instead, they are evaluated by considering the individual guidelines that make 
up these two system guidelines collectively to determine whether each site 
meets the qualifying condition of the relevant system guidelines. The 
evaluation of these system guidelines is summarized from Section 6.2.2.2 and 
6.3.4, in each environmental assessment. 
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Chapter 1 

PROCESS _F,)R SELECTING SITES FOR GEOLOGIC REPOSITORIES 

1.1 INTRODUCTION 

By the end of this century, the United States plans tc begin the opera
tion of a geologic repository for the permanent disposal •f co~Mnercial spent 
nuclear fuel and high-1£.Vel radioactive waste.* Public V,\o 97-425, the 
Nuclear Waste Policy Acl of 1982 (the Act), specifies the P·' ocess for se
lecting n reposito1y site and assigns to the U,S. Department of Energy (DOE) 
the responsibility for siting, constructing, operating, clryging, end decommis
sioning the repository. 

A number of alternative methods for disposing of spent nuclear fuel and 
high-level radioar;tive waste have been studied during the 1>ast 10 years (DOE 1 

1980a; EPA, 1979; Interagency Review- Group, 1979; Schueider and Platt, 1974). 
After an extensive evaluation of these alternatives, as documented in the 
final environmental impact statement on the management of commercially gener
ated radioactive waste (DOE, 1980a), the DOE chose disposal in mined geologic 
repositories as the preferred method and documented this decision in a notice 
published in the Federal Register (Vol. 46, p. 2667, May 14, 1981). Congress 
endot·sed this preference by decladng that one of the key purposes of the Act 
is "to establish a schedule for the siting, construction, and operation of 
repositories that will provide reasonable assurance that the public and the 
environment w-ill be adequately protected from the hazards posed by high-level 
radioactive ~aste and such spent nuclear fuel as may be disposed of in a 
repository" (Section lll(b)(l)). 

l.J..l THE GEOLOGIC REPOSITORY CONCEPT 

A geologic repository will be developed much like a large mine. Shafts 
will be constructed to allow for the removal of excavated material and to per
mit the construction of tunnels and disposal rooms at depths between 1,000 and 
4,000 feet underground. Other shafts will be constructed to allow for the 
transfer of waste. Surface facilities will be provided for receiving and 

~High-level radioactive waste means (1) the highly radioactive material 
resulting from the reprocessing of spent nuclear fuel, including liquid waste 
produced directly in reprocessing and any solid material derived from such 
liquid waste that contains fission products in sufficient concentrations, and 
(2) other highly radioactive material that the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commis
sion (NRC), consistent with existing law. determines by rule requires perma
nent :!.solation. The terms "radioactive waste" and "waste" are used for both 
spent fuel and high-level radioactive waste. 
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preparing the waste fr::r emplacement undergt'otmd. The surface and underground 
facilities will occup'< about 400 and 2,COO acres of land, respectively. When 
the repository hns ba··n filled to capacity and its perfor·mance has been shown 
to be satisfactory, V·e sm·face facili.ties will be decommissionP.d and all 
shafts and boreholes ... ~iJ.l. b~ backfilled lind permanently sr..clled. A more 
detailed descrirtion ,,fa conceptual design for a reposit:·;y is presented in 
Section 5,1. 

A repository can be viewed as a system of multiple t. J:riers, bot;h natural 
and engineered, that act together to contain ond safely i: )late the waste. 
The engineered barriers will include the waste package, ·.h~ underground facil
ity, and shaft and tunuel backfill materials. The waste 1 -:ckago will consist 
of the waste form, either spent nuclear fuel or solidific<l high-level waste, 
a metal container, and specially designed backfill material to separate the 
waste contaim'r from the ho.o:;t rock. The waste package will contribute to 
long-term isolation by delaying eventual contact between f:he waste and the 
geologic environment. The underground facility will cons~st of underground 
openings and backfill materials not &sscciated with the waste package. These 
barriers will furthet· limit any ground-water circulation around the waste 
packages and impede tQe subsequent transport of radionucl~des into the 
environment. 

The geologic, hydrologic, F.~nd geochemical featul·es of the site constitute 
natural barriers to the long-term movement of radionuclides to the accessible 
environment. These natural barriers wilt provide waste isolation by impeding 
radionucllde transport through the ground-water system to the accessible 
environment and will posse$S characteristics tQat will reduce the potential 
for hwnan interference in the future, 

Although the DOE plans to use engineered barriers--as required by both 
the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) in 10 CFR Part 60 and the Environ
mental Protection Agency (EPA) in 40 CFR Part 191.--the DOE places primary 
reliance on the natural barriers for waste isolation. Therefore, in evalu
ating the suitability of sites, the use of an engin~ered-barrier system will 
be considered to the extent necessary to meet the performance requirements 
specified by the NRC and the EPA but will not be relied on to compensate for 
deficiencies in the natur$~ barriers. 

1.1.2 THE NUCLEAR WASTE POLICY ACT OF 1982 

TQe search for suitable repository sites has been under way for about 10 
years, although preliminary screening began in the mid-1950s. With the pas
sage of the Act, a specific process for siting and licensing repositories was 
establisQed. Through provisions for consultation nnd cooperation as well as 
financial assistance, the Act also established a prominent rol~ in the siting 
process for potential host States, affected Indian Tribes, and the public. To 
pay the costs of geologic disposal, the Act provides for a Nuclear·Wast~ Fund 
through which commercial electric utility companies are charged a fee that is 
based on the amount of eleotricity they produce in nuclear power plants. The 
DOE's strategy for implementing the Act is discussed in detail in the Mission 
Plan for the Civilian Radioactive Waste Management Program (DOE, 19.85). 
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In F'ebruary 198·:., the DOE carried out the first requirement of the Act by 
formally identifying rotentinlly acceptable sit.es in thf' following locations 
(the host rock of ea• h site is shmm in parentheses): 

1. Vacherie Do,·~. Louisiana (salt dome) 
2. Cypress Cre.~k Dome, Mississippi (st~.lt dome) 
3, Richton Dor", Mississirpi (slllt dome) 
4. Yucca Moun~ :lin, Ni::!vada (we 1 ded tuff) 
5. Deaf Smith County, Texas (bedded salt) 
6. Swisher County, Texas (bedded salt) 
7. Davis Canyon, Utah (bedded salt) 
8. Lavender Cany•n, Utah (bedded salt) 
9. Reference repository location, Hanford Site, Washington (basalt flows) 

The location of t!\ese sites in thelr host States is sho·..m in Figure 1-l.* 

The Act further requires the DOE to issue general guidelines to be used 
in determining the Sl.titability of sites. In February 196'3, the DOE published 
draft General Guidelines for the Reconunendation of Sites .';or Nuclear Waste 
Repositories (DOE, 1983). The DOE revised the guidelines after receiving 
extensive comments from the NRC, the States, Indian Tribes, other Federal 
agencies, and the public. The NRC concurred with the revised guidelines in 
June 1984, and the final guidelines were promulgated in December 1984 
(DOE, 1984a). 

The Act requires that, after the guidelines are issued, the DOE nominate 
at least five sites as suitable for site characterization. The DOE must then 
recommend not fewer than three of those sites for characterization as candi
date sites for the first repository. During site characterization, the DOE 
will construct exploratory. shafts for underground testing to determintl whether 
goologic conditions will allow the construction of a repository that will 
safely isolate radioactive waste. The Act requires the DOE to prepare site
characterization plans for review by the NRC, Scates, Indian Tribes, and the 
public. After site characterization and an environmental impact statement are 
completed, the DOE will recommend one of the characterized sites for develop
ment as the first repository. 

1.1.3 THE ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT 

The Act requires the DOE to prepare environmental assessments to serve as 
the basis for site nominations. Although' not required by the Act, draft 
environmental assessments were prepared for each of the nine potentially 
acceptable sites and issued for comment by the NRC and other Federal agencies, 
the States, affected Indian Tribes, and the public. The DOE has considered 
the conunents received on these drafts before making final decisions about 

*In Texas, the DOE first identified two locations that were up to 300 
square miles in area. These were subsequently narrowed to 9 square miles. 
The other potentially acceptabl~ sites identified in February 1983 were on the 
order of tens of square miles. 
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nomination and recomr:>-~..mdation. The issues raised by the comments and the 
DOE's responses are p::t!sented in Appendix C. 

The final envinJ:'Imental assessments contain the following kinds of infor
mation and evalualior:··• to meet the requirements of Sectic,,·, 112 of the 
Act: 

• A descriptio! of the decision process by which l! · site being consid
ered for nomination was selected (Chapter 2). 

• A description of the site and its surroundings ( ·:J".'.I.pter 3). 

• An evaluation of the effects of site characterieatwn on the health 
and safety of the public and the environment as well as a discussion 
of alternative activities that may be taken to avuid such impacts 
(Ch-:tfJter 4). 

• An assessment of the regional and local impacts at locating the pro
posed repository at the si~e (Chapter 5). 

• An evaluation as to whether the site is suitable for site characteri
zation (Chapter 6). 

• An evaluation as to whethe-r the site is suitable for dev.elopn~ent as a 
repository (Chapter 6). 

• A reasonable comparative evaluation of the five nominated sites 
(Chapter 7), 

1.2 SUMMARY OF THE OVERALL DECISION PROCESS 

In aeeking sites for geologic repositories, the DOE divides the siting 
process into th"l following phases: (1) screening, (2) site nomination, (3) 
recommendation for characterization. (4) site characterization, and (5) site 
selection (recommendation for development as a repository). This section 
describes the site··screening process that led to the identification of the 
nine potentially acceptable sites listed in Section 1.1 and reviews how the 
process of site nomination is implemented under the guidelines. 

1.2.1 SITE SCREENING 

During the screening phase, the DOE identified potentially· acceptablB 
sites for characterization. This phase provided the information needed for 
judging which of these sites appear to justify· the investment in character ... 
i;ing them. Screening consisted of as many as four stages, each of which~p~OT' 
gressively narrowed th~ study aree to a smaller land unit. These stages"•'ere 
as follows: 

1. A survey of the nation or ~eologic provinces, narrowing to regions. 
Regions are generally smaller than provinces but may extend across 
several States and occupy tens of thousands of square miles. 
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2. A survey of th~ regions, narrowing to areas, which encompa[J3 hundreds 
to thousands c: square miles. For the salt sites, the regional 
screening phal':::! was completed with the publicatio1~ of regional char
acterization 1.-~ports and area-reconunendatioo repor:s. 

3. A survey of the areas, narrowing to locations, wh :h usually occupy 
an area small~-r- than 100 square miles, This phas,_ .>'as completed with 
the publicntiun of location-reconunendatioo repor~. tor bedded salt 
and site-recommendation reports for salt domes. 

4, A survey of the location§_, narrowing to sites, "'•.ich are generally 
smaller than lC square miles. Although a locatic·f may be large 
enough to contain several sites, only one or two p.::tential sites were 
usually identified in a particular location. 

During each screening phase for the first repository, t.he DOE identified 
as many potentially suitable land units as "'ere judged to );.e necessary for an 
adequate sample to be studied in the next stage. Only the regions and areas 
believed most likely to contain suitable sites received further study; the 
evaluation of all others was deferred. 

Data for comparing regions, areas, and locations became increasingly 
detailed as progressively smaller land units "'ere considered and as explora
tion and testing were concentrated on them. National, province, and regional 
surveys were based on the distribution of potential host rocks, published geo
logic maps, maps of earthquake epicenters, land use, available seohydrologic 
information, and other information available in the open literature. Area··and 
location surveys required more-thorough investigations that included field 
exploration and testing and drilling of boreholes to investigate subsurface 
hydrologic, stratigraphic, and geochemical conditions. The field studies were 
supported by laboratory studies that focused on the waste-isolation and the 
engineering characteristics of potential host rocks. 

The bedded-salt sit.es under consideration in Texas and Utah were -identi
fied by the general siting process described above, beginning with national 
surveys and progressively narrowing to areas, locations, and sites. The salt 
domes were selected by a screening that began with more than 200 domes and 
ended with the one site beins nominated. 

The screening of sites in basalt and tuff was initiated when the DOE 
began to search for suitable repository sites on some Federal lands where 
radioactive materials were already present, This approach was recommended by 
the Comptroller General of the United States (1979). Although land use waa 
the beginning basis for this screening of Federal lands, the subsequent pro
gression to smaller land units was based primarily on evaluations of geologic 
and hydrologic suitability. These studies began at roughly the area stage. 

The technical factors used to guide site~screening decisions have evolved 
throughout the screening phase and are specified in a n~nber of published 
documents (Brunton and McClain, 1977; DOE, 1981; DOE, 1982a; International 
Atomic Energy Agency, 1977; NAS-NRC, 1978). 
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The sections thf~t follow summarize how the DOE applied the screening pro
cess outlined above to determine that the nine sites list~d in Section 1.1.2 
are potentially accept ,ble. Section 2.2 of each environmwr.tal asse.e~Jment dis
cusses in detail how t1,e DOE conducted site screening in s~;ecific geohydro
logic settings. 

1.2.2 SALT SITES 

Salt was first recommended as a potentially suitabl 'nat rock for waste 
disposal in 1955, after the National f.cademy of Sciences·"~ •tional Research 
Council evaluated ~any options (NAS-NRC, 1957). This reconnendc:~.tion was re
affirmed -in subsequent reports (e.g., AmericA.n Physical So~~iety, 1978; 
NAS-NRC, 1970}. Rock sf.llt, which occurs both as bedded s.•.lt and in salt 
domes, has several characteristics that are favorable for isolating radio
active waste, including the following: 

• Salt deposits that are sufficiently deep, thick, Hod laterally exten
sive to accommodate a repository are widespread in the United States 
and generally occur in areas of low seismic and tectonic activity. 

• Many salt bodies have remained undisturbed and water-free in compar
ison with othet rock types for tens of millions to several hundred 
mill ion years. 

• Because of its high thermal conductivity, rock salt can dissipate the 
heat that will be generated by the waste. 

• Since salt is relatively plastic under high confining pressuret the 
fractures that might develop at reposHory depth would :und to ·clOse 
and seal themselves. 

• Rock salt undergoes only minor, highly local change as ·a result of 
exposure to radiation. 

• Rock salt has excellent radiation-shielding properties. 

Screening of the entire United States in the 1960s and 1970s resulted in 
the identification of four large regions that are underlain by rock salt of 
sufficient depth and thicknes~ to accommodate a repository and represent 
diverse geohydrologic conditions (Johnson and Gonzales, 1978; Pierce and Rich, 
1962). The four regions are as follows: 

• Bedded salt in the Michi~an and the Appalachian Basins of southern 
Michigan, northeastern Ohio, western Pennsylvania, and western NeW 
York (aha called the "Salina Basin"), 

• Salt domes within a large part of the Gulf Coastal Plain in Texas. 
Louisiana, and Mississippi. 

• Bedded salt in the Permian Basin of southwestern Kansas, western 
Oklahoma, northwestern Texas, and eastern New Mexico~ 
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• Bedded salt in the Paradox Basin of southeastern Utaht south.,.·estern 
Colorado, and 1orthernmost Arizona and New Mexico. 

This screening at. the national level served as the ba~is for all sub
sequent screening in ~,,olt. After proceeding to the area p~1ase, further 
screening of the salt deposits in the Salina Basin was def '·rred. The studies 
of the Salina region • ere not specific enough to judge th:.t any part of the 
region was suitable t'!: unsuitable for a repository. They Jld reveal a number 
of unfavorable chora('.teristics, including a high populati n density associat~d 
wilh the concentration of 1,1rban areas in Ohio, Michigan <'1d Ne'lt' York, and an 
abundance of natural resources, especially oil and gas. J.: view of these 
unfavorable conditions 1 the DOE decid'dd to concentrate i.:;r siting efforts on 
more-promising ar:as in the l'emaining three regions. 

1.2.2.1 Salt domes in the Gulf Coast salt-dQme basin of .Mississippi &nd 
Louisiana 

There are more than 500 salt domes in the Gulf Coas\ aalt-dome basin 0f 
Texas, Louisiana, Mississippi, and areaa offshore from thea~ States. An 
initial screening by the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) eliminated all offshore 
domes because siting a -repos~tQry \,md.or watet' would probably not b~ fl;lasible. 
The application of this. criterion eliminated. abo\,lt half the domes. l'h.~ USGS 
also evaluated the remaining 263 onshore domes (i.e., Gulf interior dOllies) and 
identified 36 as being potentially acceptable for a repository and another 89 
that were worthy of fuvther study (Anderson et ~l.t 1973). ~he USGS screening 
factors were the depth to the top of the dome and present. use for .gas storage 
or hydrocarbon production. 

The DOE and its pr.edecessor. agencies conducted regional studies of. the 
125 salt domes identified in the above-mentioned USGS screening. All but 11 
of the domes were eliminated on the basis of three screening factors: the 
depth to the salt, the lateral extant of the domet and the history of use for 
hydrocarbon production or storage (NUS, 1978; BNI and. LETCO, 1980). Three of 
the 11 domes were removed from consideration on the basis of environmental 
factors, and a fourth was eliminated becaus.e solution mining at the site con
tributed to a collapse of strata above the dome. 

' 
Area-characteri:ta.tion studies were completed for the seven remain~ng dome 

areas: Reyburn's and Vacherie Domes in Louisiana; Cypress Creek, Lampton, and 
Richton Domes in Mississippi; and Keechi and Oakwood Do~es in Texas. The geo
logic field work cond1.1cted during thi.s phase included the d.rilling of deep 
holes to collect rock cores from the aquifers and other strata for laboratory 
tests of their propeJCties and geophysical surveys to determine the Wlderlying 
rock str~ctures. The area environmental studies included descriptions of the 
plant and animal communities, surface- and ground-water systems, weather 
conditions, land use, and socioeconomic characteristics. An evaluation of the 
se·ven domes on the basts __ of the !)OE's criteria is suttaUarhed in a location
recommendation report (ONWI 9 1982a). 

In the area-_charflcted;o.ation· Btudies, the DOE chose a repository-size 
criterion that was m,ore reatricti:ve- than the one used in _earlier screening 
studies. The application of this stricter criterion resulted in the 
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elimination of Keechi, Rayburn's, and Lampton Domes (ONWI, l982a), Thus, at 
the conclusion of aref- obaracterization, the Vacherie, Riehton, Oak<~ood, ,and 
Cypress Creek Domas wu:-e recommended for further screeninr;, After further 
review of the area··che.:t:'acterization studies, the Oakwood Dnme wa~ deferred 
from further considero.don because of uncertainties raiser' l:ly large-scale 
petroleum exploraHon. 

In acco1'dane:e w:L.h the Act, the DOE identified the C trreu Creek, 
Richton, and Vacherie Domes as potentially acceptable siterl in February 1983. 

1.2.2.2 Bedded @~lt in Davis CanyQn and Lavender Canyon, Utah 

Screening criteria were developed for the bedded salt of the Paradox 
Basin, which the USGS had identified as worthy of further. investigation 
(Pierce and Rich, 1962). The following faci:ot"S were appHed to identify areas 
for further investigation (Brunton and McClain, 1977; DOE, 1981): the depth 
to, and the thickness of, the salt; mapped faults; surfac~.;· igneous features; 
hydrocarbon and mineral resources, and potential for £lauding. The results of 
this screening were integrated with the results of screening for envitonm~ntal 
and socioeconomic factors, such as proximity to urban areas and ~he presence 
of certain dedicated lands. Qn the basis of this regional screepipg, fou~ 
areas were recommendad for f~rther study; Gibson Dome, Elk Ridse, Lisbon 
Valley, and Salt Valley (0NWI, 1982b). 

The primary ~creenipg factors used to identify potentially favorable 
locations within the four areas were the depth to the solt 1 the thickness of 
the salt, proximity to faults and boreholes, and proximity to the boundaries 
of dedicated lands (ONWI, 1982c). These screening factors were judged to. ~ave 
the strongest potential for differentiating possible locations within the 
areas. 

Salt Valley and Lisbon Valley were both deferred from further considers-. 
tion because all areas with an adequate depth to the salt were too close to 
zones of mapped surface faults and, for Lisbon Valley, existing boreholes 
( ONWI, 1982c), 

Application of the screening factors to the Gibson Dome showed a location 
of 57 square miles near the center of the aro~ that contained appropriately 
deep and thiclt salt deposits and was sufficiently far from faults or exploJ:"a
tion boreholes that would make a site unsuitable. It was also outside the 
boundaries of the C$nyonlands Nattonal Parlt. This location is rsferred to as 
the Gibson Dome location (ONWI, 1982c). The Elk Ridge area contained one 
location of about 6 ~quare miles and several smaller ones~ each less than 
3 square miles, that met the screening cr.iteria (ONWI~ 1982c). The smal~er 
loc-ations w-ere not large enough for a repository and were therefore e:xcl.~ed 
from further consideration. The larger location was designated the: ~.lk lUdge 
location .• 

Further compa'risons of the Gibson Dome and the Elk Ridge lo.cations .were 
made on the basis of more-.refined ,criteria that discriminated be~ween them.· 
The thickness of the salt, the thickness of the shale above an4 ,hf!!low the 
depth of a repository, and the mintn1um distance to salt-dissolut-ion fe~J,tu11ee 
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were considered the fnl.)t.t critical geologic discriminators. Archaeological 
sensitivity and site a .cesaibility were considered the moot important environ
mental factors, The (,_,bson Dome location was judged to b1~ superior to the Elk 
Ridge location in termi4 of the number and relative importCir.ce of favorable 
factors and was select~~d as the preferred location (ONWI, \982c). 

During 1982 and '983 three sites were identified for ··u.cth~r evaluation: 
Davis Canyon, I.avender· Canyon, and Harts Draw. Since muc of the intrinsic 
value of southeastern Utah stems from its scenic and aest.. ~tic character, a 
study of visual aesthetics was performed to evaluate the. t 1ree sites (Bechtel 
Group Inc., 1984), Harts Draw was found to be less desi a0le than the sites 
at Davis Canyon and Lav<dnder: Canyon because it affords a b eater total area of 
visibility, and io.. was eliminated from further considerati,~:l, In February 
1983, Davis Canyon and Lavender Canyon were identified as potentially accept
able sites. 

1.2.2,3 Bedded salt in Deaf ~th and Swisher Cq,unties, _texas 

In 1976 1 the Permian bedded-salt deposits in the Texds Panhandle and 
western Oklahoma that had been identified in the USGS study (Pierce and Rich, 
1962) were evaluated to determine whether they contained any areas that mi~ht 
be suitable for waste disposal (Johnson, 1976), This screening focused on 
five subbasins: the Anadarko, Palo Duro, Dalhart, Midland, and Delaware 
Basins. The primary screening factors were the depth to, and the thickness 
of, the salt; faults; seismic activity; salt dissolution; boreholes; under
ground mines; proximity to aquifers; mineral resources; and conflicting land 
uses, such as historical aites and State or national parks. All the subbasins 
contain sslt beds of adequate thickness end depth. The Palo Duro and the 
Dalhart Basins had far less potential for oil and gas production and have not 
been penetrated as exten,;ively by drilling as have the Anadarko, the Delaware, 
and the Midland Basins. Therefore, the Palo Duro and the Dalhart Basins were 
judged to be preferable to the other three and were recommended for further 
studies at the area stage (ONWI, 1983a). These two basins rated higher on six 
major screening !:actors: the depth to, and the thickness of, the salt' 
seismicity; known oil and gas deposits; the presence of exploratory boreholesi 
and evidence of salt dissolution. 

More-detailed geologic and environmental studies of the Palo Duro and the 
Dalhart Basins began in 1977, and screening criteria were developed to dP.:fi·ne 
locations with favorable characteristics. The screening criteria that 'Were 
most useful in the area-to-location screening were the following: salt ·depth 
and thickness, salt purity, existing and abandoned oil and gas fields, 
flooding, urban areas, and conflicting la11d use. Six locations in parts of 
Deaf Smith, Swisher, Oldham, Briscoe, Armstrong, Randall, and Potter Counties, 
Texas, met the screening criteria. A second set of criteria was then applied 
to further differentiate among the six locations: distance from the margins 
of the Southern High Plains, distance from known oil and gas fields, more than 
one potential repository horizon, depth of salt, number of boreholes that 
penetrate the repository horizon, a large geographic area, low population 
densiti.es, and potential land-use conflicts. After applying these criteria, 
the DOE decided to focus on the two· locations that had the greatest likelihood 
of containing a suitable site, one in northeastern Deaf Smith and southeastern 
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Oldham Counties and 01't<' in northcentral Swisher County. All other locations 
in the Palo Duro Basin were deferred from further conside1·ation (ONHI, 1983b). 
In February 1983, the ••DE identified parts of Deaf Sm:i.th Gvunty and Swisher 
County as potentially <lCCeptablP. sites and subsequently narrowed the size of 
the two sites to be cel.3idered at each location to 9 squar·" miles each (DOE, 
1984b). 

1. 2. 3 SITES IN BASALT AND TUFF 

In 1977, the waste .. disposal program was expanded to Cl l&ider previous 
land use as an alt1rnative basis for site screening. This npproach considered 
the advantages of locating a repository on land already l"lithdrawn from public 
use and committed to long-term institutional control. Because both the 
Hanford Site and the Nevada Test Site are dedicated to nuclear operations, 
will remain under Federal control, have a large geographic area, and are 
underlain by potentially suitable rocks, screening was initiated in these two 
areas. 

1.2.3.1 Basalt lava in the Pasco Basin, ~ashington 

The DOE and its predecessor o.genciee have investigated the geologic and 
hydrologic characteristics of the Pasco Basin since 1977 as a continuation of 
studies conducted for the defense-waste management program between 1968 and 
1972 (Gephart et al., 1979; Myers et al., 1979). These investigations showed 
that the thick formations of basalt lava in the Pasco Basin are suitable for 
further investigation as a geologic repository for the following reasons: 

• Several basalt flows more than 2,100 feet below ground apparently are 
thick enough to accommodate a geologic repository. 

• The slow rate of deformation of the basalt ensures the long-term 
integrity of a repository at the Hanford Site. Also, there are syn
clines where structural deformation appears to be limited. 

• The potential for renewed volcanism at the Hanford Site is very low. 

• The likely geochemical reactions between the basalt rock, ground 
water, and the materials that would be emplaced in the repository are 
favorable for long-term isolation. 

The Pasco Basin was selected for screening to provide a broader scope 
from which to study processes that might affect the Hanford Site and t6 deter
mine whether there are any obviously superior sites in the natural region out
side, but contiguous with, the Hanford Site (Woodward-Clyde Consultants, 1980 9 

1981). 

The first step in screening was to define the caadidate area. The 
screening factors u~ed at this step were fault rupture, ground motion, air
craft traffic, ground transportation, operatio~l radiation releases from 
nuclear facilities at the Hanford Site, protected ecological areas, culturally 
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important areas, and ~i.te-preparation costs. The DOE identHied a ca.nd.idate 
area that included the ::entrl\1 part of the Hanford Site and adjacent land east 
of the Hanford Site. 

The second step h, the screening was to define subare;.,; (locations), The 
siting factors used in this step were fault rupture, flood .:1g 1 ground failure, 
er·osion 1 the presence ,,f hazardous facilities, induced seio.nicity 1 and site
preparation costs, Tl'.:~s step eliminated approximately hs' the candidate area. 

Locations were identified through an evaluation of t 'lt subareas inside 
and adjacent to the Hanford Site. On the basis of land L' ;to, hydrologic condi
tions, and bedrock dip, subareas outside the Hanford Site 1. ,re eliminated 
because they lo'ere .. ot obviously superior to those found wH;;in thA Hanford 
Site, After these subareas ~ere ~liminated, five locations were identified 
within the bo1;ndaries of the \Ianford Site. 

The identification of sites from among the five locat)~ons was based on an 
evaluation of 23 paran1eters (Rockwell, 1980) • .Nine sites 'Were irlentified, 
seven of which lay in the Cold Creek Syncline, a major str•1ctural feature of 
the Pasco Basin, This syncline was selected partly because it is not as 
extensively deformed as nearby anticlines and is underlain by relatively hori
zontal strata. Since the other two sites were not technically superior to 
those in the Cold Creek Syncline and were closer to the Columbia River, they 
were removed from further study. To avoid some geophysical anomalles of 
uncertain source, the DOE identified three other sites that were largely 
superimposed on parts of the original sev~n sites in the Cold Cre~k Syncline 
(Myers and Price• 1981), 

Since preliminary evaluations of the resulting 10 partly overlapping 
sites indicated that the sites were too closely matched to be differentiated 
by routine ranking, a formal decision analysis was used to identify the best 
si.te (Rockwell, 1980). Decioion criteria were derived from the following 
si.ting factors: bedrock fractures and. faults, lineaments, potential earth
qt~ke sources, ground-water travel times 1 contaminated soil, surface facil
ities, the thickness of the proposed repository horizon, the repetitive occur
n:nce of colwnnar-jointed zones (colonnades) within thil host flow 1 natural 
vegetative communities, unique microhabitats, and special species. The 
analysis showed that two approximately coincident sites rated higher than the 
other sites. These two sites were combined and designated the reference 
repository location. In February 1983, the DOE identified the reference 
repocitory location as a potentially acceptable site. 

1.2.3.2 Tuff in the southern Great Basin, .Nevada 

At the same time that-· the DOE was considering the .Nevada Test· Site (NTS) 
on the basis of land use,. the USGS proposed that the NTS be considered for 
investigation as a potential repository site for a variety of geotechnical. 
reasons, including the follo~ing: 

• Southern Nevada is, characterized by closed hydrologic basins. l'hia 
means that ground water: does: not discharge into rivers that fb.Y, to· 
major bodies of surface water. 
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• Long flow pad·~ occur between potential repository locatiofi!i, and 
ground-water (lscharge points. 

• Many of the rc.::ks occurring at the NTS have geochemical characteris
tics that are favorable for waste i~olation. 

• The NTS is l.c :a ted in an arid region (6 to 8 inch-''f per year of rain
fall). With the very low rate of recharge, the CH:JIJ.nt of moving 
grotmd water is also low, especially in the unsar .rated zone, 

In 1977, the geologic medium of prime interest at 'fll-) NTS was argillite 
(a clay-rich rock), wh. ch Or:!Curs under the Syncline Ridg;~ near the center of 
the NTS. Geologi~ investigations and exploratory drillin~ there revealed a 
complex geologic structure in the center of the area beinR considered (Hoover 
and Morrison, 1980; Ponce and Hanna, 1982). It was decitted in July 1978 that 
the geologic complexity of the area would make characted.zation prohibitively 
difficult, and further evaluation was deferred, 

A qo..~estion then arose concerning the compatibility of a repository with 
the testing of nuclear weapons--the primary purpose of the NTS, A task grovp 
formed to evaluate this issue determined in 1978 that a repo~dtory located in 
other than the southwest portion of the NTS might be incompatible with weapons 
testing. At that time the program refocused on the area in and around the 
southwestern corner of the NTS, which subsequently was named tho Nevada 
Research and Development Area (NRDA). The entire area then being evaluatGd 
included land controlled by the Bureau of Land Management. west -and south of 
the NRDA and a portion of the Nellis Air Force Range west of the NRDA. 

In August 1978. a preliminary list of potential sites in and near the 
southwestern part of the NTS was compiled. The areas initially considered 
were Calico Hills, Skull Mountain, Wahmonie, Yucca Mountain, and Jackass 
Flats. Of these five areas, Calico Hills, Wahmonie, and Yucca Mountain were 
considered the ffiost attractive locations for preliminary borings and geo
physical testing. 

The Calico Hills location was known to contain argillite. It was of 
particular interest because a geophysical survey showed that granite might 
occur approximately 1,600 feet below the surface. The first exploratory hole 
for waste-disposal studies at the NRDA was drilled in 1978 in an attempt to 
confirm the existence of granite beneath the Calico Hills. Drilling was dis
continued at a depth of 3,000 feet without reaching granite (l-taldonado et al., 
19 79). Additional geophysical surveys indicated tha.t the argillite at Calico 
Hills is probably very complex structurally, comparable with that at Syncline 
Ridge {Hoover et at., 1982). Because the granite was considered too deep and 
the argillite appeared too complex, further consideration of the Calico Hills 
was suspended in the spring of 1979. 

Concurrent with drilling at Calico Hills, geophysical studies and surface 
mapping conducted at Wahmonie indicated that the granite there may not be 
large enough for a repository, that any granite within reasonable depths may 
contain deposits of precious metals, and that faults in the rock may allow 
vertical movement of ground water (Hoover et al., 1982; Smith et al., 1981). 
For these reusons, Wahmonie was eliminated from consideration in the spring of 
1979. 
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Surface mapplng 1}f Yucca Mountain indicated the existence of <:> generally 
undisturbed structuruJ block large enough for a repository. In 19/'3, the 
first exploratory hol_t, drilled at Yucca Mountain confirmed the presence of 
thick, highly sorptiw units of tuff (Spengler et al., 1979), Because tuff 
previously had not be~;•n considered a.g a potentlal host rot\. for a repository, 
a presentation WRs made to the National Academy of Sdenct ·"· (NAS) Committee 
for Radioactive Wa"te 'Y!anagement in September 1978 to sot1 •H its views on the 
potential advantages o~nd disadvantages of tuff as a repos .ory host rock. The 
NAS committee supportud the concept of investigating tuff ~s a potential host 
rock, and the USGS subsequently pointed out the consirler,b.e advantages of 
locilting a repository in th"e unsaturated zone. After co~.: . .>N'ing the results of 
preliminary exploration at Calico Hills, 14ahmonie, and Yuc, l Mountain, the 
USGS recommended that attention be focused on Yucca MountaJ.u. A technical 
peer-review group ,lupported the DOE's decision to concentrate exploration 
efforts on the tuffs of Yucca Mountain (DOE, l980b). 

Because the foregoing process of selecting Yucca Mountain for early 
exploration was not highly structured, a more thorough, fo~mal analyais was 
begun in 1980 to evaluate whether Yucca Mountain was indeed appropriate for 
further exploration. This analysis was conducted in a manner compatible with 
the area-to-location phase of site screening desr.dbed in the national siting 
plan (DOE, 1982b), which was used by the DOE before the passage of the Act and 
the formulation of the guidelines. Details of the formal analysis are pre
sented by Sinnock and Fernandez (1984), In brief, this formal decision analy
sis evaluated 15 potential locatio·ns and concluded th1.1t Yucca Mountain was 
indeed the preferred location. Several potentially suHable horizons were 
identified in the saturated snd unsaturated zones. Therefore, the DOE identi
fied Yucca Mountain as a potentially acceptable site in February 1983. 

1.2.4 NOMINATION OF SITES FOR CHARACTERIZATION 

The guidelines, in 10 CFR Part 960.3t require the DOE to implement the 
following six-part decision process in selecting sites for nomination from 
among the potentially acceptable sites: 

1. Evaluate tt .. e potent·ially acceptable sites in terms of the 
disqualifying condhions specified in the guidelines. 

2. Group all potentially acceptable sites according to their 
geohydrologic settings. 

3. For those geohydro.l.ogic settings that contain more than one 
potentially acceptable site, select the preferred site on the basis 
of a comparative evaluation of all potentially acceptable sftes .i.n 
that setting. 

4. Evaluate each pref-erred site 1o'ithin a geohydrologi.c setting and 
decide whether such' site is ·st.dtable for the development of a 
repository under the qualifyihg·condition of each applicable 
guideline. 
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5, Evaluate ea1~h preferred site within a geohydrologic setting and decide 
~rhether such nite is suitable for site characterization under the 
qualifying cc tdition of each applicable guidelin~~. 

6. Perform a reasonabl~ comparative evaluation under each guideline of 
the s i tea prc_ .... osed for nomination. 

Section 1.3 prest•,lts the results of evaluating the n~·~e ,:Jotentially 
acceptable sites agai•:9t the disqualifying conditions of ··.e !:uidelinea 
(step l) and expl11~.ns how the DOE has grouped the potent·l..a ty acceptable sites 
by (:;eohydrologic setting (step 2), Chapter 2 begins wiU 11 detailed descrip·· 
tion of the geohydrolog.-l.c setting in llfhich the Yucca MourJ.:tln site is located 
and provides the basis '.Or the identification of .9. preferr€.:i site in that 
geohydrologic sett'.ng (step 3). Chapter 6 evaluates the site against the 
guidelines and presents the findings required in steps ·4 a.nd 5. Chapter 7 
provides a comparative evaluation of the sites proposed for nomination 
(step 6), 

Having issued tht• final EAs, the DOE will formally no:ninate five sites as 
suitable for characterization. The Secretary of Energy wL.l then recol'll'nertd 
three of these sites to the President as candidate sites for charac·t:eriza
tion. The Secretary's r~col'll'nendation is presented and doc,unented fn a· 
separate report that is being issued simultaneously with ,this ertvironmenta-1 
assessment, 

1,2.5 FINAL STEPS IN THE SITE-SELECTION PROCESS 

After the President approves the sites recommended by the Secretary, 
characterization activities tdll begin at those sites. If site characteriza
tion reveals new information that shows thct a site is unsuitab1e ·for develop
ment as a repository under the guidelines, the DOE will eliminate that site 
from further consideration and take steps to reclaim the site and to mitigate 
any significant adverse impacts caused by site characterization. In the event 
thut a site is eliminated from further consideration during characterization, 
thl! DOE does not expect to Substitute another site for characterization. 

After characterization is completed, the DOE will again evaluate each 
site against the guidelines, prepare an environmental impact statementt and 
recommend one site to the President for the first repository. The President 
may then recommend the site to the Congress, At this point, the Governor or 
the legislature of the host State may submit to the Congress a notice of dis
approY21 that can be overridden only by a joint resolution of both Houses of 
the Congress. If the notice of disapproval is not overridden, the President 
must submit another repository-site recommendation within 12 months, If no 
notice of disapproval is submitted, or if the notice of disapproval is over
ridden, then, as prescribed by the Act, the site designation is effective, and 
the DOE will proceed to file an application with the NRC to obtain a construc
tion authorization for a repository at that site, 
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1.3 EVALUATlON OF POTENTIALLY ACCEPTABLE SITES AGAINST THE 
DISPUALlF'iiNG CONDITIONS OF TilE GUIDELINES 

Mr-.' GROUPING INTO GEOHYDROLOGIC SETTINGS 

1. 3, 1 EVALUATION AGA.l:~ST THE DISQUA.LI F'iiNG CONDITIONS 

Having evaluated the nine potentially acceptable site! against the dis
qualifying conditions 1,n the guidelines, the DOE has faun· r'.O evidence to sup
port a finding that any site is disqualified, Details of .his analysis are 
contained in Chs.pter 6, and a summary of findings for ea· h disqualifying con
dition is presented in Section 2,3, 

1,3,2 DIVER5ITY OF GEOHYDROLOGIC SETTINGS AND TYPES OF HuJT ROCK 

Sections 960,3-1-1 and 960.3-1-2 specify that, to th1~ extent practicable, 
sites recommended as candidate sites for characterization shall be located in 
different geohydrolo~ic settings and shall have different types of host ~ock. 
This guideline-mandated diversity of geohydrologic settings and host rocks is 
consistent with similar requirements in the NRC's rule governing the disposal 
of high-level radioactive waste, 10 CFR Part 60, This requirement will protect 
against the possibility that future investigations might reveal a generic 
deficiency in a given rock type or within a given regional geohydrologic 
environment. Such deficiencies might lead to the disqualification of sites in 
that setting or rock type. If one rock type or geohydrologic environment were 
viewed initially as the most favorable for a repository, site nomination and 
recommendation might be dominated by sites in that type of host rock or geohy
drologic environment, If later analyses revealed an unacceptable weakness in 
either the host rock or in the characteristics of the geohydrologic environ
ment, all candidate sites misht have to b6 eliminated. This could leave the 
proBram with no viable alternatives availeble without lengthy additional site 
exploration. 

Tho guidelines (Part 960.2) define "geohydrologic ,;ett:ing" as a system of 
geohydrologic units located within a geologic setting. They further define 
"geohydrolop;ic uilit" aa an aquifer, a confining unit, or a COJ!Ibination of 
aquifers and confining units comprising a framework for a reasonably distinct 
geohydrologic system. A "geologic setting" encompasses thQusand.s to hundreds 
of thousands of square miles and is chsracteri~ed by general similarities in 
physiography, stratigraphy, structural style, and ground-water flow. 

For the intents and purposes of the analyses contained in this environ
mental assessment, lhe term "Beohydrologic setting" refers to a large and 
relati.vely distinct msjor Beohydrologic province of the United States connonly 
identified and accepted in the technical literature. Such a geohydrologic 
province has recognizable distinct geologic, hydrologic, and geochemical 
characteristics and boundaries that distinguish it from other aeohydrologic 
settings, 
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1.3.2.1 Geohydrologie classification system 

In a report entilled "Ground-Water Regions of the Un~ted States" (Heath, 
1984), th~ USGS presents a classification thai: meets these broad cr:\.teria for 
geohydrologic setting~>. The USGS applied a logical set 01. crlteda for clas
sifying major geohydn logic regions that considers aquife·::A and confining 
units of the system. ,;he nature of water-bearing openings i.n th~· rocks, the 
composition of the rucks, the water-trAnsmitting and wat.: ·"·storage properties 
of the rocks, and th~~ nature and 1ccation of recharge anu discharge areas. 
These characteristics are also those that t"e1ute to repf ) .. tory performance 
(ground-water pathways. ratea of radionuclide migration~ ~o·x1d other factors 
important to waste isolation). Therefore, these general , .:-iteria appear suit
able for application to this guideline requirement. 

The USGS claf!sification resulted in the delineation uf 12 geohydrologic 
regions in the contiguous United States (aee Figure 1-2). The specific 
rationale for the delineation and characteristics of eoch region is described 
in Heath's report, 

It is within the framework of the USGS geohydrologic regions that the 
nine potentially accep~able sites were examined and claaeified as to their 
particular geohydrologic.setting, In addition to the general criteria used in 
the USGS classification, other considerations were used to·turther subdivide 
the regions on the basis of tectonic activity, geologic str.UCtuJ;e, subbasins 
within the regions, and ao on. Accordingly, the DOE has det~rmined that the 
nine sites fall within the following five distinct geohydrolOgic settings (the 
name of the region within •hich each geohydrologic settinS Jfi located is 
listed in parentheses): 

Geohydrolosic setting 

Columbia Plateau 
(Columbia Lava Plateau) 

Great Basin 
(Alluvial Basins)', 

Permian Basin 
(High Plains) 

Paradox Basin 
(Colorado Plateau a:J.d Wyoming ·Basin) 

Gulf Coastal Plain 
(Atlantic and Gulf Coastal Plain) 

ReferenCe repo$itory location as 
on the· llanford S·dJte 9 Washington 

~,ucca M~Untain~--,evada 
- . ! 

PE:af Smith Q~~~t"Y-\and Swisher 
C. t. T ....... ,. ;.. 1 

oun >':·• ~ .... .,;, · : 1 
' ' Lavender an4- Davi.!Canyons, 

Utah ( · 

' 
Vacherie Dome,' Lo'u·is:iana; Cypress 
Creek Dome and Ril:hton.Dome, 
MissiJI'siP_pi 

The fundamental distinguishing characterisqcs as~Oci'a~ed \.,ith these set
tings as they relate to waste isolation are briefly desari,b~d bela~.-'- More
specific details on the characteristics of each of the·,. Seoh}'d~O'logi"c settings 
are presented in Section 2.1. .... · 
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Figure 1-2. Geo;,ydrologic regions of the contiguous United States. 
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1.3.2,2 Distinct dJHerences among the geohydrologic settings an.cJ_host rocks 

The major dlst:L1guishing differences among the fiv·~ geohydrologic set
tings of the nine po•.ential repository sites are summarhed below. 

The Hanford ana the Yucca Mountain sites are clear!:• unique in terms of 
the host rock, the g.!ologic conditions, and the hydrolot·',' conditions that 
make up the geohydn logic setting. The Hanford site is ocated within the 
Pasco Basin, which ie a subunit of the Columbia Lava Pl. :oau geohydrologi.c 
setting as defined by Heath (1984), It is underlain b" thick, extensive 
sequence of rocks composed entit'ely of basalt lava flo· s .J.n the lower part and 
of increasing amounts of interbedded, sedimentary depOh\i. •_; in the upper part. 
Aquifers generally are in the upper parts of the lava flv11s and in the inter
beds. Ground-wai:er drainage is to the Columbia River or lts tributaries, 

The Yu.:ca Mountain site is located in a region compofied of alternating 
sequences of block-faulted mountains and alluvium-filled valleys of the 
Alluvial Basins geohydrologic setting as defined by Heath, Yucca Mountain is 
a typical small fault-block mountain in this region and is composed entirely 
of volcanic rocks called tuff. The site is in the relatively dry unsaturated 
welded zone, well above the water table. This is a uniq,~e geohydrologic set
ting in comparison with the other sites, which are all situated well below the 
water table. The Hanford site will rely principally on the interaction of the 
low permeability of the dense basalts, the ion-exchange characteristics of the 
host rock, and a long ground-water flow path for waste isolation. The Yucca 
Mountain site will rely principally on a very low water flux through unsatu
rated rocks in a very arid environment, the natural ability of this type of 
system to exclude flowing or standing water from the repository, and the sorp
tion characteristics of the minerals in the host rock. 

The salt-site settings are also clearly distifiguishable from one another, 
but perhaps not as obviously as the nonsalt sites. The first distinction 
among the salt settings is between salt domes and bedded salt. Although both 
bedded and dome salt have salt as a host rock, the properties of the two types 
of salt are quite different, and the hydrologic framework of salt differs 
greatly from S6tting to setting. Bedded salt occurs as sedimentary layers of 
salt and impurities and is typically bounded by aquifers above or below the 
salt units or bo~h. The domes are anomalous piercements of the thick uncon
solidated to aemiconsolidated sedimentary clays, silts, and sands that make up 
the Atlantic and Gulf Coastal Plain, as defined by Heath. The domes are sur
rounded by aquifers at different depths. Thus, the geohydrologic conditions 
around the domes are distinctly different from that of bedded salt. 

The pathways and mechanisms by which radionuclides might reach the 
accessible environment are also quite different for bedded and dome salt 
because of their fundamental structural and stratigraphic differences. Salt 
domes originated from thick beds of deeply buried salt. When sediments were 
deposited on these salt beds, the salt was forced upward, forming a dome. 
Some domes have risen as much as 20,000 feet above their source rock. The 
salt rock was intensely deformed and "kneaded" during thilil intrusive rise of 
the salt dome; as a result, nearly all of the water originally contained in 
the salt was squeezed out. Consequently, aalt domes contain leas water than 
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salt beds. In a.ddition, and largely because of the rltffeJ:-ent mode of forma
tion, the following d:,rferences between the two types of salt rock .are 
noteworthy: 

• Because of it!; higher water content, bedded salt l..as a lower strength 
than dome da.lt. 

• At equal depUts of burial, bedded salt has lower ~othermal temper.a
tures thar. dome salt. 

• Bedded salt ter·ds to have a faster rate of creep t~an dollle salt. 

• Bedded sail has a more variable chemical composition than dome salt. 

• Bedded salt has a simpler structure than salt domes. 

Some of the most important of the above factors affecting lt'aste is.olation 
at salt sites are related to the chemical composition and configuration of the 
host rock. All salt sites would rely primarily on the ey.tremdy low perme-· 
ability of the salt and the isolation of the host rock from surrounding 
aquifers. One significant potential failure mechanism in salt tbat can affect 
ground-water flow is the dissolution of the salt in ground water, whe~.her 
initiated by inadvertent human intrusion or by unexpected salt deformation. 
The nature and the relative importance of this failure mechanism differ sig
nificantly for bedded and dome salt in their respective geohydrologic environ
ments, For example, at salt domes dissolution ~auld occur along the flanks by 
ground water from surrounding sedimentary strata, The dissolution of bedded 
salt could be induced by laterally migrating dissolution fronts, inter-salt·
hed sedimentary aquifers, or vt-.:ticslly circulating water in fault zonea. 

Finally, although the Paradox Basin in Utah and the Permian Basin in 
Texas are both bedded-salt settings, they also have significant differences 
that warrant considering them as separate and distinct geohydrologic set
ting~, The bedded-salt sites in Swiaher and Deaf Smith counties, Texa& 1 are 
located in the Hi:;;h Plains setting as defined by the USGS. This setting is 
underlain by relatively horizontal bedded sedimentary rocks that are capped by 
the pa~tially unconsolidated sands, gravels, and clays of the Ogallala Fqr~
tion. The geohydrologic system is dominated by the High Plaine aquifer (the 
Ogallala Formation). Other aquifers, such as the T~iassic Dockum Group, occur 
in deeper strata, but they produce poor-qual~ty water in comparison with the 
Ogallala. 

The bedded-salt sites of Davis Canyon and Lavender Canyon, Utah, on the 
other hand, are located in the Paradox Basin, which is a subaetting of the 
Colorado Plateau and the Wyoming Basin and is characterized by a broad 
uplifted plateau consisting of gently folded sedimentary sandston~e, ahales, 
carbonates, and evaporites, The stratigraphic sequence includes a few low
yield aquifers that generally contain poor-quality water. Ground water 
generally flows toward drainage systems in deeply dissected canyons of the 
region. Other specific differences include the following: 

• Because of overburden and tectonic stresses, the ~ar~dox B~sin salt 
deposits have been structurally deformed into anticlines and synclines 
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(thickened and thinned zoneb) much more than the Permian BaE;in salt 
deposits hav~ 

• The recharge q_nd discharge patterns of ground wat~r in the two set
tings a~:e exp~.~cted to be significantly different. 

• The age, stn tigraphic sequ.ence, depositional hts1 o1·y, and mineral 
composition of the aa.lts and interbeds in two SEI' i11gs are difeerent. 

• The elevati.on, climate, and physiography of the t.to settings are sig
nificantly different. 

• The ground-water system of the Paradox Baain aiteto ia dominated by a 
deep aquifer well below the repository level, of low yielQ and poor 
water quality, whereas the ground~·water system 1):~ the Po\jr/l'dan Basin 
sites is dominated by a shallow productive aquif~r well above the 
repositor}l level. 

On the basis of the criteria and known site charact~riatics presented 
above, the DOE has concluded that the nine potentially ac.ceptable ~;~ites lie 
within five distinctly different geohydrologic settings, as indicated, and 
four distinctly different types of host roak (baaalt, welded t~ff, bedded 
salt, and dome salt). 
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·chapter 2 

DJ<:ClSrDN PROC!!:SS H'' WHICH TH8 SITE PROPOSED FOR NOMINATION WAS rn~<:NTH'IF.D 

The Nevada Nue! .~ll'C Waste Storage Invest tgat ions (r::<./WSI) ~}roject was 
estAblished in l9n by the U.S. Depat'tn1ent of Energy '~vAda Ope"Cations 
Office. The Pro_\ecr objective was to evaluate the Neva. ; Test Site (NTS) and 
cvntiguoua area for sites auitnble for n geologic repos .tory. 1'he N1'S and 
ita vicinity sC:!ume:d nttractive as a potential reposit::~ y location because the 
lH.nd was withdrawn fr)m public use, the NTS itRelf was u~der OOE control, and 
some of the l<tn-l wns contaminated with radioactive matr. dal from nuclear
weapons tests. However, the NNWSI Project aeatch" fot -.6ttes i./as directed 
mainly at s• .. d.table geologic conditions, rather than lant\-use ':';onsiderations. 

Nine types of rock and 15 altet:native locations at or near the NTS were 
i.denti.fied as potentially suitable for a repository. Eventually, a rigorous 
program of screening lud .to the seLection of 111elded tuff and Yucca Mountain·' 
in southern Nye County, Nevada, as the preferred host t.>ck and the preferred 
location, rel!pectively. A.mong the t:tttractive attributes of. Yucca Mountain 
'Were its location in a closed hydr9~ogic ~aain, .the ahilHy to locate t~e 
repository in the unsaturat:~d zone (above the water table) 1 and th.e excellen~
thermoroechanical and radionuclide-retardatton properties of tuff. 

After Yucca Mountain 'Was selected as the preferred loc~>.tion from the 
15 alternattve locations <'lt or near the NTS, geologtc and hydrologic i.nvesti-_. 
gations were continued to collect information 01bout the suitability of the ·. 
site. The data thus collecte9 indicated that the stte was indeed suitable 
for both long-term and near-term Objectives, and in February 1981, in 
accordance IIIith the Nuclear Waste ~olicy Act of 1982 (NWPA, 1983), the DOE 
notified the State of Nevada that the site was potentially acceptable for a. 
"Ceposi.tory (Hodel, 1983). 

The Yucca Mountain site is abqut 160 kUornete.rs ( 100 miles) by road 
northwest of Las Vegas, Nevada ('Figure 2-1). The site is on Federal land 
under the control of three separate agencies. Most of the site.is part of 
the Nelli.s Air Force Range (NAFR)-; .a smaller portion is part of the NTS and 
managed by the U.S. Department of ~nergy (DO.E). The remaining portion is 
managed by the 'B>lreau of Land Manag~ment (BLM). 

This chapter outlines the general process by which Yuccll Mountain was 
identified llS a potenti.ally acceptable 1i1te. Section' 2'.1- deisd1b'es' the·.-·-· 
regional setttng of the si.te to place in context the general types of alter
native!> from which Yucca Mountain was select:e<:l:. The Ficreening process·- 'by· 
which Yucca Mountain was identified is described in Section 2.2. This 
discussion is followed by Section 2.1, which evaluates the Yucca Mountain 
site against the disqualifying COilditions in the DOE siti.ng guidelines 
(10 CFR Part 960, 1984). Both the Nuclear Waste Policy Act (NW~A. 1983) and 
the DOE siting g\lidtal~,l)es .. 00 .. ~fR. 960 .• ~-2, 1984) .;-eqni.,;.e. e:u._ch,.~IJ-", ev~l,u_a.Y,gn 
as a step in the nomination process that must be applied to all pot:enttally 
acceptable sites. 
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2.l REGIONAL SETTING OF YUCCA MOUNTAIN 

The Yucca Mount;-.ln site is located within a broad th>,aert. ~eg~on known as 
the Great Basin. 'I'lw Great Basin is characterized by geJlerally linear moun
tain ranges nnct inte!:vening valleys. Few streams or rh·~rs flow out of the 
region, Primarily b1cauae of the scarcity of eas:l.ly ac::esaible water, few 
people live in thi.A vast desert, The few communi.tie~ , hat do exiet are 
generally located a~ound mining districts 1 water source. or tourist ottrac
t:lons·, AgricultiJrsl produc.tion is very limited because ,£ the severe aridity 
and low nutrient value of the rocky deset"t Boils, Ir tgRtion is practiced 
only i.n a few areas w·.)ere the ground water is shallow ·~ n ;1Jgh to be tapped by 
wells and where soils are suitable for tillage, As a rt. iult of the Bparse 
population, paved roads arEi widely spaced, commonly mort:. than 80 kilometers 
(50 miles) apart. 

The basins and intervening mountain ranges of the •eglon strongly influ
ence the climate, vegetation, and surface drainage of local areas, Most 
precipitation falls on the cooler mounta::l.nous terrain, ··~hereas the basins are 
relatively warmer and dryer. As a result, the higher ranges generally 
support coniferous forests, while the basins and lower mountain ranges, such 
as Yucca Mountain (Figure 2~2), are covered with sparse desert vegetation, 
Because of the large number of basins and ranges of various elevations, the 
region contains several ecological communities. 

The mountain ranges are formed by fault blocks that rise above the 
intervening basins, On the basis of exposed rocks in the mountain ranges and 
basins, the rocks can be divided :!.nto four major groups. The oldest are a 
billion or more years old and are made up of hard crystalline material, such 
as gneiss and granite. These rocks, where present, are part of the 
cryatalline shield of the North American conti.nent, Stratigraphically above 
the shield rocks is the second major group of rocks, a thick sedimentary 
sequence composed mainly of carbonates, quartzite, shale, and argi.llite. 
These rocks were deposited between about 800 and 250 milli.on years ago in a 
large trough-like basin, called the Cordilleran Geosyncline, that existed 
along the weatern edge of the continent. From about 250 to 100 million years 
ago, these sedimentary rocks were strongly squeezed, folded, and faulted in a 
procesa that created the early mountains. During this time, granitic masses 
were intruded deep within the buried roots of local parts of these ancient 
mountains. Small outcrops of granite in the northern part of the Nevada Test 
Site attest to this epis9de of granite formation. 

From about 100 to 40 million years ago, the mountain building waned and 
the ancient ranges were eroded to 11 gentle rolr'ing plain. Beginning about 
40 million years ago, a third major group of rocks was formed on this plain 
when volcanic activity spread thick deposits of tuffaceous volcanic material 
over portions of the area. This volcanism lasted irom about 40 to 10 million 
years ago. Yucca Mountain was formed during the last 10 to 15 million years 
of this 30-million-year period. 

Faulting that produced the current basins and ranges took place at the 
same general time as the volcanism, In the last 10 million years, volcanic 
activity has shifted toward the margins of the Great Basin (Christiansen and 
McKee, 1978), and the basins have been partly filled with alluvium derived 
from the erosion of the surrounding ranges, forming the fourth type of rock 
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Figure 2-2, View of Yucca Mountain looking northeast. Modified from USGS (1960). 
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in the area. Minor volcanism conHnued during basin fillinR, most recently 
producing thin, loca· ly restricted sheets and cones of basaltic m·aterial in 
Crater Flat, just we,ct: of Yucca Mountain. 

Deposition, folr:;ing, faulting, intrusion of gran1.te ·nasses, a\'ld eruption 
of volcanic material over time produced a complicated g~~~ogic pattern in the 
rocks of this area~ This c.omplexii:y is evident in the ·~t-ree regional cross 
sections shollffi in Figure 2-3. 

The hydrologic systems of the southern Great Baai'l -:ore characterized by 
deep water tables and closed ground-water. basins; grou .d. .. irl'ater basins do not 
necessarily correspon.:l with topogrt~phic basins. At 'i'C ne places in the 
southern Great uasin, including parts of Yucca Mountain, ground water is more 
than sao meters (1,640 feet) deep. The deep water table provides a unique 
opportunity for placing a repository in the unsaturate··* zone where there is 
limited water available. Recharge occurs predominat•.t1y by the slow 
percolation of surface water through the unsaturated zone that overlies the 
water table. Moat of this recharge is restricted to higher elevations ~here 
precipitation is greatest. 

Generally, ground water in the southern Great Basin flows through major 
aquifers, which are deep beneath the surface of the ranges and most valleys. 
Winograd and Thordarson (1975) recognized six major aquifers in southern 
Nevada that transmit water and four major aquitards that retard the flow of 
water aad act as barriers to ground-water movement. The lower and upper 
carbonate aquifere of the sedimentary sequences (Figure 2-4) and the welded
tuff and lava-flow aqulfers of the volcanic sequence transmit water primarily 
through fractures. Becaose the fractures are related tO both the brittleness 
of the rock and the location of major structural fe1.1tm:es, local and regional 
flo~ is determined largely by the complex stratigraphic and structural con
ditions outlined above. Bedded-tuff units within the welded-tuff aquifers 
and valley-fill aquifers • in contrast, store and transmit water chiefly 
through interstitial pores. 

The Yu~ca Mountain site is part of the Death Valley ground-water system, 
which is composed of several more or less dtstinct basins. The site is in 
the Alkali Fl1t-Furnace Creek Ranch ground-water basin at a position midway 
between the Ash Meadows and Oaeis Valley basins, as shown in Figure 2-5 
(Waddell, 1982). The Alkali 'Flat-Furnace Creek Ranch basin discharges at 
seeps in Alkali Flat and possibly at springs in Death Valley. Some of the 
spring discharge areas in the Death Valley National Monument are near tourist 
facilities, although exact sources of discharge are unknoloffi. Regional flow 
east of the Site is through the Ash Meadows basin and. occurs principally in 
the lower carbonate aquifer (Figure 2-6). This basin partially discharges at 
the JO or so springs in Ash Meadows where the lower clastic aquitard 
apparently is raised along a fault and blocks the flow through the aquifer, 
forcing water to rise to t-he surface. Some of the water may seep through the 
aquitard, eventually discharging at Death Valley. West of the site, local 
flow from recharge at Timber Mountain and Pahute Mesa occurs through the tuff 
aquifer and discharges at springs in Oasia Valley, just north of Beatty. 
This small flow system forms the Oasis Valley baain. 

In summary, the southern Great Basin is generally characterized by 
sparse vegetation, low precipitation, few population centers, varied geologic 
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conditions, and a hy·.lrulogic system that includes closed ground-wate.r: basins 
and a thick unsaturnt£d zone. This section provides only the most general 
perspective on the ovt .:all setting from which Yucca Mounta.ln was d-.osen from 
among other alternstil/:~s as discussed in Section 2.2. Detailed descriptions 
of the geology and hyc:'.rology of Yucc11 Mountain and the sunounding J:egion are 
provided in chapters ) a'l.d 6. 

2, 2 1DENTIFIC/ .. TION OF YUCCA MOUNTAIN AS A POTENTIALL't ACCEPTABLE SITE 

This section briafly Aummarizes the five-step prou.•'fl by which Yucca 
Mountain and the host l:ock were selected for detailed stm ·'• The five steps 
discussed in the following subsections are (1) selection of the Nevada Test 
Site ( NTS) e)ection 2, 2, l) , ( 2) rest rlct ion of exploration to an area in snd 
around the southwest NTS (Section 2.2.2), (3) selection of Yucca Mountain aa 
the primary location for exploration (Section 2.2.3) 1 (4) confirmation of 
site selection by a formal system study (Section 2.2.4), and (S) selection of 
the host rock for futther study (Section 2.2.5), 

All steps i.n the screening process W"ere completed before the Nuclear 
Waste Policy Act of 1982 (NWPA, 1983) was signed into laW' in January 1983 and 
before the u.s. Department of Energy (DOE) general siting guidelines ( 10 CFR 
Part 960) were issued in December 1984. The systematic screening studies of 
steps 4 and 5 used objectives very similar to those specified in the 
guidelines. The identifi'cation of Yucca Mountain as a potentially acceptable 
site was consistent with the siting criteria formulated for the DOE National 
Waste Terminal Storage Program (DOE, 198la) and is consistent '\lith 10 CFR 
Part 960 (1984). 

2.2.1 SELECTION OF THE NEVADA TEST SITE AS AN AREA OF INVESTIGATION 

The National WastA Terminal Storage (NWTS) Program was established in 
1976. During the early NWTS investigations, salt was the prime host rock of 
interest for a repository, Additional geologic host materials, including 
crystalline (gra::tite, gneiss) and argillaceous rock (shale), were also 
considered, The initial approach to site screening was based on particular 
rock types and came to be ~nown as the host-rock approach (DOE, 1982a), In 
1977 the program W"as expanded to consider prior land use as an alternative 
basis for initial screening. The prior-land-use approach conoidet'ed the 
advantages of locating a repository on land already W"ithdrawn and commitced 
to long-term institutional control. Because the Nevada Test Site (NTS) was 
already dedicated to nuclear operations, it was a logical area for investi
gation for potential repository sites, and formal consideration of the NTS 
for a repository location began at that time, The prior land use at the NTS 
establishes a firm reason for coneluding that the government will continue to 
provide strict institutional control over future access to the site, 

At the same time the NTS was being considered by the U.S. Department- of 
Energy (DOE) on the basis of prior land use, the u.s. Geological Survey 
(USGS) proposed that the NTS be considered for a number of geotechnical 
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reasons. These ge,otechnical and other consideratlons identlfi.ed later cll.n be 
summarized as follo~9: 

11 Southern {~!( . .,ada is characterized by closed hydrologlc badns. Thh 
meons that ground water does not discharge intr· rivera that flpw tp 
major bodica of surface water. It also means t:hat water discharge 
points can be clearly identified. 

• The water table is at great depth (as much a 500 meters (1,640 
feet) \)elow the surface). This provides the O~'portunity to build a 
repository in the unsaturated zone where tl ~ rock containing a 
repository 'llould not generally release watel." to drillholes or 
tunnelB. Thi.s lack of water would minimi?.e t .. e corrosLon of the 
waste caniatt~r, the dissolution of the waste, and the transport oE 
radionuclides from the repository. 

• Long f1ow paths are present between potential repository locations 
and ground-water discharge pointa. Radionucl.ides would have to 
trav~l great distances before they could affe!!t man and his surface 
environment. 

• Some of the geol~gic materials occurring on the NTS are highly sorp
tive. Radionuclidas could be chemically or physically adsorbed by 
rock, making it ex;tremely difficult for them to move. in solution. 

• The NTS is located i.o an arid region, with an annu<1l rainfaH of 
less than ab!lt.ut 150 millimeters (6 inches). With the very low 
precipitation, the amount of moving ground water is also low. 
especially in the unsaturated zone. 

By May 1977 the NWTS Program had undertaken evaluations of both the land 
use and tne geologic attributes of the NTS. The Nevada Nuclear Waste Storage 
Investigations Project was organi~ed to consider the general suitabtlity o.f 
the NTS for a repository and to idenUEy locations, if any, on the NTS or 
adjacent areas that m~gbt be ~ui~able for a repository. 

2.2.2 RESTRICTION OF EXPLORATION TO THE S~UTHWESTERN PART OF THE NEVADA TEST 
SITE AND ADJACENT AREAS 

The primary function of the Nevada Test Site (NTS) is to prov:tde a test
ing ground Ear nuclear weapons. Figure 2-7 shows past, ciJrrent, and proposed 
gerteral areas dedicated to weaponlil testing. When the National Waste T~:trrninal 

Storage Program expanded its repository exploration activities to include the 
NTS, a question arose concerning the compati.bility ot a repository with 
nuclear-weapons testing. A taak group was established to evaluate the con
ditions under which the weapons testing program could fully funct:l.on in the 
presence of a nearby repository. In August 1978 the Acting As.sistant 
Secretory for Defense Programs of the Department of Energy formalized the 
task group's finding that locating a repository in certain areas of the NTS 
might hamper weapons testing. However, it was suggested that the south
western portion of the NTS and adjacent offsite locations were acceptable for 
further investigation as potential waste repository sites. 
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In 1977 the eeclogtc medium of prime interest at the NTS waa argillite. 
Argill tte ia present in the Eleana Formation, whieh underlies Syncline Ridge, 
a topographic featcre along the west side of Yucca f'lat (Figure 2-7). 
Geologic investigat'ons there, including exploratory dt"illing, revealed a 
complex geologic st~uctur~ in the center of the area b~lng considered (Hoover 
and Morrison, 1980; Pcmce and Hanna, 1982). It was co·1cl.uded in April 1978 
that the geologic t'->rnplexity of Syncline Ridge would m:_\(:e. characterization 
difficult, poasibl) so ~ifficult that it could not b. understood to the 
degree necessary to license a repository (Stephens, lfJ;;,). At about the same 
time, the decision by the Assistant Secretary for Det -~~ 2e Programs included 
8yncline Ridge in the areas judged unacceptable for r~::.Jf:?-itory siting because 
of nearness to weapor s testing. At this juncture, the .'rogram refocused on 
the area in and around the southwestern corner of the NTS. The portion of 
the redefined exploratory area that occurred on the NTS was suhsequently 
named the Nevada Research and Development Area (NRDA) (Figure 2-7) (Stephens, 
1978). The area evaluated included soma Bureau of Land Management land west; 
and south of the NRDA and a portion of the Nellis Air Force Range west of the 
NROA. 

2.2.3 SELECTION OF YUCCA MOUNTAIN AS THE PRIMARY LOCATION FOR EXPLORATION 

In August 1978 a preliminary list of potential sites in and near the 
southwestern part of the Nevada Test Site (NTS) was comp!led. Calico Hills, 
Yucca Mountain, and Wahmonie were eon•U·ered the)nQ'!It attractive locations in 
and around the southwest NTS (Fi$ure 2-7) for cQn4Ueting preliminary borings 
and geophystcal testing. 

The Calico Hills location was of particular interest because an aero-, 
magnetic survey showed that granite might occur approximately 500 meters 
(1,640 feet) below the surface. The first exploratory hole by the Nevada 
Nuclear Waste Storage Investigations (NNWSI) Projeet in the southwest NTS was 
Btarted in 1978 to explore for granite beneath the Calico Hills. At a depth 
of 772 meters (2,530 feet), drilling was discontinued without reaching 
granite (Maldonado et al., 1979). A high content of magnetite, discovered ~n 
a thick section of Eleana Argillite, was probably responsible for the aero
magnetic anomaly. Reevaluation of the geophysical data indicated that the 
Calico Hills aeromagnetic anomaly can be entirely attributed to the presence 
of the magnetite-rich argillite. ·rhe existence of an intrusive bOdy in the 
rocks under Calico Hills could not be confirmed or denied (Snyder and Olivet, 
1981). Since granite was not encountered in 772 meters (2.530 feet) of 
drilling and no unexplained geophysi~al anomalies remai.ned to indicate· its. 
existence, further consideration of the Calico Hills location was suspended· 
in the spring of 1979. 

Concurrent with drilling at Calico Hills, geophysical and geolog-ic 
studies were focused on ·a granitic 'rock mass at Wahmonie·o Thea·e studies 
indicated that the granitic rock was highly fractured and hydrotheJ;"inally 
altered. Additionally, faults with displacements in the alluvium trend into 
the area frorn the. southwest and a spring deposit assoclated with the 
mineralized Hornsilver Fault is present at Wahmonie. In the spring of 1979, 
the U.s. Geological Survey (Twenhofel, 1979) recommended cessation of 
exploration of Wahmonie. based on the structural complexity and hydrothermal 
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alteration, indicsttng that the potential for an acceptahle repo1:11tory host 
rock at depth was 1rw, 

In the summer Mld fall of 1978, the first exploratory hole was drilled 
at Yucca Mountain, This hole was drilled to a depth r .. ~ about 762 meters 
(2 ,500 feet) and cot·; firmed the presence of thick tuff b:~da containing highly 
sorptive material c·-,pengler et al., 1979), Preliminary s•Jrface mapping indi
c.ated the exiatenc('. of generally undisturbed structural <Hess possibly large 
enough for a re?ository (Christiansen and Lipman, 196J, Lipman and McKay, 
}Q65). Because tuff previously had not been consider d as a potential host 
rock for a repositor~r, a presentation was made to th1o ~lational Academy of 
Sciences Committee fvr Radioactive Waste Management in September 1978 to 
solicit ita vie··s on che potential advantages snd difladvnntages of tuff as a 
repository host rock, The concept of investigating tuff as a potential host 
rock was su~ported (Gloyna, 1979). 

After comparing the results of preliminary exploration at Calico Hills, 
Wahmonie 1 and Yucca Mountain, the U.S. Geological Survey recommended 
(Twenhofel, 1979) that attention be focused on Yucca MLuntain and the U.S. 
Department of Energy (DOE) concurred in r.hat rec-omrocrt.la.tiuli in April 1979. 
Immediately thereafter, in April, May, and July 1979, technical peer-review 
meetings on (J) host-rock investigations, (2) geologic and hydrologic 
investigations, and (3) tectonic, seismic, and volcanic investigations were 
held by the NNWSI Project. 

These review meetings were attended by nationally known experts as well 
as prominent experts from Nevada. Before each meeting, the reviewers were 
provided with background information on specific NNWSI Project activities and 
overall goals, At the meetings, NNWSl Project participants made detailed 
pre!Hmtations and answered queAtions posed by the reviewers, After each 
meeting, the review panel summarized its overall aasasaments and recoromenda
tiona. The general e.onsensua of the reviewers supported the DOE decision to 
concentrate its Nevada exploration efforts on the tuffs of Yucca f.lountain 
(DOE/NVO, 1980). 

2.2.4 CONFIRMATION OF SITR SELP.CTION BY A FORMAL SYSTEM STUDt 

The foregoing process of selecting Yucca Mountain for early exploration 
was informal. A more thorough, formal analysis was begun in 1980 to evaluate 
whether Yucca Mountai~ was indeed appropriate for further exploration. This 
analysis was conducted i.n a manner compatible with the area-to-location phase 
of site screening described: in the National Siting Plan (DOE, l982a), which 
was used by the u.s. Department of Energy (DOE) before ;the Nuclear Waste 
Policy Act of 1982 (NWPA, 1983) and ensuing siting guidelines (10 CFR Part 
960, 1984) were adopted. 

The Nevada Nuclear Waste Storage Investigations Project screening activ
ity is documented in five publications, each providing details about a sepa
rate element of the activity. The first (Sinnock et al., 1981) summarizes a 
method for screening the Nevada Test Site (NTS) end contiguous areas fat 
repository locatlona, documenting the proposed method before its application, 
The second (Sinnock and Ferpandez, -1982•) presents a summary description of 
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the parameters used "tn the screening calculations and provides u detailed 
discussion of the S('.re.!ening results, The last three pt'ovide detailed back .. 
ground material abou: the performcmce objectives (Sinmu~k and Fernandez, 
1984), physical attrt:mtes and associated quantitative ctitElria (Sinnock ct 
al., 198L•), and comJ.-.·ter programs (Sharp, 1984) for ra•,ing alternative 
locations, 

Many assumption,; were quantl.fied during the scree~· :1g study, and the 
validity of the results and conclusions clearly depend·:.. and continues to 
da~end on the reasonableness of these assumptions, Th · tnformation in the 
referenced screening repor.ts allows each assumption or -.(!t of assumptions to 
be traced to .its effects on the results and conclusionu. The remainder of 
this section con~ains an overview of the data and analy~e~ contained in these 
reports, 

The formal screening cmalysis (Sinnock and Fernandez, 1982) was applied 
to an ares on and near the southwestern portion of the NTS (Figure 2-8), The 
analysts consisted of four basic elements, 

1. Weighted performance objectives that identified ideal, or at least 
desired, site conditions, 

2. Phyt:~ical attributes of the screening area that distinguished the 
physical conditions of alternative locations and ho.!:lt rocks. 

3. Favorability estimates that rated, on a relative scale of zero to 
ten, how well the physical conditions represented by sach .Qtt.ribute 
eathfied each of the relevant objectives for assessing site 
performance (performance objectives), 

4. Calculations of summary rating scores for alternative locations and 
host rocks based on how well the combined favorabilities of the 
attributes satisfied the performance objectives, 

The performance objectives were organized into R three-level hierarchi
cal tree (Table 2-1), which allowed site-specific objectives of the lowest 
level of the tree to he clearly tied to the broad goals of waste management 
(DOE, 1980) represented by the uppermoa t level of the tree ( Si nnock and 
Fernandez, 1984). Each objective was correlated with existing criteria of 
the DOE and the Nuclear Regulatory Commission to ensure that no relevant sit
ing factors were overlooked. Table 2-2 shows this correlation and also ahows 
the corr~lation with the DOE siting guidelines (10 CFR Part 960, 1984) 1 which 
did not exist at the time of screening. A weight, or percentage describing 
rele.tive importance, was assigned to each objective at each level of the tree 
to account for priorities within each level (see figures 2-9a and 2-9b). The 
weights were obtained from a poll of technical experts (Sinnock and 
Fernandez, 1984). 

The physical attributes that form the second basic element of the formal 
screening analysis are shown in Table 2-3, Each of the 31 attributes repre
sents a physical condition that both (1) varies throughout the screening area 
and (2) might influence repository behavior (Sinnock et al., 1984). As 
Table 2-3 indicates, the attributes fall into two gene1:al categories, geo
graphical (attributes 1 through 2-3) and host rock (attributes 24 through 31). 
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Table 2-1. Three-tiered hierarc.hic.al. arraoge,meut o(.Pbject.l,v_es8 used in site screening by the 
Nevada Nucl~ar Waste Storage Investigations Project 

1.0 Ideotlfy locationS that permit adequate radionuclide containment in a_ seale:t-~-~Tory --,~~--·--··"''"··· --~-

1.1 Screen for natural systems with teaXimt.<m potential t:o resist. waste-package .d:Lsrup_tion ·processes 
1.1.1 Minimize potential for chemically induced release 
1.1.2 HiniEdze potential for mechanically Induced release 

• .• 2 Sr_r~f\1' f'or natural systems with lllinimWil pote~ial for waste-package disruption proces_s,es 
1.1. 1 Miniildze the potential for seismic hazards t,o containment in a sealed repos-itor-Y'· 
1.2.2 Minimize the potential for erosional disruption of waste packages 
1.2.3 Minimize tbe potential for volcanic disruption of waste packages 
1.2.4 Kt.nimize the potential for inadvertent human intrueion into a sealed repository 
1.2.5 Minimize the potential for events that might disrupt containment 

2.0 Identify locations that permit adequate Isolation of radioactive waste from the biosphere 
2.1 Screen for natural systems that will retard migration of radionuclirles 

2.1.1 Maximize ground-water flow time to the accessible environment 
2.1.2 Maximize retardation of radionuclides along flow paths 
2.1.3 Maximize extent of relatively homogeneous host rock 
2.1.4 Maximize migration times of volatile radionuclides 

2.2 Screeg for natural systems with minimum potential for adverse changes to existing radionuclide 
migra~ion and retardation prncesses 

2.2.1 ~~nimize the potential for adverse impacts due to tectonic changes 
2:.2.2 Minimize the potential for adverse impacts due to (:l!matic changes 
2.2.3 Minimize the potential for adverse impacts due to geomorphic changes 
2.2.4 ~~nimize the potential for adverse impacts due to human act.iv1r.1-es 
2.2.5 Minil:dze the potential for miscellaneous events that might disrupt :[solation 

3.0 Identify lccat1ons where saf2 repository construction, operation, and decomadssioning cart be cost-. 
effectively implemented 

3.1 Screen for locations compatible with surface facility construction and safe operation 
3.1.1 Minimize seismic hazards to surface facilities 
3.1.2 Minimize cost of surface monitoring system 
3.1.3 Minimize adverse foundation conditions 
3.1.4 
3 .1. 5 
3.1.6 

Minimize wind loading on surface structures 
Minimize flooding hazards to surface facil!t!~s 
Ensure availability of resources to construct and operate tbe repository , ·.-. 
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Table 2-1. Three-tiered hierarchical 2.rrangement of objectives used in site sc.reen!ng··by the. 
Mevada Nuclear Waste Storage Investigations Projec.t3 (continued) 

3.2 

3.3 

Screen 
3. 2 .I 
3.2.2 
3 .. 2.,.3 
3.2-4 
' . ..::.::. 
3 • .£.b 
Screen 

to a 
3.3.1 
3.3.2 

for locatioas suitable for &tJbs1,1rface facility construction and safe operation;. 
Minimize seismic hezards to subsurface facilities 
Minimize flooding hazards to subsurface facilities 
Minimize adverse mining conditions 
O?timize the geometry {thickness and lateral extent) of the host rock 
Opti~ze ho&~-rock homogeneity 
Maximize compatibility of the host rock with standardized waste package 
for locations with characteristics compatible with safe radioactive-waste transportation 
repository 
Minimize adverse terrain along potential waste-transportation routes 
Optimize distance from existing transportation c.or~idors 

4.0 Identify locations for 
achievable 

which environmental impacts can be mitigated to the extent reasonably 

area 

a 

4 .I 
4.2 

4.3 

Minimize or avoid adverse impacts on or from sensitive biotic. systems 
Minimi~e impacts on abiotic systems 
4.2.1 Minimize impacts on surface geology 
4.2.2 Minimize impacts on water quality and availability 
4.2.3 Minimize impacts on air quality 
Minimize adverse impacts on the existing socioeconomic status of individuals in the affected 

4.3.1 Minimize adverse impacts on local economies 
4.3.2 ";inimize adverse impacts on life styles 
4&3.3 Minimize conflicts with private land use 

4.4 Reduce impacts on institHtional issues 
4.4 .. 1 Co~perate with State and local officials 
4.4.2 Carefully implement Federal regulations 

4.5 Minimize advezoe !~pacts on significant historical and prehistoric cultural resources 

Source: Sin~ock and Fernandez (1982). 
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Table 2-2. Objectives used for site screening by the Nevada Nuclear Waste Storage Investigations (NNWSI) 
Project compar~d to reievant U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) and Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
(NRC) criteria _ 
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Table 2-2. Objectives used for site screening by the Nevad8 fiUClear ... Waste- Storage Investigations (NNWSI) 
Project compar~~-~~ relevant U.s. Department of. Energy (DOE) a~d Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
(NRC) criteria-_ (~ontinued) '' 

NNWSI screening Current 
obji!.ctives Com2arable national criteria at time of screening national criteria 

NWTS 33(1) NWTS 33(2) 10 CFR Part 60 (July 1981 10 CFR __ Part. 960 
w-~~r -'lnd t!.tl-~ (DOE, 1982b) (DOE, 198la) NRC proposed rule) (1984) 

-
2.0 ISOLATION 2.1, 3.1.2, 3.4(par. 1), 60.lll(b)(l), 960 0 4-l(a) 

3.<.2(2), 3.l(par. 1) 60.IIl(b)(3)(11) 
4.2 3.2(par. 1), 

3.3(par. 1) 
2 .! Nuclide migra-

tion 
2 .!.1 Ground-water 3.2(1), 3.2(2) 60.!12(c), 60.!22(c), 960.4-2-l(a), 

flow time 60.!22(f)(l-4) 960.4-2-!(b)(l,2), 
960.4-2-l(b)(4,5), 
960.4-2-l(c)(l), 
960.4-2c2(d) 

2. !.2 Nuclide retar- 3.3(1) 60.!22(d), 60.122(g)(l-3), 960.4~2-2(a), 
dation 60.122(b), 960.4-2-2(b)(l,3), 

60.!23(b)(l3-l5) 960.4-2-2(b)(5), 
96fr. 4-2·2(c)(2) 

1o 1 .J Host-rod;: 960. 4-2-3( b) (l) 
homogeneity 

2.!.4 Volatile 
migration 

2.2 Cha~es to ex- 3.5(par. l), 60.123(a)(7), 
isting sxstems 3.5(1)' 60.!23(b)(7 ,12) 

2.2.1 Tectonic 3.5(2-5) 60.ll2(a), 60.122(a,b), 960.4-2-l(a), 
60.123(a)(5), 960.4-2-l(b)(l), 
60.123(b)(6,8,10,11) 960.4-2-7(c)(l-5), 

960.4-2-l(d) 
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Table 2-2. Object.tves used for site screening by the Nevada Nuclear Waste Storage Inves_tJgations (NNWSI) 
Project compared to relevant U.S. Oepertraent of Et~ergy (DOE) and. Nuclear Rei~iatory Commission a - . . 
(NRC) criteria (continued) ' · 

NNwSr ·screen_i~_g:~- · Current 
obj~ct_!_y~~- _ Gomearable national criteria at time of screening national criteria 

NWTS 33(1) NWTS 33(2) lO CFR Part 60 (July !981 10 CFR Part 960 
Num~;: ;:tf:Q ti.tle (DOE, l982b) (DOE, l981a) NRC proposed rule) (1984) 

-· ---
2.2.2 Climatic 3.2(1) 60.!12(b), 60.!23(a)(8) 960.4-2-1(b)(2), 

960.4-2-4(a), 
960.4-2-4(b)(l,2), 
960.4-2-4(c)(l,2) 

2.2.3 Geomorphic 3.1(1), 3.5(4) 60.!12(b), 60.122(e,1), 960.4-2-S(a), 
60.123(b)(4) 960.4-2-S(b)(2,3), 

960. 4-2-7(c)( 5) 
2.2.4 Human activi- 3.3.2(4) 3.6(par. l)j 60.!23(a)(3), 960.4-2-l(c)(2), 

ties 3.6(2) 60.123(b)(l-3), 960.4-2-8-l(a), 
60.l33(a) 960.4-2-8-l(bT(l), 

960.4-2-8-l(b)X2), 
960,4-2-8-l(c)~l), 
960.4-2-8-l(c)(2), 
960.4-2-8-l(c)(3), 
96(), 4-2-8"1 ( c)(4}, 
960.4-2-8-l(c)(S), 
960.4-2-8-l(d). 
960.4-2-8-2(a)' 

2.2.5 Miscellaneou..; 3.4(1) 60.122(j) 960.4-2-l(b)(3), 
960.4-2-l(c)(3,S), 
96(} .4-2-3( c)(l) 

3,0 CONSTRUCTION 3.1.1, 60.111(a)(l,2), 
3.3.1, 60,130(b)(l), 
4.1 60 ,l30(b) (2) (ll), 

60.l3l(e) . · 
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Table 2-2. Objectives used for aite screening by the Nevada Nuclear Waste Storage Investigations (NNWSI) 
Project compar:d to relevant u.s. Department of Ener8Y (DOE) and Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
(NRC) criteria (~ntinued) 

NNWSI screening Current 
_ . __ o_'hl_e_ctives -- Comearable DaLional criteria at time of screening national criteria 

NWTS 33{1) NWTS. 33(2) 10 CFR Part 60 (July. 1981 iO CFR Part 960 
Nnl!'!>er and title (DOB, 1982b) (DOE, 1981a) NRC proposed rule) {1984) 

3.1 Surface 3.2.1 3.7(par. 1) 60.123(a)(6), 60.l3l{a), 
facilities 60.131(c)(l) 

3.1.1 Seismic haz- 3.5(5) 60.123(a)(4), 960,5-2-ll(a), 
ards 60.123(b)(9,10) 960,5-2-ll(b)(l), 

960.5-2-ll(c)(l), 
960,5-2-ll(c)(2), 
960.5-2-ll(c)(3), 
960.5-2-ll(d) 

3.1. 2 Monitoring and 3.3.2(3) 3.7(2) 60.130(9), 60,131(c)(2) 960,5-2-J(a), 
character!- 960.5-2-3(b)(l), 
zation costs 960.5-2-3(c)(1,2), 

960,.5-2-4(a), 
960.5-2-4(b)(l), 
960,5-2-4(c)(l,2), 
960.5-2-4(d) 

~ ~ t < 3 Foundation 3.7(2) 960 .. 5-2-8(a), 
conditions 

960.5-2-8(b)(l,2) 
3.1.& Wind loads 3.7(3) 960. 5-2-3(c)(2) 
3 .. 1.5 Flooding 3.7(1) 60.123(a)(l) 960.5-2-3(c)(2), 

960. 5-2-8(b)(2) 
3 .I. 6 Net resource 2.6 3.7(4), 3.10(2) 960. 5-2-8( c) (I) 

availabil-
ity 

3.2 Subsurface 3.1.2, 3.4(3) 60.123(b)(l6), 60.130(10), 
facilities 3.3.2(2) 60.132(a)(l,4), 

60.133(b)(4,5) 

0 

-
..... 
0 

<0 

0 

0 

0 

C<) 
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Table Z-2• · ObJectives us~i:l:- for site 1~'t'~~:~ing by the Nevada Nuclea't' Waste Sc~'r·..g·~ Investigations (NNWSI) 
_P.'t'oject com.par~ to =elevant U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) and Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
(NRC) criteri.a. (continue~).".,. 

NitwsJ. screenin8; -· ' -- Current 
O~Ctives ~- Com2arable national criteria at time of screening national criteria 

NliTS 33(1) _ .NWTS 33(2) 10 CFR Part 60 (July 1981 10 CFR Part 960 
~·-~·-'; -- '·--~ ,_~ .... (DOE, 1982b) tooE, 198la) NRC proposed rule) (1984) 

3.2.1 Seismic haza.rd 3.5(5) 60.123(a)(4), 960.5-2-ll(a), 
60.123(b)(9,10) 960.5-2-ll(b)(l), 

960.5-2-ll(c)(l), 
960.5-2-ll(c)(2), 
960.5-2-ll(c)(3), 
960.5-2-ll(d) 

3.2.2 Flooding 3.2(3) 60.122(£)(3), 960.5-2-S(c), 
60.132(a)(2), 9b0.5-2-10(a)_, 
60.132(1)(1), 960.5-2-lO(b)(l), 
60.l32(g)(1,5) 960.5-2-lO(b)(2), 

960.5-2-10(<)(1), 
960.5-2-lO(d) 

3.2.3 Mining com!.i- 3.4(3) 60.123(b)(15,17), 960.5-2-9(a)(2), 
tions 60. !32(a)(2), 960. 5-2-9( b)( 2). 

6o.tn-ce-)(t,3), 960.5-2-9(c)(2-4), 
60.l32(f) 960.5-2-9(d) 

3.2.4 l:iost-rock 3.l(par. 1), 60.122(1), 60.132(a)(3) 960.5-2-9(a)(l), 
ge ::Hilet: ry 3.1(2) 960.5-2-9(b)(1), 

960.5-2-9(c)(l) 
3.2.5 Host-rock 3.4(3) 960.5-2-9 (c) (5) 

homogeneity 
3.2.6 Waste-package 3.4.1, 3.4.2 60.132(a)(1,3), 

compatibil- 3.3.2(1,2) 60.132(i)(2), 
ir:y 60.13S(a)(l,2), 

60 .135(c)(3) 

---
0 

"" 
0 

Q 

<5 
co 
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Table 2-2. Objectives used for site screening ~ the Nevada Nuclear Waste Storage InvestigaL~ons (NNWSI) 
Project comparid to reievant u.s. Department of Energy (DOE) and Nuclear Reg~~atory Commission 
(MRC) criteria (continued) 

·NNWSI screening 
objeccives 

NUirib.:r and title 

3.3 T~ansportation 
3 .3.1 Tenain 

960.5-2-7(b)(1)(iii), 

960.5-2-7(b)(l)(iv), 

3.3.2 Distance 

960,5-2-7(b)(l)(ii), 

4.0 ENVIRONMENT 

4.1 Sensitive biotic 
SYStems 

4.2 Abiotic svstems 
4.2.1 Geol~gic qu~l

ity 

4.2.2 Yater quality 

C<:Naparable 
NiiTS 33(1) 

(DOE, 1982b) 

-

4.3 

natiOnal criteria 
liWl'S 33(2) 

(00E, 1981a) 

3.8(2) 

3.7(2) 

3.9_(par. 1), 
3.9.1, 3.9(2) 

3~9(1) 

3.9(1) 

at time of screening 
10 CFR P:ar-t-~60 ~(July 1981 

NRC proposed rule) 

60.130(b)(2)(i) 

Current 
~Lonal eiiteria 

10 CFR Pat:t. 960 
(1984) 

960.5-2-7(a), 

960.5-2-7 (c)( 1,2) 
960.5-2-7(b)(1)(i), 

960.5-2-7(b)(2-4), 
960 .5-2-7( c)(3) 

9~Q;5-l(a)(2) 

------------ - 960' 5~2-5( c)( 6 l, 

960.5-2-5(b)(2), 
960.5-2-5(c)(2), 
960. 5-2-5( d) (l) 

960.5-2-5( b)(2). 
960.5-2-5(c)(2), 
960. 5-2-5( d)( 1). 
960.5-2-!0(b)(3), 
960.5-2-lO(d) 

' 
• 
( 

' 
( 

( 

' 
' 
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Table 2-2. Objectives used for site screening by the Nevada Nuclear Waste Storage Investigations (NNWSI) 
Project compared to relevant u.s. Department of Energy (DOE) and Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
(NRC) criteriaa (continued) 

HNWSI sereening 
c-bj ecti "V"2s 

Nur..be:o: and t_~r:->e 

4.2.3 Air quality 

4.3 Socioeconomics 

4.3.1 Local econo
mies 

4.3.2 Life styles 
960.5-2-5(c)(3-5), 

4.3.3 Private land 
use 

4.4 Institutional 
issues 

4.4.1 State issues 

4.4.2 Federal regu-
lation 

Coaparable-.:nati_~naJ. c_riteri~ at time_ of_~~r~ening 
NWTS j-j(f) NWTS 33(2) lO -cFR Part 60 -(JUly 1981 

(DOE, 1982b) (DOE, 198la) NRC proposed rule) 

2.2 

4.1.1, 4.1.2 

3.9(!) 

3.8(par~ 1)9 
3.lO(par. l) 

3.10(1) 

3.6(2) 

3.9(2) 

3. 6(2). 3. 9(2) 

3.9(2) 

60.12l(a) 

60.12l(b) 

~U!'rent 

national criteria 
10 CFR Part 960 

(1984) 

960.5-2-5(b)(2), 
960.5-2-5(c)(2), 
960.5-2-5(d)(l) 

960.5-2-6(a) 

960.5-2-6(b)(l-4), 
960.5-2-6(c)(l-4), 
960.5-2-6(d) 

960.5-2-5(d)(2,3), 
960.5-2-6(b)(l); 
960. 5-2-6(c)( l) 

960.5-2-2(a), 
960.5-2-2(b)(l), 
960. 5-2-2( c)( l) 

960.5-2-5(a), 
960.5-2-6(a) 

960.5-2-5(b)(l), 
960.5-2-5(c)(5), 
960. 5-2-7(b)( 8) 

960~5-2-5(b)(1), 
960.5-2-5(c)(l), 
960.5-2-J(a), 
960.5-2-7 (b)( 7) 

-
'" 
c 

c 

~ 

~ 

-< 
c 
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Table 2-2~ Objectives used for site screening by the Nevada Nuclear Waste Storage Investigations (NNWSI) 
Project compared to relevant o.s. Department of Energy (DOE) and Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
(HRC) crit.er..i..a.~. (c.pnUnued}--, -:":"c:;-,.J-.·--. c .1:. '"'"'-,::r-' -~-- ._,,_,_:~,-.. ~-, --.v"-"''""'c.~·:. ··;,_. _,. ._ .. ,_-:)<.""'~-·:=~-·- ._.:~;-, . 

HHW'SI screening 
obj~ctiv'es 

::'....,..;b:::~- :"'··1: '!"{ ~ 

. ; 
eo·~parable national cdteda at time of scrf!ening 

NWTS 33{1) NW'I'S 33(ij- lO CFii -Part 60 :(July 1981 
{DOE, 1982b) (DOE, 198la) NRC proposed rule) 

Current 
national cdt:eda 

10 CFR Part 960 
(1984) .., 

-·-·· ------
4.5 Historic and 

prehistoric 
resources 

3.9(1) 

~ified from Sinnock and Fernandez (1982). 

~-

960. 5-2-5( b)(2) 
960.5-2-5(c)(4,5), 
960. 5-2-5(d)(3) 

... 
c 

a 
c 

c -
c 
0 
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F:f.gure 2-9a. Upper-le11el (upper diA.gram) and mi.ddle-level 
(lower dia~;t, u) site screening objectives of the NNWSI Project 
ranked by ~<''!:: ght for each level of the objective.! tree. Weights 
and standarr: deviations (bracketed, shaded area) W'ere obta:f.ned 
from a poll uf experts. Modified from Sinnock tc"'\d Fernandez 
(1982). 
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Figure 2-9b. Lower-level site-screening objectives of the NNWSI 
Project rank.:i by weight for each level of the ob\ectives tree. 
Weights t1nd •1tandard deviations (bracketed, ehad·~c• area) were 
obtained fro•< a poll of experts. Modified from Y;innock. and 
Fernandez (1~82). 
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No. 

I 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
II 
12 

13 
14 

15 

16 

17 
18 
19 
20 

21 
22 
23 

24 
25 

26 

27 

28 
29 

30 

31 

Table 2•3. Phy~t~al attributes uf1.ed to discriminate among alt.f'n7native 
a locAtlona within the screening area 

Attribute Discriminati·\; conditions 

GEOGRAPHICAL ATTRIBUTES 

Volcanic potential 
Foult density 
Fault trend 
Age of faulting 
Natural seismic potential 
Weapons setsmic potential 
Bed attitude 
Erosion potential 
Flood potential 
Terrain ruggedness 
Metal resourct:.s 
Ground-water resources 

Ground-water flux 
Ground-water flow 

direction 
Thickness of unsaturated 

zone 
5ensitive floral species 

Sensitive faunal species 
Revegetation potential 
Known cultural resources 
Potential cultural 

resources 
Air pollution potential 
Permitting diffic~lties 
Pr1vate land use 

Relative potential f{ basaltic er~ptions 
Relative density of bl•llts and fractures 
Relative potential r ·)l' fault movement 
Fault ages 
Expected ground accell. :·ar.ion (g) 
Expected ground acceleration (g) 
Amount of rock dip (~~·grees) 
Projected erosional intensity 
Flood hazards 
Slope ateepneso (%) 
Potential for undisccvered metal o~es 
Potential for develOpJIIent of groun4-water 

supplies J 
Saturated ground-water flux (m /s) 
Upgradient distance. from potential 

production areas 
Depth to water table 

Potential for the occurrence of setositive 
species 

Likely species habitats 
Vegetation assemblages 
Types and sites of cultural resources 
Potential density of undiscovered cultural 

resources 
Air quality zones 
Land ownership and control 
Private and nonprivate land 

HOST-ROCK ATTRIBUTES 

Thermal conductivity 
Compressive strength 

(containment) 
Compressive strength 

(construction) 
Expansion or contraction 

Mineral stabili~y 
Stratigraphic setting 

Hydrauli~ retardation 

Hydraulic transmissivity 

Thermal conductivity (W/~K) 
Unconfined compressive strength (psi) 

Unconfined compressive strength (psi) 

Expansion or contraction behavior on 
heating 

Mineral stability on heating 
Stratigraphically weighted sorption 

potential 
PotentUl for radionuelide diffusion into 

the rock matrix 2 Hydraulic tranamissivi~y (m /s) 

aData from Sinnock and Fernandez (1982). 
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A map of the screedng area waa prepared for each gflographical a.ttribute 
showing the diatr:I.!Jution of physical conditions re[n·esented by ..:hat 
attribute. A valu·· for appropriate rock properties 1i!as assigned to each 
candidate rock typ': 'for each ht)St-rock attribute. Thl! attributes used to 
evaluate locations with respect to each of the lower-·lwel objectives were 
weighted to allow dn'l relative importrmce of various ':•·pes of physical con
ditions to be (llsr·\nguished (Table 2-4). 

To supply the third basic elem~nt, favorability r rimates for the vati
r>ua physical conditions represented by each of the ,'lt' dbutee were compiled 
as graphs (Figul'"'' 2 ... 10). The&fil graphs const.ituted 1' ~-ntitative screening 
criteria by which the relevant physical attributes of he screening area were 
compared with ~he objectives. 

The Clbjectives, attributes, favorability graphs, ~·1eights, and a base map 
of the screening area were digit.ized on a computer grfl~hics system. Computer 
software lol'aS developed to calculate the relative fav<1rabilir.y for each of 
1,514 half-mile square grid cells of the base map and for each of nine candi
date rock types (Uharp, 1984). In these calculations,. the favorabili.ty value 
of each attribute for each grid P.ell or host rock, as appropriate, wa3 first 
multiplied by the weight of the attribute (Table 2-4 shows the weights 
assigned to each attribute). Th~ resulting numbers were then multiplied 
successively by the weights of (a) the appropriate lower-level objectives 
(Table 2-5), (b) the corre!iponding middle-level objectives (Table 2-4), and 
(c) the correspoodi.ng upper-level objectives (Table 2-4). These fully 
weighted numbers ~ere then added together for a total rating score for each 
of the 1,514 gt'id cells and for eac.h t"ock type. Finally, the total scores 
were scaled to a maxilnum of 100,000. 

Results of t:he calculations were displayed as maps showing ratlngs of 
all 1,5-1.4 grid .::ellS (Figure 2-lla) based on geographical attributes 
(attributes 1 through 23 as shown on Table 2-4) and as lists showing host
rock ratings f-or both saturated and unsaturated conditions (Figure 2-llb, 
bottom) (Sinnock and Fernandez, 1982). Grid cell ratings shown on the maps 
were grouped into high, intermediate 1 and low favorability categories. These 
catesories generally correspond, respectively, to scores of greater than one 
standard deviation above the average, within one standard deviation of the 
Average, and greater than one standard deviation below the average. The 
hhtogram at the top of Figure 2-llb shows the range of scores for geographic 
attributes from which the average And standard deviatlo.n were calculated. 
Figure 2-12 shows the ratings obtained by adding the score of the htshest 
rated rock type (scores shown on Figure 2-llb, bottom) occurring benea~h the 
surface at each grid cell to the scores of the grid cells repres~nted on the 
map of Figure 2-lla. Since some locallties within the screening area are not 
underlain by any of the nine rock typeiJ evaluated, their ecore for rock type 
was zero and hence the total scores of these grid cells were relativ·ety low. 

Figures 2-lla, 2-llb, and 2-12 show the results of only two of many 
separate analyses that were performed. The others were based on selected 
subsets of related objectives atl.d attributes and on the confidence that could 
be assig~ed to the results drawn from figures 2-11 and 2-12. These analyses, 
discussed by Sinnock. and Fernandez ( 1982), were used to investigate the 
factors contrlb'..!t!Og most to the scores of alternatlV"e locations and rock 
types. Based on groupings of similarly rated grid cells for most or all the 
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Table 2-4. Mutc·lx of attributes a~dbobjectivee showing the w0'ights 
a1,.~tgned to attributes ' (c.ontinued) 

ATTR!OUTES 

-c;;o;-;---·--------, 
lLEVEL I 

J.O PROVIDE S/\1 r. COST EFF~Gl!Vf': 

CONSTRUCTION G OF'ERATION!;l I ~6;, I 

' 
H-,...;;..-'M"" -~~r--r""'f'"'~-1""'1 

' ' 

w 
~ 

- - - - ~ N N N N N M ~ 

' ... ,.., "' ... <Q ... "'.,., ... "'"'"'"'"' 

I. VOLCANIC POTENTIAL 

f-"'"'-"'='e"c'"'-'e'~·"='oc1 '~''--------------------------------lf-1--t--f--t-t--t'""-t'""t-'""t--+'""'t-if-f--i 
3, FAULT TR!ONQ 

4. AGE OF FAULTING 

~- NATURAL S~!9~JC POTENTIAL •• 
6. WEAPONS SE I BMJC POTENTIAL '" • 

t:1·~·=1·~·~·~·~·~·~·~··~·~·~~~·~·~0~-·~·~·~·=·~===================t==t::t~t=~~=lt=~~==f'~"~·~·l:=l~t=:l 
0 6. EROSION POTENTIAL 10 : ~ II. FLOOO POTENHAL ?0 100 ~ 30 

HJ. TERRAIN RUQQE[lNEB~ 70 ?0 ?0 

·~ '2i:~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~====t:=t=:t::t=j:=!=~=jr=t::t==~t:=l=:t:::l '" ~ 11. SAS~ G PREO!OI,.IS METAL RESOURCE PIJTD'ITIIIL 10 

I?. GRO\INO-WATER RESOURCE POT!:ONT I AL ' ~~~=~==~~~~~~~----+~~-t-+--~-4~--+-~-t-f--~ 
; f-'"'c·.c':'"""":"e'c·:••:c•':'ec'c'c":'o_-------------------------l"-f--t--f-·-t·-t-1f-+-'"'+--t--f-+--l--f--l 
, r:·~·c·_:':':":":'~"~·:·:·~··:•:c'c'~"~':o"o'c'~':·'c·'c'c"c'~,--------------l"-+--+--f-1--+-1f--t'""t:''"t--t-1--t--t--l 
L l~. THICKNESS OF l.INSAlURilT€0 ZONE 

" 

15. ~EN9\T!VE FLORAL SPECIES 

17. SENEIITIVE FllUNI>.L SPEC\1'.9 

16. REVEGETAl\ON POTENTIAL 

I g. KNOW"l CULTURAL RESOURCE~ 

?o. POTENTIAL CUllURAL RESOURCES 

21. AIR POLLUTION POTICNTIAL 

22. PEnMlTliNG DIFFICULTIES 

23. PRIVATE LAND US~ 

14. THER~AL CONOUC11Vl TV 

' 
' 

' 

" 
0 2~. COI~PRES~ I VE STRENGTH I C;O:"o'"'o'~"~""'~"~':'.,-------·--t-+-1c-1--+-1f-t--t--!::+-1--t--t--f--l 
S 28. CCMPRESSIVE STRt:NOTH ICONSTRUCT\0.'11 ~0 

' 27. E~PANS!ON-CONTRACl\QN 

R ;6. MINERAL STABILITY 
0 

' ' 
;>Q. :.TRATIGRAPH!C SETTING 

SO, >WORAUL !C RElAR01•1' ION 

31. HYDRAULIC TRANSMlSB!VlTY 

8 0 

60 10 
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'· I'DLCANIC POTENTIAL 

'. FAULT DENSITY 

L FAULT TRE~O 

'· '"' oe FAI.,IL TINO 

' NIITURIIL SI:IB/1110 POTENTIAL .. \IEAPONB SEISMIC POTENT l AL 

'. BED ATTJ JUDE I ROCK DIP I 

' ". EROSION POTENTIAL 

' •• FLOOD POT!lNT JilL '" 0 

' '"· TE~RAIN RUOOEDNESS '" ' "· Bll!lf r. PRECIOUS METAl, RESOURCE POTENTIAL 

' e "· OROUND-1/ATER RESOURCE POTEJ;T!Al. '" " "· OROUND·WATER FLUX 

' OHIEctroN ' i'l, 13RDUND·WA;ER FLOII 

' "· THICKNESS oe UNSA lURA TEO lONE 

' lfi, SENSITIVE FLORAL SPECIES '" 
"· SfNSITIVE FAL.JNAL SPCCIES '" '". REVEOETATION POTENTIAL '" 
'"· KNDio'N LJUL rURJI.l RESOUIWES '" '". POTENT fIll CULTURAL RESOURCES '" 
"· AIR POLLUTION POTENTIAL '" 
"- PERMITTIN!l rlii=FICULTIES '"" 
2:1 . PRIVATE LAND USE 

'" 
~Data from Sirmock and Fernandez (!982). 
Weights assigned to each 'geographic and host-rock attribute for 

t!valuating site cond~tiona wiih respect to each loW'er-level objective. 
The three-level hierarchy is Qiven in Table 2-1; percentage importance 
for upper (1), middle (2), and loW'er (3) level objectives is given in 
Figures 2-9a and 2-9b; and di9criminating conditions for geographic 
nnd host-rock attributes are presented in Table 2-1. 
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Figure 2-10. General form (upper diagram) of graphs for plotting the 
favorability estimates used to link the attributes to .objectives. A spe
cific~ example for attribute 31, hydraulic transmissivity, is shown on the 
lower diagram. Modified from Sinnock and Fernandez (1982). 
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table 2-5. Weig,tts assigned to the lower-level objer.tivea 
a 

t. l. 1 
1.1. 2 

l. 2.1 
lo 2, 2 
1.2,3 
1.2.4 
1.2.5 

2 0 t 0 1 
2. t .2 
2.1.3 
2.1.4 

2. 2. 1 
2.2.2 
2. 2.3 
2.2.4 
2.2.5 

3 .t. 1 
3,1. 2 
3.1. 3 

( L,~·~el 3) shown in Table 2-4 

Chemical 
Mechanical 

Seh111iC 
Eroaione.l 
Volcanic 
Human intruahn 
MiacalJ 'lneoua 

Cround-water flow 
Nuclida ratardati~n 
Host-roc~ thicknets 
Migration of volatilea 

Tectonics 
Cl1111att.. 
Ceo~otphic effeCta 
Human effectt on. 1tolaUion syatem 
!11ac~lla.neou, 41'1d• llQ~ple:d~Y 

Sel.al!!idty 
Monitoring require~enta 
Foundation conditions 

Weight 

68 
l2 

37 
l4 
21 

" 5 

" 30 
23 
8 

)1 

21 
20 

" 3 

" 12 
26 

o;)c 

•. 
;' 

,_: 

•,'· 
' ,,. 

'.;' 
• 
0 
.. 
!,', ,, 

b 
i'~ 

J.,:l t4 . · · .. W1n~:-·l.o•dJ::,•; :: :·;.,_~I,J•.~~\"~!,:: "'. ,_:, -~~,,. • .. · ··;i:l'· lO.!t·-' .:"<. :!i'i~J. 
3,1, S Flooding 
3.1.6 Available natural reaources 

3.2.1 Seia!Diclty 
3.2.2 Flooding 
3.2.3 Mining conditions 
3.2.4 Hoat-rock g$ometry 
3,2,5 Hoat-rock hqmogeneitj 
3.2,6 Waste-package acciJpt4biU.ty :~ 

3.3.1 
3.3. 2 

4,1.1 

4. 2,1 
4.2.2 
4,2.3 

4.3.1 
4,3.2 
4.3.3 

4.4.1 
4.4.2 

Terrain 0 
Tran&portaqon d1&ta~t(8'· ·~"·'' 1 :"~ 

Sensitive aYet81118 ~ 
Surface geo~oay :~ 
Water quality 
Air quality;"--'·'"''··' •·:-II·• ..... 

' Local economies 
Life styles 
Private land uae. 

State iasuee 
Federal regulationa 

a .. ' - ,,. , 

.. 
l3 

IS 
21 
27 
IS 
12 
10 

71 

" 
100 

22 
46 
32 

41 
42 
17 

53 
47 

lOO 

hHo!1Hted from. Sinno~k .&nd ~e,r"\and..,~. (l982}. 
Only sant:ral ~~!lis:nation~; see !a.ble 2·1 for a c0111phte etate111ent of 

objectives. 
cWeighta for· uch ~roup of li:lwtir-level objectivu sum to lOO%, 
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Figure 2-lla. Examples of results of screening analyses based on geograph
ical attributes. Ratings of the 1,514 grid cells that make up the base map 
are grouped into three categories (see legend). Modified from Sinnock and 
Fernandez (1982). 
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"' 180 17':: ~670 
~ 
~ 

'" 
. 

l) 160 " ' 0 I·' 
" 140 ·'\ ; 

MEAN ,:; 

" .·: 

5 0,4 59 . ,, 
120 

' ~ 
< 100 

" " 0 80 
'" " ~ oo 
c 
a: 40 LOW 1A HIGH 
'" "' 33,0;?;? 691194 2 20 
~ \_J' \1.1 z 

0 1 1''3'<567 e 9 ;, 
f!IATING SCORE {X lO·lJ 

. 
HOST-ROOK RATINGS 

SATUAATEO UNSATURATED 
AGE ROCK TYPE RATING RANK RATING RANt< 

"' ALLUVIUM 45000 7 4.1000 • '" " BASALT .q9000 6 48000 7 
z 
=> NONWELOED PAINTBRUSH TUFF 55000 5 42000 9 
0 

TOPOPAH SPRING TUFF 41000 8 58000 5 >-

I CALICO HILLS TUFF 75000 3 62000 3 
CRATER f'LAT TUFF 67000 4 60000 4 

a: 
w GRANITE 76000 2 63000 2 
C> 
~ 

ARGILLITE S2000 1 72000 1 
0 CARBONATE 39000 9 55000 6 

NOTE: Host-reck ratings are based solely on host-rock attributes 
(numbers :24·<31 for saturated list; fer unsatuF"ated li13t, numbers 
:21.+-30 oni.Yl· Ratings.do not account for site-deoendent rock 
conditions such as in situ stress. in situ temperature. depth. and 
local structures. Unsaturated ratings omit hydraulic transmissivity, 
attribute number 31. 

Figure 2-llb. Typical histogram (upper diagram) and host-rock rating 
scores (lower diagram) used to place individual grid cells into high, 
medium, a~d low categories. The histogram distribution was used to 
obtain the distribution of favorabilities that is shown as the legend on 
Figure 2-lla. For example, the results from the histogram were added to 
the host-rock rating scores to obtain the combined location rating~ for 
the map shown on Figure 2-12. Modified from Sinnock and Fernandez 
(1982). 
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Figure 2-12. Screening analysis results with the. value of most highly 
rated host rock added to the ratings for geographical attribut·es fliom· 
Figure 2-1la and the scores scaled to a total score of 100,000. Modified 
from Sinnock and Fernandez (1982). 
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separate analyses, l") relatively distinct locatlons were identified (Figure 
2-13), In this manner alternative loc.1tlon.s for a repository we1:~ estab"'" 
Ushed by the analys(~~'. 

In Figure 2-14 the 15 locations are ranked according to the m•rnber of 
analyses for which al ~ or most of the grf.d cells wtthin •.'lch location rated 
high, medium, or low. The objective and llttrlbute subs!!!. I i shoWn in Figure 
2-14 are con<Jenlent .. epresentations of the most importanl hasos for r.ankirlg 
the potentlal sites; the figure also shows the relative ·•eights assigned by 
th" eKperts to each of. ther;e subsets. To quar1tify the ~ .. :sis for the rank
logs, the weights associatecl with each of the rating . a .egortes shown on 
Figure 2-ll~ were fWmme.d for each location for the 12 an ·.hses that conr~idered 
different combinations of objocti11es (Table 2-6). 

As is B?pArent frorq_ figures 2-lla, 2-12, and 2-14 and from Table 2-6, 
norther11 YIICCII Mountat.n· (location J, Figure 2-13) rank~-! highest, mainly 
becauae of high ratings for objectives related to long-tf;!rm isolation; ita 
rattngs for near-term objectives, including the cost of -.:anstructing aurfaee 
facilities Rnd the llll<Jironmental impacts of construction and opet'ation, wet:'e 
lower than those of some of the other locations (Figure 2-14). Three rock 
types at: thiR locatioll rated high enough to mertt conaidera.tion llfil potential 
repository host rocks: the saturated and unsaturated CHlico Hilt$. unit, tbe 
unsaturated Topopah Spring Member 1 and the saturated Crater Flat Tuff (lower 
ha~f of figure 2-llb). 

Two other locations, northeafitern Jackass Flats and Calico Hills-Upper 
Topopah Wash (locations L and N, respectively, Figure 2-13), also rated 
generally high. High ratlngs at northeaaterll Jackass Flats are pri•nartly dUe 
to favorable environmental, terrain, 1md hydrologic attributes. However,, 
Lhis location is not u11derlain hy any of the host rocks considered. Less 
favorable tectonic attributes also detracted from ita ratings. 

The third locati.on, Calico Hills-Upper Topopah Wash, in contrast to 
northeastern Jackass Flats, rated lo~ for geographical attributes and high 
only when host-rock attri.butes were considered. Argillite and perhaps 
granite occur beneath Calico Hills and Upper Topopah Wash, though the granite 
may be too deep for repository use. Argillite was rated first and granite: 
second for both s6turated and unsaturac.ed conditions, and their pn!aence 
strongly contributed to the high ratings at this location (compare maps from 
figures 2-Ila and 2-;:12). Hydrologic attributes at Calico Hills-Upper .Tqpgpah 
Wash also r'3i:.ed 11erY h'igh, whereas tecto11ic, terrain, and human-distu-~b-an.Ce 
attributes generally rated low. The other 12 locations rated significantly 
lower than those discussed above. 

Yucca Mou11tain emer.sad from the formal screening, in agreement with the 
less formal siting activities de:icribed 1.11 Section 2.2.3, as the location on 
or near the NTS that offers the moat attributes cona1Cfer~d to be favorable 
for a repository site. The iic.reenlng systematically ComPared only the rela
ti<Je merlts of alternative locations considered in the study. The site
specific data needed for quantltati<Je predictions of site suitability will be 
collected during ai..te character.iz·ati.on it YuC'.ca Mountain is recommended for 
chat'ucteri?.ation. 
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Figure 2-13. Approximate boundaries of 15 alternative locations 
identified from groupings of similarly rated grid cells for 25 
separate analyses. The location identified as northern Yucca 
Mountain (location J) is larger than, but enc.ompasses, the current 
site. Modified from Sinnock and Fernandez (1982). 
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Figure 2-14. Ranking of locations (highest to lowest from top to bottom) based on 
ratings of all or most grid cells. Separate analyses of (a) objectives (columns 
1-12), (b) attributes (column 13-17), and (c) confidence in the ratings (columns 
18-19). Fo~ each column percentage weights associated with individual analyses were 
obtatned by polling expe!jtS and are shown in the histograms at bottom. Modified from 
Sinnock and Fernandez (1982). 
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Table 2-&. Ranking of alternative locations (high~st to lowest from top to bottom) 
based on the number snd weights of rating categories for the 12 analyses of 
related objectivesa~ ,, 

- Rating cate~orz fr010 Fisure ·2~14 
High-· and · -MediUIII and 

Ri&h medium Medium low Low 0 
'tor.::: -·~an No. Wei.ght !lo. Weight No. Weight No. Weight No. Weight 

M 

Northern Yucca Mountain 6 178.79 I 52.42 2 30.59 3 29.41 0 0 ~ 

Northeastern Jackass Flats 4 82.56 2 41.51 5 73.48 I 93.66 0 0 
Calico Rills-Upper Topopah Wash 3 30.14 2 122.06 I 52.42 I 2!.83 5 64.81 0 

Eastern Crater Flat I 6.55 5 105.91 5 172.24 0 0 I 6.51 
Central-Southern Yucca Mountain 0 0 6 156.97 3 86.22 2 30.52 l 17.50 

~ 
Portymile Canyon-Yucca Wash 0 0 4 78.58 2 58.97 4 112.15 2 41.51 

' Amargosa De:sert 0 0 3 4&.91 3 157.38 4 73.83 2 13.09 
~ 
w Western Jackass Flats 0 0 3 4&.91 2 100.17 2 74.25 5 69.88 co 

Little Skull Mountain 0 0 2 13.06 3 U7.29 3 63.71 4 97.15 
0 

Kiwi Mesa-Mid Valley Pass 0 0 3 30.14 0 0 5 120.50 4 140.57 
Central Jackass Flats 0 0 0 0 lO 216.96 2 74.25 0 0 ,..., 
Eastern Jackass Flats 0 0 0 0 3 19.64 9 271.57 0 :.co 

- ,.,.._ 

Rock Valley 0 0 0 0 I 6.51 9 162.64 2 122 .. 06 -0 
Striped Hills-Specter Range 0 0 0 0 2 33.13 3 52.03 7 206~05 

Skull Mountain I 6.51 0 G 2 23.60 2 33.13 7 227.97 co 

--·-·-
:Oata f~om Sinryock and Fernandez (1982). 

Subsets of objectives listed in Figure 2-14. 
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2,2.5 SELECTION OF Tl.:;E. HOST ROCK FOR FURTHER STUDY 

Complementing t~l aereening for locations described in Sectio~ 2.2.4, a 
separate screening ac.'ivtty was conducted in 1982 and et~dy 1983 to look in 
greater detail at th .. relative merits of alternative rock types at various 
depths beneath Yucca Mountal.n, By the end of 1981, four ·,ock units had been 
identified, in part 11aRed on the location screening, HR !Jrimary candidates 
for a repository. ·.r.m unit-s ure in the unsaturated zone· the welded Topopah 
Spring Member of the- P~intbrush Tuff and the nonwelded .uffaceous beds of 
Cf,lico Hills. The two other units, the welded Bullfrog .md Ttam mernb<!rs of 
the Crater Flst Tuff, nre located below the water tabl' ~Figure 2-15). The 
objective of the form'·l evaluation of these four units .;Tf\S to rank them usin~ 
existing data aT'i analytical methods, supplemented by ent i.neering and scien
tific judgment. A letter from the U,S, Geological Survey (Robertson et ~1., 
1982) point~d out the", •• considerable advantages that might be offered by 
the unsaturated zone •• , One strategy of locating a ~eposir.ory in the 
unsaturated zone beneath Yucca Mountain would be to place it in units of 
fractured welded tuff with high fracture conductivi.ty, so that any recharge 
water that does reach the r~pository level will move ra~idly through it down 
to the next horizon of low permeability." In July l9fl.2, planning for an 
exploratory shaft required that a target horizon be chos~n. On the basis of 
the information available at that time, the Topopah Spring Member was desig
nated as the reference unit, The final evaluation of the four rock units 
(Johnstone et al., 1984), completed seven months later, generally supported 
this preliminary decision. 

Several physical properties of the various rock units wer~ used to com
pare excavation stability, minability, thennal-loading limUs, far-field 
thermomechanical behavior, ~;~.nd ground-water travel time (Johnstone et al., 
!984). The rankinge are summari?;ed in Table 2-7. Minability considered 
specifically the expected ease and cost of the mining process. The Calico 
Hills unit was a clear choice with respect to this factor because continuous 
mining machines could be used rather than the more time-consuming and expen
sive dri tling and blasting techniqu<>:s required for the welded unit a, Even 
so, the main result from the minability comparison was that no units were 
elimin1:1ted; all units can he mined successfully wlth qonvE'!ntional techniques. 

Gross thermal loading did not allow significant discrimination among the 
four units, Loading densities required to keep the Uoor temperatura of 
emplacement drifts within design limits varied only ftom 54 to 57 kilowatts 
per acre. Considering the variability of thermal properties within each rock 
unit, the four units are nearly identical with respect to emplacement of heat 
generating wastes. Far-field thermal effects also did not discriminate 
~ignificantly among the units. All units were predicted to be affected in 
the far field in virtually the sarne way. None of the thermal calculations 
for any of the units suggested any failure mode due to the temperature 
changes that could affect repository performance. Although the differences 
among them were very slight, the rock units were still ranked on these two 
thermal factors (Table 2-7). 

The stability of mined tunnels in ·each unit was evaluated by three 
different approaches. Near-field computer calculations indicated clear 
superiority of the three welded units. A subranking among these three units 
sho..,ed that the Topopah,_ Spri_l).~ Member would be expected to be the roost 
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Figure 2-15. East-west cross section {approximate) through repository area at 
Yucca Mountain showing correlation between lithologic and thermal-mechanical 
stratigraphy developed for the unit evaluation study. For detail on the 
thermal-mechanical stratigraphy, aee Johnatone et al. (1984). M.odiHed from 
Johnstone et al. (1984)a 
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Table 2-7. Runk~ng of four rock un'lt-:9 tdenttfied aR primary candidates 
for 1 pott>ntial repository hot:t rocka 

·----··------------
Rel~t:.ive rankb 

To po"p"•"h-- C a 11 c l 

Comparison fac, ora Spring Hilt Bullfrog Trarq. 

----------------
Excavation stability 

Ca,lculat~d nt'!ar-.field 
thermomeci.lanicel response 

Rock-ma,rix properties 

Norgea Geotekniake Institute 
classlfica.tlonc 

Council for. Schntlfic end 
Induetrid Rf,!s~arch 

clasaification 

Minabll.ity 

Gross thermal-loRding Uinit 

Far-fielr:l r:hermomecha1lici'll re.fiJponse 

Ground-water travel timei to th~ 
wat.er tabl'e 

a 
bOat a from Johnstory.e. et al, '·('1984). 

Lowest number (1) is highest rank; 
. ~p~_~crl.~~~ by Ba_F~..O~ .. (1976)~, ,. 

Described by Bieniawski (1976). 

I 4 2 

I '• 4 

I 4 4 

I I 2 

2 3 

I I 

I I 

1 2 4 

highest number (4) is lowest rank • 

'· 

3 

4 

4 

•• 
" . 

2 
';.i 
';,' ,., 

4 ;'• 
'(•: 

I 

i' 
1 ;, 

3 ~-· 
.< 

£~table. An evaluation of rock matrix properties provided a more traditional 
approaeh to comparing the expected stability a1nong the four units. This 
method also showed that the Topopah Spring Member w-as c.leRrly expected to be 
more .'ltable than the other thref> units. Two published techntqucs for clas
sifying the suitabllity of rock masses for mining, the Norges Geoteknisk.e 
Institute (NGI) method and the Council for Scientific and Industrial Research 
(CSIR) method (Barton, 1976; Bientawski, 1976), were also used to evaluate 
mine stability. The NGI system showed the Topopah Spring Member to be 
clearly superior to the other three units. Distinctions based on the CSIR 
sy>3tem we:re lE'.SS dramatic, but this method also ranked the Topopah Spring 
unit first. However, none of the units was classified as unsuitl:!ble or 
unusually dangerous wlth respect to mine stability, 
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Vertical grounU·~'-Iatar travel ti.mes from the two unsaturated and two 
saturated candidate t'l"!poaitory horiP::ons to ttl~ water table were eoi:imated to 
be thollaands of yean,, Ground-water travel-~ime estimate~ for each rock unit 
were based on the I)~ >lumption of porous flow ,:o.nd did not lnclude the effects 
of heat. Considerable uncertainty exlsted in the estimat•HI for all the rock. 
units. Fo~: rock uni.':e in the saturated zone, extreme \ \,riabiltty in the 
assLJmed hydtaulic pm.ame.tera yielded travel-time estlmat•!.i that varied by as 
much as six orders ";: magnitude, For the two unsaturate·: t.nils, the Topopah 
Spring Hember ranked highest for travel time because it ly farther from the 
wrter table then the Calico Hills unit (Figure 2-\5). 

On the basis of :he unit-evaluation ntudy (Johnsttlr~ et al., 1984), the 
fir.'lt chol.ce for the target repository hodzon was the I. !'JOpah Spring Member 
of the Paitltbrusn Tuff, The Recond choice was the tuffac~oua beds of Calico 
Hilla. The third and fourth choices were the Bullfrog <tnd the Tram members 
of the Crater Flat Tuff, respectively. If Yucca Mountai.,t is recommender\ for 
site characterization, the ex:act depth and position of & repository in the 
Topopah Spring Member will be determi.ner\ during site cha.racteriutf.on on the 
basis of the rock properties that affect perform.ance and mlne design. 
Nothing in the unit-evaluation study !juggosted that an_v of the rock units 
considered would be unsuitable for a repository. 

2. 3 EVALUATION OF 'rHE YUCCA M.OUNTAIN SITE AGAINST THE DISQUALIFYING 
CONDITIONS OF 10 CFR PART 960 

From the nine sites identified as potentially acceptable for the first 
repository (see Chapter 1), the u.s. Department of Energy (DOE) is required 
by the Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982 (NWPA, 1983) and the DOE general sit
ing guidelines ( 10 CFR Part 960, 1984) to nmninate at least five as suitable 
for site characterization. The first step in the noml.nation process, as 
required hy 10 CFR 960.3-2·-2-l, is to evaluate each potentially acceptable 
site against the disqualifying conditions specifl.ed in the technical guide
lines in accordance with Appendix III of the guidelines. 

Altogether, 17 disqLJalifying conditior.s are specified in the technical 
guidelines. Tney are derived from Sec Cion 1 i.2 of the Nucl<ear Waste Policy 
Act, ~hich requires the guidelines to specify ",,, factors that qualify or 
disqualify any site from development as a repository •••" (NWPA, 1983). In 
particular, the Act speclf.ies factors pertaining to the location of valuable 
natural resources, hydrology, geophysics, seiBmic activity, atomic energy 
defense activities, proximity to water supplies, proximity to populations, 
the effect upon the rights of users of water, and proximity to components of 
the NaUonal Park System, the National Wildlife Refuge System, the National 
Wild and Scenic Rivers System, the National Wilderness Preservation System, 
or National Forest Lands. Each disqualifying condition desct'ibea a conditf.on 
that is cons.ldered so adverse sa to constitute sufficient evidence, without 
further considl:!ration, that a site is disqualified. thus, the presence of a 
single disqualifying condition is enough to eliminate a site ft'om further 
eonsideration. Almost all the 17 disqualifying conditions pertain to con
ditions whose presence or absence may be estimated without extensive data 
gathering or complex analysis, The evaluation of the Yucca Hountain site 
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against these disqu~: tfiere ie reported in thta Beet ion by the ~ummary in 
Table 2-8. A more detailed discus!lion is presented in Ctutpter 6. 

Because no dis.:·,Jalifying conditions are judged to exist at Yucca 
Mountain on the baaln of the tnformation collected and a.Hl.lyzed to date, the 
DOE has carried out \.he remaining steps required by the hH;lear Waste Polley 
Act Section (112)(b)d)(E) (NWPA, 1983) and 10 CFR 960.3·'2~·2-4 (1984) for the 
nomination of sitefl as suitable for cbaractarization. '!ese steps and the 
sections of this doeument in which they at·e discussed au listed below. 

l. An evaluation of the site as to whether it 1. ~uitable for the 
de\relopment of a repository under the guideLiner; that do not require 
site characterization for their application (Sect:ion 6.2). 

2. An evaluation of the site as to whether it is Huitable for site 
characterization under the guidelines that requtre data from site 
characterization (Section 6.3). 

3. An evaluation of the effects of site characterircation actlvitierJ on 
public health and safety and on tho environment, including alter
native site characterization activities that might he taken to avoid 
such effects (Chapter 4). 

4. An evaluation of the regional and local effects of loeat l.ng A repos
itory at Yucca MoUntain (Chapter 5). 

5. A compaL·atlve evaluation of Yucca Mountain and all other Rites con
sidered for nomination for site characterization (Chapter 7). 

Summariea of the findings for each of the disqualifying conditione are 
presented in the remainder of this section. Details of the evaluation of 
Yucca Mountdn against the disquaLifying conditions are presented in the 
cited sections of Chapter 6. 

Geohydrology (lO CFR 960o4 .. ·2-l(d); Section 6.3.1.1) 

Disqualifying condition: A site ehall be disqualified if the pre-waste
emplacement ground-water travel time from the disturbed zone to the 
accessible environment is expacted to be less than l ,000 years along any 
pathway of likely and significant radionuclirle travel. 

Analysis of existing field and laboratory data indicates that the 
eKpected pre-waste-emphcement ground-water travel time along all paths of 
likely and signHicant radionucltde travel to the accessible environment 
would exceed 1,000 years. The:! flow paths of interest at Yucca Mounta.i11 
include segments in both the unsaturated and satura.ted zone. The average 
travel time from the disturbed zone to the accessible environment is about 
43,000 years. The range of travel times is from about 9,000 to 80~000 years. 

Flux through the potential host rock is determined by the volume and 
rate of infiltration and .the hydraulic properties of rocks in the unsaturated 
zone. Upon reaching the water table beneath Yucca Mountain, this water joins 
other ground water in transit from sources of recharge north and northwest of 
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Table 2-8. Summary of evaluations of the Yucca Mountain site against the disqualifying conditions 

Disqualifying eondition and Chapt~r 6 reference 

10 CFR 960.4-2-l(d): GEOHYDROLOGY (6.3.1.1) 

A site shall be disqualified if the pre-waste
emplacement ground-water travel time from the 
dist~rbed zone to the accessible environment is 
::..::::~-~~':' _, ~- l.:s~ ~h:;!n lJ)OQ years along any path
way of 1-~~ly and significant radionuclide travel. 

10 CFR 960.4-2-S(d): EROSION (6.3.1.5) 

The site shall be disqualified if site conditions 
do not allow all portions of the underground 
facility to be situated at least 200 meters below 
the directly overlying ground surface. 

10 CFR 960.4-2-6(d): DISSOLUTION (~.3.1.6) 

The site shall be disqualified if it is likely 
that, during the first 10,000 years after closure, 
active dissolution, as predicted on the basis of 
the geologic record, would result in a loss of 
waste isolation. 

10 ~F~ ~~0.4-2-7(d): TECTONICS (~.3.1.7) 

A site sho.ll b -, disqualified if, based on the 
geologic record during the Quaternary Period, 
the nature and rates of fault movement or other 
ground motion are expected to he such that a 
loss of waste isolation is likely to occur. 

Synopsis 

Not disqualified: on th€ ba~is of current 
estimates of flux, the average travel time to 
the accessible environment is more than 
4 3,000 years. 

"' 
M 

Not disqualified: The shallowest parts of the 
underground facility are more than 200 meters 0 
below the directly overlying ground surface. 

Not disqualified: 
welded tuff, which 
soluble. 

The potential host rock is 
is not considered to be 

Not disqualified: Nature and rates of fault 
movement or other ground motion are not likely 
to caus_e loss of waste isolation; low water 
flux and long ground-wate~ travel times pro
vide additional ~ssurance of waste isolation. 

.., 
0 

0 

0 

"" 
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Table 2-8. Summary of evaluations of the Yucca Mountain site against the disqualifying conditions 
(continued) 

Disqualifying condition and Chapter 6 reference 

10 CFR ~60.4-2-8-l(d): NATURAL RESOURCES (6.3.1.8) 

A site shall he disqualified if--

· :.-v·~._.~::s exp-~c.-.aLio:-::, mining, or extraction 
ac=-.._~{ties for resources of commercial impor
tance at the site have created significant 
pathways between the projected underground 
facility and the accessible environment; or 

(2) Ongoing or likely future activities to recover 
presently valuable natural mineral resources 
outside the controlled area would be expected to 
lead to an inadvertent loss of waste isolation. 

IO CFR ~60.5-2-I(d): POPULATION DENSITY AND DISTRIBUTION 
(6.2.!.2) 

A site shall be disqualified if--

(1) Any surface facility of a repository would be 
located in a highly populated area; or 

(2) Ant surfaLe facility of a repository would be 
located adjacent to an area 1 mile by l mile 
having a popu!ation of not less than 1,000 
individuals as enumerated by the most recent 
U.S. census; or 

Synopsis 

Not disqualified: There are no pathways 
between the unde~ground facili~y and the 
accessible environment that were created by 
previous at-depth exploration, mining, or 
extraction activities at Yucca Mountain. 

Not disqualified: Activities to recover 
natural miner.al resources outside the con
trolled area would not decrease the waste 
isolation capability of Yucca Mountain. 

Not disqualified: No surface facility at 
Yucca Mountain would be located in a highly 
populated area. 

Not disqualified. No surface facility would 
be adjacent to an area l mile by 1 mile with 
more than 1,000 people. 

I' 

I" 
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Table 2-8. Summary of evaluations of the Yucca MOuntain site against the disqualifying conditions 
(continued) 

Disqualifying conditio~ aud Chapter 6 reference 

(3) The DOE could not develop an emergency prepared
~ess erogram which meets the requirements sPeCI
f~_f,!;t Li D!'~ Order 5500.1 (Reactor and Non-
~t..,..,.. ___ ~3.C"ilit5 Eiite!'g~.,..cy Planning! Prepared-
ness, and Response Program for Department of 
Energy Operations) and related guideS or, wben 
issued by the NRC, in 10 CFR 60~ Subpart I, 
~rgency Planniqg Criteria." 

10 CFR 960.5-2-4(d), OFFSITE INSTALLATIONS AND 
OPERATIONS (6.2.1.5) 

Synopsis 

Not disqualified: An emergency preparedness 
plan can be develo~ based on an existing 
plan for the NTS and the existing State plan 
and DOE/NV notification procedures. 

Not disqualified: The engineering design and 
the coordination of repository schedules with 
NTS schedules would prevent irreconcilable 

~ 

M 

;..... 

0 

A site shall be disqualified if atomic energy 
defense activities in proximity to the site are 
expected to conflict irreconcilably wi.'th reposi
tory siting, construction, operation, closure, or 
decommdssioning. 

conflicts caused by atomic energy defense ~ 

10 CFR 960.5-2-5(d)' ENVIRDNME•<AL QUALITY (6.2.1.6) 

P.ny_ of the ~-:11lowing coudltions shall disqualify a 
s~te.; 

(1) During repository sitiP4, construction, opera
tion, closure, or decommissioning the g~ality 
of the enviro.:ment in the affected area could 
not be adequately protected or projected 
environmental iit.pacts in the affected area 
could not be mitigated to an acceptable degree, 
taking into account programmatic, technicalp 
social, economic, and environmental factors. 

activities in proximity to the site. 

Not disqualified: No unacceptable adverse 
envir0nmental impacts have been identified in 
the affected area or are expected. 

0 

0 

0 

"" 
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Table 2-8. Summary of evaluations of the Yucca Mountain site against the disqualifying conditions 
(continued) 

Disqualifying condition and Chapter 6 reference 

(2) Any part of the restricted area or repository 
aupport_fBcilities would be located witi:1in the 

_~••=iar~<'!.S of .: eo~pc-·-.;:<~t cf the National Park 
Syst~~, the National Wildlife Refuge System, the 
National Wilderness Preservation System, or the 
National Wild and Scenic Rivers System. 

Synopsis 

Not disqualified: No part of the restricted 
area or repository support facilities would be 
located within the boundary of any of the 
specified systems. 

_, 

I 

.i; 

(3) The presence of the restricted &rea or the 
repository support facilities would conflict 
irreconcilably with the previously designated 
resource-preservation use of a component of 

Not disqualified: The presence of the re- ~ 

the National Park System, the National 
WilClife ~fuge System, the National Wilderness 
Preservation System 2 the National Wild and 
Scenic Rivers System, or National Forest Lands, 
or any comparably significant State protected 
resource that was dedicated to resource preser
vation at the time of the enactment of the Act. 

10 CPR 960~5-2-6(~): SOCIOECONOMICS (6.2.1.7) 

~ site shall be disqualified if repository construc
tion! operatio .• , or closure would significantly 
degrade the qaality, or significantly reduce the 
quantity, of water from major sources of offsite 
supplies presently suitable for human consumption or 
crop irrigation and such impacts cannot be compen 
sated for, or mitigated by, reasonable measures. 

stricted area or repository support facilities 
~111 not conflict irreconcilably with the pre
~iously designated resource-preservation· use 
of the land. 

Not disqualified: Repository water use is not 
expected to lower the regional ground-water 
table or reduce water quality. 
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Table 2-8. Summary of evaluations of the Yucca Mountain site against the disqualifying conditions 
(continued} -

Disqualifying condition and Chapter 6 reference 

10 CFR 960.5-2-9(d): ROCK CIIARACTERISTICS (6.3.3.2) 

~"-:- ,- .. f" ~- o.tl 1-l"! disqualified if the rock cha:rac
teris~--J are such tha~ the activLttes associated 
with repository construction, operation 1 -o:r closure 
are predicted to cause significant risk to the 
health and safety of personnel, taking into account 
mitigating ~asures that use reasonably available 
technology. 

10 CFR 960.5-2-lO(d): HYDROLOGY (6.3.3.3) 

A site shall be disqualified if, based on expected 
ground-water conditions, it is likely ~hat engineer
iqg measures that are beyond reasonably available 
technology will be required for exploratory-shaft 
construction or for repository construction, opera
tionl or closure. 

10 CFR 960.5-2-ll(d): TECTONICS (6.3.3.4) 

Synopsis. 

Not disqualified: No rock characteristics 
that cool~ lead to significftnt health or 
safety risks have been identi~ied. 

Not disqualified: Significant amounts Pf 
ground water are not expect~d; reasonably 
availah-le- techr.ology is expected Jo be mo_re-, 
thaD. adequa-te to .prevent disruptions due tO
grour~-water condi~ions. 

G>~ 

..,. 
.... 
0 

"' 
0 

0 

0 

A site shall be disqualified if, based on the ex
£ecLed natu~e and rates of fault movement or other 
ground motion, it is likely that engineering mea 
sures that are beyond reasonably available technol
ogy will be required for exploratory shaft construc
tion or for repository construction, operation, or 
closure. 

Not disqualified: Reasonably available ~ 

seismic design technology is expected to -be. 
sufficient to-construct an exPloratory shaft, 
and to safely construct, operate~ and ciose a 
repository; the expected nature and rates of 
fault movement or other ground motion are not 
expected to adversely affect _the construction 
of the expl~ratory shaft or repository con
struction, operation~ and closure. 
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Yucca Mountain and movet generally horizontally to the accessible environ
ment. Uncertainties i11. the estimate of travel time at Yucc!l Mountain include 
the lack of definition •)f the e)ttent, and therefore the ouur boundary, of 
the repository diaturbc .. -;t zone, flu'K estimates, and the potential for lateral 
flow. 

Erosion (10 CFR- 960.'•·:.~-S(d)j Section 6.3.1.5) 

Disqualifying condition: The I!Jite shall be diaqu.~ .:!.tied if site 
conditions do not allow all port_!.ons of the underg·~o··nd facility to be 
situated at least 200 meters below the directly ~,'l!rlying ground 
surface. 

The lowPx portion of the densely welded tuff of the Topopah Spring Mem
ber of the Paintbrush Formation i.s the potential repoai·'.ory host rock at 
Yucca Mountain. It has sufficient thickness and depth thnt all portions of 
the underground facility would be located more than 200 meters (656 feet) 
below the directly overlying ground surface. The present repository layout 
will atlow approximately 50 percent of the waste to be emplacf,d at depths 
more than 300 meters (1 1 000 feet). 

Dissolution (10 CPR 960.4-2-6(d); Section 6.3.1.~) 

Disqualifying condition: The site !!_'!_all be disqualified if it is like.ly 
that, during the first 10,000 years after closure, active dissolution, 
as predicted on the basis of the geologic record, would result in a loss 
of waste isolation. 

The minerals that compose the rock in and around the Yucca Mountain site 
are considered insoluble and no dissolution is expected to occur even at the 
elevated temperatures expected near the waste disposal containers. The host 
rock for the potential repository horizon at Yucca Mountain consists of the 
moderately to dP.nsely welded, devitrified tuff of the unsaturated Topopah 
Spdng Member. About 98 perc~nt of the host rock consists of alkali feld
spars, quartz, and .cristobalite, which are minerals that are not prone to 
aqueous dissolution. 

Tectonics (10 CPR 960.4-2-7(d)L Section 6.3.1.7) 

Disqualifying condttton: A site shall be disqua11f1ed if, based on the 
geologic record during the Quaternary Period, tha nature and rates of 
fault movement or other ground motton are expected to be such that a 
lose of waste isolation is likely to occur. 

The nature and rates of expected fault movement are not sufficient to 
threaten the waste isolation capability of Yucca Mountain. Historical earth
quake records show that seven e~rthquakes were recorded before 1978 within 
about 10 kilometers (6.2 miles) of the potential repository site; of these, 
two had Richter magnitudes of 3.6 and 3.4; the remaining five probably had 
smaller magnitudes, although magnitudes are not available. A new seismic 
network has reco~ded three microearthquakes in the same area between August 
1978 and the end of 1963; the targest magnitudes were approximately 2. 
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Geologic evidence avaU 1ble to dltt.<:> bld.i.ca.t(u that 32 faults w1thir1 a 1,100 
square-kUometer (425 -,quare-mile) areLt around the site off:aet or fractu-re 
Quaternary deposita. 

Earthquake damage to underground faci.l tt ies is genera. Ly less than sur
facd damage. Even if a. waste disposal container were delo,aged, water 1e 
required to dissolve LHlLonucUdes from the waste form and to transport these 
radionucl idea from the repository to the accessible C1\· . ronment. The 
exp!'•~ted flux of ll.iS~ than 0.5 millimeter (0.02 inch) pe.t year through the 
repository has been shown (Section 6.4.2) to be insuff1 .~i·mt to transport 
wastes in quantities tllUt could eKceed release limits .. t the accessible 
environment, even if some waste material were released ft~, a the repos.i.tory 
immediately after c:loaura. 'l'ravel ti1nes of greater than 10,000 years provide 
additional cor.f.tdel"\(!e that radionucl!dos will not be mlr.w.aed to the acces
sible environment in excess of the lim1.ts specified in 40 CFR Pat't 191 
(1985). 

Human Interf~rence: ,.~atural Resourc.es ( 10 CFR 960.4-2-8-1 (d); Section 
6.3.1.8) 

Oisquallfying condition: A eite shall be dtaquali.fi.ed if--

(l) Previous exploration, mini!]?,, or extraction activitieR for 
t'esources of commercial importance at the site have created ~niflcant_ 
w_llways botween the proj~c_terl underground faciltty and the accessible 
env.i.ronment:_; .2!. 

(2) Ongoing or likely future activities to recover presently valuable 
natural mineral resources outside the controlled area \lould be expected 
to lead -to an inadvertelltl~9"of wastE' isolation. 

Thorough examination of the Yocca Molmtaln site and comprehensive 
nearchos of ilterat11te and mining claim files have disclosed no evidence of 
prev.ious exploration, mining, or extraction activities for resources of com
mercial importance. The site is within an area of federally controlled 
.lands, most of which were restrl(~ted in the early 1950s to prevent public 
accesA, and tlw.reby excluded from ex:ploratLon and dcvelopmHnt. The u.s. 
Geological Survey has aha mapped the entire area by physical inspection of 
the ground surface, and i.t is e11:tremely unlikely that unknolll"n excavations 
exist at the site. ConsE!qucntly, no significant pathways have. been created 
b~tween the projected undergr.ound facl.lity and the accessible environment. 

The-re are no ongoing or anticipatad future activities to -recover pre
sently valuable natural mineral rC!sources outside the controlled area that 
could be e.xpected to lead to an inadvertent loss of waste isolation. 
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Populati~ Deneity u~~-·.i_ Distribution (10 CFR 960.5-2-l(d)i~ SP.ction ~.~2-~..!!1) 

Disqualifying co' .dit:ions: A. site shall be disqual~..S,!ed _!!--

(1) Any surfacP: facility of a repOBitory would be .·.<)Catad in a higl!.!.r 
~lated~~-'')..!'.. 

(2) ~ aurfac-r; facility of a repoaitory would be · 2cated adjacent to 
_!ln area 1 miJ~.~ 1 mile having a population of n~.f. less than 1,000 
J.r.~uals <:HJ enumerated bl the most recent u.s. I -~'~us; or 

(3) The DOE coul~.~ not develop an emergency prepare.~ ·ess program which 
meets the t'P1uirements specified in DOE Order 5500.:s (Reactor and 
~n-Reactor F'acility Emergency Planning, Preparedne~_s, and Response 
Program for Department of Energy Operations) and rel~!~uides orl--~ 
:l.ssued by the NRC, in 10 CFR 60 1 Subpart I, "Eme~gency Planning 
Criteria." 

The highly populated area neare>'lt to Yucca Mountain .11th 1,000 or more 
p~rsons pee square mite is Las VegaR, which is about 137 kilometers (85 
miles) away by air. Consequently, surface facilities nt llucca Mountain would 
not be located within a highly populated area. 

The State of Nevada has an existing e111ergency preparedneBR plan covering 
rudiologicul emergencies. This plan identifteB the agencies and individuals 
to be notified in the event of a radiological emergency, provides guidance 
for particlpantfi, and establishes procedures for requesting and providing 
assistance. Such A plan, meeting the requirements of DOB Order 5500.3 (DOE, 
198lb), can he developed for the operstion of a repository at Yucca Mountain. 

Offsite ~nstallations and Operations (10 CFR 960.5-2-4(d); Section 6.2.1.5) 

Dhqual.tfying condition: A site shall be disqual1fied if atomic energy 
.sJefense activities in proximity to the site are expected to conflict 
irreconcilA.bly with repository sit~ construction, operation, closure, 
or decommissioning. 

The Yucca Mountain site is over 40 kilometers (25 miles) from the near
est ilrea presently llsed for underground nuclear detonations, and no area 
under c.onsideration for future testing is closer to Yucca Mountain than 
approximately 23 kilometers (14 ruiles), The potential repository site is not 
Nithin an area ~o~here individuals are normally removed during underground 
testing activities elsewhere on the Nevada Test Site. Howev~r, depending on 
the size and nature of a partic11lar test, workers may be removed from under
ground areas within about 80 kilometers (50 miles) of underground teats as a 
matter of policy and as a precautionary measure. This practice could have a 
minor effect on the s.lting, COill:ltruction, operation, and decommissioning 
phases of the repository. Temporary suspension of certain activities at the 
repository site can be planned as a standard operating procedure. These 
occurrences would be infrequent and of short duratton, and would not have 
significant adverse impact8 on any phase of siting or repository activities. 
Current radiatior1 containment and safety measur€s for underground nuclear 
tests at the Nevada Test Site are very stringent, and the possibility of 
substantial releases of radioactivity to the atmosphere in the future is 
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considered very small, All potenti.sl impacts from atomic energy defense 
activities occurrf.ng elsewhere on the Nevada Test Slt·d can be addressed 
through facility des .gn and construction, and through c·::lOrdination of sched
uling of repository ··Pet"ations and nuclear weapons testing activities.. 

Environmental Qual!_!:} ... ( 10 CFR 960.5-2-S(d); Section 2.!!: ... !!!) 

Disquali fyi. ng "'ondi t tons: 
disqualify a s!~: 

A!!X of the follow~ .. :!~nditions shall 

(1) Du£!!!g_~pository siting, construction, ope_',!kt:_ion, closure, or 
decommissioning .~he_g_ualtty of the environment iu. ·_he affected area 
coulc!_~~e adequately protected or proj ectad env i J .mmenta 1:_ impacts in 
the affected area could not be mitigat~o an acce,ptable degree, takin_g_ 
into ac~ount programmatic, technical! social, eco,J'lmic, and environ
mental factors. 

(2) Any part of the restricted ares or repository support facilitiAs 
would be located within the boundariee of a compon:~tnt of the National 
Park System, the National Wildlife Refuge System, the NatiOnal 
Wilderness Preservation System, or the National Wild and Scenic Rivers 
Syate.!)!• 

(3) The presence of the reGtricted are~:~ or the repository support 
facilities w-ould conflict irreconcilably with the previously designated 
resource-preservation use of a component of the National Park System, 
the National Wildlife Refuge System, the National Wilderness. 
Preservation System, the National Wild and Scenic Rivers System, or 
National Forest Lands, or any compal"ahly significant State protected 
resource that was dedicated to resource preservation at the time of the 
enactment of the Act. 

Recognized environmental impacts associated with the siting, construc-
1:ion, operation, closure, and decommissior1ing of a repository at Yucca Moun
tain include (1) disruption of approximately 680 hectares (1,680 acres) of 
desert habitat, (2) fugitive dust emissions, (1) vehicle emisBions, (4) 
natural radioactivity releases from the excavation of volcanic rock for the 
rep-;)sltory, and (5) radioacrivlty releasea during the operation of the 
repository, under both normal and accident conditions. The reposltory would 
be deijigned and operated in compliance with all applicable State and Federal 
health, safety, and environmental protection regulations. 

If a repository is located at Yucca Mountain, the evidence indicates 
that its siting, construction, operation, closur-e, and decom•nissioning would 
not r-esult in any unacceptable adverse environmental impacts that would 
threaten the quality of the environment. Neither- the restricted area, nor 
the aupporting facilities for a repository at Yucca Mountain, would be 
located within the boundaries of or irreconcilably conflict With the previ
ously designated use of the National Park System, the National Wildlife 
Refuge System, the National Wilderness Preservation System, the National Wild 
and Scenic Rivers System, or National Forest Lands or any compat·ably signifi
cant State protected resource dedicated to resource preservation. 
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Socioeconomic Impact!?_ (10 CFR 960 .S-2-6(d); Section 6. 2. l. 7) 

Disqualifying Ct• 1ditton: A site sha11 be disquali~~ed if repository 
construction, OJ.?:ration, or closure would signiH'7_!:.~ltly degr~tde the 
suality, or s:l.gl;lflcantly reduce the quantity, of .. ·.~ater from major 
sources of of_!~_!:.~e supplies presently suitable for .!__mlln consumption or 
crop irrigatio!:_l __ and such impaets cannot be compensal __ ~;!. for, or mitig~ 
by, reasonable o'leasures. 

Repository construction, operation, and closure ~01 ld increase water 
consumption by onsite use ar:. the repository facility an ·11-DUlli increase off
site use due to the :.opul.ntlon increase ;;u;Jsoctated wu:· the repository. 
Because the clim ... te ia arid and the water table is deep (.~"ore than 500 meters 
or 1,640 feet below the land surface) 1 it is extremely unlikely that reposi
tory activlt ies could degrade the quality of ground wate.; in the Yucca Moun
tain region. Ground water would be the sour.~~~ of water for the repository. 
Should the Federal Government develop a repository at Yueca Mountain, a per
manent land withdrava.l will be necessaryt in accordance with the Federal 
Land Policy and Management Act of 1976, and reservl)tion of water rights would 
be e~pltcit in tbe withdrawal. 

Estimate~ of water requirements for the construction, operation, 
closure, and decommissioning of the repository have been based on preU.minsry 
concepts of a two-stage repository. For the first 32 years of repository 
activities an average of 432,000 cubic meters ( 350 acre-feet) per year of 
water will be used. Water use is expected to decrease substantially after 
this initial period (Morales, 1985). The regional. effects of wtthdrawing 
this volume of ground water are expected to be negl tgible. The water level 
in \-lell J-13 has remained llssentially constant sfter long periods of const.<~.nt 

pumping between 1962 and' 1980, which suggests that the aquifers beneath Yucca. 
Mou· tain can produce large quantitiPs of ground water, and thi.s ground water 
can be withdrawn for long periods of time without lowering the regional 
ground-water table. 

According to current information, the incremental increase in water 
supply requirements due to project-related population growth in the regifm 
may shorten sli~htly the time remaining during which present sources are 
adequate. The max.imom 1-year average project-related population increase i.a 
not likely to significantly aggravate the water supply situation for any 
county or community in the bicounty area. Proper planning is needed to 
ensure that the expansion of facilities occurs in a timely manner. T.he 
Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 19R2 provides for financial assistance, which 
will enable local communities to prepare for increased growth (NWPA, 1983). 
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Rock Characterist icg .... LlO CFR__260. 5-2-9( d); Section 6. 3. 3. 2) 

Disqual.ifyt11g c.?,'dition: The site shall be disqua·~i.fied if M~he rock 
characteristics i't':"e such that the activities associc::~.;.,ed with rt;EPsitory 
conAtruction, oP·-~·ration, or closure are predicted t<:. cause significant 
risk to the hea_~th and~ety of personnel, takir..il into account 
mitigating meas~~--~ that use reasonably available te~:.h_!"lology. 

The laboratory 11nd field data collected and analy:r.~ t.o date for Yucca 
Mo·mtain nnd observations and experience in similar exca.ations at similar 
depths indicAte thst activities Associaled with repos· t•.1ry construction, 
operation, and closure· will not cause significant risk 1-0 the health and 
safety of personnel, Tunnels in similar rock types at t·.::! Nevada Test Site 
are generally supported with only rock bolts and wire mesh. Even when 
exposed to the ground motion induced by nearby underground nuclear explo
sions, this support provides Atable, safe openings, The stability of open
ings in the potential hoat rock has been evaluated using thermomechsnical 
atres!:l analysea, rock-mass classifications, and linear calculations for mine 
design and pillar sizing, These evaluations show that existing mining tech
nology is sufficient to construct and maintain undergro.md openings in the 
Topopah Spring Member that 1-1ill. allow repository operations to be carried out 
aafely from construction tlrrough closure, 

Hydrology (10 CFR 960.5-2-lO(d)j Section 6.3.3.3) 

Disqualifying condition: A site shall be disqualified if, baaed on 
~xpected ground-water c.onditions) it is likely that engineering measures 
that are beyond reasonably available technology will be required for 
exploratory-shaft construction or for repository construction, 
operation, or closure, 

A repository at Yucca Mountain would be located 200 to 400 meters (650 
to 1, 300 feet) above the water table. No significant quantities of perched 
water are expected during exploratory shaft or repository construction. 
Current: engineering and technology are more than adequate to handle the 
hydrologic conditions th~t are likely to be encountered during exploratory 
shaft construction or durlng repoaitory construction, operation, and closure. 
The seal i.ng of shaftg and boreholes is also not expected to require special 
technology or to pose any significant problems. 

Tectonics (10 CFR 960.5-2-ll(d); Section 6.3.3,4) 

Disqualifying condition: A site shall be disqualified if, based on the 
expected nature aud rates of fault movement or other ground motion, it 
is likely that engi.needng measures that are beyond reasonably available 
technology will be required for exploratory-shaft construction or for 
repository construt;t1.on, operation, or closure. 

Previously published earthquake recurrence intervals for the region are 
availllble. Recurrence intervals for the Nevada Test Site region are reported 
to be on the order of 25,000 years forM) 7, 2,500 years forM) 6, and 250 
years forM> 5. Seismic monitoring of YUcca Mountain from 1978-to 1983 has 
recorded three small (Richter magnitude less than 2.0) micro-earthquakes 
within 10 kilometers (6.2 miles) of the site boundary. ln addition, 
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historical record8 show that before 1978, seven earthquakes w-ere recorded in 
the same approxi.-1Ti8 .e area; two had mngnitudes of 3.6 and 3.4, R.nr\ the 
remaining five pl·oh-1-bly had smaller magnitudt!-s, althot:p;h magnitudes are not 
available. 

Because of thr.- spa rae historical data 1, predictf.C'r':> of seismic risk 
during exploratory shaft construction or during repos! tc,ry com~truction, 

operation, and clo~ure at Yucca Mountain are based on ·n,pirical relationships 
between earthquake magnitude and fault rupture length. tlnd between probable 
~arthquake magnitude and expected ground motion at c;i' es away from the 
earthquake. The exact ground motion nt the site wou :I depenci on the nature 
of faulting. the dis':ance of the. ericenter from the ttl !:!, and the ~xtent of 
attenuation of the. se:f.smic energy before it reached th1· sur-face facilities 
site. Evirlt<>:nce indicates that available earthquake-re8istant designs and 
technology should be sufficient to allow safe con8tru('tion, operation, and 
closure of a repository at Yucca Mountain. 
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Chapter 3 

THE SITE 

This chapter des:'ribea the existing environment of Yt,cca Mountain and 
the surrounding re.gio1:. The data provide a baseline for •~·18-essing potential 
impacts of proposed site characterization acth•ities (Chc ,;er 4) and possible 
future development as a repository (Cha?ter 5). Addition.1.lly, some data in 
this chapter are used for evaluating the Sllitabi.lity ot the Yucca Mollntain 
site for site charactt·rization (Chapter 6). Yucca MIJ.J"tain has been 
idenlified by the u.s. Department of Energy (DOE) aa a por -mt:ially accepta:ble 
site for a mined geologic repository (Hodel, 1983). The Yucca Mountain site 
is shown on "Figure 3-1 and in other figures in Chapter 1. The site is on 
limited-access Federal land administered by the Department of the A1.r Fot:ce~ 

the Bureall of Land Management, and the DOE. 

In describtng th.e Yucca Hounta,.in e:"lvironment, this chapter allTnmarizes 
information from a wide vuriety of sources. lnformati.>n describing the 
Nevada Test Site (NTS) hee been accumulating for decadefJ. The area 
immediately arot~nd Yucca Mountain, however, received comparatively little 
study until about elght years ago when the eouthllil!stern part of the NTS began 
to receive consideration a·s a posaible repository site (Section 2.2.3). 
Since then, site-specific studies have been carried out., and this chapter 
draws from them--particularly from recent studies on geologic, hyd~ologic, 

biological, and archaeological topics. The descript.i.on of the region draws 
heavily from studi.es of the NTS and of the southern Nevada region. Data for 
the transportation and socioeconomics sections of this chapter are generally 
s\7aila.ble from regional sources • but rnuch of the lnfc-rmation in those 
sections has been compiled specific~lly for the Nevada Nucle~r Waste Storage 
ln\7estigations Project. 

3.1 LOCATION, GENERAL AP,PEARANCE AND TERRAIN, AND PRESENT USE 

The Yucca Mountain si.te, shown on Fi.gure 3-1, is located on and imme
diately adjacent to the southwestern porti.on of the Ne\7ada Test Site, which 
is in Nye County, Nevada, about 105 kilometers (65 miles) northwest of Las 
Vegas. The Yucca MountBin site is about 137 ki.lometers (85 miles) by air and 
161 kilometers (100 miles) by road from Las Vegas. 

The Yucca Mountain site liea within the Basin and Range physiographic 
province, a broad region of generally linear mountain ranges and inte["YEining 
valleys. The site is tn the southern part of the Great Basin, a subdivision 
of the Basin and Range Province. Figure 3-2 shows the physiographic features 
in the region. The elevation of northern Yucca Mountain is approximately 
1,500 meters (5,000 feet), which is more than 370 meters (1,200 feet) above 
the western edge of Jackass Flats tl.l the east: and more than 300 met"lrS 
( 1,000 feet) h!&"her than· the- eastern edge of Crater PTat. 

Yucca Mountain is a prominent group of north-trending, fa~lt-bloclc. 

ridges that extend southward from Beatty Wash on the northwest to u.s. 
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Highway 95 in the Ai~'argosa Desert. The terrain at the llit:e is controlled by 
high-angle normal f wlts and eastward-tilted volcanic rocks. Slopes are 
locally steep (IS t( 30°) on the west-facing s.ide of Yucca Mountain and along 
some of the valleys that cut into the more gently slop~ng (5 to 10°) east 
side of Yucca Mount._,in. The valley floors are covered ·1)' alluvium. Sandy 
fans extend down fr.)m the lower siope.'J of the ridges, h1t:tymile Wash is cut 
from 13 to 26 metF8 (40 to 85 fee.t) into the surfaee of Jackass Flata~ 
North of Yucca MOU"1tain is the high, rugged volcanic :raain of Pinnacles 
Ridge. To the west of Yucca Mountain, along the wost E l.da of Crater Flat, 
eteep slluv1.al fans extend from deep valleys that hs• ~ 'Jeen cut into Bare 
Mountain. Basalt cones and small lava flows are preS(· .. n ·:· on the surface of 
the southern half of Crater Flat. 

The Yucca Mountain site is located ex.clus-ivoly within lands controlled 
by the FedPcal Government. The .land parcel under consideration, which 
includes the undergrountl facilities, the surf~:~ce facJ.lities, and the 
controlled area for the repository, is divided as follows: (l) the u.s. 
Department of Energy (DOE) controls the eastern portion through the withdrawn 
land of the Nevade~ rest Site; (2) the Department of the:. Air Force controls 
the northwestern portion through the land-uae permit for the Nellis Air Force 
Range (NAlo'R); and (3) the Bur~au of Land Management (BLM) holds the 
southwestern portion in public trust (Figure 3-I). These lands are currently 
free and clear of encumbrances, such aa dghts arising under general mining 
laws, easements for rights-of-way, and other rights llrising under lease • 
right of entry, deed, patent, mortgage, appropriation, prescription, or other 
such potential encumbrances (Lutsey and Nichol~:~, 1972). 

The preliminary site investigations conducted by the Nevada Nuclear 
Waste Storage Investigations Project on rhe BLM portion of the Yucca Mountain 
site are governed by a BLM/DOE Cooperative Agreement (BLM/DOE,. 1983). Pre
liminary site investigations on the Ne;.us Air Force Range ·portion of the 
Yucca Mountain site wer~ governed by an Air Force Permit (Department of the 
Air Force, 1983). Because Congress has not yet acted on a Department of the 
Air Force r~quest for a renewal of the withdrawal for the NAFR, administra
tive control of the land has reverted to the BLM. Therefore, .the BLM/DOE 
Cooperative Agre~ment (BLM/DIJE, 1982) provides authority for the DOE tO 
conduct preliminary site investigations on the NAFR land. Preliminary site 
investigations on the portion of Yucca Mountain on the Nevada Test Site (NTS) 
are covered by the environmental impact statement for the NTS (ERDA, 1977), 

There are no competing land-use activit.ies at the Yucca Mountain site. 
The Department of the Air Force portion of the site is used exclusively for 
overflight and contains no facilities. The BLM-administered portion of the 
land has no grazing p~rmits or mineral claims and is not used for recre
ational purposes (Bell and Larson, 1982). The BLM/DOE cooperative agreements 
and the Department of lhe Air Force permit were each accompanied by an 
environmental assessment o'£ the effects of the activities proposed. Those 
env.ironmental assessmen·t~·''resulted in findinge of no signifi"C!I.'nt i'mpaet) imd 
each agreement requires mitigation activities and the restoration of dis
turbed areas. 
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3. 2 GEOLOGIC CONDITIONS 

Thia section · ... escribes the stratigraphy, structure, seismicity, and 
mineral-resource rPtential of the Yucca Mountain site and n9arby areafl. 
Unless otherwise L.ferenced, the general descriptions of. stratigraphy and 
structure are from Lipman et sl. (1966), several artic..tea in Eckel (1966), 
Byers et al. (197~), Christiansen et al. (1977), Ste~J,rt (1980), Sinnock 
(1982), and Maldm'!!ldo t<.nd Koether (1983). Additional tnformation on the 
geologic developm~nt of southern Nevada is contained in these reports and the 
'nany references tberei11. More detailed descriptions ('f the structure and 
.~eismicity are given in the tectonic section of C1 B·'iter 6; detailed 
stratigraphy and roc'{ properties Rre discussed in the · ~ck characteristics 
sections; and ceochemistry and ro.ineral and ground-water resource potential 
'ire discussed in the gGochernistry 1 human interference, and hydrology sections 
in Chapter 6. 

An understanding of the geology of the Nevada Test Site and surrounding 
areas has been dev·'!loped through several decades of surface, subsurface, and 
geophysicRl investigations in support of the weapon~J-testing program. 
Geologic maps of the Yucca Mountain area were published in the mid-19606 
(Christiansen and Lipman, 1965; Lipman and McKay, 1965). As described i11 
Chapter 2, detailed geologic investigations of Yucca Mountain sa a potentiAl 
site for a repository began in 1978 when the first exploratory hole was 
drilled. Since that time, geologic atudica at Yucca Mountain have emphasized 
stratigraphy, structure, geochemistry, mechanical propertiee, volcanic 
history, and seismicity. Many of these studies are still in preliminary 
stages. 

3,2,1 STRATIGRAPHY AND VOLCANIC HISTORY OF THE: YUCCA MOUNTAIN AREA 

The regional stratigraphic setting of Yucca Mountain is characterized by 
the four major rock groups discussed in Chapter 2. The first and oldest of 
these groups, tht:: Precamhrian crystalline rocks, are not expo~>ed in the 
vicinity of Yucca Mountain but may occur at great depths beneath portions of 
the site. The second group, Upper Precambrian and Paleozoic sedimentary 
rocks, is prest1nt at the surface about 15 kilometers (10 miles) east of Yucca 
Mountahl at Calico Hill.'>, where it is composed of Devonian and Mississippian 
argillite and carbonates. This group is also observed 30 to 40 kilometers 
(19 to 25 miles) southeast of Yucca Mountain in the Specter Range and 
Skeleton Hills, where predominantly Cambrian and Ordovician carbonates and 
some quartzlte are exposed. Carbonates and quartzite of simil&r age are also 
present in Bare Mountain about 14 kilometers (9 miles) west of Yucca 
Mountain. Silurian carbonates have been encountered at a depth of about 
1,250 meters (4,100 feet) in drill hole UE-25p/ll (Figure 6-2) about 2.5 
kilometers (1.5 miles) east of the Yucca Mountain area. 

The third major group, Tertiary volcanic rocks, occurs at Yucca Mountain 
and compriaes at least tho upper 2,000 meters (6,500 feet) of the total 
stratigraphic section. These rock!il are composed chlefly of rhyolitic 
ash-flow tuffs, with smaller amounts of dacitic lava flows and flow brecciaa 
and minor amounts of tuff.aceous sedimentary rocks and air-fall tuffs. 
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'f'heH~ rocks form the southern end of the southfi!rn N"evada volcanic field, 
a large plateau w.1i mented hy contemporaneous faults t'nd built c. hie fly of 
rhyolitic ash f.lowt. and related volcanic material. Tht, ash flowB that formed 
thie platt•au were {'"rupted between about. 8 and 16 milli'>n years ago from a 
complex of overhpiJing, JH!arly circular volcanic depren,ions called calderas 
(lo~igure 3-3). -::o·t ectively, the calderas comprise an t~n!a of about 1,800 
square kilomet.~rs (700 square miles). Outcropa thr<•,lghout the region 
indic-ate that the volcanic rocks extruded from this lldera complex once 
covered an area of more than 6,500 square kilometers 0.500 square miles). 

Quaternary (anc: uppermost Tertiary) deposits comp·.Re the fourth group. 
This is represented at Yucca Mountain by alluvium and ·naorted debt'i.s-flow 
deposits in channels that are cut into the uppermost le.yere of volcanic rocks 
and by alluvial-fan deposits that form aprons along the east and west sides 
of the. mountain. Thick alluvium (more than 200 meters or 650 feet) blankets 
the V<.Jlcanic rocks beneath Crater Flat to the west and Jackass FlatB to the 
east of Yucca Mountain. Aeolian (windblown) sands, clkliche, and soil zoneG 
al3o occur in theriG thicker Quaternary se.ction9. In Crater Flat, basalt 
flows a11d cinder cones of Quaternary llge are present at the surface, and 
flows are also found ~!thin the ·alluvium in the subsurface. 

3.2.1.1 Caldera evol~tion and genesis of aa~ws 

The voluminous ash-flow sheets that comprise the major thicknesses of 
volcanic rocks at Yucca Mountain originated from eruptions during the 
development of calderas. To place the volcanic rock descriptions and 
terminology in a historical perspective, a brief summA-ry of the evolution of 
a typical caldera is provided in this section. According to Smith and Dailey 
( 1968), development: of a typical caldera is characterized by seven general 
stages. Some stages overlap, some are repeated several times, and not all 
take plac.e At every csldera. The Timber· Mountain Caldera, the source for the 
youngest volcanic rocks at Yucca Mountain (Table 3-1), went through all seven 
stages of evolution (Christiansen ~t at., 1977). Although volcanic activity 
at Timber Mountain ceas~d about 11 million years ago, the caldera is Htill a 
well-preserve<:: topographic feature. Its evolution is probably similar to the 
evolut:l.on of the older calderas in the vicinity of Yucca Mountain that 
produced the older volcanic rocks present beneath the site (Figure 3-3). 

The life span of a typical caldera, from stage 1 through stage 7. is 
generally about 1.5 to 2 million years (Smith and Bailey, 1968). During 
stagQ 1, magm~ ts intruded into the crust, causing broad doming of the land 
surface and crustal extension. Minor eruptions of rhyolitic lavas occur 
along fissures through the doJ!lC and along a major zone of ring fractures, 
probably tens of k.ilometerf:l in diameter. Stage 2 is characterized by massive 
eruptions in rapid s~ccession through the ring fractures, producing massive 
ash· flows that spread over thousands of square kilometers. The volume of 
material erupted from a si.ngle caldera is commonly many hundreds of cubic 
kilometers. Some of the ash flows produced during stage 2 from calderas in 
southwestern Nevada ,are among the most voluminous and widely distributed in 
the world. Stage 3 generally occurs at the same time as stage 2. As the 
magma feeds the ash-flow eruptions, the source chamber is drained. The to~ 

of the volcano then collapses irlto the draini!d magma chamber along the rlng 
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Figure 3-3. Southern end of southern Ne11ada V"olcanic fl.eld showing possible 
locations of calderas in the vicinity of Yucca Mountain. Question marks indicate 
uncertain volcanic centers. Modified from Maldonado and Koether (1983). 
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Table 3-1, Genel~'i:ilited volcanic stratigraphy for Yucca Mounta:Ln showin§ 
probn~·le source calderas and ages when ct•lderas wet'P. active 

Volcanic center 

Timber Mountain 
Caldera 

Formation 

Timber Mountain 
luff 

Claim Canyon Paintbrush Tuff 
and Oaaia Valley 

Northwest part of 
the Cflico 
Hille 

crater Flat 
Caldera 

Tram Calderaf 

Northern Yucca 
Mouotain area 

Northeastern ef 
Crater Flat 

Volcanic center 
uncertain 

Northern Yucca 
Mountain area 

Northeastern 
Yucca Mountain 

Crater Flat Tuff 

Unit 

Rainier Meeq Member 

Tiva Canyon Member 
Yucca Mountain Member 
Pah Canyon Member 
Topopah Spring ~!ember 

Tuffaceous beds of 
Calico Hilla 

Prow Paaa Member 
Bullfrog Member 

Tr11m Member 

Dacitic lava and flow 
brecc.ia 

Tuff of Lithic Ridge 

Rhyolitic, quartz 
latitic and dacitic 
lava and flow 
loreccia 

Older aah-fl?w and 
bedded tuffs 

... Range inb 
{m.Ulions thiclcnea3 
~f years) (meters) 

llo 3 Not en-
countered 

12, 0··69 
ND o-J6

8 

NO u .. sJ 8 

13 287·356 

13.4 95-3068 

NO 127-1768 

13.S 99-161 8 

NO 154-327 

ND o-rx'zn 

NO 

42-Jllg 

NO 9-323 

NO 

~Modified from Maldonado and Koether (1983). 
Thicknesses on basis of four drill holes at Yucca Mountain, aa reported by 

Maldgnado and Koether (1983). 
dl meter • 3.28 ft. 

:i~c~u~~s ~~~:e~~;~~=i~~~i~~d:;~~i~:l~;dded tuffs. 
Volcanic center uncertain, 
~Includes overlying bedded tuffs. 
Includes underlying bedded tuffs. 

' ' 
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fractures, forming a circular depression known as a caldera. Vertical 
displacement along the ring fractures during the col1!1pae of the caldera 
commonly amounts V many thousands of feet, During at age 4, minor volcanism 
occurs within the ' alders, the unstable outer walls oF the caldera undergo 
rapid erosion, and '>mall lakes commonly form on the ca'.dera floor. Stage 5 
is characterized b:-· rhyolitic volcanism and renewed dorr t.ng within the cent.ral 
part of the cald~,>~a. The central dome is generally broken by a complex 
system of faults ;!a t.he surface is displaced upward During stage 6, 
rhyolitic lava flows and small volume ash-flow tuffs ~rupt along lh~ ring 
fractures. These late~atage volcanic rocks often arr• 'lterlayered within and 
near the caldere~ with debris flows, gravels, bedded tdfs, and sediments 
derived from the er !pled material, The final stage ( i: caldera evolution 
(stage 7) is l'ydrothermal alteration and fumaroHc aco ivity. Much of the 
alteration apparently occurs along fractures. 

The ash flows of stage 2 described above generaUy originate from large
volume gas-charged explosive eruptions. The explosions are caused hy the 
eycape of volatiles and the rapid eKpansion and fragm(tntat ion of the ascend
ing rhyolitic lava into clouds of ash-sized particles conshting of hot glass 
~hards and crystals, As the incandescent clouds of g:,'lS and superheated ash 
collapse back to the earth's surface, they flow rapidly down the volcanic 
slopes and rJpread across the surrounding terrain. After coming to rest, and 
depending on the local temperature and overburden pressure, the glass shards 
and crystals can eKperience various degrees of compaction and fusion. If the 
combined effects of heat and pressure are great enough, a rock type kno..m aB 
welded tuff is formed, Commonly the glassy shards develop crystals of feld
spar and quartz minerals when hot vapors seep through the semimolten mass 
during the cooling period. Further crystallization of the glaasy shards may 
also occur through the process of devitrification. If devilrification does 
not occur, the rocks remain glassy and are referred to as vitric tuffrJ. 

Single ash flows sometimes cool completely before being covered by 
another hot flow, thereby forming a single cooling unit characterized by 
densely welded, fractured, central parts surrounded above and below by leas
welded parts, Complete cooling of earlier ash flows may not occur if several 
eruptions are closely spaced, forming volcanic sequences called compound 
cooling units. A glassy unit, called a vilrophyre, often occurs at Lhe base 
or top of an ash flow where rapid cooling was caused by contact with the 
eanh or the atmosphere. Lithophyaal cavities, formed as gas pockets in the 
viscous flows, commonly occur in the central parts of thick, densely welded 
zones. The lithophysae may be circular, elliptical, or flattened depending 
on the amount of viscous flow and compaction that occurred after they formed. 
The :interior, densely welded parts of the ash flows generally contain closely 
spaced vertical fractures that developed as the rock cracked during cooling. 
Fractures with other orientations are developed during sluggish movement of 
the partially consolidated ash flow or from later tectonic stresses. 

Air-fall tuffs commonly occur in association with ash-flow tuffs. They 
originate from erupted ash that cools in the atmosphere before it settles on 
the land surface downwind from the source. These lower-volume and lower
temperature ash falls form rock types kno..m as bedded tuffs, which are non
welded, porous, and visibly stratified. 
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The following Jectiona briefly describs the major Tertiary ash-flow and 
related stratigrapblc units at Yucca Mountain. The ge,neral unHs and calde
ras are listed in '1'3.ble 3-1, The rock types and thicknes.seo de.seribed below 
are based on a rer:.Jrt by Maldonado and Koether (1983) and USGS (1984), 
General descriptio~'I'J are fL'orn the publications listed Bt the beginning of 
this section and hom a report by Guzo~o~ski et al. (198 I J, 

.1.2.1.2 Timber Mountain Tuff 

The Timber Mountain Tuff is the youngest volcanil. •.nit eJ!:posed at Yucca 
Mountain. It is commonly diV"ided into the Ammonia 'fa,.ks Member and the 
underlying Rainier Mesa Member. Only the Rainier Mesa Member is preserved in 
the northern part of Yucca Mountain (Lipman and McKay, 1965), The Rainier 
Mesa Member is an ash-flow unit that was erupted 11,3 <:~d.llion years ago from 
the Timber Mountain Caldera (Figure 3-3). At Yucca Mmmtab1, it occurs only 
in low-lying fault blocks (Section 3,2.2), thus tndic1H:ing the fault blocks 
had formed by tha cime the RAinier Masa Member woe erupted, This unit is a 
moderately welded, devitrified tuff that grades downward into a nonwelded 
yitric tuff at the base, 

3.2.1.3 Paintbrush Tuff 

The Paintbrush Tuff at YuccA Mountain consists of four members with 
thin-bedded, reworked or air-fall tuffs between them. From youngest to 
oldest, the units are the Tiva Canyon Member, the Yucca Mountain Member, the 
Psh Canyon Member, and the Topopah Spring Member (Table 3-I). These units 
were erupted between about 12 and 13.2 million years ago from the Claim 
Canyon Caldera and perhaps, in part, from the Oasis Valley Cal"dera 
(Figure 3-3). 

The TiV"a Canyon Member forms the caprock at Yucca Mountain and ranges in 
thickness from zero where it has been eroded away in channels and washe8 to 
more than 50 meters (160 feet) on the ridge crests. The member has a moder~ 
ately to densely welded devitrified central portion, underlain by a less 
densely welded Yitric 7-one. The member is a compound cooling unit, composi
tionally zoned from rhyolHe in the lower and middle parts to quartz latite 
near the top. Large xenoliths (fragments of preexisting rocks incorporated 
in the rising laY a) occur at several places within the unit. Flattened 
lithophysae are common in the middle and upper parts, Bedded air-fall tuff 
and tuffaceous sedi.ments a few meters thick occur at the base of the member. 
The total original Yolume of the Tiv-R Canyon Member is estimated to be 
1,000 cubic kilometers (240 cubic miles), which indicates the mass he 
eruption required to produce it. 

The Yucca Mountain Member ranges in thickness from zero to 36 meters 
(118 feet) and had an estimated original V"Olume of only 17 cubic kilometers 
(4 .1 cubic miles). It is a simple cooling unit !.71th nonwelded· to partly 
welded zones at the base, top, and distal portions. North of the site (drill 
hole USW G-2), the interior of the member is moderately to densely welded and 
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contains llthophysat. 
variation from top to 

Compos it tonnll y, 
bottom. 

the unit is a rhyolite wlt:h little 

Bedded tuff anc nonwelded ash-flow tuffs occur lo<::ally between the Yucca 
Mountain Member and the underlying Pah Canyon Member. These tuffs r<~nga in 
th.lckness from zaro to 4t. meters (l4t. feel!). The matri: is mostly vitrlc and 
contains abundant x•moliths of volcanic rocks. 

The Pah CAnyon Member at Yucca Mountain rR.nges ic .:.bickness from 11 to 
83 meters (36 to 2?2 feet). It ia a simple ash-flow c:.~...Jling unit with -non..
welded to partly welded zones at the basa and top, 8111 .'l.n interior zone of 
moderate-to-dense welding north of the site. The memb •r is generaLly vitric, 
snd tuffaceous sedimfnts and air-fall tuff occur at th~1 •ase. 

The Topopah Spring Member contains the horizon beiag considered as the 
potential host ror.k for the repositot'Y• The Topopah Spdng Member is 11 COlll"' 

pound cooling unit composed of sa many as four F.Jeparate ash-flow sheets and 
varies in compoa.ition from low-silica rhyolite nenr the top te high-silica 
rhyolite near the biUie. At least 275 cubic kilometers (66 cubic miles) of 
ash-flow material were spread over an area of about 1,1100 square kilometers 
(700 square miles) during eruption of the Topopah Sprint! Member. At Yucca 
Mountain, this rock unit is about 350 meters (1,150 feet) thick, but it thins 
abruptly to the south and in abaent near the southwestern corner of the 
Navada Test Site. The member also 11ppears to thin to the north where it is 
only about 290 meters (950 feet) thick (drill hole USW G-2). At Yucca 
Mountain, the Topopah Spring Member is characterized by four distinct zones, 
from top to bottom! a nonwelded to densGly W@lded, generally vitric tuff; a 
moderately to d@naely welded, devitrifLed tuff that Accounts for most of the 
total thicknelss of. the member; a basal vitrophyre; and a vitric tuff grading 
downw-a.rd from welded to nonwelded. The densely welded devitrif!ed zone, 
Becond from the top, is curre!ltly being con~idered as the potential hoJ>t rock 
fot· the repository. The zone contains abundant lithophysee in several inter
vals, but they are most common in its upper and central portions. In the 
lower part of the densely welded interval, lithophysae are less abundant, and 
it is this zone that is preferred as the host rock for the repository. The 
densely welded portions of the tuff are more intensely fract:urer:l than the 
other portions of the Paintbrush Tuff. 

3.2.1.4 TuffaceouR beds of Calico Hills 

The tuffaceous beds of Calico HUls is an informal name for tuffac@ous 
rocks that rnay have originated from a currently obscured volcano near the 
north end of Calico Hills, east of Yucca Mountain (Figure 3-3). The unit 
ranges in thickness from 90 to 150 ro.eterF.J (300 to 500 feet) at the site 
although it thickens to nearly 306 meters (1,000 feet) co the north. It is 
composed chiefly of nonweldod ash-flow tuffs, numerous thin tuffaceous 
sedimentary beds, and minor air-fall tuffs. In the northern and eastern part 
of the site, the unit is typically zeolitized, having undergone a low
temperature, low-pressure alteration to zeolite minerals. In the south&lirn 
and western part of the site (drill holes USW G-3 and USW H-5)~ the unit is 
predominantly vitrtc and not altered to zeolite minerals. 
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3.2.1.5 Crater F!.J!t Tuff 

Beneath the C 1lico Hills uni.t is the Crater Flat Tuff, which consists of 
three rnemben: th,, Prow Pass Membet' at the top, the Pull frog Member in the 
middle, and the T· :1m Member at the base. The Prow Li'SS Member is about 
127 to 176 meters (/+17 to 577 feet) thick at Yucca Mo\.l:'ll:ain. It contains six 
partly zeolitized, partly devitrified a9h-flow tuffs t1;nt: probably cooled as 
a compound unit (:!rill hole USW G-1), Moat of the 1H is partially to 
moderately weldedi however, bedded, roworked, and df':OI·•'!ly welded materials 
occur in itll central part, and zeolitized air-fall t dfs occur at the base. 
Mudstone fragments, derived perhaps from the EleAna ·'n•mation of Devonian
Miasiasippian age, ;·re abundant in the Prow Pass Membar, The Bullfrog Member 
ranges in thick.nelils from 99 to 161 meters (325 to 530 feet) and consists pre
dominantly of rartially to moderately welded ash-flow tuffs with isolated, 
thin, densP.:ly welded layers. The Tram Member is 134 t:o 328 meters (507 to 
1,073 feet) thick a.-td consists of at least four slight.ly to densely welded 
ash-flow tuffs, some of which are zeolitized and devitrified. Reworked 
bedded tuffs also occur in the Tram Member. 

3.2.1.6 Older tuffs 

In this document, all rocks below the Crater Flat Tuff are referred to 
as older tuffs, Except for the Lithic Ridge Tuff, no formal stratigraphic 
units are recognized in the older volcanic rocks, Host of these units have 
been observod only in drill holes at Yucca ~lountain. They generally consist 
of moderately to densely welded ash flows (int~repersed with rhyolitic lava 
flows, bre.ccia flows, and nonwelded air-fall tuffs) and bQdded, reworked 
tuffs. The total thickneRB of the older tuffs is unknown. Three drill holes 
(USW G-1, USW G-2, and USW H-1) have penetrated more than 1.,829 meters 
(6,000 feat) without roaching the base of the volcanic rocke. 

3. 2. 2 STRUCTURE 

The structural development of southern Nevada and southeastern 
California has been long and complex, as briefly discussed in Section z.t. 
CruE:>tal extension and associated volcanism, Basin and Range style faulting, 
and alluvial filling of intervening valleys during Cenozoic time (0 to 65 
mlllion years ago) have obscured the relationship of older, regional 
structural features. In Mesozoic time (65 to 245 million years sgo), the 
Precambrian and Paleozoic sedimentary rocks of southern Nevada were strongly 
compresRed. The folds and thrust faults formed during this interval indicate 
that compression was directed generally from west to east and that the age of 
deformatio"1 decreaSE:!S to the e!lst. The regional patterns of exposed pre
T~rtiary rocks suggest that several thrust-fault .~ystems and several broad, 
.9.SSociated folds trend north to northeast through the area east of Yucca 
Mountain. The tectonic forces that created these ancient structures have 
long since been inactive. l'he absence of pre-Tertiary rocks at the site 
constrains the discussion of pertinent structurea to those produced by 
Tertiary extensional tectonics. These structures are complex and result from 
a long and complicated history. Nevertheless, field work conducted during 
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the past few decati11H and recent studies at Yucca Mountain by the Nevada 
Nuclear Waste Storr•~e Investigations Project have estahlished fi basic 
understanding of t~· structural and tectonic framework of this rqgion. (For 
a detailed discus~l..m of the structural and tectonic framework, see 
Section 6.3.1.7.) 

The oite Ues !n the southern Great Basin. Althol.J~h topographic expres
sions of the Basin and Range style Gtructures seem to ·,ndicate a relatively 
simple system of uplifted and down-dropped crus tel ~locks, the deep 
structural configuration of some parts of the Basin fi'!d Range is complex 
(Allmendinger et al., 1983; Anderson et ol., 1983). :1:~ origin of Basin and 
Range type structun~ has been att!"ibuted, in part, t1; ::ight-J.ateral faulting 
along the west ;rn edge of North America during Cenozoi time (Hamilton anri 
Myers, 1966; Atwater, 1970; Christiansen and McKee, 1!1'/8). Western North 
America U.es within a broad belt of right-lateral move.ment caused by differ
ential motion between the North American and the PacUic crustal plates. 
Some of the right-laleral movement occurs along the flan Andreas Fault and 
similarly oriente,·! faults in California (Figure 3-4). This type of motion 
may have occurred earliel' in southern Nevada and eastnrn California along the 
Walker Lane and Las Vegas Valley shear zones, and alo't,g the Death Valley and 
Furnace Creek fault ~ones. This motion and the related extensional faulting 
cause.d fragmentation of the crust into basins and rat'lges oriented along 
trends oblique to the right-lateral fault zones. Relstively high seismic 
activity continues today along the right-lateral Death Valley and Owens 
Valley fault zones northwest and southwest of Yucca Mountain, thus suggesting 
that these tones are still active. 

Cumulative displacement across the entire zan, of inferred right-lateral 
faulting in the western Great Basin, including fault-slip and large-a~ale 

bending, may be in e~c~ss of 150 kilometers (95 miles) (Albers, 1967). This 
estimnte includes the bending of structural features along ll northeaSterly 
trend due to drag folding along the Walker Lane Shear Zone (Albers, l967) and 
the Las Vegas Valley Shear Zone (Longwell, 1960). Maximum displacement along 
individual fault zones, however, is generally thought to be le:ss than 
48 kllometers (30 miles). Several investigators suggest that the right
lateral fault zones became active about 20 to 25 million years ago (Atwater, 
1970; Carr, 1971+), although other investtgators believe the faults were 
active for a much longer time (Albers, 1967). 

Most displacement along the Las Vegas Valley Shear Zone southeast of 
Yucca Mountain hss apparently occurred during the past 17 million years. 
Fleck (1970) and Carr (1974) conclude that motion along this zone ceased 
about 10 million years ago. The Las Vegas Valley Shear Zone seem& to have 
been inactive far millions of years; however, seismic activity and surface 
fault displacements hove occurred duri~g this century within the Walker Lane 
Shear Zone (Figure 3-4). 

The caldera complex in southwestern Nevada (described in Section 3.2.1) 
lies along a northwest trend connecting the Walker Lane end the Las Vegas 
Valley Shear Zones. Some investigators believe that the caldera complex at 
Timber Mountain is preferentially located where this northwest-trending zone 
of right-lateral faulting intersects Basin and Range faults elttending 
southward from the Belted or Kawich ranges, or where the northwest-trending 
zone intersects the southwest-trending fault ~onea with components of 
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left-lateral di.splact~w:mt (Carr, 1974) (Figure 3-5). Although no distinct 
faults can be traced betlol'een the two zones, structural .• volcanic, and 
topographic features r.fu·oughout thia region suggest a conHcction between them 
(Christiansen et al.~ 1977). 

Structural fe'ltU~'e!J at: Yucca Mountain include local t"11ults related to 
calderll collapse and ,.onger faults of the Basln and Rang• ~tyle. The local 
faults are shown in Figure 3-6 and on hydrogeologic c; e.s sections in 
Figure 3-7. Hydrogeologic units do not correspond exactl•, to stratigraphic 
unir.a. See Table 6-.16 and supporting text in Section 6 3.1.1 for descrip
tion.s of hydrogeologic units. The hydrogeologic untts 1 .. r··.~ gently tilted to 
the east and are offs<o<t by 1:1everal north-trending high-a :gle faults, down
dropped chiefly l-"J the west, which ct'e<Jted several larg~~ north-trending 
structural block£~ (Lipman and McKay, !965; Maldonado and Roether, 1983; Scott 
et a.t., 1983; Scott and Bonk, 1984). Other fault aystemo trend northwest, 
particularly in the northern and southeastern parts of 'iucca Mountain. 
Detailed mapping of the Bouthern pa.rt of the site (Scott and Bonk, 1984) haa 
revealed an area of u:!ry closely spaced, small faults th~t trend northeast. 
The primary repository area is shown on Figure 3-8 togeLher with possible 
repository expansion areas. Rock strata i.n the primary area dip eastward at 
about 5 to 8°. This area is bounded on the west by a large fault zone along 
Solitario Canyon. Ve:cti.eal displacement ,'\long the SQlitario Canyon ~·ault 

diminishes from about 200 meters (700 feet) at the southern end to about 
20 meter~ (70 feet) at the northwestern corner. To the east, the central 
area is bounded by several smal.ler, closely spaced faults. The northern edge 
of the primary area is defined by Drill Hole Waeh, an informally named 
feature. The southern boundary is lees well defined. One moderately sized 
fault, designated the Ghost Dance Fault, occurs within the primary repository 
area (Scott and Bonk, 1984). · 

Drill-hole data i.ndic<~te that some minor high-angle fault~ may have 
lateral as lol'ell as vertical components of displacement, particularly along 
northwest-trending fault~ north of the primary repository area (Maldonado:· and. 
Koether, 1983.) Displacements along indivi.dual faults within the primary 
repository araa are generally lesa thau a few meters, except for t.he GhQs_t 
Dance li'ault, shown in Figure 3-7, whi.ch dips steeply to the west and has a 
displacement of a~out 25 meters (80 feet) (USGS, 1984). Fault~ that separate 
major structural blocks may have a hundr·t::d or more meters of offset. The 
density of fractures is generally proportional to the degree of welding of 
the stratigraphic units. Near the major faults and in some local areas of 
abundant small-offset faults, fracture density P.robably increases. 

Offsets on the large block-fonntng faults are greatesi: in the Tiva 
Canyon Mero.her of the Paintbrush Tuff and offsets are smaller in the younger· 
Rainier Mesa Member of the Timber Mountain Tuff (Lipman and McKay, 1965; 
Scott and Bonk, 1984). Thus, most of the offset occurred between the 
emplacement of the 12.6-million-year-old Tlva Canyon Member and the emplace
ment of the 11.3·-million-year-old Rainier Mesa Member. The remainder of the 
offset occurred between 11.3 million years ago and the present. Whereas the 
Tiva Canyon Member was ·erupted over an area of low re·uef", indicated by it·s' 
relatively uniform. distribution, the Rainier Mesa Member was erupted on an 
area disrupted by fault blocka (USGS, 1984). 
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Figure 3-5. Generalized map of Yucca Mountain and vicinity showing calderas and 
late Cenozoic normal faults and a few !!trike-slip faults. Modified from 
Christiansen et al. (1977). 
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Thirty-two faull'i within a 1, 100-aquare-kilometer (425-square-milc!) area 
around the sHe off8rC. or fracture Quaternttry deposits. Five faults arc 
thought to have movE'.c! between about 270,000 and 40,000 years <~go; four faults 
moved about 1 millio11 years ago; and 23 faults are thought to have moved 
between land 2 mill:on years ago (Swadley et al., l984). At the time of 
publication of Swadl<:y et al. (198/•), no evidence of oHIJet younger than 
40,000 years had b!:!t ·~ confirmed; recently available, but -,mevaluated thermo
luminescence dates !'l'lY indicate on the order of 1 to 10 :.~nttmeters of fault 
displacement in eastern Crater Flat more recently thar 6,000 years ago 
(Dudley, 1985) (see Section 6.3.1.7.4, potentially edv~r''' condition 1). 

3.2.3 SEISMICITY 

Catalogs of the seismtc:it.y in the Southern Great Basin are available 
(Rogers et al., 1976, 1981, 1983). As shown in Figure '3-9~ Yut'C'.!J. Mounta:Ln 
lies in an area of relatively low historical seismtc:tty, on the southern 
margin of the southern Nevada East-West Seismic Belt. Thifl belt connects the 
north-trending Nevada Seismic Belt, about 1.60 kilometert; (100 miles) west of 
Yucca Mountain, wlth the north-trending Intermountain Seismic Belt about 
240 kilometers (150 miles) to the eaat. Much remainf:l to be learned about 
regional and local 9e1.amic cycles and the relation betl.l'een seismicity and 
fault length in the Basin and Range Province {Thenhaus Hnd Wentworth, 1982). 
As pointed out by Ryall (1977) and by Smith (1978) 1 the pattern of historic 
earthquakes in the western United States is marked by relatively brief 
episodo.s of intense activity in areas that may have been relatively inact·ive 
for hundreds and perhaps thousands of years. Geologic field evidenr.e 
sugge~ts that Yucca Mountain has been relatively stable for the past 
11 million years. 

Within R. !DO-kilometer (62-mile) radius of Yucea Mountain, the moat 
seismically active areas occur in regions of major Tertiary northeast~: 
trending left-lateral shear (USGS, 1984). Three important areas in this 
eategory are the Pahranagst, southern Nevada Test Site, and Gold Mountain 
shear zones. Although some earthquakes are probahly occurring on the 
northeast-trending faultFJ, the larger earthquakes in these areaF>, for which 
focal mechanisms are available, have occurred on shorter intervening fault 
segments with a north strike. Seismicity also ocr.urs in some north-trending 
fault :woes. These earthquakes occur on or near segments of north-trending 
faults such as the Thirsty Canyon, Yucca, and Pahute Mesa faults (north
northeast trending) or are visible as north-trending epicenter lineations 
such as at Indian Springs Valley and Sarcobatus Flat (USGS, 1984). 

Recorded seismic activity prior to 1978 within 10 kilometers (6 mi.les) 
of Yucca Mountain shows seven earthquakes; of these, two had magnitudes of 
3.6 and 3.4 on the Richter scale; five had magnitudes that were smaller or 
that could not be determined due to instrument problems. Before 1979, the 
standard error in f!"-'t imates of moat earthquake locations was + 7 kilometers 
(4 miles) or more (USGS, 1984). A 47-atat!on seismic network-was installed 
within a 160-kilometer (lOG-mile) radius of the site in !978 and 1979,,and a 
6-station supplemental mini-network was deployed on Yucca Mountain in 1981 
(USGS, 1984). No earthquakes with magnitudes greater than 4."3 have been 
recorded during this monitoring p~;rio4, and only two micro-earthquakes 
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Figure 3-9. Historical seismicity in the western United 'States showing the 
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the western end of the East-West Seismic Belt represents underground explo-
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United States, they were Richter M- 3. Modified from Smith (1.978). 
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(M"' }.7 and M .. ].,'i), at depths of 4 and 9 kilometers (2.4 and 5.6 miles), 
respectively, have Leen detected by the netlol'Or.k in the vicinity of the site 
(USGS, 1984). Ther is some uncertainty in the seismie sources for many 
signals recorded by the seismic monitoring network in the 'Jicini ty of tho 
Nevada Test Site an~' Yucca Mountain because undergroun.' nuclear explosions, 
surface drilling, t>·.Hl explosions to support geophysics. investigations may 
produce earthquakP.·-"'.ike signals. Therefore, the inform<"ti.on about earthquake 
frequencies and rna~ni.tudes should be regarded as preU.c '.nary. 

Surface faulting in r~sponse to nuclear tests a; been observed at 
Pahute Mesa and ~\.tccil Flat. The closest historical b Hiace faulting accom
pany:l.ng a na.tur/11 ea ·thquake occuned in 1872 in OWenoo 'Ialley, California. 
about 150 kilmnters (95 m:l.les) '¥:est of Yucca Mountainj the related earth
quake had an estimated magnitude of about eight and one-quarter on the 
Richter BCFlle (USGS, 1984). Two historical esrthquakeb with a msgn:Ltude of 6 
on the Richter scale have been reported; one occurred hl 1908 about 110 kilo
meters (68 miles) southwest of Yucca Mountain, and one occurred in 1966 abOut 
210 kilometers ( 130 miles) northeast of Yucca Mountain. 

Predictions of future seismicity and faulting ar1! co1n_plicated by a 
number of factors. Because the recurrence interval for largQ~•earthquakea on 
a Basin and Range fault may be thousanda of years, epicenter'1oapa of histoiic 
earthquake or evidence of Holocene faulting alone may not be telisble indi
cators of future or long-term seismicity (Smith, 1978). Another complication 
is that lol"hen long fault zones in normal fault regimes fail; they may break 
along segments rather than along the entire length (Swan et al., 1980). 
Ryall (1977) polnts out that large (M > 7) earthquakes in the western Great 
Basin tend to be followed by aftershocks lasting about a c.entury and then 
seismic activity stabilizes at a low level for centuries or thousands of 
years. Ryall and VanWormer (1980) applied this concept to seismic zoning in 
the region and point out that recurrence estimates baaed on historic or 
current earthquake distributiona ore not directly applicable to the problem 
of identifying the most likely locations of future large earthquakes. From 
the histor:Lcal seismicity of the southern Great Basin (two earthquakes of 
M .. 6) and length of active faults, a maximum magnitude of M 31 7 to 8 is 
inferred for earthquakes in the Yucca Mountain region (USGS, 1984). Earth
quake depths are less than about IO kilometers (6.2 miles); very few well
located events are deeper than 10 kilometers (6.2 miles). The wide range of 
focal d~pths suggests that faults in the southern Great Basin hav~ large 
surface areas and extend to considerable depth, which would make them capable 
of producing large earthquakes. As noted in Sect1o11. 6.3.1.7._5, estimates of 
recurrence intervals for major earthquakes in the region (M > 7) are on the 
order of 25,000 years; for magnitudes of M .2:_ 6, recurrence iiltervals are on 
the order of 2,500 years; and for magnitudes of M ) 5, recurrence intervals 
are on the order of 250 years. A full evaluation of the possible effects of 
earth.'luakes and faulting· on postclosure repository performance and preCtosure 
repository operations is given in sections 6.3.1.7 and 6.3.3.4. 

3.2.4 ENERGY AND MINERAL RESOURCES 

The energy- and mineral•reaource potential of Yucca Mountain and sur
rounding areas has been evaluated by Bell and Laraon (1982) and Quade and 
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Tingley (1983). Bot?.holes have been drilled in and around Yucca Mountain for 
the Nevuda Nuclear. ·!laste Storage Investigations Projt~et (Maldonndo and 
Koether, J983j Spen,.ler et al., 1981), and core snmplei:! and drill. cuttings 
have been routinely analyzed by geochemical methods. f\eld e~tploration and 
geologic mapping h.,fl been cor~ducted by the u.s. Gedogical Survey 
(Chrhtianaen and lipman, 1965; Lipman and McKay, 19c:-; s'cott and Bonk, 
1984). From all o; the .above investigations, it can b.: -:oncluded that the 
overall potential 1 or development of :;.ineral or energ resources at Yucca 
Mountain is low-. 

3.2.4.1 Energ)' resources 

There is no evidence that Yucc~ Moufl~aln contai.1~ any c.omrnerc.lally 
attractive:! geothermal, uranium, hydrocarbon, oil shal(~ 1 or coal resources 
(Bell and Larsoa, l98:Z). None of the drill holes at o-: neur Yucca Mountain 
have shown evidenc·~ Vi hydrocarboM. The geology of the area sugge$tS that 
the existence of foaail fuel reaourcea at ciepth :.6 highly unlikel'y (Bell and 
Larson, 1982). 

There are no warm springs at Yucca Mountai.n. The area around Yucca 
Mountain is well known in terms of heat flow. More than 60 drill holes (some 
as deep as 1,829 meters (6,000 feet)) have been drilled nnd analyzed. 
Surface and subsurface evidence near Yucca Mountain indlcates a potential for 
low to moderate geothermal energy at depths less than 1 kilo~~ter (3',300 
feet) (Bell and Larson, 1982). However, the geothermal gradient measured in 
several dt'i ll holes at Yucca Mountain (Sass nnd Lachenbruch, 1982) indicates 
that it is unlikely that high-temperature water~> could b~ present at depths 
that are economi.cslly attractive. Water temperatures measured in wetls east 
of Yucca M.ounta'ln range from 21 to 65°C (70 to l49°F) (Bell and Larson, 
1982). With present technology, this temperature range is insufficient for 
commercial power generation, which requires temperatures of at least l80°C 
(lSO"F) (White, 1973). 

Minor amounts of uranium have been reported west of the site a~ Bare 
Mountain, but no uranium mint!S or prospects have been developed. Under 
current economic conditions, the uranium resources identified in the Bare 
Mountain area are not ,9-ttractive targets for developn1ent (Bell and Larson, 
1982). 

3.2.4.2 Metals 

Table 3-2 identifies the status, number, and types of exploratory and 
mining operations for base and precious metals in the Yucca Mountain are~, 
and Figure 3-10 shows the location of these deposita. Historically, Nevada's 
metallic indu::~try centered around the mining of precious metals in the 
Comstock distr.ict in wel;jt-central Nevada and in the Tonopah and Goldfield 
districts more than 150 kilometers (95 miles) north~o~est of the s.i.te. 
Although there are n·u(D.erous small mining districts throu~hout the southern 
Great Bqsin~ the only active silver and gold mine in the region is the 
Stirltn~-Panama mine near Bare Mountain. Reserves haVt! not been reported by 
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Table 3-2. M'~ning operations in the vicinity of Yucc!l Mountain 8 

Location and refl.<Jurce 

Bare Mountain (gal.·., 
silver, mercury, 
tungsten, lesj) 

Mine Mountain (silver, 
lead 1 mercury) 

Wahmonie (gold, silver, 
copper) 

Lee (gold, copper, 
tungsten) 

Northern Yucca Flat Climax 
District (gold, silver, 
lead) 

Amargosa Ueaert (tungsten, 
iron) 

Number and status 
of operations 

4 active 
10 previously mined 
10 unknown status 

l previously mined 

None active 
3 previously mi.ned 

None acti>Je 
l previously mined 

None active 
l previouRly mined 

None active 
1 preyiously milied 

8 Data from B~ll and Larson (1982). 

Type of operations 

Pro&·x!Ct pita, open pits, 
p wer, underground 
tu.mela, and ehafts 

Un•:'-e "ground tunnels and 
sh. fts 

Pro~pect pita, underground 
shaft 

Prospect pite, ahallow 
d ;1.ggings, undergt'ound 
al.afts 

Shallow surface diggings, 
underground shafts 

Prospect pita 

the mine operators of the Stirling-Panama mine, but Bell and Larson (1982) 
estimate ore reserves in excess of 100,000 tons at a grade of abOut 0.3 ounce 
of gold per ton of rock. More recent data from Smith et al. (1983) indicate 
that the grade of ore Rt the Stirling-Panama mine ranges from 0. S to 4.0 
ounces of gold per ton. 

Lead end copper were also historically important minerals in northern 
and central Nevada. A mit1e located northwest of Yucca Mountain has produced 
a small amount of mercury from cinnabar distributed in seams and spheres in 
stlicified and opalized rhyolite tuff (Cornwall and Kleinhampl, 1961). Base 
and precious metals have also been prospected and mined east of the site in 
the Mine Mountain and Wahmonie districts. Information on ~he mining history 
ln these districts, however, is limited. The land around these districts wsa 
withdrawn from public domain more than 30 years ago as part of the Nevada 
Test Site. The Wahmonie district apparently produced gold and silver some
time between 1905 and 1910 and again in 1928, but the amount was not 
recorded. Geophysical surveys suggest that the Wahmonie district may contain 
some precious metal deposits, but the potential amounts remain undetermined 
(Hoover et al., 1982). The Calico Hills area northwest of the Wahmonie 
district has been the location of substantial prosp~cting, but no production 
has been recorded. Trace amounts of silver and gold occur in the lower Tram 
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Figure 3-10. Location of metallic ore deposits, industrial materials, thermal 
waters, and mining districts in the vicinity of Yucca Mountain. Modified from 
Bell and Larson (1982) and Trexler et al. (1979) • 
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Member at about th·.• 1,070-meter (1,515-foot) depth in drill hole USW G-1 
(Spengler et al., '981), The concentrations, 0.5 pnrl per million (0,016. 
ounce per ton) for gold and 20 parts per million (O.M ounce per ton) for 
silver, are not h,.gh enough to be considered of commercial i,nterest, 
especially at this depth, Although mercury, lead, :d• <:: 1 and ur~nium have 
been identified alung fault and fracture zones in val, 1nic rocks in NQvadfl, 
no occurrences of. chese metals have been reported al<. .. ~; fractures 'of' the . 
Yucca Mountain sir;r~, On the basis of this prelimin(l .c information, Yucca 
MountAin is not considered to h$ve any potential for I_ E development of metal 
i.'esources under foreseeable economic conditions and 'XI Cliotion techniques. 

3.2.4.3 !!£..nmetals 

A large variety of industrial minerals and roch Are pr'6sEmt in the 
Yl.lCC'.lt Mountain region, including clays, ceramic silica, zeolites, alunite, 
fluorit0, sand, gr~vel, and lightW"eight constructlon agg-reg-ate (volcanic 
cinders, perlite, and pumice), Clay resources are pr?.dorbinantly kaolinite, 
montmorillonite, and halloysite ~od are extracted from shallow surface pits. 
Fluorite mineralization, judged to be of local significance, is widespread in 
Bare Mountain, 16 kilometers (lO miles) west of the si.l~ (Bell and Larson, 
l982). 

Sand and gravel deposits are ubiquitous in the Yucca Mountaln area. 
TheRe materials are extracted from shallow surface pits and are used c-hieflr 
for road c.onstrur.tion •. · Volcanic cinder, pertH~, lind pumice occur in -~roter 
Flat. Those materials are mined from surface plts fi.Od used for lightweight 
aggregate, concr-ete blo~ka, road base, and deeorator stone •. · Other than sand 
and gravel, noOP. ·of these surface resources occur- at YUGC~ .Hountsin. 

3. 3 HYDROLOGIC CONDITIONS 

This section describes the hydrology of Yucca Mountain nnd nearby areds. 
Topics disc.ussed include surface w-ater, ground water, and present and futurt': 
wf'!ter use. Much of the descriptive information in thle section is summari.?jed 
from a report by Winograd and Thordarsoo (1975) and from the discussions 
presented in Section 6. 3. 1. 1. 

Numerous investigations of the geohydrology of Yucca Mountain and neatby 
areas have been conducted since 1978 (see Section 6.3.1.1 for a list of 
studies). These studies have resulted in a general understanding of the 
regional ground-water flow (Waddell, 1982). Detailed studles of W'Ster move
ment, including flow through the unsaturated zone, are in progress or sr~, 
planned. r_;.:. ; 

3, 1. l SURFACE WATER 

No perennial streams 
sources of surface water 

occur at or near 
are the springs 
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Des~rt, and Deat1' Valley. Bec.aus~ of the extreme ut'ic:lity of 'Chis regiOn, 
when~ the annual pt:-ecipitatiort averages about 20 perr;ent of th! potential 
evapotranspiratiol\ most of the spring discharge tr.wels only a short. 
distance before ev.,~wrating or infiltrating back into th.e ground. 

Rapid runoff 'Liring heavy predpttatlon fills the. normally dry washes 
for brief periods d' time. Local flooding can occur w\,·~.:a the water ex;cf!eds 
the capacity of the channels. The potential for flood 1g at Yucca Mountain, 
and its potential effects on a repoa1tory are describ' in Section 6.3.3.]. 
In contrast to the washes, the terminal playas may co 't ,.in standing water for 
riay.'i or weeks after severe atorms. Runoff from prE. ·l.pitat.ion at Yucca 
Mountain dr'!ins into Fortymile Wash on the east and Cr~ ·~r Flat on the west, 
and both arBflS drain i11to the normally dry Amargosa Riv€,':' (Figure 3-11). If 
runoff is very ~igh, IV'ater in the Amargosa River flows into the playa _in 
southern DeRth Valley', 

3.3.2 GROUNP WATIW 

Yucca Mountain lies Within the Death Valley ground·,water system, ~'large 
and dlvertJe 11rea in southern Nevada (lnd adjacent: parts of CalifOtnia c'citiposcd 
of many mountain range.<;; and topographic basins that are hydraulically 
connecta<i at depth. In general, ground water within :tlle Death Valley ~)"stem 
travels toward Death Vall~y, although much of 1t dts'Charges before re.aC,hing 
Death Valley. Ground water in th~ Death V.alhy sjst!em does not ent$'r 
neighboring ground-water systems. 

The D~ath Valley ground-water system is divided into several grot,lnd
WB.t~r basln.q. Infol:'mation now available indicates that ground water moving 

. beneaLh Yucca Mountatn <;lischarges 'at Alkali Flat and p(3'rtt~ps. a.t FuJ:nace Creek 
-·in Death Valley, but not in Ash Meadows or Oasis Valley. As shown in F~gure 

2-5, Yucca Mountain is in the Alkali Flat-Ful:'nace Creek Ranch ground-w.i:ter 
basin, at a position ruidway between the Ash Meadows and the Oasis Val{ey 
basins (Waddell, 1982). " 

Geologic formations in southern Nevada have been grouped into broad 
hydrogeologic un1 ts (see Figure 2-4) (Winograd and Thordarson, 1975; Motltazer 
and Wilson, 1984). Several af the unit<> transmit water in sufficient quanti
t1.es to supply ..-ater needs (aquifers) 1 whereas other units have relativ.ely 
low permeflbilities that tend i:o retard the flow of ground water· (ac:juit'ak.-ds). 
The geologic and hydrolog-ic properties of the aquifers vary w~dely. The 
loi.V'er and upper carbonate aquifers and the welded-tuff aquifers store·- and 
transmit water chiefly along fractures. In contrast, the valley-fill 
<~.lluvial aquifers stoiC!· and transmit water chiefly through intel:'stitial 
openings. The lower carbonate and valley-fill (alluvial) aquifers are the 
main sources of ground ~later tn the aa.Hern part r)f the Nevada Test Stte. 
The stratlgraphie nnd hydrogeologic units that are present at the Yui;:ca 
Mountain site are shoW'n in Table 3-3. Lithologic characteristics and 
hydraulit conductivities of the hydrogeologic uniM are 8ho given .in the 
table. A more detailed discussion of the properties of the hydrogeologic 
units ls given in Section 6.3.l.t.S, and in Hontazer and Wilson (1984). 
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Figure 3-11. Drainage basins in the Yucca Mountain area showing direc
tion of £low of surface water. Modified from ERDA (1977). 
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'l'able 3-'3. Dual clllfHJification of Tertiary volcanlc r<Jr:ks at Yucca Mountal-n: 
strattg 'aphic tJI'lltR reflect origin and hydt'ogeoto~ic unf.ts reflect 
hydrc>VJ~tc propertte!la 
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TuPf Data Base (SNL, 1985). 
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),3,2,1 Ground-Wfll,"~t" movement 

The unsaturate::: zone within the boundary of the pr.:!.mary repository area 
at Yucca Mountain is about 500 to 750 meters (1,600 to 1 ,500 feet) thick, but 
thins to about 200 meters (656 feet) thick 10 kilomett r& (6. 2 miles) away 
from Yucca Moun::aJ.1. Withf.n the primary repository Bl'!d, the local water
t.able slopes to t.l',·.! soothenst, from an elevation of s·,·, meters (2,600 feet) 
to as low as 730 rnetera {2,400 feElt) above sea level •ee Figura 6-3 for a 
water-table corttour map). The water table is 200 t 1 -iOO meters (656 to 
J ,300 feet) belo·w the hor.tzon propoa€d for the rep(, dtory (see Section 
6.3.1.1 for n detailed discussion), 

Most of the annual precipitation, approximately 150 millimeters 
(5,9 inches) (Montazer and Wilson, 1984) is returned '_<J the atmosphere by 
evaporation and plant transpiration. A arnall part of (he prec1pit~tion that 
falls on Yucca Mountai.n percolates through the matrix of the unsaturated 
zone. Czarnecki (1985) estimated a recharge rate of about 0,5 millimeter per 
year (0,02 Inch per year) for the precipitation zone that includes Yucca 
Mountain. Section 6,3,1,1,5 describes the approaches used to estimate flux 
through the unsaturated zon€ aa well a a recharge. The principal oourc:e of 
recharge for the tuff aquifer is probably Pahute Mesa to the north and 
northwest of Yucca Mountain (Figur€ 3-2), The general direction of regional 
ground-water flow is south-southElast toward points of natural discharge at 
AlkaLi Flat and perhaps Furnace Creek in Death Valley. 

The depth to lhe carbonate aquifer benealh the primary repository area 
has not been determined, but it is probably much more than the 1, 250 meters 
(4, 100 feet) obsE'!rved in drill hole UE-2Sp#l located 2,5 kilometers 
(l.S miles) €aat of the prim~ry area. At drill hole UE-25plll, the hydraulic 
head in the carbonate rocks is 20 meters (66 feet) higher than in the over
lying tuffaceous rocks (Waddell et at., 1984). Because water cannot move in 
the direction of higher hydraulic head, it is concluded that ground water in 
the tuff aquifers beneath Yucca Mountain does not enter the carbonate 
aquifer. 

Deep regional movement of ground water south and east of Yucca Mountain 
occurs chiefly through the lower carbonate aquifer. This aquifer is composed 
of highly fractured and locally brecciated Middle Cambrian to Late Devonian 
limestone and dolomite3 that are moderately to highly transmissive (Winograd 
and Thordarson, 1975), Because of co111plex geologic structure, flow paths in 
the lower carbonate aquifers are complex and are poorly defined, In places 
the ground-water flow is diverted laterally or vertically because of fault 
displacements that have juxtaposed the lower carbonate aquifer against less 
permeable rocks. Where the flow is blocked, such as at Ash Meadows in the 
southern Amargosa Desert, intersection of the water table with the land 
surface causes springs (Waddell et al,, 1984). 

3.3,2.2 Ground-water qualitl 

Schoff and Moore (1964) recognized three types of ground water at the 
Nevada Test S.ite and in its vicinit!/: (l) sodium and potassium bicarbonate, 
which generally ocCurS in tuff aquife.rs and valley-fill aquHers compoSE.'d 
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chiefly of tuff detd I us; (2) calcium and magneelttm bicarbonate, which gon
er ally occurs in the carbonat<! aquifers and the valley-£111 aquiferE! composed 
chiefly of carbonate .-•etritua; and (3) mh.ed, which is dl~.fined as lwving the 
chemical characterillt•ca of both type 1 8nd type 2, 

Ground-water cheml~>try is predominantly controlled b.? the tuffa and the 
carbonate9. Other r'\).~ka pr11sent; are either considerably 1 ~Rs reactive or of 
such low abundAnce t~ at they contribute li.ltle to the 'fli':~r chemistry. The 
change in wAter quality wilh time in the tuffaceous aqui !!:a was de!ilcribed by 
Claassen and White (1979) and :ll) summari~ed as follows: 

1, Recharging I<HI.ter obtains carbon diodde (co
2 

;- by nonequll ihri.um 
processes. 

2. Rear:!tion of dissolved Co
2 

wi.th vitric tuff occurs by both ian
exchange and ion~·diffuaiotl processes. 

3. At the same time as number 2 above, chemical prec!ri tat ion of 
authigenic phases occurs if suitable aurfncea are available for 
nucleation sites. 

The above pl:'Ocesses contribute to the excellent quality of 1-'Bter in the 
tuffaceous aquifers. Recent chemical analyses of ground water from a bore
hole near the proposed exploratory shaft site (Figure 3-6; borehole USW G-4) 
are !>ummarized by Bentley (1984). This water, drawn from the tuffaceous 
aquifer, would be eltpected to be moat sltnilar to ground-water type 1 above. 
It has 216 milligrAms per liter of dissolved solids, a pH of 7.7, and 
relatively high concentrations of silica (45 m:l.lligrama per HtE:r), sodium 
(57 milligrams per liter), and bicarbonate (143 milligrams per liter). In 
general, water In the tuffaceous aquifers under Yucca Mountain meets 
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency secondary standards in major cations and 
anions and the primary standards for deleterious constituents. The water 
~~ould b1~ used for all purpoaea; domestic, stock, municipal supply, 
:irrigation, or industrial uses. 

3. 3. 3 PRESgNT AND PROJECTED WATER USE IN THE AREA 

Water in southern Nevada (excluding the Las Vegas area) !s used chiefly 
for irrigation and to a lesser extent for l!vestock, municipal needs, and 
domestic supplies. Almoat all the required water is pumped from the ground, 
although some springs supply water to establ!shments in Death Valley and 
other areas south of Yucca Mountaln (Pistrang and Kunkel, 1964; Hunt et al., 
1966; Thordaraon and Robinson, 1971). Springs in Oasi.s Valley near Beatty, 
Nevada, about 30 kilometers (20 miles) northwest of Yucca Mountain, are a 
significant source of water for public and domestic needs and for irrigation 
(Thordarson and Robinson, 1971; White, 1979). (See Section 3.6.3 for the 
amounts of water used annually by town,; and communities in the vicinity of 
Yucca Mountain.) The ground water in the tuff Aquifer underlying Yucca 
Mountain (see figures 2-5 and 2-6) is par.t of the Alkali Flat-Furnace Creek 
Ranch ground-water basin, which discharges in Alkali Flat or Death Valley 
(Waddell, 1982). This aquifer becomes ohallower to the south, and the flow 
is through alluvium rather than tuff. Wells that are located between Yucca 

" 
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Mountain and Death V,J.Uey are likely to be pumping ground water from this 
same tuff-alluvium a•1uifer. Total water use during repository ai.ting, con
!itructiog, operatic·, and decommissioning is estimated to average 
Q,t. x 10 cubic met.•. ~·a (350 acr.e-feet) per year over E1 60-year pel"iod 
(Morale~:~, 1985) and l.s expec.ted to cause only a very lNalized drawd~wn of 
the regional water table. Well J-13 has yielded as muc! as 1.26 x 10 cubic 
meters per year in , .. unping lests, and over 18 years of .. ·l.:~rmittent pumping, 
the water level hall .•Jtayed about Lhe same (Thordarson, · !if.1)), 

The principal 1>1ater users in the area closest v .he Yucca Mountain 
repository site ate in lhe Amargosa Desert in and srou. .d lhc Town of Amargosa 
Valley and in the Pab~:"ump Valley. "!:n 1979 the State E~·t 1 neer designated the 
Amargosa Desert ground-water basin, \li'hich encompasses a large part of tl'w 
Alkali Flat-Furnac€ Creek Ranch basin nnd a small part of the Ash Meadows 
basin (Figu::e 2-5). According to the Nevada Depgrtmen:· of Conservation and 
Natural Resources (Coache, co. 1983), 11.23 x 10 cubi(: meters (9,105 acre
feet) 111ere used for irrigation in the Amargosa Desert ground-water basin in 
1983. In considering permit app1lcati%ns, the Nevada State Engineer has 
assumed consumptive use of 0.0062 x lO cubic meters (S acre-feet) per 
irrigated acre (Morrua, 1982). Therefore, about 737 hectares (1,820 acres) 
were under irrigation in the Amargosa Desert. in 1983. This represents a 
slight rtecltne from the 800 hectares (2,000 a<.•res) reported by the Office of 
the State Engineer (1974) for 1969. In t983 industrial, commercial, and 
qugsi··domestic "'ater use in the Amargoe1 Deae5t ground-water basin w-ere 1.0 x 
10 cubic metgrs (850 acre-feet), 0.025 x 10 cubic meters (20 acre-feet), 
and 0.25 x 10 Cllbic meters (200 acre-feet), respec6i'lely (Coache, ca. 1983), 
As is discussed in Section 3.6.3.3, about 0.5 x 10 cubic meters (400 acre
feet) were used by dome~ttc wells. Total water 

6
use in the Amargo.aa Desert 

ground-water basin was therefore about 13.0 x 10 cubic melers (10,580 acre
feet), 'This represents about 44 percent of the total sustained yield of 
aquifer.s in the basin (Morros, 1982) (see Section .3.6.3.3). 

Certified appropriations agd development permit~;~ for ground wat~r in the 
Pahrump Valley totaled 112 x 10 cubic meters (91,000 acre-feet) per year in

6 1970 although in recent years actual exploitation has averagert about 49 x 10 
cubic meters (40,000 sere-feet) per year. In the la.<Jt ten years, real estate 
developers have purchasHrl agricultural land (wilh appurt~nsnt water rights) 
for constructing homes in subdivisionll, and so water use has changed from 
agricultural to domer'ltlc. As is disc.us~:~ed in Section 3.6.3.3, aquifers in 
the Pahrump Valley could support up to about 16,900 residents with no decline 
in usable storage, although local effects, such as land subsidence and well 
interference, could result from SU9tained development. 

From 1967 to 1970, an extensive well field was developed for irrigation 
in the Ash Headows area along the east side of the Amarg()sa Desert. The 
Desert Pupfish Task Force, consisting of repre~wntati.ves of the National Park 
Service, and Burenu of Reclamation, the Bureau of Land Management, the Bureau 
of Soort Fisheries and Wildlife, and the u.s. Geological Survey, requested a 
study to determine the potential effects of such development on the habitat 
of the pupfish. A study by the U.s. Geological Survey (Dud::..ey and Larson 
1976) concluded tha:t withdrawals of ground water from parts of this well 
field caused a 0.8-meter (2.5-foot) reductton in the water level in the pool 
in nearby Devils Hole, thereby threatening the survival of the Devils ~ole 
pupfiah (Cyprinodon diabolis), Subsequen.~ la~ suits and a final ruling by 
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the U.S. Supreme Co~1rl in 1976 (Cappaert v. United Sta.tes, 1976) ordered a 
restriction in pump"ng from speclfic wells in the DevUs Hole area, 

The mining industry i.n southern Nevada useB a small amount of water for 
processing, Water •. ,1r this purpose is supplied from neuby shallow wells or 
is !.rucked f.n from :,earby towns. Many of the mines cur,:·<.l'.tly recycle ptocess 
water, W"hich reduc.t:; their coneumptive water demand. 

3.4 ENVIRONMENTAL SETTING 

This sectirn contains a description of existing land use, ecosystems, 
air qual ily 1 noise, aesthetics 1 an·.haeologtcal resourc'~B, and the rad to
logical background of Yucca Mountain and the surroundir .. g region. The data 
provide a baseline for assessing potential impacts duri~1g site characteri
~ation (Chapter 4) and during construction, operation, ~nd decommissioning if 
Yucca Mountain is S•'llected for a repository (chapters 5 and 6), 

3. 4 , 1 LAUD USE 

Land use in the vicinity of Yucca Mountain includes Federdl use, 
agriculture, mining 1 recreation 1 and private and commercial development. 
These uses are discussed in the following sections. Land•use patterns in 
southwestern Nevada ar~ shown in Figure 3-12. 

J.4.l,l Federal use 

The Yucca Mountain site is on Federal land controlled by three Federal 
agencies, As shown on Figure 3-12, the Nellis Air Force Range includes 
10,670 square kilometers (4,120 square miles) controlled by the U.S. Depart
ment of the Air Force, the Nevada Test Site (NTS) includes 3,500 square kilo
meters (1,350 square miles) controlled by the U.S. Department of Energy, and 
many thousands of square kilometers are controlled by the Bureau of Land 
Management (BLM). 

The Nellis Air Force Range is used for military w-eapons testing and. 
personnel training. The portion of the range in the immediate vicinity of 
Yucca Mountain is reserved for overfU.ghts and provides air access to the 
bomb1.ng and gunnery areas located north and west of Yucca Mountain. Land use 
at the NTS eupports nuclear-weapons research and development. The site is 
dedicated to underground nuclear testing, development and testing of nuclear 
explosives for peaceful applications, and testing of weapon effects. The BLM 
applies a multiple use concept in administering the public domain lands and 
forests. These lands are currently used for recreation, grazing, forest 
management, and wildlife manttgement. 
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A limited runN~·It of agdculture is supported in lhe Oasis V.o:r.lley, the 
Amargosa De':lert, th.c Ash Meadows area, al'\d tho Pahrump Palle~. None of these 
areas is considen~d to contain prime agricultural ~aurl A portion of the 
eKtensive Bureau of Lend Management lands in southern t-:rc Co\mty is used for 
cattle grazing; th<sle lands are considered the major i! :tlcultural resource 
near t!1e site (CollLns et al., 1982). 

3.4.1.2.1 Grazing la1.d 

The Bureau \lf Land Management controls large parceJ r, of range land south 
<1nd west of the site, portions of which are leased for l:~ttle grazing. Five 
leases ex-i~t near the site (Fip;ure ~-13). Wit:h two exc~'ptiona 1 no grazing 
leaslls have been issued for lands 11'1ng north or east -of U.S~ Highway 95 fi-om 
Las Vegas to Tonopah. No grazing leoSes have been issued for Yucca Hount&in. 

3.4.1.2.2 Cropland 

Blocks of privat~t 1~nd in the: Amargosa Desert, Oasis Valley, Ash Meadows 
area, and Pallrump Valley contain ~-'9e only farming and ranching operations in 
the region. ExtensiV'e culttvat.torf is only found in the Amargosa Desert 11.nd 
Pahrump Valley. An tnf'ormal' poll conducted by the Department of Agriculture 
County Cooperative Extension agent in Pahrump indicates that farms located 
South of Beatty had a ~otal of 3,850 hectares (9,500 acres) under irrigation 
in July 1981 distributed as follows: 2,430 hectares (6,000 acres) alfalfa, 
8!0 hectares (2,000 acres) irrigated pasture, 325 hectares (800 acres) 
cotton, 130 hectB.rea (32_.0 acres) small grains, 97 hectares (240 acres) Sudan 
grass, 25 hecta,res (60 acres) turf, 25 hectares (60 acres) orchard, and 
8 hectares (20. acres) melons (Collins et at., 1982). 

There are 17 acttve mines ~;~net mills in southern Nevada. Moat of the 
mining operations employ fewer than 10 W"orkera per mine, although a few 
Operations employ as many as 250 wor-kers. The mineral resources in the area 
.near Yucca Mountain are described in Section 3.2.4. The mining operations in 
the vicinity of Yucca Mountltft1 are ·described in Table 3-2. 

3.4.1.4 Recreation 

Recreational land uses are abundant in southern Nevada. In general, the 
camping and fishing sites in the northern part of the region are used during 
spring, summer, and fall, and those in the southern part are used throughout 
the year. The Desert National Wildlife Range, approximately 100 kilometers 
(60 miles) from the Yucca Mountain site by air io a joint-use area by the 
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U,S, Department of thu Air Force and the U.S. Fish and Wi.ldUfe Serv.lce, and 
provides some recreali•·nal opportunities. 

The Mojave Desert in Calf.fornia, which includes Deatl'> Valley National 
Monument, extends aloi~!J the southwestern border of Nevada. The boundary of 
Death Valley National .1onument, whi.ch extends into Nevada. lies approximately 
30 to ''0 kilometers (.;o to 25 miles) west and southwest ol the 'iucca Mountain 
Site (Figure 3-12), The National Park ServicP. estimates ~·1at the population 
w1t:1.in the Monument boundaries ranges from a minimum o! 900 permanent 
residents during the summer months to as many as 3S,OOr courists per day 
during the major holidt'Y periods in the winter months. ·Jr to 80,000 tourists 
have visited Death Valley during the Death Valley 49ers Er .. ampment Weekend in 
November. The Spring Mountains to the southeast of Yu~ca Mountain 
(Figure 3-2) dre also n major recreational area. Floyd F .• Lamb State Pnk is 
located about 16 kilometers (lO mites) north and east of Las Vegas, and is 
about 2 kilometers (1 mile) north of U,S, Highway 95, 

3.4,1,5 ~vate and commereial development 

Most private and commercial developments in the region are in the 
Las Vegas Valley (Figure 3-12). Private lands are scarcP. in the vicinity of 
Yucca Mountain and are located in the following areas (figures 3-12 and 
3-13): 

1, Amargosa Desert~ 600 hectares (1,500 acres). 

2. Town of Amargosa Valley ~ acreage at intersection of U.S. Highway 95 
and State Route 373 and in the valley stretching southward from thi~:~ 

intersection. 

3. Beatty - limited acreage along u.s. Highway 95 and State Route 374. 

4. Indian Springs ~ limited acreage along U.S. Highway 95. 

5. Pahrump and Pahrump Valley - planned community development in the 
Pahrump Valley: 

Johnnie Townsite, about 65 hectarea (160 acres) (~:~ec. 36, 
T. 17 S,, R, 52 E., and sec. 1, T, 18 S., R~ 52 B.). 
Forty Bar Estates, planned to be more than 40 hectares 
(100+ acres) (sees. 7 and 8 1 T. 17 s., R. S2 E.). 

6, Oasis Valley - unknown acre.age. 

There are no subdivisions planned for the Ash Meadows areas. The 
u.s. Fish and Wildlife Service recently purchased all t·he private land in the 
Ash Meadows areas that was being considered for development. 
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3.4.2 TERRP.s'fRIAL ANll AQUATIC ECOSYST~MS 

An extensive lit.,rature review was perfor111ed ln 19!l 1, to determine the 
current state of knowiedge about the ecological charactet:ietics of the Yucca 
Mountain area (Collin"' f't al., 1981, 1982). Haaed upon t~.e review findings, 
a field study was ir.t.tiated in 1982 to gather data on t.l~e ecological 
characterifltics of t'1e study area outlined in Figure 3-i4 (0 1Farrell and 
Collins, 1983, 1984; Coli. ina and O'Farrell, 1985). ·rt.. findings of the 
lit:erature revie\t." and suboequenl: field sr.udies are i!JU:,. ~art zed in thl! 
following sections. 

3.4.2.1 Terrestrial veg~tation 

The southwestern Nevada Test Site (NTS) encompaaso.<J three floristic 
zone a: { l) the Mojave Oeflert, which is a warm dry desert occurring below an 
elevallon of 1~200 n·elera (4,000 feet); (2) the Great BIUJin Desert, which is 
a relatively cooler and wetter desert occurring at Plevattons above 
1,500 meters (5,000 feet); and (3) the transition ~one, often called the 
Transition Desert, which extends in a broad east-west corridor between the 
Mojave and Great Basin deserts at elevations of. between 1,200 and 
1,500 meters (4,000 and 5,000 feet). LiterAture reviews indicated that the 
following five major vegetation associations occur in the southwest portion 
of the NTS within the three floristic regions: l.arrea-AmbroBia (creosote 
bu~h-bursage), Larr~-Lycium-Gr~ (creosote bush-boxthorn-hopsage), 
Coleogyne (blackbruBh), Artemi~ (sagebrush), and ~rtemiata-pinyon-juniper. 

During 1983, fteld !!tudies were conducted to determine the distribution 
and species composition of the major floral and faunal associations at Yucca 
Hounlaf.n. Associations were named after the Rhrubs that dominate them on the 
basi!! of canopy coverage and numerical density. Four groups of undisturbed 
vegetalion associations were recognized: (l) those in W"hich Larrea 
tri.dentata and Ambrosia dumosa were common, (2) those in which Larrea was 
pr~sent but Ambrosia waSnot, called Lar.rea-E.phedra or Larrea-Lyc.ium, 
(3) those in which Coleogyne _Falnosissima was prevalent, and (4) mixed transi
tion associationB in which both La~ and Coleogyne were absent. 

In addition 1 a graflaland-burn association was described that occupies an 
old burn slte. Detailed lisle of the species composition can be found in 
0 1 Farrell and Collins- (1984). 

3.4.2.1.1 Larrea-Ambrosia 

An association dominated by I"arrea tridentate and .Ambrosia _dumosa ex:iats 
on bajadas (an area of coalGscing alluvial fans) on the southeastern-8ide of 
the study area (Figure 3-14). 'The association generally occurs below eleva
Lions of 1,100 meters (3,600 feet) (0 1 Farre11 and Collins, 1984) in loose 
soils either with or without pavements of small rocks. Larrea-Ambrosia is at 
its upper elevations! limit and contains elements of Transition Desert 
vegetation. 

' ' 
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Figure 3-14. Di'stribution of rnajor vegetation association 
groups on Yucca Mountain. Modified from O'Farrell and Collins 
(1964). 
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3,Lj,2,l.2 Larrea-_~'j1t1edrf! or LRrr~-Lycium 

These 1H1socf.a~ ons predominate on the eastern baj~.das of central Yucca 
Mountain at elevatf,ms ranging from 1,000 to 1,300 meters (3,400 to 
q ,300 feet). Reli(!f i.s gf!nerally low to moderate, and 10ils are rocky with 
an imperfectly devf!loped surface pavement. These assoclltions are absent on 
upper bajadas anJ u< thf' bases of high hills or mounts!~•- where slopes begin 
to steepen sharply, but are preaent along drainages in 'm.mt.ainous areas. 

3.4 .2.1.3 Coleogyne 

Vegetation in which _Coleoeu:ne ~osissima predominates occurs in two 
distinct locations: (l) on the tops of the larger, f~ntter ridges of the 
northern pc.rtion of the study area, including the nort:~ern portion of Yucca 
Mountain, and (2) on the bajnda south of Pinnacle.'! Rid(Je and eaat of Prow 
Pass in the upper Yucca Wash drainage. This association is nn indicator of 
and ls restricted to the Transition Desert. Coleogynf, favors sites with 
moderate- to low-slope angles and does not occur on llteep, rocky, or 
boulder-strewn slopes. Coleogyne ia absent where n~lat.lvely level ridge tops 
give way to steep, rocky slopes. Desert pavements are often well developed 
on bajadus where Coleog~ne occurs. Coleogyne tends to fonn near monocullures 
having few associated species. Bromua ruhena, an introduced winter annual 
grass, does not occur in the thick stands that usually characterize Coleogyne 
in other parts of the Nevada Test Site. 

3.4.2.1.4 Mi~ed transition 

This vegetation associ.ation is actually a mosaic of local associations 
dominated by a variable mixture of shrubs lncludi.ng: Ephedra nevadensis, 
Eriogonum fasciculatum, Grnyio. splnosa, Haplopappus cooper!, .!!X!!enoclea 
salsola, Lycium sndersonii, and Psorothamnus fre~.!:!}· ... (O'Farrell and 
Collins , 1 984), Mi~ed trans it ion associations occur on upper baj sdes and 
slopes above the LPrrea dominated associations, lt is the dominant 
vegetation on slopeB and ridge lops throughout the southern and central 
sections of Yucca Mountain (Figure 3-14). The large variability of the 
microhabitat associated with this vegetation probably accounts fol:' its 
he te r_ogenei ty. 

3.4.2.1.5 Grassland-burn site 

A large portion of the ridge top of central Yucca Mountain was ·burned 
either shortly before or in 1978. This burn, which extended for 2.1 kilo
meters (1.4 miles) and occ·upied 77 hectares (190 acres), is old enough that 
a community of perennial and annual grasses with only scattered shrubs has 
had time to develop. Composition of the original vegetation was difficult to 
determine because dense Coleogyne existed at the northern boundary of the 
burn, but at the southern boundary a diverse mix:ed transition community with 
only scattered Coleogyne predominated~, Coleogyne has a higher susceptibility 
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to fire, and 1t rtlost likely predominated throughout rnoBt of the 'i\ite prior to 
the burn. 

A more recent ')urn covering 15 hectares (38 acres) occurred on a small 
ridge northwest ot Yucca Ridge. The former vegetat.i.i'.':l was certainly 
Ccleogyne since thl a association occurs at the edges >lnd in scattered 
unburned patches th'"oughout the burn, Charred shrub .!lt .1mps are still stand
ing, and there is b .)me sprouting from stumps, The vegt at ion consistg mainly 
of herbaceous S!}ecius, primarily grasses, TheBe two lmJ''1B comprise 1.8 per
cent of the study area, 

).4.2.2 Terrest:ial wildlife 

Of the 46 mammal species expected to occur within the study area 
(Collins et al., l98'l) 1 17 were found during actual fie!._· studii!EI (O'Farrell 
and Collins, 1983 1 1984). Rodents account for over half of the observed 
rnaDU11al species. Activity patterns, food habits, population dynamics, life 
spans, and home ranges are well documented for the small mammals of the area 
(Jorgensen and Hayward, 1965). 

A live-trapping program was used in 1982 and 1983 to determine the 
species cornposition and relative abundance of small mamma!Ji (less than 
200 grams) in the major vegetation associations (O'Farrell and Collins, 1983, 
1984), Eleven species were trapped. Merriam's kangaroo rat (Dipodomys 
~riami) and the long-tailed pocket mouse (Paragnathus formosua) were the 
most abundant and widespread spec.ief.l. Ht:rri8m's kaugaruo rat predominated at 
lower elevations in bajada habitats. Long-tailed pocket mica, although pres
ent in most habitats, were the dominant species only at higher elevations, in 
canyons, and on ridges, where soils were rocky. Deer mice (Peromyscus 
maniculatus), little pocket mice (Paragnathus longimembris), and canyon mice 
(Peromyscus crinitus) were the most common associated species. Species 
diversity was fairly consistent, with slx or seven Sp!!cies consistently 
trnpped in all unditoturbed vegetation associations. 

Black-tailed jackrabbits and desert cottontails were found to be the 
most conspicuous and wide ranging of the larger mammals. The coyote was the 
most widely distributed and the most numerous carnivore. Evidence of mule 
deer waB observed at all elevations and in all vegetation associations 
sampled. However, there were concentrations of sign both in sheltered upper 
canyons on the eastern Blope of Yucca Mountain and along some ridge lines 
that may represent accesB routes. Scats were fresh and in various states of 
decomposition and had been deposited by both adults and fawns, Skeletal 
material of adults and a fawn were also observed. Sightings and fresh sign 
of deer decreased in late spring (O'Farrell and Collins, 1983). 

Burro tracks and scats of various ages were observed throughout the 
project area except in the lower elevations of the Larrea-Ambrosia vegetation 
association. Yucca Mountain ridge and the valley along the southern boundary 
of the field study area contained significant concentrations of fresh sign. 
However, the highest concentrations were observed in Solltario Canyon (which 
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is also called Hin~;e Fault Valley in several publications) wher{! a herd of 
about 20 burros wM> observed. No evidenc.e of bighorn aht:!ep was found in the 
urea. 

3.4.2.2.2 Birds 

The literature describes the avifauna on the NE a:da Test Site (NTS) 
(Hayward et al., 1963), Sixty-six species of birds a'·.~ recorded as either 
fieasonal or peruument residents i.n the area. Many ( ·.h r species visit the 
area briefly during spring and f.~ll migration. Th(~r' llre 27 permanent 
bre~ding residents, most of whom inhabit .'3agebrush-piny>)n-juniper vegetation, 
and H number of more wl.dely distributed Bpri.ng and Bunwer res1dentB. The NTS 
is a wintPr feeding ground for large flocks of mig rEt ing passerine bi.rdB 
(spdrrows and finches). Several species remain as w'i.oter residents because 
disturbed areas have an abundance of tumbleweed seed, which ia an important 
wi.nter food sourl:'e. Migratory woterfowl and shore birds frequent the 
temporary lakes fl)rmed by precipitation runoff in Yucca and Frenchman playas. 

During the 1982 site-specific investig.:ttions (O'Farrell and Collins, 
1983), J5 species of birds were recorded. Black-throated sparrows 
(Amphispiza bi lineatn) were observed moat frequently. Rock wrens (Salpinctus 
r~bsoletus) were also obBerved at all elevations, especially in rocky habitats 
and along washes. Mourning doves (Zenaida macroura) arrived during the first 
week in May and bred at the site. Common ravens (Corvus corax) were also 
conspicuous residents, although they were not present in large flocks. 

Six species of raptorial birds were observed, but sightings were infre
quent. A red-tailed hawk (~uteo ~~aicensis) was nesting in the study area. 
No waterfowl or suitable habitats for waterfowl were found. 

1.4.2.2.3 Reptiles 

Eight spec.ies of li.zarde, one tortoiBe specie (Gopherus agassizii) 1 and 
four speeies of snakes have been recorded (O'Farrell and Collins, 1983). The 
side-blotched lizard (Uta stansburiana) and western whiptails (Cnemidophorus 
tig:rls) wen~ the most frequently observed and ubiquito,·Js lizard species; the 
formE"r was observed ten times more frequently than the latter species. 
Coaehwhips (Masticophis flagellum); speckled r<tttlesnakes (Crotalus 
mitcheli); gopher snakes (Pituophis melanoleueus); and western shovel-nosed 
snakes (Ch1onaet1:: ocrip'lt . .E'lf.s) we-re the only apedes of snakes ohsF!-rverl, and 
they were seen infrequently. No amphibians were discovered. 

3.4.2.3 Special-interest spedes 

No plant or animal on the Nevada Test Site (NTS) or in the study area 
(l~igure 3-14) is 'urrently lfsted, nor have any been offic.tally propOsed for 
listing, under the Endangered Species Act of 1973. Therefore, there ere no 
.'Irena designated as ctitical habita~s in the ~tudy area. The Hojave fishhook 
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caetus and desert tc.;·toise which occur in the study area are being reviewed 
for possible additi n to Lhe list of Endangered and Threatened Species 
(USFWS, l983b; USFW ;, 19858). Both are classified under Category 2, 
"··~ taxa for which .information now tn possession of thiO: Service indicates 
that proposing to l;at as elldangered or threatened is f\.ssibly appropriate, 
bLtt for which c.onclvsive data Oil biological vulnerabiliL:' ond threat are not 
curn~ntly available ta support proposed rules." Six Sp·~d.es o: birds includ
ing the whi.te-facer. ibis (Plegadis chihi), Swainson's !~ o~ll (Buteo swainsoni), 
ferruginous hal•ik (Buteo regalia), western snowy pl' .. E:r (Charadriufi 
alexandrinus nivosus), mountain plover (Charadriua lJ(rJtanus), and the 
long-billed curlew-(Numenius arnericanus) have been r.:C:Otded on the NTS 
(O'Farrell fltld gmery, 1976) buT were never observed or. .·le study area. They 
have also been dassified as C~tegory 2 species under c.o.;sideration for pos-
sible listing (USFWS, 198Sa). The rar1ge of the spotted bat (Eude;roa 
maculatum), a Category 2 mammal (USFWS, 198Sa), inclut1es the NTS but"the 
Sj)'e'Ctes has never been observed there. The desert to\~·coise is a State
protected species, designated as rare. 

The Mojave fiahhook cactus, Sclerocactus ~_!!!'~istrus, which was 
distributed on the rocky ridges of Yucca Mountain (Figure 3-15), was more 
abundant than published information would suggest. lte areal distribution 
included the top of Yuces Monntain and the entire western alope to the 
western boundary of the study area (Figure 3-15). Twenty-tll/'o live and a 
number of dead Scleroc~ctus illdivtduals wete recorded during·! f10 kilOJQeters 
(25 milea) of sur"Veys i11 Solilsrio Canyon. Most were found fn the mid.dle and 
southern portions of the Canyon. F.leven were recorded _j.n 20 kilometers 
(13 miles) of transects on Yucca Ridge; fl of the 11 wer¢ .. found togC!ther on 
the extreme southern portion of Yucca Ridge. The denslty of Scleroeactus 
observed on Yucca Ridge was sigllificantly lower than th~ density in S~litario 
Canyon. No Sclerocactus were found during 34 kilometers (21 mileR) of ridge 
surveys conducted on the eastern slope of Yucca Mountain; ho.Wever, an 
archaeologist reponed the presence of a Scleroc:.actus between Fran Ridge and 
Roy Hill (Figure 3-15). 

The desert tortoise, Gopheru~ ~asstzii, ranges from northern Sinaloa~ 

Mexico, into Arizona, California, southern Nevada, and southwestern Utah. 
Yucca Mountain is close to the northern range of the species. Evidence of 
the desert tortoise was observed throughout the project area to elevations of 
1,600 meters (5,240 fe.et) (Figure 3-16); however, densities were estitaated to 
be low (less than 20 per square mile) when compared with other parts ... of its 
range. 

3.4.2.4 Aquatic ecosystems 

No permanent or major sources of seasonal free water, iirid hence no 
riparian habitats, exist on Yucca Mountain. The larger washes and dra,_inages 
within the area tend to contain a distinct flore consisting of species found 
only in washes and species that, although present in the surrounding 
vegetation, are most common iri washes. 
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Figure 3-15. Distribution of Mojave fishhook cactiJB on Yucca 
Mountain. Modified from O'Farrell and Collins (1983). 
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Ash Meadows ir about 40 kilometers (25 miles) south of Yurc11 Mountain 
and cotltains appro~ imately 30 spdngs. These springe ore fed bt 11 dUferent 
ground-water basi.:, than that which underlies Yucca Mountain (Sect,ion 
6.2..1.6). Relict •lopulations of rupflsh and many unu~:~ual endemic plants 
exist in these spring habitats, including four specie~ of fish listed as 
endangered by the u.s. Fish and Wildlife Servf.ce (lJU•"\oJS): Devils Hole 
pupfish, Cyprinol.l:~-~ diabolts; Warm Springs pupfish, ~:;a;rinod<?.!.! nevadensis 
.E!_Ctoralis; Ash Muldows Ama~go!lG pupfish, Cyprinodon ~vadensis ~ctes; 
and Aeh Meadows speckled dace, ~ntchthya ~Ius !!_e_~.dem:ia (USFWS, l983a); 
seven endanger0rl plants, AmargoiHJ nitertorort, Nitro~ ~J~ ~avensisj Ash 
Meadow::! ivesia, ]vee~ eremica_; Ash MC!adows sunray, .:.·!~~.eliopsia nudicaulis 
var. conugata; apr·: ng-loving centaury, Centaurium ~.rhUurn; Ash Meadows 
blazing star, Mentzelia lC!ucophylL1; Ash Meadows milk vetch, Astragalus 
phoenix; and Ash Meadows gumplant, GdndeH~ fraxinopr'!~~; and so endan
gered insect, Ash Meadows naucorid, Ambrysus amargosu~ (DOl, 1984). Twelve 
species of endemic mollusca are candidates for possibh listing as eqdangered 
or threatened species in the future (DOI, 198!1), and ~he Ash Meadows vole 
(Microtus mo11tanus oevadensis) has been classU'ied as a Category 2 tnammal 
which is being rev.lewed for possible nddition to the Lot (DOl, 1984). 

1.4.3 AIR QUALITY AND WEATHER CONDITIONS 

The climate of the Yucca Mountain site and the surrounding area is 
characterized by high solnr insolation, limited precipitation, low relative 
humidlty, and large diurnal temper&ture range~;~. The lowest elevstid~s are 
characterized by hot summers and mild winters, which are typ.icfll oi' other 
Great 'Basin desert areas. As clcvntion tnct"easco, precipitation a~·~unts 

increa~e and teltlpC!ratures decre~ae. 

Dnily minimum temperatures sometimes deviate from this pattern because 
minimum temperatures occasionally occur at low elevations in clOsed 
topographic basins during calm, cloudless night.'!. Under these conditions, 
the ground surface cools quickly, thereby cooling the! air near the surface. 
This cooler, denser air then drains do~ the terrain to form pools of cold 
air i.n closed topographic basins. These conditions generally dissipate 
quickly after sunrise when the ground surface is heated by the sun. Aside 
from these locally induced conditions, the overall weather patterns of the 
region are primarily influenced by contlnental air masses, which contain oniy 
limited amounts of moisture. 

Meteorological data have been collected on the Nevada Test Site, since 
1956 at various locations, A 10-year climatological sununary (1962 to 1971) 
for the weather station that was located at Yucca Flat is given in Ta,ble 3--4. 
Yucca Flat is approximately 40 kilometers (25 miles) northe&st of Yucca 
Mountain. This summary is considered to be typical of c·onditi'ons· throughout 
the area, but local conditions may differ slightly because of site-specific 
influenc.es. Because of its higher elevation, Yucca Mountain would be 
expected to have greater precipf.tat!on and lower temperatures than the Yucc.a 
Flat station. 
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Table 3-4. Climate summary for Yucca Flat, 1962-1971 3 (continued) 
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Temperature ts vwbably one of the moet varlable metet')rological param
eters of the Yueca He .mtain area on both a dai.ly and an annual ba-1ia. The 
hottest months are '@.'nerally July and August, which ha\··c average monthly 
temperatures for the 10-year record at Yucca Flat of 21;..8°C (76.6"F), and 
Average daily maximumo; of 35.6°C (96.1 °F) and 35.0°C (95.U°F), respectively. 
Average daily tem~er,,•ture ranges for these months are nc~at·ly 22°C (40"F). 
The highest temperat,,re recorded n.t Yuc.ca Flat is 42°C (A07"F) and has 
occurred in June, Ju.ly, and Augus•.. Conversely, Decem·( .. r is usually the 
coldest month of the year, with a monthly average tempr,rature of 1.8"C 
(35.3"F) and an a11erage daily minimum temperature of - ,, /°C (19.9"F). The 
extreme low temperature recorded in December was -251)(, -'-l4°F). Minimum 
temperatures at the site can be affected by the drainagr_ flows described 
previously and m~y differ from the temperatures recorded Bt Yucca Flat. 

Precipitation in the region is sparsej it averages ot'lly about 145 milli
meterl3 (5. 7 inches) annually at Yucca Flat. The apar~:~en~fiiS of precipitation 
is due to the land-based air masses that influence the region's weather and 
the blocking effect of the Sierra Nevada. Pacific air masses that could 
bring moisture to the region generally drop most of thf.ir moisture on the 
western elopes of the Sierr-a Nevadaj little moisture ia left to precipitate 
on the east side. Precipitation that does reach the area is concentrated in 
the winter months, but thunderstorms at other times of the year can also be 
significant sources of moisture for the area. Thunderstorms occur on 16 per
cent of tbe days in July and August, but only on 5 percent of the days 
annually. The greatest monthly precipitation for Yucca Flat is 102 milli
meters (4.02 inches), and the greatest daily amount is 54 millimeters 
(2.13 inches). With an average of only 145 mi.llimetsra (5.7 inches) of 
precipitation annually, these maximums represent significant storm events. 
The statisticAl maximum 24-hour precipitations for 10-year and 100-year storm 
events for Yucca Flat are 38 millimeters and 57 millimeters (1.50 inches and 
2.25 inches), respectively (Hershfield, 1961). 

Wind speed and direction data have been compiled for the station located 
at Yucca Flat for the period 1961-1978 (DOC, 1986). Although these data 
reflect terrain influences specific to Yucca Flat, the setting at Yucca 
Mountain is similar enough to warrant use of the Yucca Flat data for this 
analysis. The g~neral north-south alignment of the basin in which the repos
itory w-ould be located will most likely be the major influence on surface 
w-ind patterns, as is the case for Yucca Flat. Winds from the south dominate 
tbe distribution, occurring 14 percent of the time on an annual basis. Winds 
from the north are also quite frequent, occurring just over 11 percent of the 
time, again on an annual basis. Seasonally, southerly winds are most common 
in the spring and summer months, shifting to a northerly dominance in fall 
and winter months. Wind speed at the Yucca Flat station, averaged over the 
entire period of record, was 3.6 meterB per aeeond (8.1 miles per hour). with 
the highest average speeds of around 6.3 meters per second (14 miles per 
hour) associated with the spring and summer southerly windR. 

High winds in the area are usually associated with the passage of winter 
storm fronts, but they can also accompany thunderstorms. Wind speeds in 
excess of 100 kilometers pH hour (60 miles per hour), with gusts of up to 
172 kilometers per hour (107 miles per hour) way be expected to occur on a 
100-yesr return period (Quiring, 1968). Such velocJ.ties are not common, 
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however, as is svlci.uneed by the Yucca Flat annual average wind speed of 11.9 
kilometers per hour 17.1+ miles per hour) (Table 3-•D. Monthly a•.1eragf! wind 
speeda do not devia;_,. significantly from this value, wi1.~1 a high of 15 kilo
meters per hour (9.1 ·niles per hour) in Apr:l.l and a low of 10 kilo1ileters per 
hour (6.1 miles per hour) in November. 

Other than tem!l•.,rature oxtremeR, severe weather in Lj1e region includes 
occasional thunderst.trma, lightning, tornadoes, and san( torms. Severe thun
deratorrns may product'! high preclpitatt.on with durationa , f approximately one 
hour, which may ~~reate H potential for flash floodin1 , Bowen and Egami, 
1983). Tornadoes have been observed within 80 kilomat€ ~r, (50 miles) of Yuccll. 
Flat but are considen!d infrequent (DOC, 1952; Pl;lutz, Uit···). 

3.4.3.1 Air quality 

SHe-specific air-quality data are not available fCir the study area. 
Data from similar de;iel't locations, however, suggest tha" air quality at the 
site is probably very good. Elevated levels of either ozone or total Bus-. 
pended particulates may occasionally occur l>ecauae of poU.utants tranaported 
into the area or because of local sources of fugitive particulates (Bowen and 
Egami, 1983). Ambient concentrations of other criteria pollutants (sulfur 
dioxide, nitrogen oKides, and carbon monoxide) are probably low because thsre 
are no significant sources of theae poilutan~s nearby. The nearest signifi
cant eource of pollutants is the LAS Vegas area, which is 137 kilometllrS 
(85 miles) by air away, and is not eKpecled to measurably affect the air 
qualit.y in the Yuoca Mountain area. 

3.4.4 NOISE 

Although baseline noiae level a have not been measured in the Yucca 
Mountain area 1 they can be eStiJllaterl. Thera are two types of noise-·producirtg 
areas in the study area: (l) uninhabited deserL and (2) small rural commu
nities. In the uninhabited deaert, the major sources of rtoise are natural 
phyaical phenomena auch as wind and rain, the activities of ~1ildlife, and an 
occasional airplane. Annut~ll.y, wind ia the predominant no.l.se. Table 3-4 
presents an average annual wind apeed at Yucca Flat. For: noise assessment 
purpoaes, this area would be eonsidered windy. Desert noise levels as a 
function of wind have been measured at an upper limit of 22 dBA for a still 
desert and 38 dBA for a windy desert (Brattstrom and Bondello, 1983). P'or 
Yucca Mountain, 30 dBA ia probably a resaonable estimate; it corresponds with 
noise levels pr~sented in the environmental impact statement prepared for the 
MX missile system for areas similar to Yucca Mountain (Henningson, Durham and 
Richardson Sciences, 1980). 

Annual rural-community noiae levels hsve beert estima~ed by the U.S. 
Envirorunentnl Protectiqo, :Agency at SO dBA (EPA, 1974). This level would be 
characteristic of annual noise expected for Indian Springs, Mercury., or the 
Town of Am~rgosa Valley. 
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3. 4. 5 AERTHI':'fiC tU:1:HWRCf~S 

Yucca Mountain ·t-~ in the Routhet:n pa.:l of tho Gt·eat ijasin and .is charac
terized by dlssecled rtl.nges t.hat rise abruptly from moderate slo~es of 
alluvtal piedmonts. 'i'he terrain is rugged and arid, har scant vegetation, 
and is not viSIISl'ly l niquP.. 

The project Rr.e•l to be disturbed is not visible fr.,r. u1~jor population 
centers or public c~:cceation areas, but may be vi11ibla ;l)m public highways 
arrt parts of the Amargos-a Valley. A viewshed snolystl:l , f the project area 
has not yet been conducted. 

3.4.6 ARCHAEOLOGICAL, CULTURAL, AND HISTORICAL RESOURCEf: 

Literalure reviews of the archaeological, cultur,•.'l., and historic.al 
resources of Yucca Mounta:l.n and the surrounding vicinit}' were conducted by 
Pippin and Zerga (1983), Elltensive field surveys of ar~as that were to be 
sites of field activit.ies, such as drilling, or that were under conaiderat:(.on 
as a potentially accepte.ble repository site were subtmquently performed. 
l;ntenstve (100 percent) surveys for cultural resources have preceded alld wtll 
precede land-dlsturbing activitiel:l. All identified potential adverse impactli 
have been and will continue to be mitigated. To de.te, more than 28 square 
kilometers (ll square miles) have been surveyed on and near Yucca Mountain 
(Pippin et al., 1982). Although the archaeological resources of this area 
have been mapped, the locations are ~;onsidered sensitive and, therefore, do 
not appear on t.he figures in this document.. 

Studies were c.onduc.Led in conaultation with the Nevada Slate Historic 
Preservation Officer (SHPO). A Programmatic Memorandum of Agreement is being 
developed among the U.S Department of Energy, the Advisory Council on 
Historic Praservst ion- and the National Conference of State Historic 
Preservation Officers, includi\lg t.he Nevada SHPO~ to ensure continued 
consultat.ion and to guide future archaeological surveys and data-·recovery 
activities. 

Resource~ that could have been affected by preliminary investtgatlons 
were identified and ll)arked (Pippin et al., 1982). Limited test excav&tione 
were also conducted on a sample of t.he identified sites. laformation 
regarding the excavation methodology and the significance of the sites is 
presented in Pippin (1.984) and is summarized in Table 3-5. Site signtflca.nce 
was evaluated in accordance with research domains outlined in an 
Archaeological Element for the Nevada Historic Preservation Plan (1982). 

An archaeological site is identified as any location of past human 
activity evidenced by the preseoce of material items manufactured or altered 
by man (e.g., stone tools, pottery), architectural structures (e.g., walls, 
windbreaks), or .functionally specific facilities (e.g., hearths, pits, 
cairns). Thus, a locat,ion that contains anything from s single pottery shard 
to a large campsite would be recorded as an archaeological site. 

A total of 118 prehistOric aboriginal sitea were identified, which 
represented use of t~e ~ucca Mountain area by small and highly mobile groups 
or hands of aborigi'nal hunter-gatherers. The sitea consisted of two basic 
types: carnpsitea and' extrac.tive loca.ti9ns. Campsites are temporary locations 
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T.able 3-5. List~ng of all sites eligible for National Register. and the 
re<:e- ·lJDended preaervation procedures for .::ultural resources in 
the .:;JNWSI Yucca Mountain Project area8 

Site 
number 

Sub6 ,;rf ace 
com('I~Jnent 

li.kely 

Surface 
copection 
required Recommended prol!.t.dure for preservation 

---·------------- ---------
26Nyl0llb 

26Ny 1964 

26Ny1967 

26Nyl995 

26Nyl996 

26Ny2005b 

26Ny2960 

26Ny2977 

26Ny3004 

26Ny3005 

26Ny3008 

26Ny.1009 

36Ny3011 

26Ny30 16 

26Ny3017 

26Nyl018 

Yes 

\ es 

Yes 

No 

Yes 

No 

No 

No 

Yes 

No 

Yes 

No 

Yes 

No 

No 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

No 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

No 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Test for subsud< :e component and 
mitigate if any construction is 
scheduled in the. area. 

Avoid or mitigate by scientific study. 

Avoid or mitigate by scientific study. 

Avoid or mitigate by scientific study. 

Surface collect if any conatruct!ori !a 
scheduled in the area. 

Tes't for subsurfa'ce c01)1Porient and 
mitigate if any construction !8 
scheduled in area. 

Avoid site if at all possible. 

Avoid site or surfaCe collect if ariy 
construction is 8{'.heduled fn tbiii are.a. 

Avoid site or surface collect if any 
construction is sched~led in the area. 

Avoid or mitigate ~y scientific. study·. 

Avoid site or surface collect if any 
construction is schedUled for the' area. 

Avoid or mitigate by scientific a·t'udY. 

Avoid site or surfa,c,e collect if any 
construction is scheduled in the ar~a. 

Avoid or mitigate by ec'ientific st'udy. 

Avoid site or surface cOllect if any· 
construction is scheduled for the area. 

Avoid site or surface collect if any 
construction is scheduled for the area. 



Table 3-5. Lis•·tng of all sites eligible for National Register and the 
rec! IIIJOended preservation procedures tgt' cultural resources in 
the NNWSI Yucca Mountain Project area (continued) 

Subr~urface Surface 
Site component collection 

number likely required Recommended pr'CJdure for preservation 

26Ny3020 Yee YeB Avoid or mitigat'" by scientific study. 

26Ny3021 Ye• YeB Avoid or m.itiga,:,,~ by scientific Study. 

26Ny3022 YaB Yeg Avoid or mitigate by scientific ·study. 

26Ny3027b No Yes Avoid site or surface collect if •ny 
construction is scheduled in the area. 

26Ny3028 Yes YeB Avoid or mitigate by scientific study. 

26Ny3030b Ye• Ye• Test for subsurface component and 
mitigate if any construction is 
scheduled in the area. 

26Ny3037 Yeg Ye• Avoid or mitigate by scientific study. 

26Ny3038 Ye• Yea Test .for subsurface component and 
mitigate if any construction is 
scheduled in the area. 

26Ny3039 No Yea Avoid or mitigate by scientific study. 

26Ny3040 YeB Partial Avoid or mitigate by scientific study. 

26Ny3041 b Yes Yeg Test for subsurface component and 
mitigate if any construction is 
scheduled in the area. 

26Ny3042 Yes Yes Avoid or mitigate by scientific study. 

26Ny31)43 Ye• Ye• Avoid or mitigate by scientific study. 

26Ny3044 No Yes Avoid site or surface collect if. .&:flY 
construction i~ scheduled in the area. 

26Ny3047 N~ Yee Avoid site or surface collect if any 
construction is scheduled in the area. 

26~y3049 No YeB Avoid site or surface collect, if any 
construction is scheduled in the area. 

26Ny3051 No Yea Avoid or mitigate by scientific study. 
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Table 3-5. LbJting of all sites eligible for Nation,al Reg:~ster SJld the 
rl'!(.·.:~mmen4ed pl;eaervation procedures f2r cLJltural resources in 
th•!. NNWSI Yucc& Mountain Project area (continuef) 

Site 
number 

26Ny3054 

26Ny3055 

26Ny3056 

26Ny3057 

26Ny3058 

26Ny3062 

26Ny3066 

26Ny3070 

26Ny3074 

26Ny3075 

26Ny3082 

26Ny3089 

26Ny3090 

26Ny3091 

26Ny3092 

26Ny3093 

26Ny3094 

Suh;urface 
coruponent 
likely 

Yes 

Yes, 

Yes 

:tea 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

No 

No 

No 

No 

Yes 

No 

No 

No 

No 

Yes 

Surface 
collection 

required Recommend~d p11•~d~re for preservation 

Ye~ Avoid or mitig~t~ by scientific study. 

Yae Avoid or mitiga.~~ by scienr:if:l,.o ~~~dy. 

Yes Avoid or mitigate by scientUiq .. ~.~udy. 

Yes Avoid or mitigaJ·.~ by scient:Lfiq .s~u~y. 

Yes Avoid or mitigate by scientific study. 

Ye·a Avoid or mitigate by scientifi~ ·s-~;ldy. 

Yes Avoid or mitigate by scientific .,~tudy. 

YeS Avoid or mitigate by scientific study. 

Yes Avoid !'lite or surface collect' .if any 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Ye's 

construction is scheduled in the 
and protect as a water source·. 

area 
" 

Avoid site or surface collect if any 
construction is sc::heduled in the a_;rea. 

•" 

Avoid slte or surft~ce collect . . ~t .. f~Y 
construction is Pfcheduled in the a:rea. 

' ; , r',. 
Avoid or mitigate by scientific study. 

Avoid site or surface collect if any 
construction is scheduled in, 5h.e,; lf.~a. 

Avoicl site or su~ft~ce colle'1t,\
1
fl.-,IH\Y 

construction is scheduled in tHe- ore.:.. 

Avoid site or suiface collec't' '"l{ _.~~y 
construction is scheduled in the ~rea. 

Avoid site or sutface collect ft ·a·ny 
construction is scheduled in the area. 

·-' . ' : :. " 
Avoid or mitigate by scientific 'stUdy. 
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Table 3-5. Lht tng of all sites eligible for National Register and the 
reer crunended preservation procedur·eij tot· cultut;.al resources in 
the NNWSI YuccB Mountain Project areaa (continued} 

Site 
number 

26Ny3096 

26Ny3096 

26Ny3099 

26Ny3100 

26Ny3!07b 

26Ny3110b 

26Ny3lll b 

26Ny3112b 

26Ny3113b 

26Ny3114 b 

26Ny3116b 

Sub.'J·.1rface 
com~~onent 

likely 

No 

No 

Yes 

No 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Ye.a 

Yes 

Yes 

Surface 
collection 
required Recommended prnc1"iure for preservation 

Yes Avoid site or sur .-ace collect if any 
construction is ~cheduled in the area. 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yeo 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Avoid site or surface ~ollect if any 
construction is ~cheduled in the area. 

Avoid or mitigate by a~ientific study. 

Avoid site or at,rface collect if any 
construction is scheduled in the area. 

Test for auhsurface component and 
mitigate if any construction ia 
scheduled in the area. 

Teat for subsurface component and 
mitigate if any construction i.e 
scheduled in the area. 

Teat for subsurface component and 
mitigate if any construction ia 
scheduled in the area. 

Teat for subsurface component and· 
mitigate if any construction is 
scheduled in the areao 

Teat for subsurface component and· 
mitigate if any construction is 
scheduled in the area. 

Te9t for subsurface component and 
mitigete if any construction is 
scheduled in the area. 

Test for subsurface component and 
mitigate if any construction is 
scheduled in the area. 

Test for subsurface component and 
mitigate if any construction is 
scheduled in the areao 
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Table 3-5. List tns; of all sites eligible for National Register Md the 
recorr,mf!':lded preservation procedures for c.ultural re~1ources in 
the NNW'H Yuces Mountain Project ares8 (co-ntinued) 

Site 
number 

26Ny3ll9b 

26Ny3162 

26Ny3163 

26Ny3190 

26Ny3191 b 

26Ny3635 

26Ny3636 

26Ny3924 

S050184RR06 

S050284RR05 

------------·-----
Subsurfv,_;oe 
componen .. 
likely 

Yea 

Yea 

Yes 

Yea 

Yea 

Yes 

Yes 

No 

Yea 

No 

No 

No 

Surface 
collection 
required Recommended procedtr for preservation 

Yes 

Yes 

Yea 

Yes 

Yes 

Yea 

Yea 

Yes 

Yas 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Teat for subsurface , ~mponent and 
mitigate f.f any conat···uction is 
aC'.heduled in the area. 

Test for subsurface ':omponent and 
mitigate if any construc.tion is 
scheduled in the area. 

Test for subsurface C\1mponent and 
mitigate if any t•onstruction is 
scheduled. in the area. 

Avoid or mitigate by scientific study. 

Avoid or mitigate by acientific study. 

Avoid or mitigate by scientific study·.· 

Avoid or mitigate by scientific study. 

Avoid or mitigate by scientific study. 

Avoid or mitigate by scientific study. 

Avoid or mitigate by scientific study. 

Avoid or mitigate by scientific study. 

Avoid site or surface coll~ct if any 
construction is scheduled i.n the area. 

:Modified from Pippin at al. (1982). 
Site is outside of the area Of proposed intensive activity. 
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where groups varying ~n size from single-family units to small band£ of 20 to 
30 individuals 1 ived for days or monthA while using ne,qrby resources or 
traveling through U1,. area. Such campsite9, 2I of whic1 were identified on 
Yucca Mountain, are t :o:cognized by the presence of artifal!ts, structures, and 
facilities relatud t. food preparation and consumption, nhelter, .flnd other 
maintenance activiti,~R, suc.h as the manufacture or repeic of clothing end 
tools. 

One hundred and forty-one of the ?rehistoric slt• are extrncU.ve 
lv.::stions. These are the remains of more limited, tar;k··specific activities 
associated with hunting, gathering, and processing of ~11d plants and with 
procurement of other :·aw materials used in manufflc.turin.~ tools and clothing. 
The survey iden~ified several kinds of extractive loc8t ons, and the site 
types are summarized in Table 3-6. In addition, 16 sites were identified but 
not classiff.ed. 

The cultural resources of Yucca Mountain ran be categorized secording to 
four general adaptive strategies (Pippin, 1984). The earliest strategy was 
reflected by a linear pattern of srchaeologiC"al sites 11long major ephemeral 
stream drainages. Although the terrace edgeR of these <.~rainages continued to 
be occupied by later populationa, there appears to have been a shift in 
settlement patterns sway from these linear sources of water that began about 
7,000 years ago. During that time, temporary camps became established in the 
uplands of Yucc.a Mountain. About 1,500 years ago, there appeared to be 
another shift in adaptation. For the first time, lt1e availaLility of plant 
resources seemed to have a major influence on site locations. A final 
adaptation in the ares was indicated by numerous cairns, several isolated tin 
cans, and a prospector's camp. 

The first recorded entry of Euro-American travelers into the area now 
occupied by the Nevada TeaL Site (NTS) was that of a group of emigrants to 
California in 1849 (Worm<tn, 1969). This group had broken away from a party 
led by Captain Jefferson Hunt after hearing rumors of a shorter route to 
California thlln that afforded by the Old Spanish Trail. While Hunt headed 
southward over known territory, the splinter party plunged off into the 
unknown. A second split was made north of Indian Springs where a group of 
wagons, known as the Bennett-Arcane Party, decided to take a southerly route. 
The remaining wagons, the Jayh8wkers, followed a westward course to Tippipah 
Spring, where another split occurred. One group, sttll called the Jayhawk
ers, went south between Skull Mountain and Fortymile Canyon. The Jayhawkers 
crossed Topopah Wash and entered the AmArgosa Valley east of the Wash. The 
other group, the Briers, entered Fortymile Canyon west 0f Tippipah Spring and 
went on to the Amargosa Desert. These trails are shown in Figure 3-17. 

Later movements into the area involved prospectors, ranchers, wild-horse 
hunters, and the establishment of relay stations for stage and freight lin~s. 
Operating mines were the Horn Silver Mine, the Climax Tungsten Mine at the 
north end of Yucca Flat, a cinnabar mine and retort on Mine Mountain, and 
galena deposits at the Groom Mine (Worman, 1969). 

Other historic resources located in the region include the Emigrant 
Trail, Cot Cove (an early 20th-century prospector's camp located immediately 
west of Prow Pass), ghost towns, mining camps, Mormon settlements. and 

., 
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Table 3-6. Prehlst0·1'1 ~ archae:ological sites in the Yuc.ca Mountain areA 8 

Site type 
Act i.vities 
rev~~sented 

Temporary eamps Food preparation 
and conaumpt ion; 
ohel ter; main
ter,ance activi
ti~e 

Tinajas Water collection 
(cisterns) 

Knappi.ng 
stations 

Quarries 

Milling 
stations 

Caches 

Isola tad 
artifscts 

Sites of 
unknown 
function 

Stone-tool manu
facturing 

Collection of 
tools tone 

ProceAsing of 
plant resoupces 
(seeds) 

Storage of tools, 
raw ntateriala 

Hunting and 
collecting 

Unknown 

Typical features, 
artifacts, and lc(ntion 

Evidence of fire C ··~.F.rths, 
pitR, etc .• ), roc align
ments (W"indbree.'ttt, 
shelters); a ton· t~ols, 
bone, vessel.s, ,&! 'ndf.ng 
implements, etc.; 
location variftble: 

Bed roek basins wit~.l rock 
covers lo retard evapora
tion; often near other 
extraetive locat.ions or 
c.nmps 

Stone tools and waste material; 
locations quite ·variable 

Large amounts of waste, parent 
material, atone tools; 
:located on or .near sources 
of mat.e:t'ial, ·Aoroe very 
extensive 

Grinding implemeots (manoa); 
stone tools; locations v-ary 
but common in ~ock shelters 

Rock alignments, piles; con
centrations of raw materials; 
tools·; common in small rock 
shelters 

Isolated stone tools and 
waste; variable locations 

Diffuse concentrations of. stone 
tools and waste; isolated 
artifacts with a suspected 
subsurface component; varia
ble locations· but iaolated,. 
common in small rock shelters 

Number 

21 

l9 

i6 

12 

27 

8 

78 

16 

8 Data from Pip'pin et al. (1982). Note t:hat aome sites were classified 
under more than one site type. 

,, 
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Figure 3-17. Location of historic trails near Yucca Mountain. Modified from 
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ranches locaterl in southern Nevada, A U.S. Department of E!h~rgy study 
revealed 145 hlstoti.c. and 5 preh!Btoric sites located off the N'rS but within 
a 140-kilometer (B -mile) t.'adius of it (Kensler, 198!), The m(.lBt COITIIDOO 
sites identified Wl•t:e mining operation sites and ranchea. 

3.4,7 RADIOLOGIC/\, BACKGROUND 

Environmental background radiation levels from an sources in the 
,5:eneral area surrounding the Nevada Test Site (NTS, vary considerably 
depending mainly on elevation and natural radioactlyiL} content of the soil. 
In 1983 the enviromuental radiation dose rate at 86 monitored locations 
within 300 kilo;neters (185 miles) of the NTS ranged from 42 to 140 millirems 
per year, with an average of 87 millirems per year (Pat ... er et sl,, 1984), It 
has been oOserved that expo~ures (whole-body radiation) measured at offslte 
Stlllions nearest to the NTS are decreasing with time (ERDA, 1977), This 
decrease is believed to result from radioactive decay of fallout deposited 
mainly during perit,ds oE atmospheric testing. 

Radiation levels within the NTS boundaty increased from 1951 to lhe rQid
I960s as a result of atmospheric weapons testing and olhet experimentu, 
Radiation levels at specific. locations within the test site vary consi.der
ably, depending on the history of the location, and may exc.eed 5 millirems 
per hour in localized areas (ERDA, 1977). Most of the radioactivity crepted 
at th~ test site by underground tests remains in or near the underground 
cavity locations. Meosurementa of radioactivity in Lhe principal NTS groQ,nd
water system dudng Lhe 1983 measuring period sho~ed only minor concen
trations of tritium, None of the radionuclide concentrations measured are 
expected to r..!sult in meusurahle radiation exposures to residents or site 
workers (Patzer et al •• 1984). 

Some radioactivity remains ol\ the surface from pre-1962 atmospheric 
testing of weapont:~, nuclear-cratering explosions, nuclear-propulsion-systems 
testa, and radioactive wastes generated by other NTS act1.vities. The 
locations of these wastes on the NTS are sho~n in Figure 3-18 (ERDA, 1977). 
Almost all of the sites are located in the northellstern quadrant of the NTS. 

3.4.7,1 Monitoring program 

The U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) is responsible for providing 
radiological safety services on the Nevada Test Site (NTS) and maintaining an 
environmental surveillance program designed to control, minimize, and 
document exposures to the NTS working population, Air and potable-water 
samples are collected at specific areas where personnel spend significant 
amounts of time. Additional air-sampling stations are located throughout the 
NTS in support of the testing program and the radioacti~e-waste-management 

program. Water from supply wells, open reservoirs, natural springs, 
contaminated ponds, and sewage ponds is also sartpled and analyzed to evaluate 
the possibility of any movement of radioactive contaminants in the NTS water 
system. Thermoluminescent dosimeters (TLDs) are used to measure the ambient 
NTS external gamma-radiation levels, 
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Figure 3-18. LOcations of radioactive waste areas at Nevada Test Site. 
Modified from ERDA (1977). 
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The U.S. Envttonmental Protection Agency (EPA), through feR Environ
mental Monitoring r:yatemfl Laboratory in Las Vegas, haE, performec! radiolqgical 
monitoring in the ' .. ITS offsite area, Since 1958 contlnuous moni.toring has 
been performed tv determine the levels of radiation and radioactivity 
present, Snmple.a 0f air, water, and milk are routt ~~ly collected aQd 
analyzed and e)'ternal radiation exposures ate measured.. Re.dioact:lvitiy 
attributable to u.~ resuspension of du~t particles in tne air from con~ami
nated areas on thf.~ NTS has !lever been detected in off ~ te sample!!, No con
tained underground tests have resultE':d in expoaure to , ffstte residents :that 
exceeded the radiation protect:f.on guidelines appl11 ;ti.·l.c to uodergrourtd 
nuclear testing (ERDA, 1977), lt is predicted that 'tlure c011tainment will 
be as good or bette·~ (BRDA, 1977). No radioactivity (,'.eaRed from activHiea 
at the NTS in /our of the last five yeara was measured (Jff the site by any of 
the monitoring networks (Patzer et al., 1984), 

A recent major innovation in this long-term monitoring program has been 
the establishment of a nl!lwork. of community monitoring .stations in 15 ot'fsite 
communities (Doug~.as, 1983) (Figure J-19). Thi.s net!l'ork differs from other 
networks in the off site radiation monitoring and pub 1 ic safety program_ in 
that it incorporateij Federal, Stnte, and local government participationo The 
DOE Nevada Operations· Qffice .and 'the EPA Environmental Mbnitoring Sys~~ms 
Laboratory provide t;ec.hn~cal guidance for the program. ' 

3.4.7.2 Dose asseaament 

Using the measur'ed quantities of radioactivity in var.ious ~nvir'onmantal 
media, the maximum dose to a hypothetical individual liV'ittg ,at lhe NeV8da 
Test Slte (NTS) boundary may be eatimaled. Thi~ wa~ duoe by ~alculaling'i the 
SO-year commtlted dose equivalent for the individual teceivihg a 1-yEl~r . ' 
intake of air and water ~onservatively asRumed to be contariltnated witih 
radionucltdes at concentrations measured on the site, The maXimum calculated 
doses to the total body, bone, and lung were 0.18, 2.0, ·and 0.24 millir¢ms, 
respectively. The!>e doses to the hypotheti,cal individual at the NTS bot.indary 
repreeent increases Of less than o.s percent over natural background e·or 
total body and luog, and less than 1.5 percent over natural background for 
bone (Scogginr., 1983). 

Airborne redionuclides detected off the site from NTS activities :for 
1974 through 1983 are listed in Table 3-7. Although no radioactivity 
released in four of ·the last five years was detected off the site, tll_e 
theoretically possible dose to the offsite population from releases on 1 ~he 
NTS can be calcull\ted by using annual average meteorological data aQd 
atmospheric dispersion equa.tione.. Based on the 1983 radioactivity rele-Rses 
(Patzer et al., 1984), the estimated e.nnual population dose from NTS_ 
actlvities to the 4,600 people residing within 80 kilometers (50 miles) of a 
central point on the NTS was 0.00005 man-rem (5 x 10-S man-rem) (Patzer 
et el., 1984). For comparison, the annual population dose to this same 
population from natural background radiation is approximately 400 man-rem • 

. Shifting the center point for the SO-kilometer (SO-mile) radius from a 
·central point on the NTS to a central point on Yucca Mountain re8ul't-8 in 
inc.luding about 15,300 additional people in the annual population dose 
calculation. The annual background population dose to the 19,900 people 
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Table J-7. Airborne radionuclides from the Nevada Test Si.te 
:fetect:ed off the site, 1974 through 1983 

Higll·P t 

calr.u J!t:nd 
ind1.v · .. ~m.l b Popul~tAon 

de tact in~· t~:~~~nuclidea 8 
Radionuclidee whole-h,; . ,• dose doe) 

Year detacted ( a~ic1 . •oat) (man-re11) 

1974d Beatty,.- Diablo, Ke-133 O.OOl 
Indhn Sptin11e;, 

19758 Beat.y,"' Diablo, Hiko, Xe-133, Kr-85, 2, .\ o.ooo65 
Indian Springe,"' H-l 
L" Vegas 

1976f Death Valley Junction"' H-l 1. j 0.00078 

1977g Beatty,"' Diablo, Hiko, Xe-133 '·' 0,0013 
Las Vegas, Tonopah 

197811 Diablo, Indian Spri.nga* Xe-133, 11··3 '·' o.ooai 

)9791 None None 0 0 

1980j Lathrop Wells* Xe-133, Ke-135 It o.ooo?Z 
(A!IIargoaa Valley) 

198lk None None 0 0 

!982 1 None None 0 0 

1983111 None None 0 0 

8 All communities are in Nevada e!leept Death Valley Junction, which ill in 
California. Thoae co111111unitiea a~srked with an aatertak (*) o!lre within 80 kilo111eten 
(50 ~ilea) of the proposed repository surface facilities comple!l. 

Dose calculated from the largest amount detected (not neeensrily within the 
SO-kilometers (50-mile) radi~~· For perspective, the largest doae listed 
(11.0 n~icrorems or 11.0 !l 10 re11) ia only 0.005 pe"!:'cent of the average annual doae 
an individual .. n this area receivea fr.om naturally occurring internal and ellternal 
radiation and U.OOl percent of the Nuclear Regulatory Co~iaaio~ radiation 

prot~;~!~~a:~~~d:~:e 0~8 ~ ~~~:~:d P::i~;a~h: 1 ~a~i!~~~~~1d!0 da~::~!d and the population 
within the 80-kilometen (50-~ile) circle. The popuhtio~ dose. 101Mti11ea referred 
to ae collective doee, is simply a 9uam~ation of the doau received by individuall in 
an exposed population, For eiCample, if each m~tlllber of a population of 100 
indiYf.duala reeef.ved a doae of 0. t rem, tha population dose would ba 10 man-reil. 
Theae population doaea are e~etremely amall compared with the annual population doaa 
of 400 man-rem from naturally occurring radiation received by the 4,600 people 
l1vi9g within the area analyzed (Patzer at al., 1984). 

8
Deta from EPA (1975.). 

fData from EPA (1976), 
Oats from EFA (1977), 

~Data from-Otos·amari"·(J978), 
iData from G"!:'oean~an (1979). 
jData fro111'Potter 'et al. (1980), 
kData from Smith et al. (1981). 

1Dat4 from Bleck et al. (1982). 
m?eta from Blaek et al. (1983). 

JJata from Patzer et al, (1984), 
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conservallvely esLmated to reside w-ithin 80 kilometers (50 miles) of a 
central point /lt Yttcca Mountain J.s about I ,790 man-rem (Jack1wn et al., 
1984). The popula~ton withf.n 80 kilometers (SO miles) of the repository W"aS 
conservatively ast··mated by ident.tfying the counties \'1.\lhin an 80-kilometer 
(50-mile) radius o~ the proposed repository and d1.viO'ng tha 1980 county 
population by the ·'ounty area to obtain population dt""dt:y, One~ county 
population dens it 1.'"·8 w-ere determined, the county .nr~a ·q!thin the 60-kilomater 
(50-mile) radius \·as multiplted by that county's dn,lHy to estimate 
population, The rrJsults were then aummed for each c. mty. lf populatiotl 
centers (1.~., cities or unincorporated places) out·•f-'3 the SO-kilometer 
(50-mile) radius are accounted for, the population 11 thin 80 kilometers 
{50 miles) of the proposed repository is estintated t•l he tl,.674 (Morales. 
1985). 

The highest calculated dose w-as l .8 x 10-8 milli .,.·?:r;ts per year to a.n 
individual l.i.ving in R~chel, with lesser amounts to im'.\,tiduats in the tO\olllS 
of Amargosa Va!ley, Beatty, and Indian Springs, Nevada (Patzer et al., 1984'). 
Natural radioactivity in tt1e body causes individual annual internal doses 
ranging from 26 to 36 m!llirems per year, and enviro.1mental background 
averages 87 millirems ger year. Therefore, the maximum theoretical dose 
estimate of l.B x 10... millirems per year .from a1rbcrne radionuclide , 
emissions during 1983 pn the NTS !a a very small fraction of the natural:: 
internal and external tad+~tion background. 

3.5 1'RANSPORTATION 

This seetion dcscr~be~ the existing and projected transportation 
in the vicinity of the Yucca Mountain site. This information will be 

'chapters q, 5, And 6 to evalu~te the potential impact of transporting 
mater~als, and radioactive waste. 

3.5.1 HIGHWAY INFRASTRUCTURE AND CURRENT USE 

,. 
' 

network 
used ;in 

• people, 

;: 

. 
" ' Figure 3-20 show-s the existing highway netwrk ne&r the site. 

u.s. Highway 95, a four-lane road between Las Vegas and the Mercury turnoft, 
i.a the major artery over which construction material and people would be.": 
transported. At Me-rcury, u.,s. Highway 95 becomes a two-lane road. Access to 
the site would be Yia a proposed 26-kilometer (16-mile) access road from.; 
U.S. Highway 95 just west of Amargosa Valley. This access -road would onty-. be 
used by Bite--related traffic. 

Table 3-8 presents traffic counts along u.s. Highway 95 for 1982. 
Annual average daily trsffic represents the average number of veh~cles 

passing over a road segment for any day of the year. The average annual 
weekday traffic representfl the average number of vehicles pas6ing over the 
some road segment for any given 24-hour weekday of the year. When the annual 
average weekday traffic count exceeds the average annual daily traffic, 
weekday traffic dominates weekend traffic. Therefore, Table 3-8 indicates 
that weekday use of u.s. Highway 95 dominates traffic flow between Las Vegas 
and Mercury. However, fr-om Mercu-ry w-est toward Beatty, weekend traffic 
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Table :i--1;. Traffic patterns on u.s. Highway 95, l982~ 

-----·-·--------- ·--------

,aghway segmentc,d 

Town of Amargor-a 

b Distance 
(km) 

Valley to Beatty 47 

S.R. 160 to Town of 
Am~rgosa Valley 27 

NRDA8 Road to S.R. 160 8 

Mercury Intersection 
to ~JRDA Road 5 

Indian Springs to 
Mercury intersec
tion 

S.R. 156 to Indian 
Springs 

Northern limits of 
Las Vegas metro
politan area to 
S.R, 156 

29 

21 

22 

Traffic 
(number of 
Average 
annual 
daily 
traffic 

1450 

1685 

1785 

1960 

2820 

3030 

3500 

volume 
vehicles) 

Average 
annual 
w-eekday 
tr.dfi~ 

14 33 

1665 

1764 

1937 

2B83 

3098 

3579 

:Informat:f.on supplied by Predere (1983). 

~·~ak ... hour traffic as 
I' ~-!'i!rc.entage of annual 
: •:..~rage weekday traH!c 

1Qrning Evening 
('•-7 a.m.) (5·6 p.m.) 

7.49 9-~ ~,, 

7.49 9.3 

7.4~ 9. 3 . 

~!e~1;~=~~=r3:~~)f:r0 ~~! 1 t:!!~~on of highway segments. 
eS.R. • State Route. 
fNRDA • Nevada Research and Development Area. 
Estimated. 
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dominates the uee. This uee pattern raflacts worker traffic: between Las 
Vegas and the NeVB(1.a Test Site (NTS). 

Worker traffi.t: between the NTS and Las Vegas is cl~nracterized by morning 
and early-evening f'~.s.ks. The evening peak dominates ar ahovm in Table 3-8. 
Of critical import.;:.o~ce is the ab:l.lity of the roadway ~,; handle the traffic 
volume or density ~·;uring this pe,lk period, This abiU t.v can be assessed by 
noting the level oi" aervice reali.,o:ed dur!ng the peak n!,I"iod. The level of 
service describes the flow of traffic and the propena. ·:.v for traffic acci
dents at di.ffer<ent. traff.ic volumes, Table 3-9 pres~nts a description of t:hf;l 
level of service at d.tfferent traffic volumes. Tabl · >-10 compares actual 
evening peak-hour traffic volumes and level of 9ervict. for each road segment. 
Note that th€ actual number of cars along the entire J. mgth qf Q,S. Hi$h
t>My 95 from La Vegas to Beatty is leas than the maximum servic;.e volume 
designated sa level B, 

Traffic levels through metropoLI.tan Las Vegas ar~ high,," ,an.d c~,rtain 
sections of u.s. Highway 95, south of the northern city limits, and of Inter
state 15 are conge.11ted. Congested streets include thli' follpwit;J.g: Fremont 
Street (U.S. Highway 95) from Charleaton Boulevard to Bruce· Street; Inter
state 15 northbound from Sahard Avenue to Charleston Boul~vard; and lntf!r
state 15 southbound from u.s. Highway 95 to Charleston .. Bou.l~:~v·~J;:d. (.Clark 
County Transportation Study Policy Committee, 1980). The following ramps for 
Interstate 15 and u.s. Highway 95 interchange are abo conges~ed,:, Inter
state 15 South to u.s. Highway 95 West; u.s. Highway 95 West fo ·lr;J.terst~tJ:: 15 
South; and u.s. Highway 95 East to Interstate 15 South "(Cl~r·k Co~ilt:Y"' 
Transportation Study Policy Committee, 1980). · 

3. 5. 2 RAILROAD INFRASTRUCTURE AND CURRENT US!!: 

As shown in Figure 3-20, the closest rail line to the site is the Union 
Pacific line, which passes through Las Vegas. This line connects sait Lake 
City with Los Angeles. To access the site, a spur line of approximately 
161 kilometers (100 miles) has been proposed from Dike Siding, which is 
18 kilometers (11 miles) northeast of Las Vegas, as shown in Figure 3-20. 

The Union Pacific line passing through Las Vegas is designated as a 
class A mainline. A class A mainline meets at least one of the following 
three tests (DOT, 1977): 

1· High Freight Density Test, which involves carrying at least 
20 million gross tons per year. 

2. Service to Major Markets Test. 

3, National Defense Test, which requires a rail route of the highest 
physicAl category in corrldors designated sa essential in the 
Strategic Rail Corridor Network for national defense. 
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Tabl•~ ':-9. Traffic service levels and chr.tracteristtcs4 

Level Characteristics 

Ab Highest level of service 
Free flow, with little or no restriction o' 1peed or maneuvera

biHty by presence of ot:her vehicle& 
Lano density is approximately 10 vehicles r1,a. mile 

B Zone of &table flow 
Operating apeed is beginning to be restricted, but restrictions on 

maneuverability by other vehicles 18 still negJ.!gible 
Typical design criteria for rural highways 
Lane density is approximately 20 vehicles per mile 

C Still a zone of stable flow 
Speed and maneuverab:Uity are becoming constrained 
Typical design criteria for urban highways 
Lane density is approximately 30-35 vehicles per mile 

D Approaching unstable flow 
Tolerable average speeds can be maintained but are subject to 

considerable and sudden variation 
Probability of accidents has increased 
Most drivers would consi1er these conditions undesirable 
Lane density is 40-50 vehicles per mile 

E Unstable flow 
Wide fluctuation in flow 
Little independence in speed selection and maneuverability 
Lane density is 70-75 vehicles per mile 

F Forced-flow operations 
Speed may drop to zero for short periods 
Lane density continues to increase, reaching "jam density" at 

approximately 150 vehicles/mile 

~Data from Carteret al. (1982). 
Level A is C.ln·rently illegal because, to obtain the lane density, 

vehicle speeds must exceed 88 kilometers per hour (55 mileY per hour). 
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Table 3:-10. "~v~n;l.ng-peak-hout" (5-6 p.m.) traffic patterna on U.S. 
'-iighway 95, 1962 8 

b c d Highway segruent ' ·' ' 

e f Distance ' 
(~~) 

Actual 
traffir 
volume 
(cara) 

MiLcimuru ser11ice volume 
.il'·l,'!,.flenger cars per hOur) 
St'. o~ic~ . Service Se,rvice 
1~~~~ A level B level C 

Amargosa Valley to ~eatty 47 

5 mile~ eas~ of Amargp~Ja, 
Valley :.a A.margc;HJa Val)ey B 

s.R. 160 to 5 \tl,i,les east.of 
Amargosa Valley 19 

NRDA Road to S.R. 160 8 

Mercury lnter~.~ct.f,pq 

to NRDA Road 5 

Indi~n ~p(ings to 
Mercury Intersection f9. 

Northern limits of Las Vegas 
metropolitan ares to 
S ,R. 156 22 

86 

!00 

100 

1P6 

116 

268 

288 

333 

85 

;104 

228 

6) 

66 

996 

996 

822 

810 

684 

427 

442 

. 1660 

1660 

1660 

8 Traffic data for the highway section between Las Vegas and Mercury 
represent actual counts. Data for the section beyond Mercury he.ve been 
esti~ated fro~ average annual daiLy traffic data. 

cSee Figy.t·e 3-20 .. for th.e location of highway segments. 
For brevity, the Town of Amargosa Valley is referred to here as 

"A.maagosa Valley." 
S.R. ~ State Route; NRDA • Nevada Research and Development Area. 

e fl kilometer • 0.621 mile. 
Informat~on. a1,1pplied by Prsdere 0983). 
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Class A mHinl.fue routes carry most of the natton's rail t;raffic, 
Furthermore) they t"pically show the best economic perinrmance jn terms of 
unit cost for maini..r'1ance and operation and of return e-n investment. 

The line is pr:-1uarily single track w-ith frequent s 4 Hngs (i.e,, areas at 
which trains can pdl off the main track to the "Bid!"), There are 
88 sidings in the 1'~·1-kilometer· (41,8-mile) section betw.:el\ Salt Lake City and 
Barstow, Californb, which is an average of approxf 1.Lely one every 
8 kilometers (Smiles), Train operations are control· G by a Centralized 
Trl!.ffic Cont:rol system in Salt Lake City. The major '-l '/ of the line is 
continuously welded rail (Nunn, 1981). A number of s.-deCy devices are 
included throughout the mainline route: hot boxes, 1.d '-e-load detectors, 
draggi ng-equipm.,nt detectors, high-water detector~>, sl i. .• e- fence detectors, 
and a microwave communication system (WESTPO, 1981). 

A hot box is used to detect overheated conditions, Wide- and high-load 
detectors are used to ensure that loads are within deliign limit~> for the 
track, High-water detectors are placed in areas that a·re prone to flooding. 
Slide-fence detectors are used t') detect breacheR in fencing used to 
constrain mud and rock slides. Dragg!ng-equi.pment detectors an:'! used to 
ensure that equipment (e.g,, brake rods and air hoses) dragging along the 
track is identified. Dragging-equipment detectors lower the poosibility of 
derailment caused by equipment lodging between wheels and rails. These 
detectors also lower the possibility of damage to turnout equipment at 
sidings (WESTPO, 1981), 

The average number of trains per da} passing along the mainUne section 
through Las Vegas from 1978 to 1983 is given in Table 3-11, Table 3-11 also 
lists the average number of cars per train and the average number of tons per 
freight train, An analysis of the capacity of principal mA-inlines. prepared 
under the auspices of the Western Governors' Policy Office (WESTPO, 1981), 
estimated that single tracks with centralized traffic-controlled lines (such 
as the Union Pacific line) could accommodate between 25 and 54 trains daily. 
Because of its centralized traffic-control system, good maintenance, and 
frequent sidings, the Salt Lake City to Barstow section of the Union Pacific 
line should be at the high end of this range. 

,. 
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Ta~h; 3-11. Recent rAilroad-traffic patterr.sa 

Average number of Average number of 
Average r•amber b care (!er train tons (!er t;rain 

'f. ear of trains ;1er day Eastbound Westbound k:witilound Westbound 

1978 16.4 68 65 3,077 5,599 
1979 17.4 70 65 ~.ooo 6,138 
1980 16.7 73 65 3,040 6,279 
1981 19.2 68 611 3,042 6,500 
1982 13.3 NA0 NA 3,206 5,799 
1983 13,9 70 61 3,168 5,908 

~Information supplied by Nunn (1983), 
Only freight lraina listed. The number of passen~er trains for· all 

years liated was two per day (one eastbound and one we~~bound). The given 
numbers of freight trains are equally diatributed between eastbound and 
westbound traffic. 

cNA "' not available. 

3.6 SOCIOECONOMIC CONDITIONS 

This section describes recent and expected future baseline social and 
economic conditions in the bicounty area surrounding the Yucca Mountain site. 
These conditions provide the basis for the evaluations in chapters 4, 5, 
and 6. 

If a repository were located at Yucca Mountain, social and economic 
.impacts would occur in areas where repository-related expenditures would be 
made and where the inmigrating repository-related work force would reside. 
To the extent that resources are available at competitive prices, it is 
l~xpected that thr. majority of repository-related expendituTes would be made 
J.n Nye County, where the site is locatl!d, and in neighboring Clark County, 
t.he major metropolitan area in southern Nevada. The Nevada Test Site (NTS), 
adjacent to the Yucca Mountain site in Nye County, employs U.S, Department of 
Energy (DOE) and contractor personnel with skills similar to the construction 
and mining skills that would be required by the repository work force. 
Historical settlement patterns of workl!ra at the NTS provide a reasonable 
indication of where repository workers and their familiee would settle. 
Recent settlement patterns of these NTS workers were analyzed using their ZIP 
codes, These data, sununarized in Table 5-26, indicate t:hat most (96 percent) 
of the NTS workers reported ZIP codes in Nye and Clark counties in 1984. The 
socioeconomic baseline condi tiona presented in this chapter focus on this 
bicounty area, where almost all the Yucca Mountain work force would be 
expected to reside, shown within the shaded boundary in Figure 3-21. 
However, since the data summarized in Table 5-26 also indicate that about 
1.5 percent of the recent NTS workers reported ZIP codes in other Nevada 
counties (Douglas, Lander, Lincoln, Lyon, and White Pine, and Carson City, a 
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consolidated municipaUty), the DOE intends to consider a larger geographic 
area in future stuc' i.es 1 1f Yucca Mountain is approved for she character
ization, 

3, 6 ,1 ECONOMIC CQkT'JITIONS 

Two sources of employment data are uaed in this ,,e,·tion. Where the text 
rresents totals or the percentage distribution in a·~ eded industries for 
1980 and 1983, wage and salary employment data de\l'el.:~· -ed ~~ the Nevada 
Employment Security Lepartment (ESD) are used. These d<< ~a tire readily avail
able on an annu~,! basis for both counties. The most recent year for which 
ESD data are available for both counties is 1983. Sine~.~ ESD does not produce 
long-term e~tployment projections, OBERS data published by the U.S. Department 
of Commerce, Bureau of Economic Analysis, were used to develop the employment 
projections appearing in this section. Theae data are only available for 
1978, the base year for the 1980 OBERS projections, sp1l for selected subse·· 
quent years. To differentiate between these two source~~ of employment data, 
ESD values are refeJ;red to as wage and salary employment. and OBERS valueo are 
referred to simply SA a~ployment or persons employed. "tso data are derived 
from a U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics, survey of pri
vate nonagricultural and civilian government establinhments and are a measure 
of the number of persons reported to be on the establishments' payrolls. The 
survey excludes proprietors, the self-employed, unpaid volunteer or family 
workers, farm workers, domestic workers, nnd miljtary personnel (DOL, 1985). 
The OBERS projections are based on a more comprehensive definition of employ
ment that includes self-employed, agricultural production and agricultural 
service workers, and military personnel ~8 well as ~age and salary employment 
(DOC, 1981b). Employment data from these two sources are thus based on dif
ferent data bases and definitions, The more comprehensi\l'e OBERS employment 
values will exceed those of the ESD in any historical year. All employment 
data are by place (i.e., county) of work. 

Population data 11re baaed on population forecasts prepared by the 
UniverYity of Nevada, Reno (UNR), for the State Office of Community Services 
(Ryan, l984a,b), These population forecasts are referred to hereafter as the 
UNR population forecasts. 

Since World War II, Nevada's economy has expanded rapidly, especially 
the hotel and gaming industry, for which revenue increased more than 100 
times between 1945 and 1983 (including inflation). DJrect wage and salary 
employment in the hotel, gaming, and recreation industry in Nevada was about 
120 1.000 in 1983, accounting for about 30 percent of the total wage and salar,v 
employment in the State. Some estimatee ind'icate that the same percentage of 
other wage and salary employment depends indi.rectly on this industry (McBrien 
and Jones, 1984). Other major employers include other services; transporta
tion end public utilities; trade; end government (State of Nevada., E;S.D, 
1984). Although the smallest employer in the State in recent yeais (State of 
Nevada, ESD, 1984), mining has played a significant role ln the S~at!a'& 
economy (Dobra et al., 198~.), 

The Nevada economy is ~xpected to continue to expand well into the 
future. The hotel, gam'itlg, 8.nd r~'creation industrY will continue to expand, 
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although this sector s share of total income is expecte.d to decl:i.ne slightly 
over the forecast p(1riod (Mc.Br:f.en and Jones, 1984). ~evado rea.l personal 
f.ncorn.e is expected r:) more than double betwe,::m 1983 a.nU 2000, growing at an 
average annual ratli' Jf 4.6 percent. Since local income forecasts are nOt 
available, this anal:sis i9 based on multiplying the UN~. population forecasts 
by the per capita ;Jersonal income from the OBERS prt•·jectlone of the 
u.s. Department of '~Jmmerce, Burecm of Economic Analysi1 (DOC, 1985). 

3.6.1.1 Nye Countz 

Approxiroate 1.y 2 percent of Nevada's wage and salary employment in 1980 
was in Nye County. In 1980, total wage and salary emphlyment in Nye County 
was about 6;700 (State of Nevada, OCS, 1984). In 1983, e~ percent of tho 
total wage and salary employment of 8,030 in Nye County was in the mining 
industry, the service industry, and civiliR.n government (State of Nevada, 
ocs, 1985b). 

As in most of the United States, the service industry is the largest 
employer in Nye County, but the character of the area is better defined by 
ita other large employers: mining and government. Although construction i.s 
a considerably smaller sector. it is also important in an analysts of 
employment impacts associated with a repos:f.tory at Yucca MountAin. 

The mining industry has played a major historical role in the economy of 
Nye County. Tonopah, the largest community in thE. county as reported by the 
1980 census, was founded ae a silver mining center, and the com1auni-ty and the 
county have experienced boom and bust periods fluctuating with minerul 
demand. Wage and salary employment in the mining industry increased 
198 percent (an average of nearly 70 percent per year) between 1975 and 1981, 
from 5?.0 to 1,550 (McBrien and Jones, 1984; State of Nevada, OCS, 198Sb). 

In 1983, 9 percent of the Nyc County wage and salary employment was in 
the government sector (State of Nevada, OCS, 1985b). The primary Federal 
Government activities in Nye County are located at the Nevada Teat Site (NTS) 
and the Nellis Air Force Range. However, most workers at the NTS are 
employed by firms in the prhate sector that contract with the u.s. Depart
ment of Energy. Most employees of these facilities reside in Clark County 
and commute to their jobs; only thirteen percent of the NTS workers reported 
ZIP codes in Nye County in 1984 (Table 5-26). Nye County alBa has more than 
500 county and State government employees providing education, police and 
fire protection, and other government services (McBrien and Jones, 1984). 

While not among the largest sectors in the county, agriculture is an 
important activity in the Pahrump and Amargosa valleys. Primary agricultural 
products of the Pahrump Valley include alfalfa, cotton, hay, and dairy 
products. In 1980 about 6,000 hectares (14,000 acres) of hay and alfalfa 
were under cultivation and about 28,000 head of cattle were raised in Nye 
County (McBrien and Jones, 198'4). 

Baseline employment projections for the mining, construction, govern~ 
ment, and services sectors are shown in Table 3-12. Table entries are based 
on OBERS projections, adjusted to make them consisteut with more recent UNR 
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population forecasts (f!.yan, 1984a,b). The employment projections in Table 
3-12 indicate that, i: the absence of the proposed reposHory projf~ct, mining 
employment is expect.e,,_ to increase by about 3.0 percent rer year 1~hile con
struction is eKpected to grow at an average annual rate .;,f about 3.5 percent 
between 1985 and 2000. The 1985 value was determined by Lnear interpolation 
between 1983 and 199". 

Table 3-12. Employment in selected industries in Ny ,· . .:~unty, 1978-20008 

Year .. 

Employment category and gl'OWthb l978c 1983 1985 1990 2000 

Mining 
Number of persona employed 73Sd 1 ,OlD l,ll10 1,470 1' 770 
Average annual growth (%) NA 6.6 6.2 5. 2 1o 9 

Construc.tion 
Number of persons employed 467 384 435 5611 729 
Average annual growth {%) NA -3.8 6.4 5.3 2. 6 

Government 
Number of persons employed 785 897 941 I,-050 1·, 260 
Average annual growth (%) NA 2.7 2.4 2.2 1o 8 

Services 
Number of persons employed 3,742 4,630 5,114 6,323 8,60'9 
Average annual growth (%) NA 4. 4 s. 1 4. 3 3. l 

a Entries are based on 1985 OBERS regional employment projections (DOC, 
1985), applied to historical Nye County employment estimates from McBrien and 
Jones (1984), and adjusted by the ratio of receut UNR State population fore
castB (Ryan, 1984a,b) to OBERS population projections. See Section 3.6.1.3. 

Growth rate applies during ti.me interval starting from year indtcated 
in cglumn to the immediate left. 

d Data from McB~ien and Jones (1984). 
NA ~ not applicable. 

3.6.1.2 Clark County 

More than half of Nevada' a wage and salary employment in 1980 was in 
Clark County (State of Nevada, OCS, 1984). About one-third of Clark County's 
wage and salary employment, or more than 70,000, was in the hotel, gaming, 
and recreation industry (State of Nevada, ESD~ 1981). Major employers in 
Clark County in 1983 were the service industries, which include hotels, 
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gaming, and recrea t:io·n. ( 49 percent) i trade indus t riea ( 20 percent h govern
ment (12 percent); tr-e-naportation and public utilities (6 percem.); and 
construction (5 perce11.). The mining sector in Clark County is relatively 
small, with about 0.1 ~'ercent of the 1983 wage and salary employment (State 
of Nevada, ESD, 1984). The retail tradt! industry, a primat-y component of the 
wholesale and retail tYade i~dustry in the Las Vegos area, Jepends heavily on 
the hotel and gamit~g :rndustry to bring buyera into the r.-~~~1on. Wage and 
salary employment in '.he mining industry was 500 in 1980 ,.md 300 in 1983 
(State of Nevada, OCS, 1984; State of Nevada, ESD, 1984). 

As shown in Table 3-13, employment in the servic a sector, which 
includes the hotel, gauing, and recreation industry, is 1 ,.ojected to more 
than double between 1970 and 2000. Table 3-13 shows proja(·t.ed growth in the 
construction and e.~~rvices industries through the year 20004 OBERS projec
tions for the small mining industry in Clark County are not available. 
Entries i.n TaLle 3-13 are baaed on OBF.RS projections, adju.8ted to make them 
consistent with more recent University of Nevada, Reno, population forecasts 
for the county (see Section 3.6.1.3). Baseline construction employment is 
expected to show very modest growth of 1.6 percent per yeat between 19~5 and 
2000. . 

Table 3-13. Employment in selected industries in Clark County, 1978-2000a 

Employment category and growthb 

Construction 
Number of persons employod 
Average annual growth (7.) 

Se1:vic.es 
Number of persons emploYed 
Average annual growth (~) 

1978 

14,909 
NA0 

89,886 
NA 

1985 

19,300 
3,8 

131,200 
5.6 

~ear 

1990 

20,.820 
1. 5 

155,000 
3.4 

2000 

24·,610 
·1.7 

200,000 
2.6 

8 Estimates from 1980 DBERS regional projections, adjusted for the more 
recent 1985 OBERS State euiployment prOjections and the differeitce between 
1980 DBERS and UNR population forecasts (DOC, 1981c, 1985; Ryan, 1984b). See 
Sectton 3.6.1.3. 

Growth rate applies during time interval starting from year indicated in 
column to the immediate left. 

c 
NA ~ not applicable. 

3.6.1.3 !ethodology 

The employioent projections appeai-in·g in tables 3-12. and 3...:13 'incorporate 
informatiOn obtained from 'recent projections of economic growth f'or the State 
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and Nye and Clark C"1Unties. The purpose of the projection method is to make 
effective use of th>~ most recently available O(~onomic forecast .Jata and to 
produce employment >roj ections whose underlying assump;:;ions are conoistent 
with those of the fJ)pulstion forecasts appearing in Sel!tion 3.6.2. This 
section describes d.•ta sources and methods. 

No employment projection is directly available f( ,· Nye County. The 
employment projectJ.·.>ns that appear in Table 3-12 are b.- -·.ed on the 1985 OBERS 
projection of Nevada employment pubUshed by the u.s. u~partment of Commerce, 
l'ureau of Economic Analysis (DOC, 1985), and on his to· t.:>J.l Nye County employ
ment estimates tbat appear in McBrien and Jones (19t,.,l. To project Nye 
County employm~nt, Sl! ate employment growth rates were ot ·:ained from the 1985 
OBERS projectio"' for each indu!ltry that appedrs in Table 3-12. These rates 
were applied to historical (1978) estimates of employm~nt in each sector to 
proj t:lct foture (:ounty employment levels whose underlying assumptions are 
consistent with those of the 1985 OBERS projection for the State. 

Clark County employment projections are directly nvailoble. The 1980 
OBERS regional projections publication contains projections of Clark County 
employment for selected years through the year 2000 for each industry 
represented in Table 3-13. The more up-to-date 1985 OBERS publication doeR 
not contain a Clark County employment projection. To take into account the 
more up-to-date economic grawth assumptions implicit in the 1985 OBERS 
projections, the 1980 OBERS Clark County employment projection in each year 
was scaled downward by the ratio of the 1985 OBERS projection of total State 
employment to the 1980 OBERS projection of total State employment. One of 
the major d:l.fferences :l.n the population data for the two projections is that 
the 1985 OBERS projections are baBcd on 1980 census counts, while the 1980 
OBERS projections are not. 

An additional adjustment was made to the Clark and Nye county employment 
projections described above to improve their consistency with the University 
of Nevada, Reno (UNR) population forecasts appearing in Section 3.6.2. The 
reason for this adjustment is that some of the economic growth assumptions 
implicit in the 1985 OBERS J:!rojections may be inconsistent with those 
implicit in the UNR population forecasts that appear in Section 3.6.2. The 
UNR forecaeting project did not produce employment forecasts. Thus, the 
OBERS-derived employment projections for each year for each industry were 
scaled upward by the ratio of the UNR State population forecast to the 1985 
OBERS State population projection. Projections for 1985 are not present in 
the 1985 OBERS publication. These were obtained by linear interpolation. 
Note that the terms "forecast" and "projection" are used here as used by the 
developers of chese data. 

3.6.2 POPULATION DENSITY AND DISTRIBUTION 

Th:l.s sect:l.on presents data on recent and forecast baseline population in 
Nevada and in Nye and Clark counties. 

The prediction Of future growth of Nevada's State and county popula
tions, like any prediction, is su"b)~ct to increasing uncertainty as the 
forecast period incr~iises. The. fo,r!!casts shown rely imp1;1citly and 
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explici.tly on many aa,.>'.~mptions about future economic, demographic, and social 
conditions. Populatio forecasts presented in this section were pnpared by 
the Bureau of Busineu .• and Economic Research, University Qf Nev(\da, Reno 
(UNR), for the State o.:' Nevada Office of Community Services (Ryan, l984b). 
Although the UNR forec.~st does not extend beyond the year WOO and has not 
yet been published in final form, it is the most recent tt.rcc:aat ava;i,lable 
for the two counties. Thus, it was used as the ba·ais fo~ c'~H:imates presented 
in chapters 4, 5, and 6. 

Recent population data for communittes in souther1 .<lnd centul Nye 
County and central. and western Clark County are also F· ·f~ented in this 
section. Population L recasts for these cornmunit tea an, not av<~oilable. 

Approximate distat.ces to the proposed location of the surtace facilities at 
the Yucca Mountain site from these communities are also shown in this 
seetion. Aa ,iiscussed in Chapter 5, the proposed access ruad to the surf.1.ce 
facilities is expected to be about 26 kilometers (16 milm1) in length, and 
intersect U.S. Highway 95 approximately 0.8 kilometer (0.~ mile) northwest of 
the existing intersec':ion of u.s. Highway 95 and State Route 373. All other 
distances are measured along existing roads as shown in the Nevada Map Atlas, 
fifth edition (State of Nevada, Department of Transportation, ca. 1984). 

3.6.2.1 Population of the State of Nevada 

This section presents data on recent and forecast baseline population of 
the State of Nevada. In 198Q, Nevada had an estimated population of 947,395 
(Ryan, 198qb). Nevada's recent historical population growth has been the 
greatest of any of the 50 states: 63.8 percent, or an average annual 
increase of 5.1 percent between 1970 and 1980. About eighty-four percent of 
this growth carne from net migration (State of Nevada, OCS, 1984). ln 1980, 
14.7 percent of the State's population was claaified as rural. Nevada had a 
1980 population of 800,493 with a density of 7.3 persons per square mile 
(DOC, 198la). 

Historical and forecast Nevada population appear in Tal;lle 3-14. 
According to thesP. forecasts by UNR, the State population is expected to grow 
at an average annual rate of 3.5 percent from 1985 to 1990, w~th the growth 
rate declining to an average annual rate of 2.6 percent between 1990 and 
2000. 

''·. 
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Table 3-14. Population of the State of Nevada, 1970-2000a 

Year 
State of Nevada 
population and growt '. 1970 1980 1985 1!90 2000 

Population 488,738b 800,493b 980,597 1 ,t64,480 1,498,234 

Average annual 
NA0 growth (%) 5. 1 4. 1 3.5 2,6 

8 Unless otherwise noted, the entries in thie table 11re based on- Ryan, 
(l98tb). 

Data from ClArk County Department of Comprehensive· l'lanning (1983b). 
cNA • not applicable. 

3.6.2.2 Population of Nye Count~ 

'. t. 

This section presents data on recent and forecast baseline population in 
Nye County, and data on the recent population in communiti.ea nearest to Yucca 
Hountdn, and the it' approximate distances from the propose·d location of the 
surface facilities. 

Nye County had an estimated 1984 population of 17,750 (Ryan, 1984b). 
Population growth in Nye County paralleled that of the State until 1980, when 
it increased significantly, and the Nye County share of the State population 
rose from 1.1 percent in 1980 to 1.9 percent by 1984 (calculated ·fFOII'I data,·in 
Ryan, l984b). In 1980, all of Nye County's population was classified aa· 
rural. The 1980 population was 9,048 with a density of 0.5 person per square 
mile (DOC, 198Ia). 

The UNR forecast showa that the Nye County population is expected to 
increase to 3.0 percent of the State population by 1990 and decline slightly 
to 2.8 percent by the year 2000. This baseline population forecast appears 
in Table 3-15 and shows extremely rapid average annual population growth 
rates between 1980 and 1990, followed by a sharp decline in growth rates 
between 1990 and 2000. 

For communities in southern and central Nye County, 1980 census popu
lation data are available only for Tonopah, a census designated place and 
also the county seat" The 1980 population of the Tonopah census designated 
place ~as 1,952 (DOC, 198la). Recent estimates of the population in com
munities in Nye County indicate a 1984 population of 2,500 for Tonopah (Smith 
and Coogan, 1984). However, since the geographic boundades associated with 
this estimate are not known, it may not be strictly comparable with the 
Tonop~h census designated place. Three unincorporated towns in southern Nye 
County that are located closest to the proposed site are Amargosa Valley, 
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Beatty, and Pahrump. The community formerly called Lathrop Wells, And now 
also called Amargosa Ve ' .. ley, is only one of several locatfons where residents 
of the unincorporated ·~· 1wn of Amargosa Valley are clustered. This settlement 
is the closest restdent:l.al population to the proposed locat~.on of the surface 
facilities at Yucca MOtll!tain; two other population concent ..... ,tions of the Town 
of Amargosa Valley (r~ferred to as the Amargosa Farm area ·,nd the American 
Borate housing comple~ .1 are located farther to the south hl described in 
Section 3.6.4.1.1. 'rh~?. three concentrations have estimat 1. populations of 
45, 1, 500, and 280" respectively (Smith and Coogan, 1984, However, the 
population of Amargosa Valley is highly variable and de1 <:ll .lent upon several 
economic factors such ar: the base price of minerals (BlaL-~:,. 1985). A single 
value for total population of the unincorporated tolrffi is :l ~. available. The 
unincorporated tow,_~ of Beatty had an estiml:lted 1984 popula·:.ion of 800. The 
unincorporated t_.,wn of Pahrurnp had an estimated 1984 pop\llation of 5,500 
(Smith and Co~gan, 1984). Approximate distances from th~ proposed location 
of the surface facilities at Yucca Mountain to the commur.!.ties listed above 
are: Amargosa Valley (at the nearest population concent::ation), 27 kilo
meters (17 miles); Beatty, 72 kiLometers (45 miles); Pahrump, 97 kilometers 
(60 miles); and Tonopah, 222 kilometers (138 miles). 

Table 3-15. Population of Nye County, 1970-20008 

Year 
Nye County 
population and grovth 1970 1980 1985 1990 2000 

Population 5,599b 9,048b 20,190 34,790 42,408 

Average annual 
NA

0 grovth (%) 4.9 17. 4 ll. 5 2.0 

a 
Unless othervise noted, the entries in this table are based on Ryan 

(198~b). 
Data from Clark County Department of Comprehensive Planning (l983b). 

cNA = not applicable. 

3.6.2.3 Population of Clark County 

Thia section presents data on recent and forecast baseline population in 
Clark County, data on the 1980 population in Clark County communities nearest 
to Yucca Mountain, and the approximate distances of these communities from 
the proposed location of the surface facilities. 

The 1984 population of Clark County vas about 549,800 (Ryan, 1984 b). 
Clark County population grew 69.5 pei."cent betveen 1970 and 1980 (or an 
average annual rate of 5.4 percent) making it the second fastest growing 
metropolitan area in the nation for that decade. As the County population 
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has grown, its rlllE (>f growth has declined over the past 30 yearF>, from 163.0 
per<'.ent between 19~J0 and 1960 (10.2 percent annu~l ave!:'age growth) to 115.2 
percent betweEn 196P and 1970 (8.0 percent annual avera~e), and to the 69.5 
percent figure citod above between 1970 and 1980. This ~>altern of declining 
growth rates follo"\llt. that of the nation (Clark County f\:'partment of Compre
hensive Planning, J.:c83b). As was the case for the Sto: ~ as a whole, net 
migration accounted tor 84 percent of county populatiot !;:owth in the 1970s 
(Stale of Nevada, c,;s, 1984). Although about 96 perc~':'. ,_ of Clark County's 
1980 population resided tn the Las Vegas Valley, the cc·. ':lty rural population 
c.f 9,767 (2.1 percent of the total population) (Clark (.Junty Deparlment of 
Comprehensive Planning, 1983b) exceeded the total Nye C:J,mty populatlon for 
that year. The 1980 Clark County population was 46'3,1)8 ., with a density of 
58.8 persons pe'- square mile (DOC, l98la). 

Baseli<~e forecasts of Clark County's population St1 given in Table·'J-16 
and show declining average anoual growth rates through the year 2000. As 
shown in Table 3-17, th«se forecasts lie within the ranr'tt of other population 
forecasts develope<! for Clark County in recent years. 

Table 3-16. Population of Clark County, 1970-2000
8 

Year 
Clark County 
population and growth 1970 1980 1985 1990 2000' 

Population 273,288b 463,087b 567,150 661,700 889,269 

Annual average 
NAc growth (%) 5.4 4. 1 3..1 3.0 

a 
Unless otherwise noted, the entries in this table are based on 

' . ''I' Ryanb (1984 b). 
Data from Clark County Department of Comprehensi\l'e Planning (1983bh''' c ., 
NA ~ not applicable~ ·' !' 

The Las Vegas Valley, consistlng of ll number of incorporated cities and 
unincorporated towns, had a 1980 population of 443,730 with a density of 585' 
persons per square mile (Clark County Department of Comprehensive Planning, 
1983b). The communities in the Las Vegas Valley are listed b~low, with their 
1980 populations in parentheses. Incorporated cities in the Las Vegas Valley 
include Las Vegas (164,674), North Las Vegas (42,739), and Henderson 
(24,363). Unincorporated towns and communities in the I.as Vegas Valley are 
East Las Vegas, Enterprise, Gtandvie~o~, Lone Mountain, Paradise, Spring 
Valley, Sunrise Manor, and Winchester (_combined 1980 population of 207,710). 
An additional 4,244 persons lived in other areas o£ the Lea Vegas Valley .• 
The remainder of Clark County, which makes up ab~ut 90 percent of its geo
graphic-. area, had a 1980 .populatio11 dansity of 2.7 petsons per square !Pile.· 
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Table 3-17. Comparison of .population forecasts (in thousands) for Clarlr County, 19.80-2000 

State 
Bureau Clark County Planning 

of · Regional -Fl~nning McDonald Coo~di-

EcOnoorl.c- - Council _ State Water Plan c 
& nat~r,_-8 ~.- -

Year UNRa OBERSb Analysisc Medium High Low Medium Grefec Office 
c 

Lov High 

''To~·------~ 

!980 4&> 463 403 420 435 460 473 483 500 461 411 
1985 567 547 ND 495 520 555 568 601 635 550 527 
1990 662 63a 524 560 600 650 662 715 770 664 660. 
1995 775 liD ND 535 680 755 739 810 885 766 757 
2000 889 823 628 700 750 850 8!6 894 1000 891 867 

3 Data 
2000~ 

from Ryan (1984b), except 1995 vhleb was calculated by li~ear interpolation between 1990 and 

Data from McBrien and Jones (1984). 
~ta from Table 1-4 in Clark County Department of eo.prehensive Planning (198Ja)~ 
riD - oo data. 

' 
( 
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Boulder City (1980 population of 9,590) and the uninc(.lr.porat.ed town of Indian 
Springs (1980 popu'ation of 1,446) are located outsUe of the Las Vegas 
VAlley. The remat: der of the Clark County population outside of the Las 
Vegas Valley was 13,321 in 1980 (Clark County Departme't of Comprehensive 
Planning, I983b), 

Indian Sprtngo, located along U.s. Highway 95 ifl l'lorthwestern Clark 
County is the nearl!!lt ClDrk County community to the ai·:.._. The distance from 
the proposed locat.ton of the surfac.e facilities to lit t1 ~n Springe is about 
95 kilometers {59 miles). The distam~e f'com the p!'Oi,':l'·~ed lociltion of the 
surface facilities to the Las Vegas Valley (measured ft''': the u,s. Highway 95 
and Interstate 15 int.~rchange) is about 161 kilometers (~{)O miles). 

3.6.3 COMMUNITY SERVICES 

The purpose of this section is to present a deacr 1.ption of community 
services in Clark and Nye counties, and to provide a preliminary analysiS of 
their current adequacy. The U.S. Department of Energy conducted a coarse 
screening so that detailed studies would not be perforrQed on sites which 
ulti.mately would not be chosen for sit!:'! characterization (see also Section 
6.2.1.7.4). The extensive primary research ~hich would be necessary for a 
thorough evaluation of existing servic.es and projection of future service 
needs was thet·efore not conducted; instead, published information was used, 
whenever possible, to gain insights into the adequacy of the existing 
services and to provide background information on individual c.ommunities in 
Clark and Nye counties which might experience impacts from project-induced 
population growth. Because recent settlement patterns of the Nevada Teat 
Site workers indicate that only a small proportion of repository workers and 
dependents are expected to settle outside of southern Nye County, Indian 
Springs, and the Las Vegas urban ares (Table 5-26), extensive background 
i11formation on community services in other parts of southern Nevada W'liS not 
considered necessary for this preliminary analysts. 

The services described in ·this sec:tion include housing, education, water 
supply, waste-water treatment, solid waste, energy utilities, public safety 
(police and fire s~rvicea), medical and social services, library facilities, 
and parks and recreation. Future community services requirements were 
projected assuming that present ratios of services to population (e.g., 
police officers per 1,000 persons) would be valid in future years (aee 
Section 5.4.3). Current community services are described in the following 
sec tiona. 

The incot·porated cities in the bicout1ty area provide a variety of 
community services within their boundaries. Services in the unincorporated 
towns near the repository site, however, .qre generally not provided by the 
lown governments. Instead, they are provided by the Nye and Clark county 
commissions, county-wide agencies, local special-purpose districts, voluntary 
organizations, and private firms under contract to the counties. 
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Table 3-18 surrn.-Jrhea 1980 housing ch~racter!aticfl for Clark and Nye 
counties. While the number of pet·sons per unit is almou~ equal ft:~r the two 
counties, other cha"'acteristics differ significantly. 'iye County had a 
higher percentage of mobile homes (44 compared to 11 pe::ent), while Clark 
County had a higher percent~ge of multiple family unit: :29 compared to 
9 percent). The va, sncy rate in 1980 was 8.4 percent '" Clark County and 
17.9 percent in Nye County. 

3.6.3.2 Educat.ion 

Statistics on public (:md private schools in Clark .'l·'d Nye counties ere 
summar!zed in Table 3-19. In Nye County, t.wo of the el-e:ITI~ntary schools, a 
junior high school, sud ox1a of the high schools are loJated in Tonopah. 
Other communities having secondary schools are Beatty, Gabbs, and Pahrump. A 
one-room, seven-student contract school is operated at t'Je Fallin! Ranch for 
grades 1-8 (Research and Educational Planning Center, 1984). There are no 
private schools in the county. As seen in Table 3-19, ratios of schools per 
1,000 residents are much larger in Nye County than in Clark County becaose of 
the relatively small size of the schools in Nye County (McBrien and Jones, 
1984). The educational personnel-to-student ratio is slightly higher in Nye 
County. 

Of the Clark County schools, 66 elementary, 17 junior high, 10 senior 
high, and 2 special education schools are located in the greater Las Vegas 
ares. Indian Springe, the Clark County community nesre~t the Yucca Mountain 
site, has one olementary sc.hool and one combined junior and senior high 
school (Clark County Department of Comprehensive Planning, 1980). The 
r~tudent-to-teacher ratio in Clark County is about 20 to 1. Specific data on 
the number of private schools or the.ir operating costs are not available. 
However, enrollment estimates are included in Table 3-19. Also located in 
Glsrk County are the University of Nevada 1 Las Vegas (UNLV), and Clark County 
Community College (a two-year college) (McBrien .and Jones, 19814) w!th a 
eombined 1980-1981 enrollment of 18,972. 

3.6.3.3 Water supply 

In Nye County centralized \Y"ater supply services are available only in 
Beatty, Tonopah, Mercury, and Gabbs (State of Nevada, OCS, l982b), and within 
parts of Pahrump. These utilities serY"ed about 64 percent of the county 
population in 1980. Table 3-20 Sllmmari:z:es available inforrnRtion on water 
supply sources and amounts in those areas of Clark and Nye count.ies near the 
Nevada Test Site (NTS). Examination of Amargosa Desert basin well log data 
Ml:lintained by the Nevdda Department of Conservation and Natural Resources 
identified 207 domestic water wells in the Amargosa Va.lley area. More wells 
may exist t.har1 are accounted for in these data. Assuming one well per 
household, 2.61 persons per housing unit (Table 3-18), and a use of 6.8 cubic 
meters per day (1 ,800 gallons per day) per well (the maximum allowable 
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Table 3-18. Housing characteristics in Clark and Nye countieat 1980 

Characted.st -~ c 

ComposHion and houaf.ng types 

Total housing units 
Occupied units 
Vacant unite 
Seasonal anQ second homes 
Units within urban areas 
Units within rural areas 
Owner-occupied units 
Renter-occupied units 

Year-round housing types 

Single-family units 
Multiple-family units 
Mobile homes 
Persons per unit 

Housing values and rents 

Median value ··for single-family 
and mobile homes 

Median monthly ·cash' rent 
Median value for condOminiums 

c Government-assisted housing 

Units receiving construction, 
operation,dor rental payment 
assistance 

Units receiving home construction 
or purchase assistance or both 
(not including Federal Housing 
Administration loans) 

~Data from the State of Nevada, OCS (1982a). 
Data from the State of Nevada, OCS (1982b). 

~Federal or State assistance during 1981. 
Some units may be counted more than once. 
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Clark 
County8 

190,6. 7 
173,8~.1 

15' 96:1 
747 

178,686 
7 ,89t: 

102,55~1 

71,336 

114~31!") 

54,81.5 
20,730 

2.64 

$ 67,800 
$ 264 
$ 73,000 

12,732 

4,700 

Nye b 
County 

4,292 
3,434 

768 
90 

0 
4,292 
2,291 
1,143 

l, 916 
393 

1),893 
2.61' 

$35,600 
$ 155 

0 

56 

7 



Table 3-19. Eleme\'Lary and secondap school facilitieR and enrvHment in 
Clark ind Nye counties 

cn.uactuittic 

PUBLIC SCHOOLS 
~umber of public achoola 

II' Ele11entnry 76 O.I 51 0.710 
Junior high 

"' 0.035 ,, 
0.258 Senior high " 0.029 

Contract achoo4" (K-8) 0 0 0.06) 

TOTAL m 0.215 T6 J,OJJ 

Enrollment 
Ele11entary 4ft' 100 85.6 j. 653 106.7 
Junior high 19,600 38.1 922c 59.5 Senior high 19,200 37.3 
Special education 6,8.00 t 3.2 130 '·' Contract schools (K-8) 0 0 7 o. s 

~ 

TOTAL 69,700 174.2 2, 712 . '175.1 

1\verage daily attendance 86,500 168.0 "' ND 

Educational personnel 
Ad11inietrative etaff .174 O,JJ8 " o. 646 
Ele11entary l~hool z;oot .).897 

teacheu 
148f Secondary &chool ! • 945 1. 777 9. 555 

tQ8chera 
Special education 609 1.182 ND "" teachers 

TOTAL 4,735 9.194 ISS t0.200 

PB.IVATE SCHOOLS8 
Enr;oU•ent ,, 

Kindergarten "' 1.064 0 ,,>:~. Ele"ntary 2,312 4.489 0 
lliSI\ school 1, 852 3. 596 0 0 
Multipla grade "' 0.250 0 0 

~ ,_ 

TOTAL 4,841 9. 399 0 0 

1Clark County data for public schools estim~ted by McBrien and Jones (1984) £~0111 the 
1981.-1983 Clark County School District Budget, ~xcspt where otherwise noted. Nye County data 
fro. State of Nevada, OCS (1982b), Raaaarch and Educat1onal Planning center (1984), and 
N. J%hnaon (1984). 

Population data fro~ Ryan (1984a); 1982 population used for Clark Courity, 1983 population 

uaed~~~~l~~:.c~~~~Y~iddla achoola. 
Includes lome combined junior and mentor high schoola. 

:MD • no data. 
Includea elsaentary and setondary achool teachers. 

gDI~a fro= State of NavRda, OCS (1985a), 
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Table ::1-20. 

Conununity 

Amargosa Valleyd 
Beattye 

Crystal 

Indian Springs 

Indian S.pt'ings 
Air Force Base 

Johnnie 
Mercury 

Nevada Test Site 

Pahrump1 

TOTAL 

C\Wl'ent (1980-1984) water supply accounted for in areas 
of ::lark and Nye counties near the Ncv8dc Test :Htea 

-------------------------------
~~stimated b 
population 

accounted for 

540 
1200-
1500£ 

42 

912 

500 

2g 
300 

1260 

Estimated water usee 
Water source "a"'Cre-ft/yr mgd 

Domestic wells 
Four municipal wells 

Domestic wells 160 ft 
deep 

418 
165 

30 

Municipal well capable of 700 
supplying 0.8 mgd to 
53 customers, plus 
approximately 80 dom~s-
tic wells with unkno~m 
capacity 

Two wells supplying 0.2 mgd 300 
potable water 

No data l 
Three rnunicipal wells 237 

coupled with a dbtri-
bution system 

Six wells supplying 1300 
1. 2 mgd 

Wells in valley-fill 1700 
aquifer 

4851 

0.373 
0.147 

O.OJ 

0.6 

o.J 

0.001 
o. 212 

1. 2 

4, 363 

aData from the MITRE Corporation (1984, tables 2-11 and 2-12), unless 
othe~wise noted. 

Population in this table is not total community population as discussed in 
sections 3.6.2.2, 3.6.2.3, and 3.6.4.1.1. Instead, it is the population for 
which water use data were available, as cited in the references to this table. 

cl acre-foot • 1,234 cubic meters; mgd = million gallons per day, 
1 mgd = 1,120.55 acre-feet per year. Values for acre-feet are rounded to the 
samednumber of significant digits gs in the mgd data. 

Alkali Flat-Furnace Creek ground-water basin area. An additional 220 acre 
feet per year are used for commercial and quasi-municipal purposes (CoachP., ca. 
1983~, but corresponding population data are unavailable. 

Data from the Beatty Water and Sanitation District (Waiker, 1984), An 
undeferm!ned amount of water is used by persons not served by the district. 

Twenty families. 
~One family. 

1
ND .. no data. 
Data for the Central Nevada Utilities service ares only (Rogozen, 1985). 

Total domestic water use in Pahrump is unknown. 
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without a permit) yields the eetimatef':l of Amargosa Valley water use and 
population served shmm in Table 3-20. 

A total of 8,4.>'1 cubic meters per day (2.263 milU.:Jn gallons per day), 
whtc.h docs not inclbde use at the NTS, .,as used by the 3,494 southern Nye 
County residents fo~: whom water data ere avaihble. Ths, the water demand 
is estimated to be ::· ,455 ('.ubic meters per day (0.648 mi. :io.1 gallons per ~ay) 
per 1,000 persons. 

Fluoride concentrations in three of the four we~ .. s operated Py the 
Beatty Water and Sanitation District exceed the u.s. r11ironmental Protection 
Agency's maKimum con(.aminent levols for drinking wate~ (40 CFR 141, 1982). 
The fourth well produces water of acceptable quality, t, .t the District has 
recently been unable to obtain sufficiently high flows from it (Walker, 
1984). The Nye County Commission was recently awarded $6,000 111 u.s~ Housing 
and Urban Development block grant funds from the Nevad<.l Office of Community 
Senrices for an engineering and hydrological study to determine the future 
water supply for the Beatty Water and Sanitation O.tetrirct (WalkeT, 1985). 

The main areas of eKisting and potential future a~ricultural water use 
arE! in the Amargosa and Pahrump '!alleys south of the proposed repositot"y site 
in Nyc County. The total sustained yield of aquifer~ in the Amargosa Deset"t 
ground-water basin hsB been ~atimated to be JO x 10 .cubic meters (24.000 
acre·-feet) per_ year (Horros, 1982). Cert6fied appropriations for agri
cultural use in this basin totaled 32 x 10 cub!(' meters (26,320 acre-feet) 
in 1983; however, actual agriculturgl water use (with or without certificated 
permits) in that year was 11.2 x 10 cubic meters (9,105 acre-feet) (Coache, 
ca. 1983). Certificated appropriations and tfevelopmenl permits for ground 
water in the Pahrump 'Ialley totaled 112 x lO cubic meters (91,000 act"e-feet) 
per year in 1~70, although in rect!nt years actual exploitation has averaged 
about 49 x 10 cubic meters (40,000 acre-faet) per year. In the last ten 
years, real estate developers have purchBsed agricultural land (with 
appurtenant water rights) for constructing homes in subdivisions, and water 
use has transferred from agricultural to domestic. An oiJerdraft (i.e., 
long ... term !ol'ithdrawal lt!xceeding replenishment) has existed, and the State 
Engineer has opposed certUieation of new permits for irrigation. However, 
agricultural use is declining rapidly as land is developed for residential 
use. 

According to Harrill (1982), the maximum amount of water that can be 
withdrawn and consumed annually and indefinitely without creating a con
tinuing ovetfdraft on ground-water storage (safe yield) in the Pahrump Valley 
is 23 x 10 cubic meters (19,000 acre-feet). (Note that this ts a net 
consumpti'le use.) About 70 percent of the withdrawals for domestic use and 
50 percent of the withdrawals for public water supply systems and commercial 
use are returned to the valley-fill aquifer. Assuming that the present rotio 
between domestic and commercial withdrawals (2 to 5) continues, anc;l using e 
method presented by Har5ill (1982), it. may be shown that a sustainable 
pumping rote of 53 x 10 cubic meters (42,900 acre-feet) per year may be 
achieved if all agricultural uses are converted to domestic and coUUII:ercial. 
Using the per capita consumption rate of 2.445 cubic meters per day (2,445 
per 1,000 persons) (648 gallons per day), it may b~ shown that the Pahrump 
Valley aquifer may support up to about. 16,900 residents with no decline in 
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usable storage, 
land subsidence 
ment, 

H.o'W0Vf.)t', as noted by Harrill (1982), local effects, such as 
and \Jell interference, could result from sustainecl. develop-

Table 3-21 show~. oourcea and suppliers of water in m<ltropolitan areas of 
Clark County. Lake M,o .. ~d on the Colorado River supplies 6{\ percent and wells 
supply 40 percent of the municipal and industrial water for the county 
(Nevada Development ,"•,tthority, 1984). Metropolitan are.H ar~ served by 
7 water systems manaf;•~d by 22 distribution companies (St -~fJ of Nevada, OCS, 
1982a), while rurP.l users rely upon private wells. The .:Hies of Boulder 
City, Henderson, and North Las Vegas manage their indi •i10al distribution 
systems, The Las v~gae Valley Water District is the dh ·:t ibutor for the City 
of Las Vegas o.nd unt.nc(lrporated Clark County (State of Nk!\. .Ida, NDCNR, 1982)

6 
The aggregate cap~-city of the metropolitan water systems :l.t- about 2.12 x lO 

Table 3-21. 
a 

Water supply in metropolitan areas of Clark. County 

--------·--------------------------------------------,Ha7.ex~i~m~u=mc-----;p~ 

Community 

Boulder City 

Henderson 

Las Vegasd 

North Las Vegas 

TOTAL 

Color·ado River 
CommtSsion/Las Vegas 
Valley Water District 

Colorado River 
Commission/Las Vegas 
Valley Water District, 
BHI 

Colorado River 
Commission/Las Vegas 
Valley Water District 

Colorado River 
Commission/Las Vegas 
Valley Water District 

Source 
capacip demand 

(mgd) (mgd) 

Lake Head 14.8 

Lake Mead 19.3 

Lake Mead (60%) '•79 .o 195.1 
Wells (40%) 

Lake Mead ( 60%) 45.9 25.3 
Wells (40%) 

559.0 241o8 

~Data from Nevada Develo·proent Authority (1984). 
Data from State of Nevada, NDCNR, (1982). 

~mgd "'million gallons per day; 1 gallon .., 0.003785 cubic metere. 
Includes unincorporated areas of Clark County. 
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cubic meters (559 mil: ton gallons) per day. Peak demand 1.n 1982 
cubic meters (C.469 n•'.llion gallons) per day per 1,000 persons. 
demand represents nto 1t 43 percent of capacity. 

W89 1 1 780 
Thus, peak 

Available right·· to Rurface water (from ~ke Mead) in the Las Vegas 
metropolitan area arr., currently about 321 x 10 ':lubic m\ \.era (84.8 billion 
gallons) per year or an average of about 878 x 10 cubic .neters (232 million 
gallons) per day (f.ir.,lte of Nevada, NDCNR, 

6
1982). The p·18ent use of ground 

water in Las Vegas Valley is about 88 x 10 cubic meter: per year (64 million 
gL.llons

6
per day), but the State Engineer has adopted a ~·,al to reduce thia to 

62 x 10 cubic meters per year (t1S million gallona per d.!y) (State of Nevada, 
NDCNR, 198?..). Present delivery systems Are adequate f!)r current needa. 
However, supply may not be sufficient for the baseline , ~mand projected for 
the Las Vegas Valley in 2020 and later years (see Section 5.4.3.3). 

3.6.3.4 Waste-water treatment 

Waste-water treatment facilities in Nye County operate in Beatty, Gabbs, 
and Tonopah; the remainder of the county uses private .raste-wa.ter treatment 
systems (e.g., septic tanks) (State of Nevada, OCS, 1982b), The Beatty Water 
and Sanitation District's oxidation pond system is pre.sently at capacity 
(Walker, 1985), Central Nevada Utilities operates two aerobic treatment 
plants for the Calvada houaing subdivision in Pahrump. In Clark County, 
approximately one third of the water consumed enters the county sewage system 
(McBrien and Jones, 1984), This waste water 1e treated in ll facilities 
oper!lted in BoLilder City, Henderson, Las Vegas, Overton, and other sites 
throughout the county (State of Nevada, OCS 1 1982a). Table 3-22 summarizes 
waste-water treatment in Clark County and southern Nye County. 

3.6.3.5 Solid waste 

Trash collection in Nye County is handled by private. contractors. 
County-owned, privately operated landfills are located outside the Town of 
Amargosa Valley, Beatty, Pahrump, Tonopah, and Gabbs. Refuse J.n Las Vegas, 
North Las Vegas, Henderson, and the unincorporated ar~aa of Clark County is 
collected by Clark Sanitation Company, Silver State DiAposal, and Automated 
Transfer Servtces • which form one private collection service. Fees are 
collected from residents by these companies, which pay a percentage Of the 
fees collected to the county and to the cities. The major landfill in the 
bicounty area, Sunrise, is owned by the Bureau of Land Management, lea~ed by 
Clark County, and operated and maintained by Clark Sanitat-ion Company. The 
landfill's 130 hectares (320 a·cres) are adequate for current needS. ·,ot'her 
major landfills are located at Boulder City and Net Us Ai:r Foree ·saae.• 

3.6.3.6 Energy utilities 

Electrical power in Nye County is distributed by the Sierra Pacific 
Power. Company, Mount Wheeler Power, and the Valley Electric Association. In 
Nye County, propane is SJlpplied by four distributors and heating oil by three 
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Table 3-22. Waste .. ·wc~ter treatment facilities in Clark and Nye countiea8 

Community Typ~ of facility 

Max:!.~um 

cap:' :.iky 
(m' j) 

Paak load 
(mgd) 

Am::!tgo~a Valhy 
Beatt:.y 
Boulder City 

Clark County 
un!ncorporP.ted 

Hendersonh ' 1 

Indian Spr.ings 
Indian Springs Air 

Force Base 

Lna Vegas 

Mercury 
Nevada Teat Site 
North Las Vegas 

Pahrumpk 

Septic tanks 
OM.idation ponds 
Facultative (aerobic-

anaerobic} ponds 
Advanced secondary 

treatment (trickling 
filter) 

Secondary treatment 
(aerated lagoon ayr:~tem); 
rapid infiltration; 
re-use facilities under 
construction 

Evaporation ponds 
Primary treatment (Imhoff 

tanka}; sludge diapoaal 
in pit.s 

Secondary treatment 
(trickling filters), 
chemical treatment 
for phosphorus removal 

Oxidst ion ponds 
No information 
Uses City of Las Vegas 

plant 
Aerobic package plants 

for Calvada development, 
septic tanks for rest 

6.2 

NO 
ND 

37 •. 5 

ND 

NOj 
NA 

0.06 

8 Data from the MITRE Corporation (1984) and the Nevada Development 
Authgrity (1984), except where otherwise noted. 

~~d3Qn~i~!~~~ gallons per day; l gallon • 0.003785 cubic meters. 

Data fro~ .Walker (1984). 
~Data from. ijenry {198~). 

Oats from Brown .IJ.nd Caldwell and Culp/Weaner/Culp (1980). 
~Data from Bechtel (1985}., 

~~:~: ~~~: ~~~1~~=~~;~ ~~~~~j. 
k~~t: ~~~m8~~~~~:~1(i98S). 
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distributors, The rtnin sources of electrical power for Clark Cotmty are 
the hydroelectric piant at Hoover Dam, Nevada Power Company's fossil-fuel 
Clark Generating St 1tion (near Las Vegas), and Reid ~~nrdner Generating 
Station (near Moapa), Distributors in Clark County inc.!.•1de the Boulder City 
Electrical Department, the Nevada Power Company, and t.l)e Overton Power 
District. Piped nnrural gas is available only in Clar!. County. Table 3-23 
sui!UIIariz.ss electdc.F.l and natural gas supply se.rvices i l the two counties. 

3.6.3.7 Public safety aerv~ 

The Nye County Sheriff's Office provides police p:·otectioo for the 
entire county except for the i.ncorporated city of Gabts, The Sheriff's 
Office emple>ys 44 dPputies and 14 df.spatchers to covel.· 5 millioO ht;:!C'i:'ares 
( 12 million acres) of the county; Gabbs ~~mploys an addiU.onal three deputies 
(State of Nevada, OCS, 1982b). Thus, there were about. 3.53 commissioned 
police officers for. every 1,000 people in the county in 1982, 'fhie 
relatively high ratio is explained in part by the lar$~~ area of the county 
and the long distances between towns (McBrien and Jonea, 1984), 

Nye County hlls 12 fire departments, which operate !11 flre stations, 
staffed by 128 firefighters (all but 14 are volunteers), The largest 
stations are the Amargosa Volunteer Fir~ Depart1nent end the Tonopah F.ire 
Department, which each have 25 firefighters, The !onopnh Fire Department has 
four paid employees. The 12 fire departments own a total of 36 major pieces 
of equipment (State of Nevada, OCS, 1982b), As with police P.rote.~ti.on, -the 
number of firefighters (9.61 per 1,000 people in 1982}. is ral~t;lvely high. 
This may be attributed in part, to the nature of the volunteer fire depart
ments and the regional geographic characteristics (McBrien and Jones, 1984). 

The Las Vegas Metropolitan Police Department, which is responsible for 
the City of Las Vegas and unincorporated areas of Clark County, employs 738 
police officers, including 27 in its airport section (LVMPD, 1984). There 
are alao 17 officers in Boulder City (McBrien and Jones, 1984), 41 in 
Henderson (McBrien and Jones, 1984), and 97 in North Las Vegas (Fay, 1984). 
Thus, the county had 893 police officers for a total 1963 population of 
535,150 (Ryan, I964a), or about 1.67 commissioned officers per 1,000 resi
dents. The four police departments operated about 430 vehicles in 1983 
(McBrien and Jones, 1964). According to a recent study by the Las Vegas 
Metropolitan Police Department, sheriff stations and detention facilities in 
many of the Clark County rural communities are inadequate. eEJpecially in 
those areas with a rapid growth in tourism (LVMPD, 1983)o 

Clark County is served by 24 fire departments through 41 fire stations. 
Five of these fire departments are located on government facil:l..ties -and at 
private industrial complexes. All but four of the remaining fire departments 
are staffed by voltlnteers. There a.re 218 volunteer firefighters in lhe 15 
Clark County community volunteer fire departments and 525 paid firefighters 
at the 9 private and public stations. Thus, the county had 0.42:3 Volunteer 
and 1.019 paid firefighters for every 1,000 people in the county in 1982, 
Fire departments in Clark County use lOS major equipruent pieces, including 
pumpers, tankers, security and emergency items, and sqt~sd cars, Most 
departments own one or tlol'o pieces of equipment, although the Clark County 
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Utility 

Boulder City 
~iec.trical 
Departmll!lnt 

C.P. National 

Mount "'keeler 
Po\ler 

Navada Power 
COGpany 

• Energy distributors in Nye and Clark countf.ea 

.'1llrvice area 

.:ouldar City 

Henderson 

Northwest 
Nye County 

llanderaon, 
l.aa Vesaa, 
No t..aa Vag.,, 
untnt;:,orpol''- ted 
araaa of 
Clark County 

Suppltar 

DOE and 
Colorado River 
CoMiuion 

El Paao Natural 
G4a Co111pany 

Not Know 

Navada Pover 
Con:pany 

·cagadt:z: 
Madmum 

f')tlll ,1,188 

-··· 
' . 3 MWb 27,2 HW 

: .. MMSCPOc ... 
ND •• 
l'l'l2 MW U28 MW 

daily 

OVerton Powr 
Dtatrict 

Bunkervtlle, 
Lo14ndda, 
}Wifq~Ha 1 
Onrton 

Colorado 
River 
Con.mialion8 

ND ll. 735 ,.; 

Sierra Pacific 
Powu Company8 

Southweat Gas 
Company 

Valley Eloctrtc 
Auoctation 

Northwest and 
central 
Nya County 

Boulder City, 
Laa Vegas, 
N. Laa Vegaa, 
unincorporated 
areas of 
Glark Couaty 

Be41tty, 
Amarsoaa 
Valley, 
Pahrump •. 
Scott''• 
Juncti-on 

Not l:now 

El Puo 
Natural Gas 
Co111pany 

Colorado 
River 
Commission8 

ND ND 

160.0 MMSCPD 150.4 MMSCPD 

•• 

:Data from Navada Development Authority (1984), except ~here otherwiae noted. 

~::s~,;a~a=1~~ion atandard Cub!e feet per day (natural gas). 

~~t: ~;a:·~~; State or Nevada, OCS (1985b) 
Sumaer peak (combined capac1t1ea or Parker Dam and Colorado River Storaaa 

ProjiCit). 
Data !roll the Clark County c'omprehen.tva Energy Plan (Cleric. County Dopartment of 

Comprehenaiva Planning. 1982a). 
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Fire Department htm 33 major pieces of equipment and Nellis Air lo'orce Base 
has 10 (State of Ne ads, OCS, l982s), 

3.6.3.6 Medical an(~ social eervicea 

In 1982 thet·e were 6 physicians in Nye County, or ,450 per 1,000 resi
de!lts, and 676 :':.n Clark County, or ).31 pet· 1,000 reE'f.c!nnts, At the end of 
1982, Clark County had 215 dentists, or 0.417 per 1,0 '0 res:i,deqts, All Nye 
County has been rankud as a priority 1 health-manpowe-.·- nhortage area by the 
U.S. Public Health s.;.rvice; i.e, it has the highest pri·•rity for allocating 
health manpower recruited by the Health Service Corps (State of Nevada, 
NSHCC, 1983), Health care BerV'ices in the three comm·mities neareat the 
propoHed W!<Ste repository site are limited. Amargosa Valley has no resident 
doctors or dentists, Ita clinic 1s staffed by a full-time physician's 
asaistant provided by the Central Nevada Rural Health Consortium (Longhurst, 
1984), The Beatty medical clinic is staffed by a pa::t-tirqe physician's 
assistant and visited by a dentist periodically; there is no doctor in the 
town (Thayer, 1984), Pahrump has a county-mmed-and··maintained medical 
clinic staffed by a full-time physician's assistant. A doctor visits tl'Je 
clinic once s week from Las Vegas, and another doctor is in private pract.tc.e 
in the town, All three comrnun.itieo have volunteer ambulance services and 
access to the· "Flight for Life" helicopter service operated by' Valley. 
Hospital in Las Vegas. 

Areas of Clark County having a health manpower priority of 1 include 
Searchlight-Davis Dam-Southpoint, Indian Springs, Virgin Valley, Moapa 
Valley, Lake Mead, Jean-Goodsprings, Sandy Valley, Blue Dlamond-Lee Canyon, 
Mount Charleston, and Central and North Central Las Vegas. The Paiute Indian 
colonies in the Las Vegas Valley and the Moapa Valley have a: priority rating 
of 4, Priority 4 means that the area does not have as great a health 
manpower shortage as priority 1 (State of Nevada, NSHCC, 1963). 

Acute care facilities in the two counties are listed in Table 3-24, 
along with the average number of beds in various service classes in 1982. In 
addition, Clark County has 11 long-term care facilities having a total of 
1,047 beds (State of Nevada, NSHCC, 1983). Tl'Jue, at the end of 1982, Clark 
County civilian hospitals had 3,012 beds, or 5.85 per 1,000 residents. Nye 
County had 22 acute care hospital beds and 24 long-term care beds (all at Nye 
General Hospital), for a total of 3.45 per 1,000 residents. The Nye General 
Hospital in Tonopah has been operating at a deficit (Pahrump Valley 
Times-Star, 1983), In an effort to improve the situation, the Nye County 
Commission formed a special assessment district in March 1984 (Pahrump Vallf'y 
Times-Star, 1984a), Since the towna of Amargosa Valley and Pahrump had voted 
overwhelmingly to oppose a "health tax" for the hosp.1.tal, they were not 
included within the new district. According to the town councils of Beatty 
and Amargosa Valley (Thayer, 1964; Boyd, 1984), very few people in these 
communities use Nye General. 

An important factor in evaluatir..g health care systems in the area is the 
impact of the large visitor population on health services, In 1960 the 
Las Vegaa ares had nearly 12 million visitors who stayed an average of 
4.3 nights(~ Ve~ Review-Journal et al., 1985). Therefore, an average of 
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Table 3-24.. Hospital facilitit.es in Hye and .CJ.,.rk counties. 1982: 
8 

average number of allocated hospital beds per clasetfication 

CJ.•••b 
FacUlty 

Total 

beds< 1 2 ' 4 5 6 7 • • 10 ll 

8oul.d~~ ~t-·.· 

St. Rose de 'L.tlls. 
Desert Spriags 
Southera ~ada 

Molisorial 
Sunrise 
Valley 
~en•s 

Hort.h Las Vegas 
Nye General 

Subt.otal 

Raleigh Bills 
Las Vegas Plecntsl 

Health Center 

Subtotal 

Neiih Air Foree tia.se 

'!OTAL 

a 

,. 
78 

222 

,,. 
671> 
298 
61 

168 
2l 

1~913 

34 .. 
" 
35 

2,022 

31.0 
.59.1 

179 • .5 

1.51 •• 
45'9.4 
210.0 
40.0 
115~0 
17.li 

1263.8 

o.o 

o.o 

o.o 

32.5 

5.0 
14.9 
o.o 

26.8 
56.0 
o.o 

2.1~0 

o.o 
2.0 

125.7 

o.o 

o.o 

o.o 

0.5 

1296.3 1'26.2 

COMtlliltl AOSPUALS 
o.o z~o o.o 
o.o ~.0 o.o 
o.o 18.8 22.8 

33.0 
42..0 
12.0 
o.o 
6.0 
0.0 

93.0 

35.9 
72.0 
20.0 
o.o 

16.0 
z.o 

170.7 

22.0 
o.o 

25.0 
o.o 
o.o 
0.0 

69.8 

SP!CIAL HOSPITALS 
0.0 o.o o.o 

o.o 

0.6 

o.o 

0.0 

o.o 

o.o 

FEDERAL HOSPITALS 
2 • .5 0.0 o.o 

95.5 170.7 69.8 

o.o 
o.o 
0.0 

o.o 
5.0 
o.o 
o.o 
o.o 
o.o 

5.o 

o.o 

o.o 

o.o 

o.o 

5.0 

o.o 
o.o 
o.o 

o.o 
35.0 
o.o 
o.o 
o.o 
o.o 

35.0 

o.o 

o.o 

o.o 

o.o 

o.o 
o.o 
o.o 

30.0 
o.o 

31.0 
o.o 
o.o 
o.o 

61.0 

o.o 

40.0 

40.0 

2.0 

35.0 103.0 

o.o 
o.o 
o.o 

30.0 
0.0 
o.o 
o.o 

:n.o 
o.o 

61.0 

o.o 

o.o 

o.o 

o.o 

61.0 

o.o 
o.o 
o.o 

11.6 
o.o 
o.o 
0.0 
0.0 
o.o 

11.6 

33 .. 5 

o.o 

33~.5 

o.o 

liS. I 

o.o 
o.o 
o.o 

8.0 
o.o 
o.o 
0.0 
o.o 
o.o 

8.0 

0.0 

o.o 

0:0 

o.o 

8.0 

bDat.a fr011: State of Nevada, ORPI. (1983). 
Bed clasae~ are as folla.s: 1 • medical/surgical~ Z- obstetrical, 3 • pediatric, 4 ... intensive care unit/cardiac 

care unit., .5 • iDter.ediate care, 6 • pediatric Intensive care unit, 7 • neoaata1 Intensive care unit, 8 .. psychiatric, 
9 ~ rehabllltatioo/p&ysical •ediehe, 10 • alcohol treatlleat, 11 • js!l (security). 

c 
this eolUIUI. sho.s total licensed beds u of Dece-ber 31, 1982.. '!he 1118 of the averag.e n~ber of allocated beds 1ft 

each bed cl.taa _, differ fro. the total lteenaed beda for a given boej,ital becatl8e •ore or fever beds ~~ay have been 
avatlable during the year. 

c: 

c 
c 

-<: 

0 



lt..l,OOO viaitora per 1!ny (mora than 25 percent of the resident population) 
may require some typ~~ of health care, primarily emergency services. In 1982 
about 130 acute-care tospital beds were allocated for ut~~a by out-l)f ... area 
patients (McBrien and Jones, 1984), Tha hospital admission rate for. visitors 
to Clark County has b~o:!'!n estimated at 0,5 per 1,000 visL·.;rs. According to 
the Nevada State Heal:.\·, Coordinating Council (State of Ne1 ada, NSHCC, 1983), 
6.9 percent of the <'•<.missions to Clark County hoapitala ue out-of-state 
residenta, 

Social services in southern Nevada are provided b) 1 variety of State 
and local agencies. The Nevada Department of Human Rc ·H·urces administer~:~ 

programs dealing wi.th adopt ion, child abuse, emergency ·helter, family 
counseling, menta: health, mental retardation, public heaJ.th screening and 
education, senior citizens, vocational training and rehabilitation, and 
welfare. Thf'. Nevada Equal Ri.ghts Commission handles comt,:;.aints of discr1.mi
nation in housing and employment. The Nevada Industrial. Insurance System 
administers w-orkers compensation programs (Clark Countj Department of 
Comprehensive Planning, l982b). 

In southern Nye County, the Nye County CommisA"Lon administers an 
emergency shelter program, while the Southern Nevada Mental Health Unit, a 
State agency, provides mental-health counseling. The County and the State 
jointly maintain a senior citizens center in Pahrump. 

Local public social service agencies in Clark County include the 8th 
Judicial District Court, C.he Clark County Health Distri.ct, Clark County 
Social Services, the Economic Opportunity Board of Clark County, and the City 
of Las Vegas' Senior Citizens Law Project. Typea of services provided 
include alcohol and drug ohuse counseling, burials, care of child-abuse 
victims, emergency s·hel ters, low-inc.ome energy ass !stance, family counseling, 
homemaker assistance, public-health screening, protective services, legal 
<tid, and a variety of programs for senior d.tizens (Clark County Department 
of Comprehensf.ve Planning, l982b). 

3.6.3.9 Libra!1.._facilities 

Nye County does not have a county-wide library system. Individual 
libraries are located in Beatty, Gabbs, Amargosa Valley, Manhattan, Pahrump, 
Round Mountain, and Tonopah. The new library in the Town of Amargosa Valley 
is staffed by a full-time librarian and an assistant and is funded by the 
town and the Nye County School District. The Beatty library, which is also 
new, has 12,000 bookB and a full-time librarian. About one-third of the 
support for the library comes from the Nye County School District, and the 
remainder from local tax revenues (Thayer, 1984). A library assessment 
district was recently formed in Pahrump (Pahrump Valley Times-Star, 1984b). 
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Library service~~ are provided by four library districts in Clark County. 
Boulder Clty, He:ldeJ·son, and North Las Vegas maintain municipal systems, 
while the Clark Co·.ll·-ty Library Distr:lct is responsible for the City of Las 
Vegas and unincorpot'-lted areas of the county. Branches are located in the 
Las Vegas metropoli:--an area .and in Blue Diamond, BunkevFille, Goodsprings, 
Indian Springe, Mes•,u!te, Mount Charleston, Overton, ar.r'i Scarch11.ght. The 
four districts huve a total of 565,909 books and employ :;he equivalent of 102 
full-time staff mGm.1ers, including professional libran :1'8 and administrative 
staff (State of Nevada, NSL, 1984). 

3.6.3.10 Pa~ks and Recreation 

Table 3-25 summarizes the major types of public park and recreational 
facilities in Nye and Clark counties. Not included .tn the table are a 
variety of other f8cilities owned and operated by local governmental agencies 
and special-purpose districts, such as exercise courset~, jogging trails, 
volleyball courts, gymkhana arenas, picnic areas, and ca1.1pgrounds. 

In southern Nye County, most of the public recreatf.onal facilities e.re 
maintained by local special-purpose districts. In Pahrump these facilities 
are provided by the town board. The Amargoea Valley Improvement Association 
owns a 16-hectare (40-acre) park, with facilities including a softball field, 
a gymkhana arena, and a drag trnck. Parks and recreation facilities in 
Bedtty are considered by the Beatty General Improvement District to be ade
quate for the present population except that additional baseball/softball 
fields are needed (Crowell, l985). The District is currently developing a 
ten-year recreation plan. According to the Pahrump Town Board, park and 
recreational facility development in that community is not keeping pace with 
population growth (Moore, 1985). 

According to an analysis by the Clark County Parks and Recreation 
Dl!partment, demand for facilities for most recreational activities exceeds 
the supply (Clark County Department of Comprehensive Planning, 1984). 

The Las Vegas Department of Recreation and Leisure Activities manages 
55 parks, having a combined developed area of about 262 hectares (647 acres) 
(Clark County Department of Comprehensive Planning, 1982b). Of these, 18 are 
at schools and are operated through joint-use agreements with the Clark 
County School District. Another 170 hectares (419 acres), rnost of W"hich are 
assocfated with Angel Park, are held in reserve for future expansion. 

North Las Vegas has 76 hectares (187 acres) of neighborhood and commu
nity parks, playgrounds, and sports fields (including a golf course). In 
addition, a 421-hectare (1,040-acre), largely undeveloped regional park is 
located in the city. Besides serving local residents, the parks are used by 
reside'nts of Las Vegas and unincorporated Clark County, as well as by 
personnel from Nellis Air Force Base. According to the Superintendent of 
Parks, existing personnel and facilities are inadequate for the present 
population (F.M. Johnson, 1984). 
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Table 3-25. 

Nu•btr 

"' 

fublic. parks and recreational facilitlu in Nye and 
tlark counties 

t<>td 
,.~ .. in But- root bill/ Eq11ipptd ~crtt· luktt~ 

1\•etnu ball torcer phy~ ttoo ·reonia ball Golf 
Slrvtce providtr ptrk• (,!cru) fhldt Hlldt Pooh ltOUIIdf ~tntt ~ourtt ~ourtt courut 

NYII C:OtrHn 

.w.raou Ytlhy 

!::~:~:~:!· 16· 2 0 
.,. 

" ' ' (40) 

lutty Genna! 
ltprovtt!nt 
l)hU~et "' 0 

(S) 
ToW!! of Pthru•p 

tOll Pthr~p 
Swtatns.;~Pool 
Dhtrlet No !:'Itt ' 0 0 0 

Ct..U,J: coum 

Cltrk CQ,unty 
1 CO•tntnn 40 1323 " '' II " • " ' 0 

mm 
City of loulder 

City ••• 0 0 0 ll 0 
(16.4) 

Clt1 of Htnd<ilrtonl 12 33.1 ' " 
,. 

' • ' 0 
011.7) 

Clty of Lilt Vtauh , 261.81 

"' " 
,, 

' 10 " " (646.9) 

City of llorih 
L.tt Vtau " 7~.1 o' •' ,. 

' Ill ,. 
(11:17) 

:O.tt fru. IDio*tn (1985). 

:=:t: ~ .. !·~:~ .. tt Clm). 

~=~: !~: ::;: ~::!!' Deptrt•nt of Pnk• and ~crtttlon (1984). 
Da~t fro• Ntv•dt Dotvtlo~nt Authority (1984), 

:Dth trot Lucu (1984). 

10..t• tro• Clerk County Daptn .. nt of Collprehtntivt Pltnnlllf (1982b), 
jA,nothtr )69,7.htcttrll (419 tcrtt) ne hald in fttUYt for future uptndon, 
kD&ta h011 BtOIL (1982), 

1Datt friMI '·"· Johlltoo (19~4),. 
Datt fro• O.Obney (l,U4). 
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The Henderson f;-trks and Recreation D~partment manClgee 12 pa1:1ts having a 
combined area of ab( Jt 33 hectares (82 acrea). According to the Department, 
these facilities ar,! ''understaffed and underdeveloped" u ... ucas, 1984). 

3.6.4 SOCIAL CONDLIONS 

This section contains a preliminary description, '•ued on available 
d.!ta, of existing ~ociocultural characteristics of sou l1ern Nevada. Because 
actual trsnsportat!o!' routeR have not yet been idenrt ted, communities 
through which h.f.gh-le 1el radioactive waste would be tre.n. ported have not yet 
been identified. The focus of this section is on thosa communities in the 
bicounty <lrea that could be affected by inmigrating rep·><>llory workers. The 
data provid~ the basis for the prelimi.nary assessment of socioculturf)~ 
impacts described in chapters 4, 5, and 6. This type of descriptir.m·ts 
sometimes classified as describing the quality of life in the affec~ed area 
and involves measur'.ng both objective and aubjeclive conlponents of community 
social life. A single index of the quality of life has not been determined 
for all residents in the study area because southern Nevada, which has 
experienced rapid and dynamic chan~e, has a wide diversity of cultures and 
social organization. The following sections describe (1) social organization 
and structure, (2) culture and lifestyle, (3) community atttibuteB, and. (4) a 
preliminary assessment of citizen concerns about the repositoryo 

3.6.4.1 Existing social organization and social structure 

The terms social orgar.f.zatlon and social structure, as used in the 
followi.ng sectioM 1 refer to the major social groupings and the network of 
social relationships that exist among residents in a given location. 

In contrast to the social impacts documented in the traditiPQ.I:ll boomtown 
literature (Cortese and Jones, 1977; Murdock and Leistrilz, 1979; see, 
how-ever, Wilkinson et al., 1982, and Murdock et al., 1985, for a more recent 
discussion of tl'is 1 Herature), the bJ.county area of southern Nevada 
comprises two distinct social settings: (1) a rural component, W'h.tch includes 
all of Nye County and the nonurban sections of Clark County, and (2) an urban 
component, which includes about 96 percent of the Clark County population. 
Table 3-26 presents selected social characteristics of Nye and Clark 
counties, the State of Nevada, Mountain States, Western States, an'd the U.S. 

3.6.4.1.1 Rural social organization and structure 

As indicated in Table .3-26, Nye County exhibits a high rate of popula
tf.on growth and inmigration, as compared with the national average. In 1980 
only 25 percent of Nye County residents were born in the State (Table 3-26). 
Historically, a high rate of inmigration and population turnover associated 
W'ith boom and bust mining activities has occurred both in the State and in 
Nye County (Elliott, 1973; Paher, 1970). These data suggest the absence of 
community cohesion, defined as social fo::>rces that draw and keep persons 
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Tab~G 3-26. Selected social characteristi.caa 

-·-
We a tern Mount(lin State Nye Clark 

Characteristic u.s. Stat.es States of Nevacl 1 County County 
--·---

Number of persons M.O 24.6 13.3 7. 3 o. 5 58.8 
per square mile 

Urban (%) )), 7 83.9 76.4 85.2 o.o 95.5 
Racial composi~ion (%) 

White 83.4 81.5 88.1 87. ~ 92.2 84.8 
Black 11.7 5.2 2.4 6.4 0.3 1 o. 0 
American lnd •. an, o. 7 1. 8 3.3 1. B 4.7 o.s 

Eskimo, Aleut 
Other t._ 2 11.5 6.2 4. 0 2.8 4.4 

Spanish origin (r.) 6.5 14.5 12.7 6.8 5.5 7.6 
Male a per 100 94.5 98.0 98.7 102.4 l!S. 7 101.7 

females 
Age 65 and over (%) !l. 3 10.0 9. 3 8.2 9.0 7.6 
Population increase !l.4 2 3. 9 37.2 63.8 61.6 69.5 

1970-80 (%) 
Born in-state (%) 63.9 t,s. 3 44 .I 21.4 24.9 18.5 
Owner-occupied 64.1~ 60.3 67.2 59.6 66.7 59.0 

homes (%) 
One-person 22.7 23.6 21.6 24.6 26.6 24.3 

households h%) 
10.4 24. 1 29.6 148.9 11.7 116.0 Marriage ratg 

Divorce rateb 5.2 7.6 8.0 16.0 7.7 16.4 
Suicide rate b 12.8 1 7. 2 17.8 27.8 14.6 22,8 
Homicide rate 9.7 8. 6 B. 7 17.0 27,2 19.4 
Crime ratec 5396.5 6923.2 6383.5 8485.1 2980.2 9075.3 

~Except where otherwise indicated, data were ob~ained from DOC ( 1983a). 
All values were calculated from data in Giovacchini (1983). Values for 

marriage and divorce were calculated from data on page 160 and pages 4-7. 
Values for suictde and homicide for the United Sta~es, Western and Mountain 
states and the State of Nevada were calculated from data on pages 165-172. 
Yearly rates for each state were averaged over the four years 1977-1980 
(inclusive) to arrtv~ at an overall average rate for the Mountain or Western 
states. Data for Hawaii and Alaska are not included in the Western s~ates' 
averages. Values for suicide and homicide for Nye and Clark counties were 
calculated from population estimatea shown on page 2, suicide data presented on 
pages 100-103, and homicide data preaented on pages 110-113. Yearly rates were 
averaged for the four years 1977-1980 (inclusive). Marriage and divorce ra~es 
are expressed as a rate per 1,000 inhabitants; suicide and homicide rates are 
expressed as a rate per 100,000 inhabitants. 

cValues for the u.s., Western and Mountain states and Nevada were calcula~ 
ted from data in U.S. Departmen~ of Justice (1978-1980, 1982). Values for Nye 
and Clark counties were caleulated from data in State of Nevada, Department of 
Law Enforcement Assistance (1980) and county population estimates on page 3 of 
Giovacchini (1983). Data nre expressed as a rate per 100,000 inhabitants, and 
represent an average of the respective yearly rates. 
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together (Schacter, 191.8). Based on dnt.a f.n Table 3-26, other indicators 
point to a greater dcg _·ee of social cohesion in Nye than l.n Clark County, 
although these data a!->·1uld be interpre~ed with cnut:lon in view of che small 
numbers and small poptl'ation base. In Nye County, the percentage of owner
occupied homes was hi~ 11er than in Clark County; divorce rares and crime rates 
were lower. The popu1ation · ... as fairly homogeneous in rure'; and ractnl compo
sition (although the r-.~nsus data also show that in 1980 N1 ti.ve Americl,l.ns con
stituted almost 5 per,_ent of the total Nye County populat; ;m). Approximately 
40 percent of these Native Americans lived on reservation Nye County had a 
rehtively high rutio of males to females in 1980. 

The most striklng feature of thP. area surrounding t ,e Yucca Mountain 
site ta the sparaPness of population. As shown in Table -26, the 1980 Nye 
County population density was only 0.5 person per square mile. The Yucca 
Mountain site is bounded entirely on one side by the Neva.da Teat Site (NTS); 
on the remaining sides, the population is dispersed over a wide geographic 
area, which is predominantly undeveloped desert or mountainous land. Forms 
of social organization include several farming communities, isolated ranches 
and mining settlemem:s, and a few villages which serve as trade centers 
(Smith and Coogan, 1964), ln addition, there is a compa,ly housing compl.ex 
for workers at the American Borate Company and temporary housing e.t Mercury 
for workero and visitors at the NTS. 

Data 011 BP.f.tlement patterns of recent U.S. Department of Energy and 
contractor employ·eea at the NTS indicate that some rural communities may be 
affected by inmigrating repository workers (Table 5-26). Four communities 
closest to the proposed repository site are Amargosa Valley, Beatty, and 
Pahrump in Nye County and Indian Springs in Clark County. The distinctive 
fPaturPs of tlwAe communities are desc.r1her'! in the following paragraphB, 
including distances from the proposed location of the surface facilities at 
Yucca Mountain. All distances presented below are road miles as shollin in the 
Nevada Map Atlas (State of Nevada, Department of Transportation, ca. 1984), 
plus the length of the proposed acces" road to U.S. Highway 95, which is 
expected to be 26 kilometers (16 miles) long (see Section 3.6.2). 

Amargosa Valley is the nearest population ~enter to the repository site. 
The population of the town is spread un'2':venly throughout approximately 
1,036 square kilometers (400 square miles) (Hansen, ca. 1984) and is highly 
var:l.able (see Section 3.6.2.2). Approximately 45 people (Smith and Coogan, 
1981..) were concenu-ated along u.s. Highway 95 in the community formerly 
caJled Lathrop Wells, which is about 27 kilometers (17 miles) from the 
proposed surface facilitites at Yucca Mountain. There are two other 
locations where the town's population is concentrated; the Amargosa Farm 
area, which is approximately 18 kilometers (ll miles) BOoth of u.s. Highway 
95 and west of State Route 373, and the American Borate housing complex on 
Nevada State Route 373, close to the California border. Population in these 
locations was estimated to be 1,500 persons and 280 per~:10ns, respectively 
(Smith and Coogan, 1984). The valley has witnessed growth in recent years. 
The Research and Educational Planning Center (198ft) estimates that there is a 
large Hispanic population (approximately 50 percent) and a transient 
population of from 20 to 25 percent. Both mining and ranching are important 
in the area (Research and Educational Planning Center, 1984). Much of the 
land can be classified as "agriculturally rnarginal." Under irrigation, the 
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